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CHAPTER V

THE CHUH2H IN THE KOND HILLS
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(a) Establishing; the Church, 1910 - 1931

In 1508 John Biswas, the Telugu-speaking student at Guttack

Theological College had offered to work in the Kond Hills# The

Orissa Mission Board would not send hixa without an Indian companion

and there was a long delay for Oriya pastors and students alike were

afraid of the unhealthy climate# Ultimately the school teacher from

Russellkonda offered to join him - a surprising decision until his

personal motives were realised: he hoped thus to gain a place in the

Theological College, for he had been considered unsuitable in an

earlier application# John Biswas and he spent May of 1909 in the

hill-tracts# The schoolmaster then retired on six months' sick

leave but John Biswas stayed to settle among the hands# Despite his

being a plainsman, he earned an unusual place in their regard, still

being mentioned with respect fifty years later# The bungalow already

built beside the Oriya government post at G. Udayagiri became his

headquarters#

By 1910 two more bungalows had been built at Gudripori, one mile

south-west of Udayagiri# The panga-land which the Hands gave for the

purpose had been the cremation ground for women who died in childbirth,

hence it was believed to be haunted by their restless and greatly

feared spirits# This again was a sound practical move by the Konds,

who could not have used it themselves#

Preaching tours now became more extensive and regular, though

curiosity or suspicion was the usual response# From the beginning

the pioneer team had urged their home board to send medical workers,

for the two local priest-diviners were in bad repute usually being

found in, or lying around, the British-sponsored liquor shop in

Udayagiri# (This was soon to be closed by the Hands' united action)#
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However, no medical colleague was forthcoming for many years, and not

medicine but education became the focus of the work*

The master-mind of the group was Oliver J. Millman. He had

airearty been teaching for six years in William Carey's college at

Serampore in Bengal. Before his arrival in the hills, one or two

government schools had opened at Oriya centres in the hill-tracts.

These were run by Hindu teachers using the Oriya language and were

making no impact on the Konds. Millman, however, conducted his first

school in the Kui language and held it under the central shade-tree

in the village of Mallikapori, a mile south-east of Udayagiri. lie

rapidly attracted not only men and boys but even a very few girls.

Unlike Captain Fzye half a century earlier, he used not Oriya but

Roman script, excluding the redundant 'c', 'q.' and 'y'. So great

was the response that in his brief ten years' service in the hills,

Millman established three Primary schools (to Class IV) each earning

Government grants; a Middle school in Udayagiri with boys' boarding

hostel; enough teachers, including one qualified girl-teacher, to

staff all these; and a most successful ni|£it-school for adults. His

Kui primers had been adopted and published by the government and a

number of his scholars had gone with considerable success to the

government Training School in xhulbani and to High Schools on the

plains. Also he had established a Mission Education Board for the

whole state of Orissa.

It was on Easter Sunday, 1914» that the first four converts were

baptised, beginning a household pattern that has been comaon ever

sinoe. These were Bisi, a Pan priest, his wife Lasuri, their son

Bondia, and his brother-in-law Kusu. Three years earlier Christian

interest had earned Bisi to withdraw from priestly office in his

village of Mallikapori. He now led this solitary household in making
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a decision totally unacceptable to his kin-group and to the wider

conraunity. Thi3 proved to be a turning point. Here and there other

households were baptised, enduring both the mockery and the hardships

that arose from their neighbours' fears. Water rights at the community

spring were denied them for fear of 'contamination' resulting from the

anger of outraged Kond deities. This meant much arduous labour in

carrying heavy water-pots up and down the hillside to some inconvenient

and therefore little used spring. Similarly they were blamed and

ostracised for any outbreak of sickness or deaths in the conrnunity.

The situation was all the more difficult to explain if their own
/

family suffered any disease or misfortune. But when Poto, another

I.Iallikapori Pan, who had become a respected government teacher, was

baptised along with his wife in the presence of his fellow teachers,

the first church was formed there at Mallikaporl, the village of

Mllman's earliest Kui sohool. Thither groups of 'learners' walked

in from villages round about. By 1920 there were thirty baptised

church members and the foundations cf the first church-building were

laid - unknowingly at the place suggested by Goadby many years before,

"on Humbarikupa hill". Also, a mile away in Udayagiri about fifty

people gathered regularly in John Biswas' bungalow.

During these early years of the Church, the First World War

raged in Europe, and in 1917 it drew in even the Kui people. Edward

Evans, a missionary recruit who was to serve longer than all the others,

retiring only in 1949, was requested to form a Labour Corps arid

accompany it as Chaplain to Basra an the Mesopotamian front. Through

sudden deaths and constant ill health among the missionaries, the

staff had been sadly depleted in the hill-tracts, Evans himself having

lost his bride the previous year. But a strong link was forged

between Edward Evans and his 300 lorely young Kui recruits who for



The highly respected school-teacher, iOto .Aha, and his wife
on the fortieth anniversary of their baptism in 1915 at Lallikapori*
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the first time were far beyond their usual walking distance from home

and kin# This link led many of them to be baptised in the years

following the end of hostilities arid their return home, home of them

had been : illman's schoolboys and for the first tine a literate church

leadership began to emerge# These were mostly Bans, who had not

only five years' schooling behind them but who iiad "seen the world"#

The plea for a medical missionary continued to be made to the

Hone hoard without success# The British administration did little

better, seeming to be satisfied with the following report in the

Gazetteer of 19O8:

•hospitals and dispensaries are only on the plains; the District
Collector and Bub-jissistant Agent take a hospital assistant on
their cold season tours and thus bring medical aid within reach
of the hill-tribes# *

- one unqualified Indian assistant visiting a small portion of the

tracts once a year, and that during the only reasonably healthy season#

Winfield, the linguist whose Kui Grammar and Vocabulary were to

be hi^ily praised by the Asiatic Society of Bengal as *a most welcome

addition to our knowledge of Dravidian linguistics', wrote of the

crow; awaiting the missionaries each day for medicine:

'a young fellow with a fearful ulcer in his thigh.###a boy with
a gash in his foot from cutting wood in the forest, whose
wound the village priest has smeared with filth and soot, hoping
to heal it by covering it from sight# It is a case for quick
and severe treatment# A mother brings her tiriy infant because
it won't take its food and is starving# An old man's sight is
failing. Malaria, liver troubles, sore eyes, ringworm, scalds,
etc# And from lack of knowledge, means and time we have to say
"We can do little for you." Sometimes only a few come; some¬
times forty or fifty.'

We have never had a doctor in the ii>nd Hills# The medical
work, which has been done, has been ventured by theological or
educational missionaries# During 1921 4,000 people were helped
by us - folk suffering from malaria, black-water fever, venereal
disease, ophthalmia, influenza, dysentery, pneumonia, tuberculosis,
tetanus, skin diseases of all kinds, burns, scalds, snake-bites
and accidents# How long must these poor folk be left to the
mercies of amateurs?'• 2

1 imperial Gazetteer of India, Dew Ddition, Vol#XII, Oxford, 1908,
2 tfearce-Garey, Dawn on the Kond Hills» p#90 pp# 157-158#
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Millman, too, speaks of one of his young pupils slowly developing

leprosy. He was turned out of home and village in the belief that the

leprosy spirit had punished him for some wicked action - or even,

perhaps, for omitting sane simple gift-offering. Correct treatment

for incipient leprosy could have prevented his appalling distress.

It was in 1923 that the B.K.S. eventually committed themselves

not only to sending the much-needed doctor but to building the

Koorshead Memorial Hospital in honour of Dr.Fletcher Ivioorshead of the

Home Board, whose dream it had been ever since Arthur Long had conduc¬

ted him through the hill-villages in 1906. Even so, years went by

in planning the type of building and its most suitable position before

an appeal for funds could even be made to the British churches. Great

was the frustration and near-despair of the missionaries when lack of

skilled knowledge was misinterpreted by the Kui people as lack of the

will to help.

•One day,' says Freda Laughlin, 'when I only knew a little Kui,
I went to a village. In a very few minutes the whole place
was in the street. Sick babies with inflamed eyes, folk wilh
festering wounds, others begging me to go and see a badly-
burned woman, others expecting me to cure consumption with a
dose cf cough mixture, malaria with a dose of quinine, running
sores with one application of ointment. I could not move for
the crowd. Lever had I so longed for medical knowledge.* i

The group in greatest need was perhaps the Kui mothers, most of

them anaemic, who by the demands of traditional behaviour were attended

in childbirth and the following month only by their oldest women

relatives. Infant and maternal mortality was so high that the

deceaseds' spirits had become second only to the spirits of tiger-

killed victims in fearfulness.

Eventually in 193° Br. Hugh Craig of Edinburgh arrived in Udayagiri.

1 Op. Cit. p.115»
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He had gained experience both at the Livingstone Dispensary in

Edinburgh's Cowgate and in the Tropical Diseases Hospital. However,

just after passing his second year language exam and marrying his

nurse-fiancee, they both contracted malaria and returned home.

The Church ccntinued its slow, steady growth. In 1930 the

membership totalled over 400 baptised believers. These with their

children and many 'learners' met for worship in 16 village centres.

The first three Kui evangelists had been appointed, but of necessity

missionaries and Kui day-school teachers led most of the Sunday

services - a pattern which continued through the first half-century

of the Church. In each local church Dadaru ('elder brothers') and

Balsaka ('elder sisters') were appointed to act as deacons in liaison

between Mission and local church, especially regarding 'inquirers' and

matters of local discipline. The Senior Elder from each local church

also met with the missionaries in Udayagiri two or three times per

year to discuss serious matters of discipline. After these consulta¬

tions, the missionaries pronounced on the necessary disciplinary

action, the 'Evans Aba* by then being firmly regarded as the mission¬

aries' patriarch whose word was law. At that time Church rules and

their corresponding discipline were clear and legalistic. All mis¬

demeanours fell within one of three categories: as Grade I, II or

III sins, with Grade I, II or III punishment to follow. This legalism

was to some extent mitigated by the paternalism vherety every Christian

was personally known to the missionaries who, for instance, annually

provided a small Christmas present of clothing for each Christian.

These meetings of the iienior Elders also dealt with cannon financial

concerns and the appointment and placing of evangelists. There were

soon five of these, and for the first time a Kui student entered Cuttack

Theological College on the plains.
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1931 was an csutstanding year. All the local churches united

under the name of the Kond Hills District Church Union. Also the

first Deri hefoha ('Great Gathering*) took place that dry season

(spring) around that earliest church in fcallikaporl. There, local

Christians built a wattle-and-leaf shelter to accommodate the entire

Kui church-membership. meetings were planned from the Tuesday to

Thursday, and by that iondaynight a great circle of cooking fires

marked the encampment of 800 people. All Church members were expected

to attend along with their children, and inaiy 'learners' in addition.

Bach group brought its own rice, but lentils, cooking oil and cooking

pots were provided through mission funds. Business matters concern¬

ing evangelists, church rules and discipline were all concluded on

the first day. The rest of the time was devoted to teaching and

preaching. On the Thursday night 1,500 folk attended the closing

session then set out next morning to walk perhaps 25 miles back to

their own villages, taking with then a totally new experience of the

Church as one family, for the few Bonds and the many _an Christians

had sat - and even eaten - together.

A Church ffea3t



i/erheps the widest valley in the liond Hills,in 1965* Hbove the
white bungalows of the icrastiy Departaent (mid-right) can be
seen the trees shading the Lioorshead Memorisl Ohilstian Hospital
and mission buildings at Gudriporl* The Salki River in its gorge
flows across the centre of this picture from the Kallikapori
direction (left of standing figure) toward G.Udayagiri (off right).
The battles described try Macpherson (oee Vol.11 pp.422-427) took
place in this valley.
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(8) Some Effects of Deaocragy: 1931-1956

After the young doctor's brief sojourn ended in his return to

Scotland in 1932, three missionary nurses were seconded to the kond

Hills with greater success; but the acuteness and frequency of out¬

breaks of dysentery, smallpox and cholera, as well as the many and

varied emergency cases often requiring surgery, demanded the services

of a doctor. Then came the sudden death of the B.M.S. kedical

Secretary in London, Dr. listener i-oorshead, champion of medical aid

to the Konds. This heavy blow was turned to good account when the

speeding up of a hospital building was planned as a memorial to him.

ify 1936, two doctors, Honor and Gordon tfilkins, had arrived. Their

temporary 'wards' in some store-sheds were quickly filled to overflow¬

ing, and the first Kui girl was trained as a nurse in the older B.M.S.

hospital down on the plains at Berhampur. Then in 1938 amid great

rejoicing, the Loorshead Memorial Hospital was opened at Gudripori,

the kiss ion centre one mile south-west of G. Udayagiri.

keanwhile the Church maintained its steady growth. The B.M»S.

Annual Report for 1936 stated that:

•in the Rond Hills there are now eighteen organised churches
(and nine more baptised groups without a church building); ten
whole-time evangelists; a membership of 932; five new
chapels built by themselves this year; the printed Romans
added to the Gospels and the Acts (and I and II Corinthians
ready for the press, thanks very specially to ijrs.Kvans );
three more Clemen taxy Schools and two Mult Training Centres,
and two students being maintained in the Cuttack Theological
College. Mr.Grimes has been nominated by the Government as
the representative and spokesman for the Hill Tribes in the
Mvisory Council of the new Province of Orissa.' 2
Of the thirty churches established by 1940, five were further

west among the Pans of the Balliguda area, with a small group of

1 bdward Lvans had remarried some years previously.
2 Annual Report of -the Baptist kissionary Society, Sondon, 1936.
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inquirers right over at the westward foot of the hill tracts in the

village of homonkhole. To meet the increasing difficulties of

pastoral oversight , the region was divided into six Areas and six

senior pastors or day school teachers were appointed as full time

Area Supervisors. These had responsibility, under District

Missionary supervision, for the local churches and the Union's

evangelists.

The last and most patriarchal member of that pioneer group of

missionaries left the Kond ilills in 194-9. The recruits who had

taken their place during the previous decade were younger than the

Kui members of that central committee of *Alder Brothers'. At the

instigation of the former and after weeks of day- and almost ni^it-

long sessions, a Constitution was hammered out for the forty-nine

churches in the Kond Hills District Church Union (known as 'the Union*).

It was finally accepted at a stormy session during the Deri Cobha

'Great Gathering' of 1950. These gatherings became the Annual

Meetings of the Union.

The teething troubles of the new Constitution were many. On

the one hand, certain older members were dismayed at what they deemed

to be the irresponsibility of the young missionaries, particularly the

abolition of the Discipline Comnittee with its orderly array of

penalties, also other branches of centralised authority. These

loyal older men and their wives were the fruit of the protective, and

sometimes possessive, love of the paternalistic era. Their cry:

"You do not love us as our missionary-fathers did. They would not

have done this." was perhaps tinged with fear that change was coming

to traditionalist attitudes in Kui society generally as well as to

their new found security as Pans in the Church. On the other hand,

some of the middle age-group, particularly certain of the teacher-
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leaders in the pride of their professional status and authority,

swung to the opposite extreme* They seized the new freedom avidly,

realising that power now went with membership of central comittees*

So for a few years, the Church in the Kond Hills was battered by some

strong cross currents* For a further five years it was taken for

granted that the Union President would continue to be selected annually

from among the men missionaries, thou^i from -the earliest formation

of the Union a Kui Christian had filled the office of Union Secretary*

Then in 1955, Jaganath Kaik, a gifted Pan layman, the headmaster of

the Middle School, carried through a most successful year of office

as the first Kui President* In succeeding years Jaganath Aba (father)

and certain others of seniority and wisdom gradually assumed a new

and core advisory role in relation to the missionaries*

During this same period political change came to the Kond Hills-

In 1947 the Indian nation had gained Independence. For some time

previously Indian local government officials had been replacing

Europeans* Thus Ollenbach's type of paternalist government had gone;

but it was rapidly replaced by an Indian counterpart* The declared

policy of the Central Government in Eew Delhi was to provide protection

and assistance to all the nation's Adibasi (autocthones).

In the case of the Konds, several Ashram schools were set up,

providing free education and board for Kond beys, thou^i not at all

for the Kui-Pans alongside them* These included vocational as well

as academic subjects in their curricula, the whole being within a

Hindu setting with Uriya-speaking teachers - for the policy was two¬

fold: to 'advance' the Konds into equality with the Oriyas; and on

a broader basis, for obvious reasons, to bring the widely disparate

pecples of India into some likeness of national unity, throu^i

acculturation* For some years the response was discouraging* ihe
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boys, often with no previous schooling, were pitch-forked suddenly

from the freedom of village life with its fully co rip rebended sanctions,

into a strange environment of 'rules' both in classroom and hostel,

all administered in an alien tongue# hot unnaturally, they rapidly

and repeatedly fled for home. (In later years, through the persever¬

ance of the authorities are! the much greater desire for education,

the response became very different).

This policy of protection provided that posts in tire administra¬

tion at various levels be reserved for tribal peoples. i'or many years

this could only be the ideal rather than the practice in the Kond hills,

for the number of Konds sufficiently educated to become even the lowest

affioe-peon were few indeed - nor would their attitude to the occupa¬

tions befitting a Kond have allowed their acceptance.

Bsrhaps the most practical aid to them by this policy over all

was that land remained untaxed and could not legally be transferred

to non-Konds. Indeed, strong efforts were made to return it to the

original Kond owners where it had been lost to Oriya or fan traders

during the past generation in pay ent of debts. Nevertheless, many

of these drink-loving Konds fail to retain their coveted paddy-fields

for very long. One drunken Kand resold his for a pot of alcohol,

much to his later disgust. His friend followed suit, for a few

shillings: "because we were drunk and wanted another drink."

.An added difficulty to these totally illiterate groups was in

dealing with even the simplest official correspondence, necessarily

in an alien language:

'A postcard acknowledging receipt of an application for return
of land can cause such worried inconp rehension arid fear of
"Government reprisals" (unspecified and unfounded) that men
will walk miles to the Christian pastor for elucidation:
and even then it may be produced weeks later, dirty, crumpled,
but carefully preserved, for a "second opinion". With
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generations of only traditional forms of land exchange behind
than, confusion and fear are not surprising. borne Konds indeed
are not anxious to regain their land thus, especially if the
present owner is a worthy man. Their sense of justice, sharpened
try awareness of the omnipresent supernatural world, leads them
to say: "The original bargain was made and we've "eaten" the .

money. Vie can't gp back now on our family's legitimate agreement."

The most noteworthy political change made only a slight ripple on the

surface of daily life for most Konds: that was the election in 1951 of

their own Lenber of Legislative Assembly to sit in the new parliament

of Orissa State. Cuttaak, the former British capital, was abandoned

in favour of the ancient Hindi religious centre of Lhubaneswar where a

great complex of government offices was built alongside the ruined

temples. Low for the first time the tribal vote was sought, and at

the weekly markets and other Oriya centres in the hills, the Konds

were subjected to impassioned speeches encouraging them to go to the

polls and put their mark against a certain picture on their card - be

it of a plough, an umbrella, or whatever symbol had been adopted by

that speaker's parly. Their bewilderment was considerable. One very

intelligent but illiterate young Kond, more familiar than most with

the Oriya colony at G. Udayagiri, nevertheless could not set this new

thing alongside his traditional view of justice and order, where either

trial by ordeal or the elders' deliberations clearly settled matters

beyond all doubt or dispute. He asked, with a real desire to knows

"How do you tell which is the one speaking the truth and which are the

deceivers?1

That was an unanswerable question to 3uch Konds as did yield to

outside pressures and cast their vote on that first occasion - after

which life continued for them in exactly the same way as for the

thousands who disregarded the whole situation. The missionaries,

1 I3oal, Lire is Las.y. p.80.
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like all other expatriates, had undertaken not to take part in

politics as a condition of entry into the country, But the various

political parties were by no means as unaware as the Rands themselves

of the enormous potential of the adibasi vote. Here were whole

cocBTiunities to be cultivated, and if possible won, before the next

election took place five years later. Hot only were the nation-wide

parties politically interested but tie new kui Sama.1 began to make

its identity known and its presence felt in the eastern and more Uriya-

infiltrated sector of the hills around Phulb&ni and G. Udayagiri.

Politics were only one aspect of this party's activities; it was

concerned with the cultural uplift of Kui society along Oriya lines,

xf-ofessor M, N, Srinivas' definition of the term "Sanskritization"

covers the general aims of this party: 'Social climbing by ctmforraing

to an all-India standard of respectable behaviour'• In the early

1950*s, however, such political and cultural awareness was the interest

of the very few even in that north-eastern region where the proportion

of Criyas, x'ans and other non-Konds is the highest in the hill-tracts.

During those same years of the early 1950's further change came

to the Kond Hills. A considerable and increasing Roman Catholic

movement v.as organised "by Spanish missionaries operating first from

their plains headquarters at Surada. Their policy was to deploy

their celebate, and thus more mobile, missionaries over a number of

village-centres reached via the LieegL Ghat-foot track and other foot

approaches further south. Their emphasis rapidly proved to be on

education. They began with free primary education with hostel facili¬

ties in their newly-built Haikia headquarters twelve miles west of

G. Udayagiri on the Balliguda road. Their project grew steadily

1 For a fuller treatment see F.G.Bailey's Tribe, Caste and Ration
concerning political change at this period in the eastern Rondmals
Sub-division.
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until it covered all age-groups and included teacher-training. A

confession of faith which at first demanded fewer changes from the

old life and its ways - especially regarding liquor-drinking - as well

as their more colourful form of worship, proved attractive not only

to non-Christians but to Protestants smarting under Church discipline

for the most common reasons of drink or adultery. In the early years,

the Catholics continued to use the Criya language, as they had done

in burada. Their work at that period was mainly among Oriya-speaking

Pans*

Early in 1956 the United Christian Missionary Society of the

American Disciples of Christ who had been working for many years in

rather static situations in horth India, asked the Baptist Missionary

Society if they raifjst co-operate in the more progressive work in

Orissa* Jks a result, one of their experienced missionaries, Dr.

Donald licGavran, visited the hond Iiill3. he had earlier made a

detailed study of 'people movements' into the Church, and now after

a few dtys' stay, he produced an objective appraisal of the life and

work of the Baptist Church in the Iiond dills. Had be been able to

spend longer in the area, some of his thoughts and reconmendations

might have been modified or evt; omitted, but much of his document

was of considerable constructive value*

It was with some sense of shock that the missionary staff faced

the most significant fact that emerged from his study: that the

Church in the bond Hills was not a Aond Church at ail but overwhelm¬

ingly

'A Pan people movement which began about 1927, gained great
power before the war, grew little during tie war, had two
good years in 1946 and 47, and has grown slowly since then*
Here and there Konds were won, as individuals, as families,
and very occasionally as small groups of families*
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There is no way of finding out exact! how many Konds there are
in total membership. ... Several of the preachers thought that
Pans and Konds in the proportion of 2,000 Pans and 320 Konds
would be generous toward the Konds. One Kond said there were
less than 100 hands in the Ghurch. In village after village,
all the Christians are frctn the Paris, and the Christian houses
stop abruptly at the first Kond liouse. In Lokebadi we were told
that 7 or 8 families of iuands became Christian in 1934* when the
movement was pulsing with enthusiasm. when they went to tire
Christian feast that year and found that they had to eat with the
sweeper Dona from Kritangando who had also become Christians,
they refused and reverted.
An appreciable part of the picture is the persistent hope that
the 100,000 hands 1 will espouse Christianity. The first
impression which this Church gives.....is that of a non-caste
situation with Konds and Pans living more or less as one coanunity
and about equally likely to become Christians. This is quite
erroneous, but the persistent hope encourages the impression.
• ••••The Pans are being won and can be won. Come say that there
are about 50,000 of them. About 4,000 have already become
Christian. About 46,000 remain. Careful investigation in
several villages convinced me "that very considerable numbers are
ripe for conversion now.•..The major effort in a situation as
ripe as this should be to disciple as maty of these fine people
(i.e. Pans) as possible. 'This is the responsive conrounity.
These fire the Israelites who are waiting staff in hand and loins
girded to leave the land of bondage. It would be unwiBe to spend
much time and effort trying to persuade the Egyptian aristocracy
and land owners that they too should start Hie march to Canaan.
The "Kcnd Hope" in the past, I feel, defleoted some effort from the
responsive conmunity. But peoples turn to God when he has pre¬
pared them in His own mysterious way. While welcoming all who
will come, we would do well to consider the Pans as our special
respons ib ility•' *

This eminently practical assessment went much against the grain

with the Gudripori missionaries; but Dr. i.cGavran's points seemed

irrefutable. In an attempt to meet their "Kond Hope", as he termed

it, he suggested that a final decisive test might be made of the res¬

ponsiveness of the Konds:

'Suppose we were to make up a Kond team of the best men we could
get, all of them pure bonds, give the team a missionary, and a
mandate to disciple as many .Hands as possible in the most
favourable area of the highlands - the Church leaders thought
this would be a long way from Udayagiri. The team would work
the area intensively, saturating a group of villages with teach¬
ing and preaciiing aimed at decision. Six months would tell Hie

1 This figure very greatly underestimated the number of Konds in the
area.

2 Prom an unpublished report circulated by Dr.iicG&vran among the
B.M.S. and U.C.M.S. missionaries concerned and their headquarters

staff.
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story. If the door v/ere proved to he open ty the conversion,
let us say, of twenty or more families in groups, further
discipling an the edges of this growing Church should he pushed#
If the door were not open, if a few scattered beptisms were
all 'that had occurred, it should he concluded that at this time
the Konds are no more responsive than they have "been for fifty
years.* ^
Dr. IdcGavran realised that the Kond md Dan people reoognised

themselves as superior and inferior respectively. He did not, however,

appreciate the depth of this difference, nor thus ite effect on the

basic, less easily perceptible relationship between them. He notes,

for instance, the refusal of the Konds to eat with Pans, and the de¬

filement of their food and eating vessels if a Pan « or even a Kond

married to a Pan - touches them; but he falls into the error of maiy

"Indianists" in relating tribal values too readily to a Hindu context.

This, he says: "is typical caste behaviour. There is probably more of

it today than there was fifty years ago." In fact, quite the reverse

is the case. The separation between Konds and Pans is less stringent

now than in the past} for then it was based not just on the master/

servant relationship, but on the strictly limited number of 'honourable*

tasks open to the master-race and the multitude of jobs, often 'dis¬

honourable' if not downright dishonest, which the inferiors performed.

The Konds considered them the nore despicable not just because one of

their chief jobs was to obtain human lives through bargaining or

trickery-abduction, but because they did it for purposes that were

deep-rooted not in their own religious values but in Kond. (Again

an example of iCond ambivalence, for they viewed the purchased victims

as essential and appropriate to their own belief and practice, however

much they despised the Pan purchasers).

1 Ibid,
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The missionaries felt this deep difference between Konds and

fans rather than analysed it or explained it fully enough to Dr.

HcGavran. But it accounted for their unease at his frequent

references to the fans as "this fine people...f'nis is the responsive

community.••God's chosen people", and so on: for they knew that,

generally speaking, it was the fans' nature to bend with whatever

wind seemed likely to blow them in an advantageous direction.

In fact, the theme of Dr.kcGavran*s report shows that almost

parallel to the missionaries' "Kond Hope" which he so deprecated,

his own emphasis on what might be termed a "fan Certainty" could lead

to equally mistaken conclusions: as the following paragraph illustrates

'Incidentally, the surest way to win the Konds is to establish
a strong, luminous, spirit-filled Church of 50,000 fans (i.e.
the total fan population). Chen trie foundation of this high¬
land society is Christian, the Konds will one day wake up and
see the same salvation. kany more Kond conversions will
take place when the spirit-tide is running strongly among the
fans.' ^ (italics mine)

Dr.kcGavran's belief that the fans were the foundation of this

highland society was surely a serious error in his otherwise timely

and provocative report.

Within days of Dr.kcGavran's visit trie monsoon rains arrived.

That was in June 1956. During the following months, Konds and fans

alike were absorbed in their essential padcty cultivation; and

communications between Udayagiri and the distant villages was, as

always in the rainy season, near-impossible. The Union's working

committee (all fans) with more than a little misgiving, decided that

it must adopt the recommendation and second the one and only Kond

pastor to lead a team of Kond laymen - if they could be found - but

(and one could hear the relief) nothing could be attempted until the

1 Ibid,
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cold season at the end of the rains*

This team was never again discussed, for the whole situation was

to change decisively*
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(°) The Kond Entry into the Church: 1936—1966

In 1946 two small churches had been formed in the higher hills a

day's walk south of Balliguda. Both were amongst Fan communities,

one of them Kui-speaking and the other an Oriya-speaking group on the

old disused revenue road. Neither appeared to make any impact on the

.bonds and were far from strong in their own membership. In 1955, for

instance, when the writer visited the Kui-speaking group, only one

adult male was in the village, all the rest being in jail for murder.

The remaining one had escaped arrest -as he had temporarily absconded

with a neighbour's wife.

In 1951, however, three Kond couples seven miles yet further

south had asked for Christian teaching and were baptised the following

year. These were brothers in one street in Fokari, a large village

twenty-five miles south of Balliguda, again near the old revenue 'road'.

For four years this tiny group barely grew, then suddenly in the rainy

season of 1956 - quite unknown to the (Fan) church leaders and mission¬

aries at Gudripori - the Fokari villagers became actively interested.

This was the very time when the Executive Committee in Gudripori was

discussing Br. mcGavran's suggestion of a last effort to reach the

Konds before abandoning 'the nond Hope* and working only among the Fans.

The Fokari church doubled its membership within the year and

spread its contacts to north and south, for though the East India

Company's old road had long been impassable to wheeled traffic, it was

an important foob-track over the hills and forested passes to the

Saturday market at Balliguda. Moreover, a basic tenet of the :nnds

that agnatic relationship traditionally involves unity in religious

practice caused relatives scattered over the surrounding area to be

particularly strongly influenced.
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A typical case of this emphasis on unity was shown by those first

three brothers, all married, who lived in adjoining houses in one of

itokari's main streets. The eldest had decided to become a Christian

so he handed over custodianship of the family's household spirit to the

second brother. This spirit was believed to dwell in a three-inch

white china doll, with MACK ID JAPAD printed in the hollow underside,

and in a braided purple velvet cap, doubtless the property long ago of

some travelling minstrel. The power wielded by this spirit was believed

to be particularly strong because it had cone from the highest mountain

in the hill-tracts, visible only in certain weather conditions. It

had travelled to JFbkari in a pedlar's pack some generations ago. After

a month, the second brother and his wife decided to follow the elder

brother's lead and therefore handed these sacred objects to the youngest

brother. A little time later, he too wished to become a Christian

but the village objected through fear of possible reprisals on the

community if the spirit were made homeless. After much local discussion,

the cirouit pastor was called in. Further public discussion followed.

Finally, with the approval of the whole community, the pastor stood on

the threshold of the youngest brother's house, the other two brothers

and their families sat inside their own doorways, and the rest of the

community squatted silently in the street. The pastor read from the

Bible concerning the casting out of spirits, invoked God's presence,

then loudly commanded the fan&ly-spirit in the Fame of Jesus to go back

to its distant hill-top. The whole community was confident of the

outcome and - after a suitable interval for proof that their confidence

was not misplaced - the majority of Konds in the village requested

Christian instruction.

During those same months of 1956 a parallel movement was taking

place along a similar north-south trading route to K&ikia market,
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roughly halfway between Balliguda and the mission centre at Gudripori.

The pattern was much the same: in 1950 the men of four closely-

related Kond households which formed one 'square* of Terevadi village

walked eighteen miles to the pastor's house in :aikia market-place

to announce their decision to dispose of their family gods. It trans¬

pired that they had been talking with Pan Christians both at the market

and as they passed to and fro* along the track. Within a few days,

watched in silence by their fellow-villagers, they removed the sacred

objects from the miniature hut that uncharacteristically housed them

in this particular area. These comprised a red cloth for the family

spirit to wear, a brass dish for his cooked rice, a bottle of liquor

for his refreshment and a silver rupee ly which he could feel both

'comfortably off' and cared for by the currently living members of his

kin. They burned or cast out these objects just beyond the village

boundary, and asked the elderly and highly respected (Pan) area Super¬

visor to smash the hut which had contained them. (On later occasions

demolition was always carried out by the Konds themselves). For

several years this group hardly increased in numbers, but during that

same rainy season of 1956 they, like the Pokari Konds, doubled or

trebled the membership of their home church and widely influenced

their surrounding kin and neighbourhood groups as well as those passing

up and down the foot-track to market. In the years following 1956

similar requests for Christian instruction were constantly being

received ly tne Union both from tiny hamlets and larger village groups.

Through this spontaneous enthusiasm of pre-literate Christians the

over-all picture of Xonri church membership was suddenly changed. For

the previous forty years very occasional Kond households - following

a period of hospitalization or similar individual contact - had

joined the Pan church-groups, which numbered fifty-eight immediately



This iiond had just chopped down 'the household gods' place* in
his home# lie watches the aaoke as he burns the remains just
outside his village boundary and considers how best to dispose
of the liquor bottle and red cloth (foreground), the property
of the gods in question#



Churches established 1914-1956= ©
1956-1961= x

(G.U.° G. Udayagiri)
Map of the Kond Hills showing churches established before 1956

and those from 1956-61.
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before the Kond 'explosion1# In the next five years, fifty new Kond

churches were established# The early 1960'a showed yet swifter

growth for there were fifty more new Kond churches in the two years,

1962 and 1963, with more than forty worshipping groups under instruction

but not yet baptised.

Further east within a ten-mile radius of Gudripori, the churches

remained predominantly Pan - with a few notable exceptions - and grew

more slowly# Requests for teaching were constantly received through¬

out the next decade, and even in this 'older* area they came chiefly

from Kond households#

The following comparison of figures clearly shows this sweeping

growth of newly established churches each with a baptised adult church

membership:

In 1945 there were 40 churches (Pan)
1950 49 "
1955/56 63 (mostly Pan)
____________________________________ Kond 'explosion'

1958 73
1961 113
1962 133
1963 163 (+ 40 worshipping groups under

instruction)•

Ways in which the Church bpread

The significance of kin connections in the spread of the Church

cannot be overemphasised, but two other ways must be mentioned# One

is when the community follows some individual's personal search for

God, and the other occurs when the community itself makes a calculated

decision# Come years ago, one of the pastors described the first

type as applying to only a few very thoughtful Konds vsho "knowing the

things of the spirit, search for salvation"# Using the village

method of percentage calculation, he and his fellow pastors assessed
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these few seekers as "Wo annas-worth in the rupee", the remaining

"fourteen annas-worth" being those who make their approach either from

more material motives or as part of comnunity solidarity*

Of the first type, let one example suffice. It is taken from a

letter written in June 1958, by lass Sybil Staples, a district mission¬

ary, following her visit to the large and thriving Wo-year-old

church in oametivadi. When touring that area in 1955, she had met

on the track a non-Jhristian Kond called Kuti. He begged for a hew

Testament (published in Kui for the first time "that year). Her

supply had been sold out but she said that if ever he came near

Gudripori, he should receive one.

•In March 1956, he walked in mary miles and claimed his ivew
Testament. ho one knew then that he could not read. He took
it home, threw out his gods, and said: "I cannot read this
Hook, but it contains the words of the One True God. I believe
in Him and worship Him. We cannot see Him, but -this Book is
to show that he is in ny house."' ^
hot long after this, the pastor and I were walking oetween Wo

Christian villages some distance away when this man, Kuti, and his

young wife intercepted us in the jungle with the request that we go

to their house 'nearby1 (c. 4 miles). A literate lad joined us there,

though trie rest of the village most uncharacteristically stayed out of

sight. Only the priest and his friends could be seen watching from

their doorway. Kuti told us that a few days previously, at the time

of the great ivedu sacrifice, the Konds had attacked his house. It

was on the third day's Gutting of the Flesh (see Chapter III (c)),
when the whole village was riotously drunk. By refusing to come for

his portion of flesh and join in the final feast, Kuti had broken the

community solidarity for trie first time, offended the spirits and

ancestors, and roused the village to action. They surrounded his

1 Circular letter written by C.M.Btaples to the Baptist missionary
Society's headquarters in I-ondon, June 1958.



Plan of a Kui village, showing the distribution o/ Konds and Pans and the chief social and religious sites.
-Sarnetivacll »vi
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house for hours, shouting that they would burn it down if he did not

take his portion of meat. He and his wife remained quiet, though very

frightened. %• midni^it, however, drunken sleep overcame -the cele¬

brants and they flung the strip of flesh against his door and left him.

.Following that first invitation, the pastor continued to visit

the village. l ias btaples' letter added that by January 1958, the

man who had led the attack had become the benior Hlder of the newly

formed church:

'Nevertheless, persecution was still being carried on by the
powerful priest of the area. but at the end of January there
was great jubilation. 'fhe priest had taken an axe and chopped
down his sacrificial post and then gone on to the church
service.'•••••
'The church building is now a year old. Already there are plans
to enlarge it, for it is quite inadequate. »ilho started all this?
An illiterate man who was faithful to his vision of God. The
leader of the persecution.••and the priest, together with others,
are literate men, and are reading the lew Testament for them¬
selves. bo often I have found that folk have become Christian
because of the influence of Christian relatives, but as for as
I can see, that is not so in this case.' ^
The other way of moving from the Kond traditional religion into

the Church, that of community decision, is typical of mary hond villages

at this period. To underline the similarity of approach, the follow¬

ing reconstruction is made not from one village alone but from several.

Of these, two particular examples are Subornogiri and Kolengi. Both

are in the south western area of high hills, formerly known as Chinna

Aimedy, that part where Mr.Bannerraan, Magistrate of Genjam had made

his dangerous expedition in 1838. Though only approximately 20 miles

from each other, these two villages were not formerly in communication

for buboroogiri is orientated towards the old Balliguda-Kotgarh-

Kalahandi track, while Kolengi's orientation is towards the old

li&ikia-Daringbadi-Farlakimedi track, roughly parallel but lying further

1 Ibid.
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east. The stages described in this reconstruction are as follows:

(i) A Kond village council discusses whether to become Christian
or notj

(ii) Subornogiri's Kond elders go as a delegation to tell the
older church at Pokari of their decision, and to seek their
help.

(iii) Examination for baptisn at Kolengi.

(iv) The baptismal day.

(i) A Kond village council discusses whether to become Christian or
not.

(This discussion would not take place with a European present.
It was described to me ly a Kui friend and is typical of other
Kond villages. There is one visitor present, & non-Christian
Kond from a neighbouring village).

The entire village gathered in the raha after the evening meal.

The elders formed the inner circle, squatting cn one of the dried-mud

verandahs with the other householders close beside them - though always

with the bonds' natural regard for seniority* The rest of the men

ranged themselves conveniently around, while the women and children

sat in the nearest doorways well within hearing distance, for they,

like every other person, were free to interpolate remarks, to applaud

or to dissent. After a considerable time spent in introductory

conversation, the spokesman came to the main subject:

"We wish to talk with you, friend, because your paternal cousins

have become Christians. You have watched it all; we want you to

tell us about it. we are wearied with sacrificing to the spirits,

for we still suffer just as we did last month." (His son had died

of fever). "Tell us whatever you can."

ind so the guest whose kinsmen had become Christians replied along

these lines: "It is quite true that you don't have to go on sacrificing.

They say tire Great God is more powerful than our gods, so it isn't

necessary."
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'Hie group showed its appreciation of that point for constant

animal-sacrifice had led theia all into debt; it would be a relief

to become a follower of such a God. "But", someone inquired, "what

does this Great God expect then?" "It is like this: they build a

special house for him and call it God's House. They all meet insidej

you can hear them talking and singing. Their leader reads God's

Book and invokes the Great God for help. He is paid to lead than,

and comes from a distant village to live near. He travels round

several Christian villages doing the same thing." The idea of paid

work arouses some dissatisfaction: "Only fans work for money.

That's not for us Kondsi"

But the spokesman arid some of the other men vrere concerned with

more immediate issues: "It seems good that we would not have to

sacrifice, but we heard that we would not be able to Join in any of

our usual rituals nor in drumming - not even with our own kinsmen -

nor in their drinking either." That roused the opposition of the

older men but gained the approval of the women, particularly those

married to habitual drunkards, whose children frequently went hungry

for several days following a drinking parly.

Underlying their consideration of these and other practical

points was the deeper issue: "Is it really best for our we11-being

that we become Christians?" - a question pondered in awareness of

the nearby darni-ahrine and its guardian spirit, and of the grove

sacred to the Garth Goddess, and not least of the all-pervading

presence of the ancestors, so closely involved in the lives of their

descendants.

bo the talk swayed back end forth. The spokesman was in

influential land-owner. Hazy laboured in his fields and received

their wages in grain, and other help in time of need. Deeply rooted
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in their minds was the attitude: "If he thinks it good, how should

we differ?" But another landowner there was the darni keeper and

priest's assistant in religious rituals. He and his dependents could

not tolerate such a bre. .k in the traditional pattern. This was the

smallpox season# Was not the whole village committed to the annual

sacrifice to ward off disease? Unthinkable to leave the door wide

open just now for any and every malicious spirit to enter the

community] Fear lent anger to the strongest threat this group could

devise# "If you become Christians, we won't help with your funerals

unless you continue to pay towards village rituals#"

This indeed brought home the truth# For some to become Christian

could only mean a split in ranks that had always thought anil acted

as one# Incorporate as they were, all could appreciate the fear

that proaapted the threat# Kqually they realised the extreme hardship

for poorer members of the community if aid were witheId at times of

death - wood for the cremation and food and hospitality for the crowd

of mourners, but more -Ulan that, community strength through the group's

performing 'with one heart' every action necessary for the rehabilita¬

tion of the dead person's spirit# Thus to insult the new ancestor

could only lead to disaster#

Discussion continued# 'The arguments that spoke strongly to this

undernourished, fever-ridden group were those of well-being and

economic gain, but there would be other benefits, too, in being linked

with this growing number of Christian groups - and with the European

style hospital and schools at the iission centre#

Late that night the step was taken: they would send a delegation

to ask for teaching# Thus tire spokesman and his followers made their

decision# Others sat pondering; they would wait arid see whether

disease or disaster resulted# But a third group, the conservatives,
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rose and went off in fear and anger. Quarrels and disagreements

might come and go in ary group, but this was different. for the

first time, they felt, community solidarity was imperilled right at

its heart.

(ii) A delegation arrives

By 1959 there were 200 baptised adult members in the Bokari church,

most of them Konds. Of these, three were in the ministry, full or

part-time, while many of the lay members not only accompanied the

circuit-pastor on his tours but went themselves in answer to requests

from new groups seeking instruction.

One day, fran the remote hills twenty miles further south, a small

band of Kond men set out for fokari. They had finished threshing

their scanty rice harvest and beating out the small heapB of lentil-

pods on the hill-side, so their families would have food during their

few days' absence. Wearing only loin-cloths and with their long hair

knotted in traditional fashion high on their heads and their ritual

axes on their shoulders, they walked all day over the rocky track to

Pokari. Their arrival at sunset was totally unexpected, but at once

they became the centre of a hospitable group. At the pastor's house

they told of the forty households who had ceased to perform their

traditional rituals and were waiting for someone to come and teach

them. It was the tenth such request from large groups in the fokari

area during the past two years.

j\ll evening they talked together, then the guests joined in

Christian worship for the first time and lay down to sleep by the fire.

So eager were the fokari Christians to co-operate that thoughts of

the arduous treks ahead, with the loss of several days' work each time,

seemed not the slightest obstacle.
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Thus instruction begins - and. the first difficulty immediately

arises. These Kond 'inquirers* have baskets of grain, also pigs,

chickens, special cloths and other objects which have been devoted to

the spirits. They are keen to dispose of than: but how? In

dealing with the problem a few weeks earlier at another village, these

same Pokari church members had divided the spoils amongst themselves.

At the following monthly class for laymen this course was strongly

condemned; such gpods were to be burned, the trained and senior men

saids for 'Our God is not poor that he needs what has been offered

to idols.' The younger men felt it to be a waste, but they complied.

So this time, inquirers, pastor and Pokari men put all the combustible

articles on a bonfire just outside the village boundary. Aqy bronze-

emblems (household gods) were ground to dust.

Instruction continues for a period varying between six months

and a year, under the supervision of the pastor. Where a strong

church like Pokari is within walking distance (involving an overnight

stay, with continued teaching in the evening), members of these neigh¬

bour-congregations frequently conduct Sunday worship. but as the

perimeter continually moves further out into areas which are probably

100^ pre-literate, the corrmunication line to a larger church becomes

attenuated. The result can be seen only too clearly, for instance

at Kolengi, far down the Paikia-Daringbadi-Parlakimedi track.

(iii) Examination for baptism (Kolengi, iiarch 1966)
On the appointed day the wild-buffalo horn, previously blown only

for important ritual sacrifice, called the people together. The

forty-five candidates and their children gathered outside the mud-

and-wattle church which they had built as soon as they became inquirers.

At the centre of the group were the circuit pastor and the Area Super-

1 See Section (d) of this chapter: The Significance of the Konds'
bronze emblems.



(Top) Calling the people to their baptismal exam, at Kolengi
with the aid of the wild-buffalo horn formerly used at
the I eriah/hedu.

(Below)A typical small-village group of Christians outside their
first church building.
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visor, (a Plan, the kev. Sunampatro Laik, the first Kui man to gain the

L.Th. degree at Serampore College in Bengal).

The latter had come from Gudripori, far enou$i in mileage but an

immeasurably greater distance in ideas and experience. In the realm

of time, for instance, here was a group finding no need to measure

more exactly than "to-morrow", "to-day", or "yesterday". /in inflexion

of the voice could indicate a rather longer period, or a rising high

note put one right back into the times of the ancestors. itor in

this region are there weekly markets as elsewhere, dividing time into

"so mary markets ago"; so a first attempt to grapple with an abstract

time-scale has come as the group becomes Christian} "Ivy child has had

fever since one church-worship ago" (since the previous Sunday), or

"He set out for the District Meetings after two worships, do we?"

Again, in tine realm of persons, so strong is the feeling of community

and so irrelevant the labelling of the individual that no man, woman

or child possesses a personal name. If identification (i.e. to the

outsider) be necessary - as in drawing up the list of baptismal candi¬

dates - the name is taken of the village from which the mother has

come in marriage. A masculine ending is added for her boy-children,

meaning "3ig One", "Middle" and a colloquial tern for "Little One",

with feminine endings similarly added for the girls. Thus several

sets of children have the same name, for their mothers have come from

the same neighbourhood-group. Sad experience has proved it unnecessary

to allocate more than three names to each sex for, though the mother

might have ten or more pregnancies, only a few children have survived.

So the baptismal examination began. Pastor and Supervisor took their

place on the mat spread under a tree and the men came forward in turn,

with their wives. As in all Kui villages, they numbered themselves

in households. Here were not forty-five individuals, but the mature
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three wives# He gave two reasons for this: neither the first nor

the second had given him children; but also as owner of considerable

land, he needed more hired help than one wife could oversee# Plurality

of wives is permitted within the Kui Church if they were established

before the husband became a "learner", so all four candidates were

examined together#

To the first question: "why are you calling this God the True God?"

came the answer: "Because lie succours us# We call Him Lord for our

well-being's sake##.#He is able to save our spirits."

"HoW?"

"When we reject the old gods and traditional ritual and hold to

the new laws#"

"But has He himself done anything for us, to save us?"

"Er####'vVe are only just learning we've only been learning a

year! "

(i#e# an indefinite time not exceeding one rice-growing season)#

The next candidate gave the other most common answer: "So much

sacrificing filled us with despair; and our children died anyway#

We just couldn't afford all the necessary sacrifices; so we came to

try the new law# We want baptism'"# They were not able to remember

the name of Jesus nor to connect Him with God# Then one couple gave

the birth story of Jesus in one sentenoe while the next knew the name

of "the Jesus God" and that Jesus suffered for our sins and overcame

death though they were unable to remember how He died# One very

sincere young man said: "I touched the Bible; that's how it began,"

but he could not ejqplain whether this was a physical action or spoken

metaphorically to cover a far deeper experience, possibly both#

Another couple said they prayed for God's presence with them whenever
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they wait out to work on the hill-side or visited another village.

They could repeat much of the Lord's Prayer arid knew that "Jesus rose

on the third day," thou$i they could not say from what or where.

The younger man and his older-looking wife who followed them were

totally blank to any and every question# They were followed by an

equally speechless husband with a keenly intelligent and articular

wife who was radiant in her certainty that Jesus not only rose again

but is ever-living. The next couple, who, unusually enough, had

stayed together although childless, added firmly: "We can prey to

him at any time - out working or cooking or anything." The husband

assured the pastor that he was not going to take a second wife in the

hope of heirs, and went on to show himself much more conversant with

the formal rules of the Church than with the Christian faith.

Several widows followed, among whom two old ladies said: "we

are throwing out the old traditional law3 and keeping the new laws.

All the old spirits were devouring us" (i.e. making us use up all our

substance in providing sacrifices to appease them), while another

insisted that Jesus died of old age (li.B. the only respect-wortly way

for him to die) but "through his own sin". And when a teenage lad

was asked why he sought baptism, he simply said - using the inclusive-

plural structure of the verb as the various couples had done:

"because we wish it." He apparently knew no facts about Jesus in

reply to direct questioning. Later he led in prayer as he had begun

to do at home. His petition, repeated in a variety of ways, was

for the strength and conp anionship of Jesusj rhythmically, almost as

a refrain throughout his prayer, he reiterated: "TV'e know your

presence with usJ" Two more elderly widows followed. One was with¬

out a word; the other, when asked whom she was worshipping, replied:

"The God who succours me." She knew in outline the facts of the birth,
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life, death and resurrection of Jesus and replied to the question:

"Where is He now?" with the great affirmation: "Alive in heaven,

and alive - with us!" Amongst the rest, a very young couple - the

wife could barely have been fifteen - were the only pair of whom

both were eagerly full of their faith in "the True God" and both were
A

clearly informed about the life, death and resurrection of Jesus.'

After consultation, Sunam, trie Area Supervisor, prepared to

announce the results of this daunting examination. Quietly and

sympathetically he told them that:

•Only nineteen of the forty-five candidates seemed ready for

baptism and church membership, but that the others should have

a month's intensive instruction to enable them to follow

speedily} the pastor would be released from his circuit duties

in other villages to stay and teach them; and the date for

another baptismal service would be fixed here and now. This

announcement brought everything to a halt. bo great was the

solidarity of the community that there could be no such division.

The dilema was the greater because the first candidate with his

three wives was not thought to be ready. As headman and chief

landowner, he was the acknowledged leader for whom mucjh poorer

neighbours worked. Public opinion was largely his to order

and he had been in the vanguard regarding Kolengi's decision

to become Christian. Voices grew louder but were unwaveringly

unanimous. "We will all be baptised. We wish iti" borne,

vainly seeking ways to express their inexpressible unity, added:

"bee! The goat for the baptismal feast is tied behind you. We

all bought it} we shall all eat it'" Eventually the only

1 13oal, Hire is Easy, pp.222-225.
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acceptable solution was for therineteen to wait until the

whole group could be baptised together.'

That way too, the goat could be eaten and another bought later -

for it was unthinkable to anticipate and then forego that rarity,

a meat meal.

(iv) 'The Baptism

Baptisms throughout the churches in the Union take a similar

form. The circuit pastor is joined try his pastor-colleagues of

that Gossi (presbytery) who certainly for a first baptism bring with

them Christians from neighbouring congregations. Cymbals and drums

accompany the long procession that winds f ran the village down

through the paddy fields to the river or pond. The singing is

lusty but the chain so attenuated that different verses - even

different hymns - may add to the atmosphere of spontaneity. V<hen

they reach -the river someone wades in to test the depth and find

the most convenient place. The crowd stand or squat at all levels

up the bank and en the rocks, while a group of nan-Christians probably

watches close by. So the service begins: a hymn, a prayer, a

statement on the meaning of baptism, a prayer of committal, and the

time has cane for four pastors to climb down into Hie river and for

the first two couples to wade out to them, (or in the case of Kolengi,

the headman and his three wives together, for no wife is allowed

precedence over the others). There is a hush as each pastor places

a hand on a candidate's head. One asks whether they desire baptism

and the candidates respond. Then, addressing them by name and

stating that it is at their own request, the pastors immerse them

1 Ibid. pp. 225-226:
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in the name of the Trinity, while the congregation bursts into the

chorus of a hymn. The candidates emerge and put on new clothes,

while other couples take their place in the water. When all are

baptised, the senior pastor, still in the water, raises his hands in

the blessing, arid the joyful colourful throng returns to the village

and feasts together. Probably on the next Cunday the newly-baptised

members meet for their first service of holy Communion. Later at

their first church meeting, they elect their men and women elders.

Usually within a matter of months there is a second baptismal service,

of those who had preferred to let others take the decisive step ahead

of them. At this service the new elders assist; and so another

local church is established.

freconditions for Joining the Church in the Kond Hills

Springing from their cortmon humanity as Kui people, the basic

search cf both Pans and Konds has long been for any form of relief

from disease, early death and all the miseries of life lived in the

poverty of a disaster-ridden area. Nevertheless, and not surprisingly

when one considers the totally different position in Kui society which

Pans and Konds have held for centuries, the preconditions by which the

two groups enter the Church have differed widely. As a European

missionary-group, we sensed this difference without seeking to analyse

it.

For those earliest Pan Christians around the mission centre,

there was not only the explicit background of their social and religious

inferiority in Kond qyes, but the very jobs they had to do for the

Konds (though also serving their own interests) brought them into

contact with Oriya traders and low-ranking government officials or

their clerks. These regarded the Konds themselves as barbarously
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uncultured and potentially dangerous, their hills and its climate as

actively malevolent, and. the Pans as inferiors quite 'unworthy of any

consideration or respect. Higher government official^ both Indian

and European, of more liberal attitudes, were inevitably more remote

fran the hundred and one srall indignities imposed on tie Kui people.

Hekundo, the mission hospital clerk, himself a Pan Christian, shared

his reflections on tiiose early years:

'Our chief conoera has always been with anything that helps us
to get the bare necessities of life; and as the missionaries
didn't consider us untouchable, Pans began to become Christians
to get their help. Then, missionaries toured the villages and
helped There there was fever and sickness, fears and misfortunes,
and misunderstandings with the government. Sometimes they
gave a little money or clothing where necessary, especially at
Christmas; so people thought: "If they have helped higher,
they'll help me too." This was the incentive in becoming
Christian.
It raised our status too, for Christians were a little bit more
acceptable to uriyas. Also you could be sure of a place in
the missionaries' car. There were no buses then and mission¬
aries would take the car out even in the middle of the night
if they were called. So people became Christian to get help.
At that time most village people were not tidy clean.
Some, seeing the results of good food, regular bathing, tidy
hair and so on, thought: "They really have been bettered;
we'll be bettered tooJ"
These were the uneducated folk. All who came to the Mssion
school had other opportunities, too - it was the only Middle
School in the Kond Hills then. At first only boys attended,
with the exception of one girl; but five more girls joined
after a while. There were tremendous discussions in school
comparing Kui practices with Christian. These were led by
our Kui Christian teachers. Missionaries couldn't discuss
because they only knew the bible.
So it wasn't really a matter of spiritual salvation at first.
Only very slowly did we go on to know anything about that;
and I can't ssy that all can claim to have reached the second
stage or they wouldn't walk so blatantly in sinful ways' This
area (around Udayagiri) is declining in it3 Christian witness.
The prevalent feeling is: "Jesus has forgiven my sin; He is
a loving one » so what odds if I sin 3ome more."'

The proudly independent Montis, on the other hand, have always maintained

a certain dignity and integrity over against the orenaka ('outsiders'

i.e. all non-Kui speakers). Their gift for ambivalence permits their

realisation of the power these outsiders meld to co-exist with an
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innate conviction of their own unconquerable right to be themselves,

make their own decisions and act on them. Hence it was their dis¬

satisfaction with the old religion that provided the basic precondi¬

tion for the great Kond movement into tire Church from 1956 onwards.

Kolengi's answers to the question: Why are you worshipping this God

now as the True God? are repeated in all villages and hamlets when

they are at this turning point between the two religions:

'.Ve are wearied of the never ending sacrifices" (the term
"sacrifice" here includes everything from community sacrifice
to protective charms against witchcraft and sorcery).

"So nuch ritual-observance was destroying us} we couldn't
afford it aqy longer."

"Vte exhausted our money without any profit whatever."

"The priest kept on telling me to sacrifice a pig. I sacrificed
every pig in the village, and 3till I was sick."

"The cost of appeasing the spirits was ruining us - and our
children still died aryway. So we came to try 'the new laws'."

To these can be added many who turn to Christianity because some
member of the family recovers from sickness through Christian care.

Once this basic dissatisfaction with the old worid-view is

articulated, the next step is inevitable for the keen minded and

practical Hondas as in Hacpherson's day, they must find a greater

and more comprehensive world-view. At the same time new pressures

were also bearing in ipon them, for the end of an era had been readied.

The final abolition of human sacrifice in 1855 had been followed for

the majority of Konds by exactly a century of barely perceptible

contaot with outsiders. How, in the mid 1950*s, the outer ripples

of a steadily advancing wave of change had begun to touch Korrls

living along the north-south foot tracks. Once these had been

reached, each clan's dual institutions of agnatic kinship and clan

exogany caused this tide of change to flow with steadily widening

influence during the next decade, into villages far off the beaten
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track. It doubtless gave impetus to the Karris' almost unconscious

search for a more adequate world-view, while at the same time creating

possible tensions within the Konris' third basic institution, that of

clan unity in religious practice.

As bunam, the Area Supervisor, put its

'When people catch the first gleam from tire light of a new
civilisation, they begin to think and reason for themselves.
For instance, the first time someone sees an aeroplane pass
overhead he is awestruck and responds: "Johari." (with hand-
gesture of respect); but by the second time, he knows that
man made it! So the Kand follows his own rites until he is
challenged by tiie fact of liis relatives' or friends' new faith,
he asks himself: "What is this different tiling that they have
done? Is it good for them, or not good?" Soon his next
question follows: "Is it good for me?" At the same time he
realises that the god he has worshipped has not done anything
for him at some specific point of need. These two tilings
lead to a struggle in his mind, and sometimes to sharp antagonisa
between him and even his very close relatives.'

These factors give rise to the other set of answers coiononly given to

the question: "Why are you worshipping this God as the True God?"

"because we want to oelong to 'the big group'" (Protestant Church).

"because we want baptism." (i.e. proper initiation into this new
group that extends far beyond the village).

"because we are all going to be baptised today." (i.e. the non-
Christian minority in a village may join the rest through the
sheer pull of togetherness).

"Because God saves us if we keep the new laws about not taking
a second wife, nor marrying our daughters to non-Christians,
and giving up drinking and sacrificing" (the attitude of many).

(Women) "Oh, the relief of hearing the drums yet knowing our men
are sober! We used to dread the end of a drumming session, for
they came home drunk, beat us up, quarrelled with each other
and were unfit for work for several days, so the children went
hungry."

(Illiterate youth) "I touched trie book.•• .That's how it all
began." (i.e. his first experience of seeing the written word,
with the added awe of its being "God's Book").

Add to these, numbers of Christian boys wishing to marry non-
Christian girls (or vice versa), so the family encourages the
other side to become 'learners' in order to avoid tine church's
discipline of ex-coraaunication.
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Certainly a poor standard, of teaching has much to do vdth these

answers, but it must be remembered that this new, formal intellectual-

ised learning and questioning is so different from their previous

experience as to seem quite irrelevant to daily living. what nolengi

and similar newly Christian communities kept adding was the quite

unsolicited and, to them, totally astonishing "good news"; "God is

with usl He stays with us now*" and "He is True God, the greatest

of all!" kany add: "We can pray to Him anywhere - at home, out in

the fields, even in the jungle J"

'In other words, through the gracious qmration of the Holy Spirit,
the ir natural awareness of a Creator Sustainer God somewhere
distant from them has been miraculously changed to that of a
Creator Bustainer God present in personal relationship vdth
their own comnunity - thou^a far from fully known in Jesus
Christ. Here, as in J.V.Taylor's study of the Church in
Bugunda, "is an incalculable gap between the Gospel that is
preached and the Gospel that is heard." The message preached
was of individual conversion throu^i repentance for one's sins,
and faith in the Atonement of Christ: but "the message received
• ••••was primarily news about the transcendent God»«..." 1

The obverse might also be added: that both the missionaries and the

fan leaders of the Church in the Bond Hills, trained in western style

conversion-theology, could not hear the proclaimed word from these

pre-literate converts regarding God Himself as oalvatioxwresence.

For the great new fact that has changed their lives is not that of the

saving work of Jesus Christ out that the transcendent God is here -

he is concerned with us. Instead, having so intellectualised their

beliefs as to remove them from village level reality, the Church was

less open than tliese Konds to the operation of the Holy Spirit as

Truth-Bringer.

Thus the Church insists that Kolengi - that supreme example of

corporate unity - may not be baptised until each individual has learned

1 B.H.Boal, Casting Out the Seven Devils: the gap between faith and
understandiiig in semi-literate societies, International Review of
mission. Vol. LX.I, Ko«214j October 1972, p.3^4*
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to concentrate on deliverance from his own sin try equally individual

repentance (i.e. on deliverance from a situation they are not exper¬

iencing at this point.) Leanwhile in Kolengi's ears this is heard as

an imposed requirement that the 'belonging1 they need and long for in

the new fellowship depends on each one's individual ability to do two

things: to repeat certain facts about Jesus Christ (possibly viewed

as a quite 'unexpected new God) and to keep incomprehensibly important

rules concerning drink, age old rituals and regulations laid down try

outsiders regarding that which lies at the heart of traditional

society - the kin-group's right to select marriage partners for its

own members.

A further difference between literate and non-literate societies

tends to increase this dichotomy, for in non-literate societies all

beliefs and values are communicated between individuals in face-to-

face contact. Thus: 'Y*hat the individual remembers tends to be

what is of critical importance in his experience of the main social

relationships..•• What continues to be of social relevance is stored

in the memory while the rest is usually forgotten.' ^
In considering the statements of non-literate Christians quoted

above, it is clear that from all the material orally transmitted to

them by the pastor and visiting laymen, they sift out certain elements

as being important in their main social relationships. The rest

becomes a forgotten residue. On analysis their statements suggest

the following elements:

'1. A search for salvation from ill-health - thus, implicitly,
from the supernatural beings involved in it and/or ill-
wishers responsible for it through sorcery and witchcraft.

1 Jack Goody, Literacy in Traditional Societies. Cambridge
University Press, London, 1968* pp.30-31•
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2. For salvation from near-desperation regarding the slicer
economic pressures of the old religion, especially the cost
of sacrifice and of protective charms against witchcraft
and sorcery•

3. Disenchantment with the old religion; even open reference
to lack of "results" (inplying an expectation of visible
returns for one's money, homage and counter-medicine).

4. Belief that "The True God" is now personally involved in
■their community and that he, being "Greatest of All", can be
trusted to safeguard them from lesser spirits.

5. Insistence that baptism, like conversion, is a community act,
to be undertaken in households and groups of households.

6. Belief that to benefit fully from "belonging", one's house¬
hold must be formally joined to the Church by baptism - a
public act of initiation following a satisfactory probation,
i.e. every household must have destroyed all visible tokens
of the old religion, oeased all forms of respect to other
spirit gods (including ancestors), and be observing rigidly
an entirely new set of "laws" regarding alcohol, marriage,
etc. - these "laws" being imposed by influential Christians
from beyond the clan (Pan nationals, with white missionary
involvement).

7. Implicit in 6. is the knowledge that the breaking of these
"laws" brings punishment, even to the point of excommunication -
which places one's household in the unthinkable state of
"unbelonging", without a place in either the old or the new
forms of community life.

J

8. Personal prayer is now possible at any time, and every house¬
hold is expected to practice corporate prayer daily, joining
frequently with neighbouring families.

Anything in the Gospel preached to them which accords with these
factors has been remembered. But anything that does not seem to
be of immediate relevance in their efforts to adapt to socio-
religious change has been forgotten. Bven after sane members of
the community leam to read, the group still participates in the
orally transmitted religion which allows both for the teacher to
make unconscious adjustments to his hearers' needs as he sees

them, and for them to retain it or not according to their total
experience. The group therefore continues unwittingly to
harmonise its precepts and practices as best it may to the changes
occurring within its society. * V

Of one thing the Konds are utterly certain: that it is by their own

decision that they are coming into the Church. A high ranking iiindu

1 Boal, Casting Out the ^even Devils, pp.344-345
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government officer, visiting this south-western region suggested to

them that they were becoming Christians through pressure from European

missionaries. He received an iumediate and unequivocal reply from

an illiterate Church elder: "EoJ We become Christians, then they

come, and we take their advice on things we should give up - like

excessive drinking." This reply, doubtless politically reassuring,

underlines the need both for these new churches and the han leadership

to realise that the vacuum left by abandoning traditional religious

beliefs and values cannot be filled simply by negative rules and

prohibitions.

It has already been mentioned that throughout this period it

was Indian government policy to 'advance' the tribal peoples by making

available grants for educational and other purposes. Pans on the

other hand, were not so treated. Even the small monthly 'stipend'

officially available to help Pans with boarding fees in mission or

government school hostels was often restricted to so-called ftindu'

(i.e. non-Christian) Pans. This led some Pan Christian parents to

falsify their statement of religion in order to further their children's

education. The Kond stipend was not only larger but was easily

obtainable for all, regardless cf religion. .Apart from the financial

aspect, however, by the middle of the 1950's, Konds - with the excep¬

tion of -the 200 or so Christian Konds - seemed to fall into dual

categories in government terminology: socio-politically they were

true adibasi ('origixial inhabitants', tribals), yet for religious

purposes they were termed 'Hindu'. Most of than, especially in the

south west, had little if any concept of the Hindu religion despite

the presence of Oriya Hindus In certain centres: as previously

stated , only in parts of the north-eastern half of the Kondmals

Cub-division was there any real mingling of the two . The difficulties
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of this terminology only began to be apparent in the early 1960's

when the Kond movement had gained sufficient momentum to arouse the

attention of Hindu government officers. One of these in particular

made it his business to try to stem the tide, telling the Konds

forcefully that it was illegal for them to change their 'Hindu'

religion. This of course went quite against India's Charter giving

all groups freedom both to practice and to propagate their religion.

The officer overstepped his authority when he ordered the totally pre-

literate and poverty stricken Kcnd Christians in one village to tear

down their new-built mud-and-wattle church - if not at the point of

the gun, at least while he stood holding the rifle he normally carried

in his jeep. Their dismay and incomprehension was pitiful. This

incident, however, led to the recall of the officer, and the Christians

rebuilt their church on a better site in the centre of the village.

It is noticeable that pre-literate Kond groups seem most sus¬

ceptible to fear when vague threats and rumours of adverse government

action (often unfounded) fly round the villagesj but when real disaster

strikes, it welds them immediately into a united and supportive force.

The money-gifts that were collected and sent to that persecuted group

of Christians by other Kond churches were symbolic of this firm closing

of the ranks against abnormal misfortune. Thus 'Christian aid*

breaks through their old traditional pattern of keeping one's concern

entirely within one's kin-group. Moreover, ary suggestion of persecu¬

tion from 'outside' brings a chain reaction of conversions and the

formation of new groups in the area concerned. This was particularly

the case in late 1966 when another over-zealous government officer

arrested three Christians: these were an Area Supervisor, the pastor

and a pre-literate elder of a congregation right out on Hie south¬

west perimeter of the Church's expansion. The charge was one of
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persuading Konds to give up their 'Hindu' beliefs. The wearying

months of the judicial inquiry mere also months when several hundreds

more preliterate Konds in that area joined the Church, declaring aloud

their refusal to be intimidated. The case was eventually dismissed

by the High Court on the grounds that it went against India's avowed

policy of religious freedom; but meanwhile it had greatly strengthened

the Church in that area, not only in numbers but in a new unity develop¬

ed through shared concern.

The desire to become literate grew rapidly among maiy of the new

congregations and Literacy Workers were sent to two villages some

distance apart. Mud-and-wattle houses were built for them by the

local people so that their homes could become centres for literacy

instruction, especially in the evenings. One middle-aged man of

Pdiheri, gifted both in music and verse, gained his Literacy .Proficiency

Certificate in record time for he was strongly motivated by the desire

to write and sing the Gospel in the village idiom. His dialogue

between two brothers (or cousins) - one of whom (here named *A') had

become a Christian thou^i the other ('B*) had not - is the first recorded

attempt at an indigenous theology. Written in 1966, it begins:

A. 'Come, 0 my friend,
1*11 tell you the things concerning holy God.*

B. 'I refuse, 0 friend, uy friend!
I don't want to know anything about God!"

A starts telling him nonetheless, but B taunts him that his real reason

for becoming a Christian was:

B. 'Because you couldn't afford a chicken, chum,
You worshipped the Christ-God!

Because you hadn't so much as a grain of kareri rice
For the priest to go into trance. ..T*

and he indicates that A has made himself no longer a Kond, as he will

find to his cost at certain critical points in life:
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B. 'When you gp to betrothe your daughter,
You have become a Gahi (sweeper), chum.

0 friend, you have taken hold of Christ-God,
You have become a Pan, 0 chum and friendJ *

or again:

'Yew. perhaps like it -
To have becoine one of the Gahi-ilkl

You perhaps even desire it -
To have beoonie one of the Pan ilki*

Despite B's taunts, A continues to tell him who God is and how Jesus

lived, interspersing his teaching not only with advice to turn away

from worshipping the gods handed down to thera by their ancestors,

but also with graphic practical advice!

A. 'Turn from sago-palm-toddy, 0 friendj
You'll die of withered livers, for sure!

Turned from distilled liquor, 0 friend;
You'll die of withered lungs, for sure......

Paternal grandfather gave you the household gsd you worship;
It is a voiceless being, isn't that so?

The God at1 Increase whom paternal great-grandfather gave you,
It is a sightless being, isn't that so?

For our sins Christ let his blood ooze out.
For our sins Jesus received hanging on a cross.....'

Throughout the song the writer clearly affirms that God is Creator

and Sustainer of the world and all in it. His descriptive teaching

regarding Christ's mirdstry is also accurate if terse; but not so

his understanding of Christ on the cross. Here even though the

writer shows much greater Biblical knowledge than did the Kolengi

group mentioned earlier, there is something of the same confusion

about the work and -the perscti of Jesus Christ!

A. 'In order to free us from evil
Jesus received nailect-up hanging.

In order to free us from evil
He receivedswordi-piercing.

Jesus who had hatched exit the world
Became an evil person.

The one who had created the earth
Became an evil personl'

eventually, however, A wins the day and B becomes an inquirer.
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The aspect of salvation that seems to mean most to him is that of

having found the most powerful God:

B. 'This matter of Christ's saving work,
tell me all about it.

This good matter about the powerful God,
Tell it to me!

Show me the authority-power
Of this all-conquering Father.#*#...

'I've understood, chum, 0 my chum, my companion!.#•••
I have thrown over the Darai God through you.
2mn! I won't ever throw over Jesus-God!.....
Life and strength will go, chum,
But, friend, I won't let go of God!

The convert's final ascription of praise is however preceded by some

of the traditional oaths still firmly believed by most Christians:

B. 'If I eat sacrificial flesh, friend,
Lay my eye burst out! ....

If I drink palm-toddy, chum,
May a tiger eat me!

If I drink distilled liquor
May a bear drag me away!

May our Lord Jesus alone receive praise!
May our Lord Christ alone be famed all around!'

Again as in Aolengi, this response indicates the convert's presupposi¬

tion that the Christian life depends upon strict observance of Church

rules and prohibitions.

With the author accompanying himself on the traditional two-

stringed gourd-resonated 'violin', and with a colleague to sing the

part of the convert, this song-dialogue was well received. Hie full

script of it and of the same author's song-narrative pressing for total

abstinence from all forms of liquor are to be found in the Vol.II

Appendix.

Brief reference has already been made to one unexpected result

of the movement of the Konds into the Church, that is, their revealing

of the existence of bronze clan-emblems. The discovery of these

bronzes will now be discussed and a classification suggested according

to their probable traditional function witirin the clans and the wider

Kond communities.
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(d) The Significance of the bonds' Branze Emblems

In 1855 the bonds v/ere persuaded that the Earth Goddess would

accept buffalo-substitutes. It was exactly a century later that some

of their descendants in the eastern and central part of the hills

when turning to Christianity unexpectedly brought out from secret

recesses their tribal bronzes, some of which are illustrated here.

Similar bronzes do not appear to have been in the possession of the

clans further south and west.

The existence of these bronzes was unknown at the time. Research

now shows that Thurston mentioned a collection in the Madras museum

in 1892, some of which may possibly be included in those brought to

the Victoria and Albert Auseum in 1916. several museums in England

also have a very few. A considerable number, however, were handed

to missionaries by bond elders in the mid-nineteen fifties.

The only suggestion regarding their use had come f rem Thurston

who stated that the ladr&s collection was catalogued as bond wedding
1

gifts in the Calcutta Exhibition in 1883 and in the Ganjam Manual
p

as 'brass playthings, such as horses, etc. for the bridegroom.'

From study of the fragmentary documentation available I suggest

rather that these bronzes fall roughly into four categories: first,

those used formerly in human sacrifice, secondly, lineage-group emblems;

thirdly, those included in brides' dowries; and fourthly, artifacts

for varioiQ purposes. All these are classed by the bonds todqy as

dorbo, 'bronze articles' or 'valuables', and seme are always referred

to as pradi dorbo, 'ancient braize valuables'.

1 The Journal of Indian Art. Edgar Thurston, Brass Manufacture in the
Madras Presidency, Vol. IV, ho.34, 1891.

2 The Gail jam manual, qjioted by E.Thurston, Castes and Tribes of
Southern India. 19G9» p.388.
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First, bronzes used in human sacrifice:

Of the many animal and reptile emblems brought out by these Londs,

most cf the hollow cast larger ones were quite dissimilar even when

representing the same animal, but small atyleized 'double-peacocks'

appeared repeatedly and were as like each other as hand-modelling can

make. Similarly there were well over a dozen solid cast bulls, mostly

very small. Light was shed on the prevalence of these peacocks and

bulls by two early texts. The first is the very earliest report on

the I'eriah or human sacrifice compiled by the Hon. Mr.Stevenson,

Commissioner for the Goomsur (east-central) area in 1856. After a

month of drumming, feasting and drinking, he said, on -the day prior to

the sacrifice the garlanded victim is made to sit tied to the sacrifi¬

cial stake 'on the top of which is an effigy of a bird, and at the foot

of which the brass effigy of the same bird is buried'. Ibis stake iB

beside the village's central shrine which is 'represented by three

stones and near to which the brass effigy of a bird, before alluded to,

intended to represent a peacock, is always buried.* ^ The other refer¬

ence is ty Colonel meadows Taylor in 1875 who points out that in Boad

State (northern area) the Larth Goddess was worshipped under the form

of a bull and in Goomsur as a peacock, though he does not mention brass

effigies. ^
Thus it would be necessary for every sacrificing village, that is,

every major lineage group, to possess in Goomsur a bronze peacock or

in Boad a bronze bull.

Also in this category is the only example I have seen of a dish

on its chain from which the Sarth Goddess might sip the offerings of

human blood, presented in this case by the lineage group whose kin-

1 kadras Journal of Literature and bcience. Ao.l6, July 1837 j p.W-.
2 The People of India, ed. J.Forbes Watson & Bir John William Lay®,

a series of photographic illustrations of the races and tribes of
Hindustan, with descriptive letterpress by Col.Meadows Taylor, Vol.8,
India museum, London, 1875.



Bronze bulls and styleized 'double-peacocks1 typical of mai\y more
probably used in human sacrifice. Borne are heavily daubed with
blood. Bote the feather from a more recent sacrifice adhering
to the largest bull and the thick coating of ? blood and food-
offerings in the simulated paniers (extreme right).
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emblem is a deer.

Secondly, lineage group emblems:

Like maiy people who are not only hunters and gatherers but

agriculturalists living in well-settled comnunities, in addition to

a complexity of gods and spirits the clan-ancestors hold an important

place in the Bond religious system. Far more than was earlier realised,

their lineage groups have been marked by animal or reptile emblems or

even by inanimate objects. Lrobably some unusual happening long ago

served to connect the animal or object with that kin-group and so led

the two to form a ay triological union. Their respective clans then

treated these with reverence and observed taboos on killing and touch¬

ing them and also at some stage presumably had cire perdue Ocsot-wax)

replicas made.

In a dark corner of the main room in every Kond home in "the

ancestors* place" where the head of the family makes libation and offer¬

ing to the ancestors alone, calling them by name as far back as he is

able and then collectively. He never invites other gods to this place

as is the aond habit at most other sacrificial spots. It is here that

the bronze lineage emblems are kept. The Bonds are uncharacteristic¬

ally reticent about the whole subject even to each other, and this

must surely be he reason why these first two sets of bronzes were

mentioned only in the very first British report and not apparently

again until the remarkable rejection of them by certain Land groups

in 1955® Lerhaps the Bonds were taken unawares by trie pressing

curiosity of these white strangers, a curiosity their fellow-clans

never dreamed of showing an this subject. Thus btevenson was able

to state in 1836: 'They make in brass figures of elephants, peacocks,
dolls (i.e. humans), fishes, these and the like, and keep them in



Hollow-cast tortoise, double-cobra and deer; probably lineage
emblems# There are cavities for offerings within the necks of
the cobras,and two solid-cast birds sitting on their heads with
a third being swallowed#
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their houses,' ^ making special offerings to them at times of afflic¬

tion or sickness in the household or in connection with a recent

ancestor's death. He addB that they assemble the ancestors (here
. 2

denoting household images or gods)' at the ritual naming of a child

when the diviner seeks to learn from them which ancestor's name is to

he given.

Konds of the central area seem to take their emblems from wild

life and natural objects whereas some dans on the periphery include

artifacts. In an article: Totemism .Among The Khonda. read to tire

Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1904, J.H.Friend-rereira gives as examples

for the central Konds: the frog, snake, button quail, lesser florican,

crow pheasant, mahua (tree from which liquor is distilled) and grass.

To these may be added: spotted deer, nilghai, antelope, leopard,

black panther, bear, chameleon, crab, owl, jungle cock, tortoise and

doubtless more. Thus, Friend-Pereira maintains, in i-ond religious

observance each 'totem ranks as the spirit of the ancestors-founder

of the stock, who is also their chief tutelary deity, and secondly,

the totem class is considered as a manifestation of the chief tutelary

deity.* 5 At the same time it acted as a guide to kinship and descent

for this pre-literate people in their observance of the rules of clan

exogamy} far a man might not marry within his own totem-stock nor

even with a different totem-stock which was in alliance with his own

(in the days of clan warfare), only from potential enemy stocks.

1 Madras Journal, p.41.

2 Ibid. pp.39-4^.

3 Journal of the Asiatic Society of oenml. Vol. LXXUI, Part III,
Ao.3, 1904, J.H.Priend-Pereira, Totemism Among the Khonds, p.49«



Head of hollow-cast leopard with human victim, showing the use
of wax threads mentioned on p.391* Note the victim's hand, with
bracelet, clutching the leopard's nostril.
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Thirdly, as part of a bride's dowry:
4

Thurston's quotation from the Ganjam Manual describes a typical

Kond wedding where the bride is finally carried Moulder high to the

bridegroom's home: 'Music is played and in the rear are carried brass

playthings such as horses, etc. for the bridegroom', along of course

with other articles of her dowry such as ar.iall cire perdue pots and

ladle, and plains-style brass vessels, ornaments, and as presents for

the groom, bow and arrows, traditional feathered headdress and red cloth.

The Madras Mail in 1894 added that as soon as the bride enters the

groan's house: 'She has enormous bracelets, or rather handcuffs of
o

brass, each weiring 20 to 30 pounds, attached to each wrist.' For

three days the unfortunate girl had to sit wearing these to prevent

her running back home. After that she is presumed to be reconciled.

•These bangles are made on the hills and are curiously carved in fluted

and zig-zag lines and kept as heirlooms in the family to be used at

the next marriage in the house.1 ^ They are in fact also bronze

pradi dorbo. ancient valuables. Today they form a symbolic part of

the dowry rather than an unhappy reception for the bride: their name,

godu, means snapping, breaking off, Just as the bride is 'snapped off'

fran dependence on her former kin and beoones a member of the husband's

kin-grcup. Heavy iron bead necklaces performed the same function.

All these bronze articles may form part of the dowry among richer

Konds today. Klephants as well as horses are given, often with riders

shouldering either kukri or gun. These perhaps date from the Goomsur

Wars onwards (post 1835) when the British Officers' use of draught

elephants surprised the Fonda, familiar only with the ferociously

1 Ibid., The Ganjam Manual
2 ..adras ia.il. 1894, quoted by K.Thurston
3 Ibid.



Two hollow-cast Kond mothers with babies. Compare the accuracy
of the facial tattoo with the woman (left); also the jewelley
with that of the photograph following p.292.



(Top) Solid-cast
woman with water-

pots, and drunuier
on •bamboo-
slatted' bed.

(Below) Pathan
cavalry soldier
with Kukri -
presumably
o.1835-18^5•

(illustration Crown Copyright, Victoria & Albert
museum)
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destructive wild variety. Horses would be only slightly more

familiar where there was contact with contiguous peoples, musician-

figures such as the drunmer are sometimes included in these dowries.

Aether there is any exchange of animal emblems of a totemic nature

at the coining together of two clans in marriage is not entirely clearj

though Thurston accepts this without query.

There is a oert&in element of 'foreignness' in some of this group

of bronzes. The horses and elephants with riders are often more

finely finished and decorated than are the traditional and sacrificial

objects and some lineage emblems. Some are in fact closer to the

cira perdue techniques of Forth Urissa, Bihar and West Bengal. But

this does not apply to the traditionally tattooed mothers with their

babies symbolising hoped-for fertility of every Kond marriage and

reminding the groom's clan that the bride's kin are giving away a very

valuable asset in tiie person of the bride.

Dr.I.ohan K»Gautam of the iiijksmuseum Voor Volkenkunde in Leiden
<1

suggests that all gifts from the bride's father to the groom would

symbolise aspects of the groom's new role (i.e. as husband, protector,

prospective father and mature member of his group). Thus, to describe

these bronzes as playthings for the bridegroom does not ring true to

Kond values even in the days when he migjit be only twelve or thirteen

years old.

Fourthly, a variety of artifacts are made such as the upper draft

and handle of the ritual axe and the pair of miniature wild-buffalo

horns on the charm bracelet Illustrated here; also occasional little

dish-lamps, the bell-mouths of certain primitive oboes and the long

1 In personal discussion at the Luseum, Leiden, in June 1976.



Bronze charm bracelet, axe shaft and axe*
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thin 'antlers' fastened to the waist-drum for the wedding dance.

These last three result from contacts outside traditional Kond

(XHununities and the two musical instruments are played by hired ran

musicians found also among neighbouring peoples.

The .aking of the Kond Bronzes

0ire-perdue or lost-wax metal casting is an art of the ancient

world that is still practised in a number of Indian States today,

including Orissa. For traditional Konds, however, the only honour¬

able occupations were hunting, warfare and cultivating. Therefore

to supply them with the bronze objects of religious and social sig¬

nifies ce to which they must have become accustomed centuries ago,

two or three small groups of metalsmiths settled beside Kond and Fan

villages in the east and north-central area. They probably came from

Belugunta in the Ganjam District of Orissa's plains. Belugunta has

long been locally famous for its metalsmiths and has a market to which

Fan traders from the Kond Hills go annually to buy buffaloes, trekking

back with than for ihnd sacrifices or paddy cultivation.

These immigrant workers use both methods of lost-wax manufactures

solid casting for smaller figures, and the less expensive hollow

casting for larger. In solid casting (see illustrations of the bulls,

standing figure and drummer) the required object is carefully modelled

in beeswax then a solid wax draining 'tube* is put at its base and

the whole is gently besmeared with the soft clay, leaving the 'tube'

protruding. Vhen dry the day takes the shape of the wax model.

Other layers of clay are plastered over the whole and it is finally

fired at great heat In a simple outdoor hearth-furnace with the aid

of goat-skin bellows. The wax melts, drains out of the now-melted

channel (thus the name 'lost wax*) and molton bronze is poured into



(Broken) wax replica-ladle moulded round a clay bowl, ready to be
covered with outer clay, baked, drained of v/ax and filled with bronze#
(illustration Grown Copyright, Victoria & Albert iluseun)#
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the channel to fill the exact contours of the model. When cool,

the clay is removed, and Hie bronze object remains. Elsewhere,

rou^inesses are filed and polished away, but not so the Ivond bronzes.

In Urissa the hollow casting method is more widely practised.

A simplified clay and sand core is modelled for the body, neck and

head of the animal; this is from l/l6ih to 1/8th smaller than the

desired article. die method in other parts of India and East Asia

is then tc place thin wax sheets over the clay, encircling body, neck

and head and joining the sheets together very carefully. Wax legs,

horns, ears, tail, etc. are then hand rolled and pressed into place.

'Hie whole is covered by layers of clay with an exit-cum-entrance

channel as before. The molten bronze flows into the thin space left

by the melted wax between the inner core and outer clfy. Sometimes

a vent is also left for expanding gasses to escape from the clay core.

However, the metal workers of the Kond Hills, like those of

Belugunta, have long practised the lattice-work variation of the

hollow casting method seen in the majority of the bonds' animal figures.

Thurston first described this Belugunta method in 1891s after shaping

the clay core a3 usual, instead of placing wax sheets over it, 'thin

wax threads are first made and arranged over the core so as to give a

network, or placed in parallel lines or diagonally as the form of the

figure or the fancy of Hie artist dictates.' ^ The horns, legs, tail

etc. are modelled in the usual way but wax thread is added for eyes,

leopard spots, cocks* combs, spiral designs and pure decoration.

The warmed wax threads must be used speedily before they become
2 /

brittle. (bee the diagram of the bamboo tube with perforated brass

1 The Journal of Indian Art. Thurston, op.cit.
2 bee Ruth Reeves, Lost-Wax -etal Pasting in India .(Crafts museum

Series, ed; Ajit Lookerjee, published by the Grafts Museum, All
India Handicrafts Board. Ministry of Gotanerce & Industry, Govern¬
ment of India) for a detailed account of the process, thou^i not
touchinc on the Belu^inta craftsmen nor those of the Kond Hills.
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plate used for making wax threads).

Some of the bronzes have been ritually 'purified* with cowdung

and covered with sacrificial blood, which obscures the sharpness

of detail. Though some are of recent date, at least those connected

with human sacrifice are obviously older. An attempt was made at

thennoluminescence dating but they proved unsuitable for measurement

owing to the unusually fine-grained clay in the cores. This was

probably due to the addition of fine termite-hill soil and cowdung

to ordinary clay from the paddy-fields or river banks. Through

picking up oxygen from the air this clay gave false signals and

impeded the separation of oxygen of archaeological interest from this

in-take oxygen. The bronze itself is of normal composition with a

little zinc, except for the twin-headed cobra which is ST/J tin and

3$ antimony, with no arsenic.

— c taaw kc.o harvdls

a =

Dronxe disc

wax-wire press as used ty Belugunta craftsmen, G-anjam, Orissa,
for squeezing out wax threads, (ifter h.B.iiavell, The Journal of
Indian i-rt, Vol. IV, No»34» January 1892, p.7)
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SOME REFLECTIONS ON CHANGS AND RESISTANCE

TO CHANGS AMONG THE KONDS
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SOLE HBFL&CTIQKS Oil CHAKGL jJ-iD RESIST/JNiCE TO CtlALQK £L10MS
THE KQM3S.

Kond reaction to events at certain significant points in the

tribe's life has been discussed in the foregoing chapters. These

reactions appear constantly to have increased the hands' strong sense

of identity as a people, with their religious practices unoonsciously

seeking to manipulate nystical force in a manner that will uphold and

increase that sense of identity. In seeking to understand their

motivation more fully, Kond action and reaction must now be set within

the wider framework of Grissa's history by looking more closely at

Kond origins in relation to population movements in India and the

tribe's probable movements down the centuries. This will include

the effect of further immigrant or invading peoples on the Konds and

the tribe's ability to turn events - even apparent defeats at the hands

of more powerful 'outsiders' - to substantiate their own world-view,

finally their movement into the Church will be discussed in the light

of that wo rid-view.

(a) Origins

'The very earliest inhabitants of India are -thought to have been
negritos of the Andaman Island type* which survive in (certain
tribes) of the forests in the extreme south'. 1

The Cambridge History of India dates these earliest peoples at

several millenia BC, describing -them as 'a dark negroid race of low
o

culture'• Earlier immigrants of higher culture then arrived,

coming possibly via Baluchistan. These established themselves in

the north, probably between 4,000 and 2,500 BC, -then spread over the

Deccan right to the south. Intermarriage doubtless occurred between

1 A.C.Bouquet, Hinduism. Hutchinson's University Library, London,
1943, p.16.

2 The Cambridge History of India. Vol.1, .Ancient India, Ed.E.T.Rapson,
Cambridge University Hess, London, 1922, p.593»
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them and some of the aboriginal inhabitants, especially those along

the regular routes of conmunication in the valleys. The more in¬

hospitable villages of the higher hill-area were probably less affected.

Thurston says of the two groups:

'It is the p re-Dravidian aborigines and not the later and more
cultured Dravidians who must be regarded as the primitive exist¬
ing race.•••These pre-Dravidians••••are differentiated from the
Dravidian classes try their short stature and broad(platyrhine)
noses.' 1

So -the Cambridge History sums it up:

'It would seem probable then that the original speakers of tiie
Dravidian languages were invaders, and that the ethnographical
'Dravidians' are a mixed race. In the more habitable regions
the two elements have fused, while representatives of the
aboriginals are still to be found in the fastnesses to which
they retired before the encroachments of the newcomers.' 2

It is thought to be between 1700 BC and 1300 BQ that waves of

Aryan invaders came in from the north-west - some peacefully and some

by conflict. A study-group of Indian tribal leaders working together

in 1965 wrote thus:

•The Inflo-Aryans and other hordes of immigrants into the Indo-
Gangetic basin were stronger in physique, numbers, organisation
and arms, and hence succeeded in imposing their will on the
weaker groups, compelling the latter either to surrender to
complete absorption or to escape to the inaccessible areas in
the fastnesses of the forests and the mountains. This is
perhaps the main reason why the biggest concentration cf tribal
people can be found in Central India and South-Western India.
These people are truly Indian in the sense ihat racially they ,

do not seem to be akin to people from other parts of the world.1

It was following this Aryan invasion that the first collections

of the great Vedic hymns were compiled, most notably the Hig-Veda.

This literature provides the earliest idea of India's religious beliefs:
'The divine powers believed in and worshipped by these early
Nordic colonists are rowers of Nature in the first instance,
and there is to begin with no idea of a single supreme Godhead.
Indeed the primary notion seem? to be that of plurality of Dowers,
not even personal ones, but connected with the various objects,
occurrences or episodes of daily life.1 4

1 E.Thurston, quoted in the Cambridge History of India, Vol.1, p.41»
2 Cambridge History of India. Vol.1, p.41»
3 Tribal Awakening. A Group Study, Christian Institute for the Study

of Heligion and Society, Bangalore, 19^5, p.6.
4 Bouquet, Op.cit. p28.
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The Vedic religion also included veneration of the ancestors or

fathers, calling them pitri (Latin pater). This appears to be the

first slight link with the people known today as the Konds. In 1836 -

over two and a half millenia later - Stevenson several times alludes

in the first report ever written about the Konds to the importance of

the petri, their ancestors or founding fathers, in their religion,

now represented in the eastern region by bronze animal-emblems. I$r

own recent records also confirm the importance of the pideri (this

dental 'd' and ' t' are almost interchangeable) or pideri pita, the

ancestors or founders of the clan. As in the .Rig-Veda, Kond ancestors

are believed to accept the essence and benefits of sacrifices in the

same way as the other gods and spirits. but the Konds reject, or

are ignorant of, the Rig-Veda's theme of Paradise for the good and

a bottomless pit for evil-doers. Kond ancestors must be rehabilitated

in their former homes whatever their earlier nature; only if the

manner of their death has been violent and untimely do they suffer

restless homelessness, for their living relatives fear to permit

them entry.

Following the death of Alexander the Great in 323 BO the l.iauzyan

Empire of Chandr&gupta, with its close links with Greece, spread

eastward as far as the Ganges delta; but it did not impinge upon the

Konds until Ohandragupta's grandson, Asoka, advanced down the east

coastal plain and in about 262 BC conquered the kingdom of Kalinga

in what is now south Orissa. One of Asoka's remarkable Rock Edicts

gives details of that terrible campaign: 150,000 became captives,

100,000 were slain 'and many times that number died in the consequent
A

famine and pestilence. * So severe was "the bloodshed he caused and

1 Rock Edict XIII of Asoka, quoted in a History of Orissa. Vol.1,
Ed. l«.K.Sahu, Susil Gupta (India) Ltd., Calcutta, 1956, p.324«
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so pitiless the ravaging of land and people that in horror at his own

brutality, Asoka became a notable patron of the Buddhist faith# As

Rock Edict XIII states:

'Just after the taking of Kalinga the Beloved of the Gods (Asoka)
began to follow dharma (the practice of the law of piety).#..
When an unconquered country is conquered, people are killed,
they die, or are made captive. That the Beloved of the Gods
finds very pitiful and grievous....Today, if a hundredth or
a thousandth part of those who suffered in Kalinga were to be
killed, to die or to be taken captive, it would be very grievous
to the Beloved of the Gods.'

He adopted a policy of toleration for other religions and ruled

with great wisdom. But his toleration was probably too late to

stop the movement of small tribal groups - or -their battered remnants -

up into the hill-tracts away fran tie highly organised and equipped

invaders. borne at least of the tribes had not escaped the attention

of that remarkably thorough conqueror:

'The Beloved of the Gods even reasons with the forest tribes in
his empire, and seeks to reform them. But the Beloved of the
Gods is not only compassionate, he is also powerful, and he
tells them to repent lest they be slain. For the Beloved of
the Gods desires safely, self-control, justice and happiness
for all beings.' ^

Some groups certainly remained behind and continued probably in

subservient roles, gradually Bop ting the Aryan incomers* language.

Scattered hamlets of Oriya-speaking iiinduised Konds could still be

found in Hie mid-nineteenth century on the plains, and today small

bilingual partially acculterated Konds live in Hie foothills and the

north and east borders of the hills.

1 Rock Edict XIII of Asoka, quoted by A.L.Basham in 'The ".onder That
Was India: A Survey of the Indian Sub-Continent Before the
Coming of tiie~T.iuslims. Evergreen Encyclopaedia, Vol.1 (1954) >

1st Evergreen Edition, hew York, 1959, P»53»

2. Ibid.
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Those, however, who were determined on maintaining their independ¬

ence are believed to have retreated from -the coastal plains and fertile

ilahanadi delta up into the inhospitable Eastern Ghats immediately to

their west and south-west. >»e shall consider later how this pattern

probably recurred down the centuries on occasions of unrest or disaster.

(b) Arguments for nond Antiquity

It is impossible to know to what extent those early migrants

were pre-Dravidian groups, or mixed groups of Dravidians and those

earlier peoples; nor whether any pre-Dravidian groups were already

inhabiting the hill-tracts when the infiltrators moved in. There is,

however, some evidence cf considerable antiquity to be found among

the hill-Konds, particularly in the isolated central and western

regions. From careful measurement and many years of observation,

Risley identified this type in his ethnographical classification as

still to be found among the peoples of east-central India, character¬

ised -thus: 'Their stature is short or below mean; the complexion

very dark approaching black; hair plentiful aiih an occasional

tendency to curl; eyes dark; head long; nose very broad, sometimes
■j

depressed at the root, but not so as to make the face appear flat.'

Thou^i there is a wide variety skin colour, this is a good descrip¬

tion of many hands, especially if he had added a note about the full

and rather protruding lips, (bee photographs).

Some ivond music also suggests a very early origin. On hearing
2

tapes of Kond song3, Ronald Stevenson, the conposer and musicologist,
observed that though in common with other Indian tribes there are

1 H.Risley, from a government report quoted in the Cambridge history
of India, Vol.1, p.40.

2 From personal discussion with Ronald Stevenson in West Linton,
Feeblesshire, i.ovember 1975, during an informal evening arranged
for him to hear recordings of Kond music.



(Top) Kuttia Kond woman and child.
(Below) Kuttia Konrt young man holding the sacrificial knife at the

Biha sacrifice. Note the stakes on the right.
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pentatonic elements in some Kond songs, a few most unusually are

bitonic, a two-note scale which is the most primitive possible. These

songs are in fact characterised by constant use of the monotone, a

single reiterated tonic or fundamental note. From this the 'melody'

always rises, by an interval generally no higher than a Third (major

or minor) or at the most a Fourth - thou$i in that case it is

generally treated as ornamental, an appoggiatura (grace note) back

to the Third. Thus the way the Konds are feeling the scale is

essentially the tonic and Third. Any notes under the tonic are

anacrusis (leading in) and always move very rapidly up to the tonic;

these are even less essential to the main outline of the melody than

is the Fourth. All this, in Stevenson's view, argues for very great

antiquity, as does the fact that there is little difference between

music associated with religious, social or work occasions. Recently

when hearing the first music recorded from the South Indian Alu

Xurumba tribe, ^ mostly in the expected tribal pentatonic mode, I

was startled not only to hear one song in this ancient bitonic scale

but to recognise it as the Konds' Cradle Song and then to learn that

it was also the Cradle Song of the Alu Kurumba. These are a remote

and little known 'Dravidian' group nearly a thousand miles away at

the southern aid of the great Deccan hill-mass of which the Konds are

on the north-east side. The Alu Kurumba like the western Konds are

shifting cultivators, food gatherers and trap-aiid-snare hunters, and

are one of the smallest numerically as well as one of the most ancient

and least disturbed of South India's tribal peoples. Their 35 hamlets

lie between 2,000 and 6,000 ft. above sea-level on the southern and

1 Uusic recorded in India by Dr.Dieter Kapp, of the South Asia
Institute, University of Heidelberg, and played during the Workshop
for Tribes in South Asia held at the Seminar ftfir EtiinologLe,
University of Seme, larch 4-7, 1977*



Kond deka, or two-stringed gourd-resonated bamboo stick-violin,
the lower of the two strings being the drone. This commonly
has a second, smaller gourd-resonator.
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eastern ranges of "the Nilgiri Hills and are difficult of access not

only from outside but even for inter-communication within their own

territory. The two Cradle bongs await comparison by a musicologist

in Heidelberg.

Finally at least one musical instrument must be mentioned in

connection with the possible dating of Kond movements from the plains

to the hills. This is the Kond deka used by musical Konds for

personal pleasure in accompanying their singing when sitting round

the hearth in the winter cr on the doorstep in trie hot season. The

deka (see illustration) is a very primitive instrument which Kopley

states as 'not being in use today' (1921) ^ thou^i he mentions that

Kadras beggars made a similar dhenka with two coconuts as resonators

and cowrie-shell frets. In its early bamboo-and-gourd form which

the Konds use, it can be seen in ancient Indian sculptures and paint¬

ings, supposed in Hindu myth to have been invented by a musician of

Indra' s heaven for accompanying Aig-Vedic hymns to that great god.

Hie compilation of the Rig-Veda is known to have been completed by

800 BC at the latest, possibly some centuries earlier. The only

difference in the two instruments is that Popley's illustration (from

the Indian Museum, Calcutta) has seven frets - thus being able to

play the full octave - whereas the Rand instrument is more primitive

having five frets, sufficient for their more primitive notation.

Under vhatever pressures and at whatever period they arrived

there, it seeans probable that the hill-Konds had little contact with

the Aryans of the plains by the end of the third century AD, possibly

considerably earlier. When the Gupta Stop ire ushered in the Golden

age of Hindu philosophy, literature, art and architecture c.370 AD,

1 H.A.Pop ley, The fus ic of India. Oxford University Kress, London,
1921, pp.111-112.
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the Brahmans received, presents of land from the small princely states

along the banks of the Mahanadi to the north, the eastern coastal

plains and also the south-west borders of the Kond country. The self-

aggrandisement of the Brahmans into an almost unassailable priestly

caste made an indelible impression on all that was connected with

Hinduism - on all, that is, except the independent hill tribes up

in their hill-tracts.

(c) Additional migrant Groups

Any ancient memories res J.ting from the Aryan invasions would

almost certainly be increased by further waves of disturbance on the

Kond periphery. To mention but a few down the centuries: in 1040 AD

the Chola Empire in South India ^ expanded northwards to include the

i\alingas of Orissa's coastal plains and probably caused stirrings on

the south and south-east of the Kond country. Then in the first half

of the fourteenth century the Mislim Sultanate of Delhi readied its

greatest extent, stretching over almost the whole of India and, in

name at least, including the areas occupied by Orissa's unpacified

hill-tribes. Akbar's founding and strengthening of a Aiughal Empire

in the late sixteenth century brought him as far as the Mahanadi delta.

Though up-river and in tie hill-tracts the petty rajas maintained

their independence, it is probable that small movements again took

place among groups affected on the borders. Next, Akbar's successors

replaced his policy of conciliation by one of political and religious

intolerance. Pressure increased as the Etapire attempted to expand

over the Deccan and its eastern and western hill-fringes, always

accompanied by heavy taxation to meet the declining Empire's near-

1 G.Colin Dairies, An Historical Atlas of the Indian ren insular.
Oxford University x-ress, London, 1959> PP* 27-29.
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bankruptcy. This intolerance provoked a hindu reaction and by the

end of the seventeentil century the Liarathas of the Deccan and the Rajputs

and Jats of the north-west led a revolt that spread through northern

and central India against the Muslims. when the much weakened nughal

Braperor granted a strip of Orissa's coast to the British Bast India

Company about 1770 the petty Rajas of Bengal and Orissa were, however,

still dominant in their own princedoms. It was through holding

these in respect that the British r©mined in ignorance of the Bonds'

existence and sacrificial practices until the devastating Goomsur

wars of 1835-37*

It iaay well be that one of these successive waves of unrest

resulted in the migration to the Kond hill-tracts of the ancestors of

the group whom Macpherscn found to be occupying c.2,000 square miles

in the south-east - those *ho vehemently refused to participate in

human sacrifice but who, unlike all other Bonds, practised female

infanticide. Similarly the forbears cf the two much smaller groups

in the Beegi and Surada areas who practised neither human sacrifice

nor female infanticide may well have been migrants fleeing from yet

another (perhaps later) conqueror's push along the narrow bottleneck

of Orissa's coastal plain. The fact that almost all of the latter

settled along one of the main eastern foot-tracks up from the plains

endorses this view.

One Kuttia Kond nyth contains unusual 'historic' memories in

stating that though Bara-mugatti, the earliest male member of the

Kuttia Bonds, was already the firstborn in the Under World, the

Muslim Pathans were actually the first to emerge into the outer world,

later followed by the first Bonds

'Paramugatti was born in the Under World. After some time he
desired to come up to the Bartii. Then the Pathans were born.
The first Pathans were Alenja-Oirtenja and Deolenj-Gubbalenj.
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These were the first two human beings* They said to one
another, "raramugatti is preparing to cosae up to the earth*
When he aomes he will take it all into his power*" So they
went up first and emerged into the world at Saphaganna. They
wandered from place to place establishing villages and erecting
pillars in honour of Darni Kinnu (Barth Goddess}* In front of
each pillar they used to prepare a patch of ground with their
own urine and excrement, thinking that this would please the
goddess* But it made her very angry and she drove these
iiusalmans away* Then she herself left the world and went down,
to the Under world* There she took the name of Ilirantali*
When iiirantali saw Karamugatti was ready to go up to the world,
she took him by the hand and went up with him* At that time
there was nothing but rocks in the Bond country* Klrantali
covered them with soil*
Then i'aramugatti put an axe on his shoulder and took a hoe in
his hand and went out to look for a woman'*.**(A wife is
eventually supplied by Ilirantali)**** Varamugatti was very
pleased with his wifej they lived together and from them the
first Bonds were born.' *

The description of the origin and traditional form of human

sacrifice which follow in the nyth adds that it always took place

at the pillars previously set up by Kathans* Is this perhaps a

clue to the origin of -the darni-shrine stonesj so important to all

KondsV Darni stones are comparatively small but in human sacrifice

are used in conjunction with a sacrificial post which perhaps replaces

the stone pillar* This might be an otherwise forgotten reason for

the inordinate care taken by the Kuttia Bonds of each village in

copying minutely ■the measurements and pattern of their previous

sacrificial stake each time a iresh one is carved*

The iqyth oertainly suggests that the Kuttia had contacts -

presumably from the Deccan direction - with infiltrators from the

north-west on soae early occasion. This could have been when Babur's

Bcpire spread from Kabul right across India to Bihar (1526-30) or

during the I ughal Ampire that followed it* however vague, this

Kuttia reference underlines the variety both of the pressures and the

directions from which they came upon the Bonds* It speaks too of

1 V.iilwin, Tribal »-.jyths of Orissa. p*5¥>*
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the unvarying disdain in which Konds held 'outsiders* and their habits,

a disdain which did not prevent "their adopting as potentially power-

laden some new thing that the outsiders introduced, in this case the

pillars set up to the Earth Goddess* Their presumption that out¬

siders necessarily regard Konds as their superiors is expressed both

in the Pathans' realisation that Paranmgatti's appearance on earth

will mark the end of their authority and in the 'fact' that he was

really the earliest man despite all outward appearance such as the

Pathans' prior birth into the outer world*

One presumably inaoigrant people who are not classed as Outsiders,

however, are the Pans* It seems impossible to determine the date

at which Pan groups moved into their present relationship with the

Jvonds, as with other hill-tribes of "the Eastern Ghats* Fawcett

described them in 1901 as 'an outcaste jungle people ho inhabit the

forests of the high lands*•• who are not allowed to live within a
*

village but have 1heir own little hamlet adjoining the village proper*'

The Konds, he says, 'held them in contemptuous inferiori"tyI Never¬

theless the relationship obviously goes back many centuries: the

Konds being dependent 011 Pan weaving, trading, monqy-lending, assist¬

ance in corpse-disposal, and previously, for a supply of human sacrifi¬

cial victims, while the Pans live on the proceeds of these activitiesj

use Kui as their mother tongue, axid fit into the Kand custom and

observances as their regular way of life*

(d) Early Pond Life and Ritual

iiitual for the hill-Konds was almost certainly clan-centred from

the earliest days, with clan and lineage heads as natural inter-

1 i-an. Vol. I, No.29, F.Fawcett, Notes on the bombs of Jeypur,
Vizagapatain .District, Kadras Presidency. The anthropological
associati on , Dondon , 1901 , pp*34-58*
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mediaries between their kin groups and the supernatural powers. It

follows that the likely emphasis would be upon the ancestors* relation¬

ship with their living kin. Any clans involved in migration would

doubtless have worked through the problem of reassuring themselves of

the presence and co-operation of their ancestors whose former terri¬

tory they were about to quit - all this being part of their strong

determination to preserve their identity rather than be absorbed into

the powerful and better organised but alien culture of the current

wave of invaders. If there were pockets of p re-bravidian inhabitants

already in the hills, these too would almost certainly be clan-based

in small localised groups.

xbssibly for centuries co-operation would remain within the

confines of the clans as each group battled for survival against its

hostile environment where jungle beasts, cerebral malaria and similar

killers constantly depleted their numbers. whatever the Lr former

mode of life, they would now live by slash and burn cultivation

supplemented by hunting and gathering - a form of subsistence that

demands the voluntary splitting up of any group that grows too large

for its territory. As axe-cleared plots of this type must lie

fallow for long periods sifter raising crops for only two years, quite

a large area is required to support even a moderate-sized group.

Moreover, the battle for survival was not only against the

environment but against all non-associated clans. The clans which

co-operated best within their group would produce more offspring by

virtue of their young warriors remaining alive, whereas poor co-

operators were killed, thus doubly depleting their clans try having

no heirs. The Kond system of 'war-making brotherhoods' has also

been described (bee Chaptjy) when a weaker clan called into alliance

a stronger but unrelated clan in order to keep its land searre against
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the continual depredations of some strong enemy clan, the land itself

being shared with the ally when the enemy was defeated# Thus this

earliest form of co-operation beyond one's legitimate clan was rather

the desperate but highly practical submission of an inferior group

to a take-over bid try a larger clan of its own choice in order to

avoid the greater evil of extermination or exile; for by this means

the weaker group maintained itself on at least a continuing share of

its own territory#

(e) The Kise of human Sacrifice

The localised clan's concentration on maintaining its identity

and well-being on its land appears thus to have become the key to

Kond traditional behaviour# But memories of their bitter experience

with the Aryans and continuing movements on the Kond periphery must

have taught them the need to co-operate on a wider scale s Konds

against the orenaka. those of the outside world# It was ttiis need,

I suggested (Chapter III (c)), that led to the complicated socio-

religious inter-clan involvement of the human Keriah sacrifice and

its necessary adjunct, -the office of high priest to act on behalf

of these unprecedented inter-clan groupings# It should be mentioned

that this office appears to have little in common with the perhaps

chronologically parallel formation of a whole priestly caste of the

highly aristocratic but self-interested Brahmans down on the plains,

for the Kond priesthood is only in the loosest sense hereditary and

of no different grade in the social scale - the office devolves on

the descendant in Hie priest's family who is best suited, whether

male or female, and any other Kond may also be 'seized' by the spirits

and thus start a new line#
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iiany peoples in the past sacrificed human victims in times of

stress or special festivity. PtErer-IIaimendorf ^ mentions the secret

performance of human sacrifice in the depths of the forest by certain

small groups of Gonds, and the horror with which it was regarded by
2

all other Gonds; and Prazer speaks of the Oraons of Ghota Nagpur

whose fertility goddess, Anna Kuari, always required human food.

Of the many tribes in east-central India these two are 'Dravidian*

like the Ponds, and are reasonably close neighbours to west and north.

It is impossible to determine the direction in which the ritual may

have passed between the three, cut its utter centrality to Pond life

makes them the likely originators. Pew if any peoples have sacrifi¬

ced human victims in the routine fashion of the hill-Ponds. Por

their regular calendrical rituals as well as for special occasions,

for one individual's fever as well as for devastating epidemics or

famines, at times and seasons when a goat or a chicken might be the

expected offering, the Ponds offered their human victim 'for all the

world* •

Althou^i it is also impossible to say on present evidence at

what point they developed the keriah sacrificial rite, all available

Pond arid Puttia Kond uyths suggest that it was not their practioe in

the beginning, nor their choice if it could have been avoided without,

as they believed, disaster to all concerned. It would seem unlikely

that the ritual was formed on the plains and fortuitously confined

to those Claris who merged to become the hill-Konds, without becoming

a regular practice in other tribes of urissa. Their closest neigfr-

1 G. von Pttrer - iiaimendorf, korals axxd i.erit. Weinfield and
Nicholson, London, 1967, p.146.

2 J.G.Prazer, The Golden dough. Abridged edition, Lacmillan, London,
1911, p»434-
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bours, in fact, respected the Konds inordinately for this very practice.

Elwin reported in 1955 that the baoras, for example, probably never

practised human sacrifice

•but they evidently regarded it as a solemn and important
matter, one which placed the Konds very definitely in a
superior position in relation to the supernatural. * "1

If Saoras wish to migrate north, he was told, they have to be very

careful, for

•it is hand land, not ours. So when we want to settle anywhere
we must first get permission from the honds and their gods,
and only afterwards from the government. It is the Konds not
the forest guards who give us permission to make clearings in
the jungle, So to please the Konds we sacrifice a cow and a
pig every year for Keriah-god and the Kond ancestors, so they
will not torment us, and we all share in the feast.' 2

A similarly subservient attitude was shown by the Gonds, a tribe

four times the size of the Konds, at the Kuttia Konds Buffalo Sacri¬

fice at Belagad described previously (chapter III (c)).

I suggested earlier that the strong inter-clan involvement in

the Meriah sacrifice which bound them together as Konds even while

separating them from all non-Konds, brought socio-political advantages

throu^a strengthening the identity of the tribe. The need for this

had doubtless become pressing to strengthai them against external

enemies, but internal pressures would arise too. A well-regulated

pattern of slash-ond-burn cultivation within each clan territory

would result in an improvement in diet, supplementing the more chancy

hunting and gathering of wild produce. This would permit greater

domestic development. Better nutrition would result in greater

fecundity, and improved settlements would provide for son® progress

in infant-care, however slight. Thus a3 populations increased among

successful clans, there would be pressure an lineage groups to split

1 V.Elwin, The Religion of an Indian Tribe. Oxford University fress,
London, 1955, p.1<7»

2 Ibid.
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off and find new areas of jungle to exploit. Hie holding together

of fragmented groups would not be achieved through any planned policy

but through common allegiance to strong religious beliefs, particularly

regarding relationship with the land. In this realm, however, the

highly practical konds could nevertheless confuse genuine insight and

magical suppositions. Confusion between the two resulted in their

attributing accidental events such as the failure or success of a

harvest to the deliberate intervention of supernatural forces regard¬

less of their practical knowledge of the conditions necessary for a

bountfiul yield - for are not even these physical conditions subject

to supernatural intervention, they would argue.

kor a tribe that in part at least has been on the move and that

contains elements still being affected by outside pressures from one

direction or another, its religious preoccupation with fertility

increases in direct relation to this interest in more settled culti¬

vation. Hie view that permanence of settlement gives rise to

increased elaboration of institutions is amply supported by the Konds

in their development of the intricate pattern of inter-clan rights

and responsibilities in the Meriah sacrifice. Lliade suggests that

according to the iryths of the more settled horticulturalists of the

tropical regions, 'the edible plant is not given in nature; it is
1

•the product of a primordial sacrifice.' It is usually, he states,

a semi-divine being who is sacrificed and this in connection with

the origins of cereals in particular, for these are believed to grow

from the blood and the flesh of the irythical creature ritually sacri¬

ficed 'in the beginning'• Here in effect is the Kond rayth of the

Earth Goddess, herself taking human form as Kirantali-Kapantali

1 luhliade, iratterns in Comparative neligion. Sheed and Ward,
London and lew York, 1958, p.346.
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(western region) or Am&li-Baeli (eastern region) and through whose

death the shaking, boggy land becomes both firm and fertile. Thus

the mystical force that operated can that first occasion must be

regenerated repeatedly by the sacrifice of other human victims; for,

says Sliade, ' the ritual makes creation over again'• And when

fertility is more widely interpreted by the Konds as negi ava. well-

being, and applied to all situations in which the community's

welfare or potential is at stake - health and sickness, safety and

disaster as well as fertility of crops and family - no form of ritual

sacrifice can be too costly if it provides the greatest possible

opportunity for the regeneration of this ever-precarious life-force.

In this belief would lie the bonds' vindication (had they felt

one to be necessary) of the frequency with which they performed the

terrible act. That they obviously felt a certain guilt is made

clear in the pre-sacrificial dialogue between headman, priest and

victim's representative. Yet regular celebration of this act

initiated by their powerful Founder-figure, the iiarth herself,

constantly made manifest their twa-fold relationship: relationship

with each other as Konds, the people exclusively fitted for her

worship; and their relationship to the land itself, through her

and their port together in her.

(f) Maintaining Qontrol

This same concentration on maintaining their identity as Konds

can be seen in the way they deal with events that have broken in

on them. We shall consider two occasions when this was shown most

clearly. The first concerns their adoption of paddy cultivation

while rejecting Hinduisn and the Hindus iho brought it. The

1 Ibid.
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second arose from their adoption, under British pressure, of the

buffalo-substitute and led to a development of their own Kond

theology. first, the arrival of paddy cultivation: The Golden

Age of Brahmanism during the long period of comparative stability

on Orissa's plains had ended in the thirteenth century. for the

following five centuries the plains were overrun repeatedly by armies

of the husliia powers, and the near-destitute Rajas could no longer

support the arts, the scholarship and religion of the Br&hmans and

other high caste Hindus. These became unemployed. Unaccustomed

poverty compelled them to scatter and take up new occupations such

as stone-working or the cultivation of garden crops on the plains;

but some, perhaps about the sixteenth and seventeenth oenturies, are

believed to have pushed their way up into the eastern and north¬

eastern Kond hill-tracts where the widest valleys are to be found.

Bailey quotes the Uriya groups in the northern (Kondmals) area as

saying that they originated in a village of nthmallick District,

north of the Lahanadij then many years ago their fore-fathers

•crossed the river and took service with the Raja of Boad
•••••Dome time later their ancestors began to push up from
the plains of Boad into hie Kond hills, first in the north¬
east. ' 1

Prom there they spread gradually westwards and southwards,

though no further than Tikaballi. Their second move was made, they

say, about eleven generations ago (250-300 years). But as Bailey

points out: 'Genealogies are often telesooped and the date of the
2

invasion may be yet further back.'

There is no written account of the doubtless warlike reception

they received from the Konds, but these better organised and more

1 P.G.Bailey, Baste and the Bconomic frontier, pp.26-27*
2 Ibid.
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advanced Oriya bands, including warriors, must have won their permi¬

ssion to settle. bringing their knowledge of paddy cultivation with

them they built Oriya-IIindu ghetto villages and lived quite separately

from the Konds. The latter, still slash-and-burn cultivators supple¬

mented by hunting and gathering, must have observed the full qycle

of paddy-growing with close attention, including the use of draught-

animals. In time, sore of the eastern bonds also began to make

paddy fields where suitable land remained to them, growing rice with

sufficient sucoess for the innovation to creep slowly westward

through the centuries, though not yet being practised in the most

remote areas.

Significantly, however, the bonds adopted paddy as a good new

food crop but they rejected the Hindu practices that came with it.

Instead with great unanimity they appear to have applied the stages

of paddy cultivation to their basic bond theology. Whan I was

translating Kui accounts of the padrty practices into English, the

sheer orthodoxy and regularity of the rituals made it almost possible

to foretell the next move, whereas some of the more ancient liond

rituals often contain unexpected symbolic action or use symbolic

material which no non-bond could foretell. These padcty-growing

rituals may thus be presumed to be little over three hundred years

old but are firm examples of Kond ability to select such things as

aid their practical well-being while in no way moving away from the

principles governing their self-identity as a people.

about two centuries later this independence of thought and

action caused some bonds even to rethink their age-old beliefs in

the light of their theological discoveries of 1844. It will be

remembered that after nearly ten years of British persuasion all

the clans of Goomsur District entirely abandoned human sacrifice.
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When they found that despite the laok of human blood the summer of

1344 br ught good rains, a plentiful harvest and no rise in epidemics

nor infant mortality, the elders of the Goomsur clans began to think

out the implications, both practical and theological, of the change

they had made#

Of all the Konds these elders of the Goomsur District had

experienced the greatest and most shattering impact from their contacts

with the iiritish and alien Indian military invaders during the G-oomsur

'wars# I.ow they turned these to good account# while bowing to the

inevitable regarding the buffalo-replacement, far from slipping into

a subservient attitude toward the obviously more powerful British,

they allowed events to stimulate them into theological action#

First they effected a radical and well-reasoned reform of their priest¬

hood (bee Chapter III (a)), and secondly, they followed up their

theological reflections by that most significant act of worship

and dedication to Dura, their God of Light, as being Supreme God -

thus deposing the Larth Goddess with her evil requirements# (Chapter

II)# 3'acpherson reporting it hastens to add that this aot, performed

simultaneously throughout Goomsur, did not result fran any proselytisa-

tion from the British - that was indeed strictly forbidden by Govern¬

ment order - but arose amongst themselves from their own deliberations#

In due acknowledgment of the presence of the ancestors in the making

of such a decision, they declared that their forbears had not been

wrong in their previous attitudes and ways of worship but that the

situation had changed; now it was throu££i the worship of Dura that

the tribe would be blessed# Clearly aligning ^ura, Creator, _>ustainer

and God of Light, with the beneficent God of the British, the crux of

their argument was that one only needed to look at these Luropeans

for proof that God blessed than with greater abundance of 'power* than
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the bonds had received from their former divinities. This, therefore,

was the way ahead, and they were clearly confident of maintaining

their custoraary solidarity with their ancestors in taking this step.

(g) Reasons Underlying the Kond i ovement Into the Church

In the light of the Kond ability to re-think their theological

position ant: follow it by corporate decision and action, the question

now arises whether the movement of numbers of kin-groups into the

Church in the mid-1950's was yet another example of the subconscious

preoccupation of the tribe in maintaining its identity.

For pre-literate groups religion must be totally relevant to

daily life. Rituals which lose relevance fall into disuse or are

developed to meet some new situation (e.g. the new Vaccination Foha -

see Vol. II Appendix). It is apparent therefore that the Keriah

ritual had retained vital relevance for more than a oentur/ despite

the buffalo substitute. Yet by the 1950's groups of lvonds, some

quite independently of each other, had begun to find this ritual

wanting in the light of surrounding events.

What were these events? bver since 1837 the bonds had been

accustomed to 'government' official control, first by British with

Oriya assistants, then after Independence in 1947, entirely by oriya

officers. This regained reasonably remote from the everyday affairs

of the village Kond and appears to have had little effect on normal

ritual life, after that one initial change made ty the Goomsur bonds.

What then had changed so significantly?

In 1909 missionaries of the Baptist 1'issionary Cociety had

come to stay. .again after the slightest ripple amongst bonds in a

very localised area around. G. Udayagiri, hand religious beliefs and

behaviour continued their uninterrupted course. It was nearly half
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a century later that realization of the situation seems to have come

both to the missionaries and to large numbers of Konds at the same

time, though quite independently.

For the missionaries it was Dr.Donald MacGavran's visit to

study church growth in the Kond Hills that brought home the truth.

(See Chapter V (b)). His rapid revue revealed to the missionaries

that it was a Pan and not a Kond Church to which they were minister¬

ing. after forty-five years' work, with over 4,000 adult Pan members

(i.e. a total of over 7#000 including their children) yet only between

100 and 200 Kond members, it was time, Dr.iacGavran urged, to

'abandon the Kond Hope' and turn to the Pans. The monsoon rains

intervened, with the necessary cessation of district work, before

any new policy could be formed. It was at that point, probably

during the same pre-monsoon hot season when field work is minimal

and village discussion at its height with everyone sitting outside

their houses in the hot evenings, that village elders and their

family members reached the decision to become Christians. For them

the arrival of the monsoon meant urgent agricultural activities, but

the decisions had been made - to get into touch with the Christian

Church as soon as their seasonal work-peak was over. bo these pre-

literate but utterly determined representatives walked from their

Kond strongholds sometimes as much as twenty miles to visit Pan

pastors or Pan Christian Groups. 'Our gods are destroying us

(economically) and they are no longer effecting good health and well-

being for us. We have cast ihein out.' 'We have come to join the

new way - to follow the Christian rituals.' 'Yfe have come to join -

to belongi' And these first groups were not from the Dura-worshipping

Konds of Goomsur, but from the old Chinna Kimedy (now Haliguda District)
who had continued to believe in the preeminence of tiie KarthGoddess,
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even though necessarily 'feeding* her with buffalo flesh arid blood.

So these Konds caine to an organisation led by the traditionally

despised Pans, mary of whom had now become literate, the newly emerging

professional class of teachers, pastors and nurses, some even beginning

to buy land. What prompted the Ponds to take this totally unprecedent¬

ed step, and to take it in corporate groups, not individual households

like the meagre sprinkling of Kond Christians of the previous forty-

five years?

The late K.K.Bose, Minister for Tribal Affairs and Professor of

Sociology, when writing about the decay of tribal peoples in east

India in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and their assimila¬

tion into Hindu culture, cites the large tribal groups to the north

of the Konds (he had little inforaation about the Konds at the time) S

'•••a factor which helped the process of decay of aboriginal
cultures was the virtual absence of any pride among either the
Juangs or the mundas with respect to their own culture.'

That certainly was not the picture presented by the Konds in

those centuries. With their jungle weapons of slings, bows and arrows,

and battle-axes they had proved mighty in battle in a vain attempt

to preserve "their rights against the 'civilised* armoury of the invad¬

ing British, and only reward-hungry Pan informants ultimately caused

the capture of their clan leaders. Their standards of bravery and

pride won the respect of their victors in several military reports,

as in this note by Hacpherson regarding Kond preference for death

rather than capture:

*A Kond captured by our troops in Baramootah immediately tore
out his tongue by the roots and died; another made prisoner
after maintaining a long and gallant conflict with a horseman,
until he was stabbed by another assailant from behind, sternly-
refused food and perished on the fourth day.' 2

1 K.K.Bose, Cultural Anthropology, Asia Publishing House, London,
1961, p.72.

2 Kacpherson, memorials, p.67*
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lior was their intellectual stamina any less when one considers

their ability to adopt new practices like paddy-growing while

rejecting the Hinduism in which its arrival was wrapped; or their

radical rethinking of the implications of their own theology follow¬

ing the abandonment of human sacrifice. Professor hT.K.Bose continues

concerning those other tribes in earlier days:

•How that conditions have changed, their own culture only seemed
to keep them on hungry stomachs, and they could feel little
pride in something which failed them at their hour of need.* '

Does this mean, then, regarding the Konds that in 1956 the

Christian message von where Hinduism had failed? A pious 'Yes' would

be altogether too facile, for those Hand elders and their groups had

not the slightest understanding of the Christian message in the way

it had been taught. Here, as J.V.Taylor had found in Buganda, 'is

an incalculable gap between the Gospel that is preached and the Gospel
2

that is heard.' The message preached was of individual conversion

through repentance for one's sins and faith in the atoning activity

of Christ. But ignoring all that seemed to them irrelevant about

the persen and work of Jesus Christ, the Konds had heard something

the Church certainly affirmed but had not set out specifically to

teach as the spearhead of its evangelistic thrust:

'The Great God is here, with us Konds, now!'

'He stays with us, wherever we go - at work upon the hills,

in the dangers of the jungle, in the home. ...*
In fact, again like the Buganda Church, 'the message received was

3
primarily news about the transcendant God. ' lioreover it was heard

and received in Kond traditional manner try corporate groups, thus

1 Bose, Ibid.
2 J.V.Taylor, The Growth of the Church in Buganda. Student Christian

Hovement Press, London, 1958> p.252.
3 Ibid.
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bringing its own authenticity in a way that no call for individual

conversions could do. Thus their natural awareness of a Creator*-

Sustainer-God sonewhere distant from their daily affairs had now changed

to an awareness that ihis Creator-Sustainer-God oould be actively

present within their own community and home - astonishing news indeed,

for it seemed that mystical force at its greatest had now become

available far them. Once again though, their ancestors were cleared

of any suggestion that they had been mistaken in the past, or their

gods false gods. It was simply that their own contemporary situation

had changed so radically that the ancestors' gods were no longer in

control; 1 We have sacrificed in every way we can - to the point of

being ruined - and still our children die. *

Behind their cry was surely an awareness that they couldn't halt

the tide of change that was creeping steadily towards even the more

remote villages and which seemed likely to submerge their whole esse

as Bonds. -.'re-literate and linguistically limited as they were,

through Ban interpreters they viewed even the best of Oriya government

officials with suspicion, and the worst with fear at their loud-voiced

dealings with Kond "stupidity". In their economic world, poverty

was increasing; in their physical world, sickness and death continued

to strike although they had heard tell of new medicines; and in their

social world, in a manner unimagined even in their parents' time*

Pans were rising above Bonds by this new world's standards - and, they

might have added, the advantages obviously accruing to Europeans

from being followers of this God were beyond description.

nevertheless I maintain that it was not as 'rice Christians' that

the Bonds came into the Church, not yet on the principle that 'If you

can't beat them, join themi' On the contrary, I suggest that the

Konds believed that it was in joining, even to the point of co-operat-
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ing with Christian Pans, that they could expect in the long run to

uphold their identity as Konds and train tain their pride of race.

For study of Kond rituals in the light of their history reveals

their basic belief in a uystical power in the universe which can be

tapped for corporate increase and well-being or vhich antisocial

persons may use to diminish the life-force of others even to the point

of death. (Bee Chapter IV) Obviously the Europeans manipulated

this power with maximum success for their own well-being, and the

Pans were learning to use it to their own great advantage. A Kond

decision surely beoomes inevitable: they too must apprehend this

power. But with true Kond insight they recognise it as a two-way

channel. In order to work within the sphere of this power they must

first be taken up into it, made to 'belong'• It is a similar two-

way action that the apostle Paul 3eeks to put into words through his

double use of the verb KolT<AXol|U.^ci\/to to grasp, apprehend or make
something one's own: 'I press on to make it my own (apprehend or

grasp it) because Christ Jesus has made me his own (apprehended or

grasped me).' (Phil.3,12.) Paul of course is speaking of the

prevenient grace of Christ, a thought not yet known to the Konds

though unwittingly sou^it after. They in their turn are speaking

not simply as individuals seeking salvation, but with a corporate

solidarity that xraul longed to see in the young Churches of his time.

This Kond move was made with such conviction not only of its

rifitness but of what it demanded of them, that all had stopped

worshipping their household and other deities and 'cast out' their

bronze emblems some time before making contact with Christians -

thus placing themselves in a limbo of 'uribelonging' which would

normally be too fearful to contemplate. But th<y were convinced

that all their former ritual ways of seeking to manipulate nystical
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power must be totally abandoned in order that they might fully grasp

and be grasped by 'the Great God'.

Tnus I believe that the nonds* unprecedented approach to the

Church in the mid-1950's involved for than a convinced and dramatic

change in their religious practices but, at that stage, without a

change in their basic philosophy concerning the manipulation of

nystical power and the importance of their corporate identity as

Konds. The depth of Christian understanding in their ensuing life

in the Church will depend to a great extent on the content and manner

of Christian teaching they receive: its relevance to all that is

fine in hand life and values, and the wise channelling of their

gifts and insights in the rapidly expanding world about them.



lilSTOHYOFOIIISSA'S'AGENCY1(KONDHILLTRACTS) c.250B.C. Asoka'sconquestofKalinga(coastal plainsofS.Orissa)addedittohis vastempirestretchingfromN.W.Frontier almosttopresentMadras.- Policyofreligioustoleration;quin¬ quennialcircuitsofofficialsto proclaimmorallawotdischargenormal duties;teachersappointedto inculcatepiety&makecharitable endowments. (AsokawasBuddhist?) c.370A.D. SaraudraguptaaddedtheGanjamareaof KalingatotheGuptaEmpire.Revival
ofBrahmanism.GoldenAgeofHindu philosophy,literature,indigenous art&architecture.Westerninfluence incoinageYastronomy, Bythe4thcenturyA.D- Aryaninvadershadtakenoverall goodlandonplainsofOrissa. TlTiNINGPuINTSFOBTILEHONGS Most,Konds(ancientDravidianin¬ habitants)werepushedwestwards& southwardsofftheplainsintothe foothills('Benniah'Konds)and/or uptothehill-plateau('Maliah' i.e.hill-Konds).

10-13thCenturies Grissa'splainswere partofafreeprosper ouskingdomstretching fromBengaltoRiver Godaveru. TheOriyaRajahs:- 1)supportedthearchi¬ tectssculptors& painterswhobuilt theHindutemples. 2)greatlyrespected Brahmanscholarsat court&rewardedthem withgiftsofland. TheMaliahKonds presumablylived formorethan1300 yearsinthehills- byhunting,gathering &slash-and-burn cultivation.

v

13-17thCenturies

18thGenturv

Orissa'splainswereoverrun repeatedlybyarmiesofthe MuslimpowersfromNorthernIndia, &sobecamepartoftheMughal Empirebyendof17thC.
WanderingMahrathaarmies overranthewholeregion, inreactiontothedecay¬ ingMughalEmpire

5centuriesofgrowingpovertyledtoeconomicdestitution. IndepentRajahsinOrissacouldgivenofurthersupport tothearts,scholarship&religion.ThusuppercasteHindus, includingBrahmans,becameunemployed,compelledtoscatter 6takeupunaccustomedoccupations,eg.stone-working, gardencropsonplains,&ghettosofpaddycultivation(OriyaHindu)inthebestvalleysontheeasternsideoftheKondHills.

c.1770-TheMughalEmperor grantedN.Orissatothe EastIndiaCompany(British).
Fromthe171 Practice: Theology:
hCenturyonwards: Kondsoftheeasternside ofthehillsgradually adoptedpaddy-growingfrom theincomerOriyas(where anysuitablelandremained). KondsignoredHindupaddy- practices&corporately appliedKondtheologyto thestagesofpaddy- cultivation.



1835-1837

1837-1845

RajahofGoomsur'srebellion &flightresultedinthe Goomsur'Vara.EastIndia Companydiscoverswithhorror thatthousandsofhumansare constantlysacrificedin Komiritual. AKondTurningPoint ConfrontationwithEuropeans &withtheirrums.European policyofexterminatingclan- hcads. Prnctico:Eldersexplainthat theirritualofhuman sacrificeisessentialfor f orti1ity. Theo1oey:Humanbloodis necessary(asfoodforthe EarthGoddess)forthe wellbeingof"allthe world".
N.B.Noonepersonisrespon¬ sibleforthedeath,viz. theexpiatorydialogue& unitedslashingofthe flesh.

EastIndiaCompany'slong campaigntopersuadethe Kondstoceasebothhuman sacrificeandfemale infanticide-successful inGoomsurarea. 1845KondTurningPoint Practice:Kondssacrifice animalsubstitutes.(Verygood harvests&goodhealthamong theirchildrenfollowthis firstyearoftesting.) TheoIogy:KondsofGoomsurDistricl maketheuniteddecisionthat Tnri(EarthGoddess)isnot greaterthanHuraGod (Creator).Theyorganisean actofunificationofKond religionbetweentheGoomsur Kond3andtheformerinfanti¬ cideregionsofSitrada& Bodoghoro.
N.B.Thisdoesnotextendfarinto ChinnaKimedynortothe KuttiaKonds,vfhereTari remainsthesupremedeity.

1845

h-ndof19thCentury

Europeanruleisestablished overthewholeKondAgency(hi1l-tracts).

Continuinggovernmentof theAgencybyEuropean headswithUriyaorTelugu assistantsandclerks.
Veryoccasionalvisitsofon
eortwoEuropeanmissionaries.

1840KondTurningPoint Theology:"Whyhavesucha powerfulNcostlyhigh- priesthoodnowthatthey arenolongerneededfor humansacrifice?" Practice:"Wecanperformall theregn1arritualsfor ourselves."
Thustheriseofthelayoffice ofdarni-keeper,withthedarni remainingasthecentralshrine foreveryvillage.Correspond¬ ingdeclineof.Janihigh-priests

(NoKondchange)
Prnc1,ice:50yearsseesthe newsacrificeofnbuffalo substitutefirmlyestnblis Lho'occasionalwavering lendslocalisedgroupsto humansacrifice). Theo1ogv:Arevisedformof invocationisinregular useremindingtheEarth Goddesstoblamethe Europeansforthelackof humanblood(N.B.Stillin usebytheKuttiaKonds& westernareasthatdonot acknowledgeBnraGod's supremacy).
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1920

Followingseveralcold seasonvisits,llnptist missionariessettlenear Goomsur-Udnyagiriin1909-. Mi11man'sopen-nirschool begins. MasterDay,1914,four adultPansarebaptised.
(KoKomiTurningPoint) Kondabilityforunited actionstillstrong,viz. theirdecisionconcerning Government-s;uisoredOriya liquor-shops,(seep.) Kondsnotchangedby Christianteaching-except isolatedindividualsthrough personalcircuwrtanccs- butPansbegintolisten, attendschool&jointhe Churchinincreasing numbers.

1921-1949 1947Indiagains Independence.
Rise&development ofmanyPanChristian groups,withchurch buildings&wide— spreadorganisation; nveryfewisolated Kondmember-house¬ holds.

1950-195i>
1stnationalGeneralElection,1951.

(NoKonriTurningPoint)1950TurningPointfor2widely separatedKondvillages- Pokari&Ternvadi. Practice:Ineachofthesevillages severalhouseholdstogether castouttheirhouseholdgods
OxaskforChristianteaching. Thcoiogv:TheybecomeChristians, arebaptisedandjointhe predominantlyPanorganisation oflocalchurches. 1951-a3rdKondvillage, Sametivndi,follows.

1950-1906
2ndGeneralElection,1956. TurningPointformanypre-1iterate Kondkin-groups&villages, particularlyinthesouth-west.

Then1ogv:Theymakegroupdecisions tobecomefollowersof"TheGreat God","theTrueGod","GodWho iswithUs"&jointheChristian Church-thoughPansareits educatedleadership.
Pract,ice:Theygiveaway(to missionaries)ordestroytheir householdgod3. Severalthousandsarebaptised.
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A ISITUAub RaCOIDLD 1836 - 1845 by B.C. imcpherson

WQR3IIP OF THE i'lHST GLASS OF DEITIES

(1) NITUAL FOR THE GOD OF MR (lit: Iron God) - LQHA LAKA

TII1S: Loha Penu becomes highly incensed if war is not declared when
the maintenance of rights requires it. His wrath results in
the ravages of tigers & of disease. When such signs appear he
must be worshipped before any battle (a) between clans,
(b) between honds & foreign enanies; but he never presides
over contests within a clan.

Note; A grove sacred to the God of War is only found above certain
villages.

SPEGIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED
1. Elders assemole & deliberate. They

review their group's past history
to discover the breach of laws that
may have offended Loha Penu.

2. If they determine to go to war
with the eneny

3. They call the priest,
4» & all the fighting men of the clan
ritually wash & dress their hair.

5. Priest, elders & warriors take a fowl, rice & arrack to the grove
sacred to Loha Penu viiere lie an ancient piece of iron +, an
ancient bow & arrows & iron war-drum. These lie buried, their tips
appearing just above ground, but they emerge a little further
before a battle & subside wrhen it is concluded.

6. The priest takes the fowl, rice & arrack & invokes all the other
deities to assemble & witness proceedings.

7. Then he prays to Loha Penu J ^
8. Then all the men snatch up their

arms.

9. The priest commands silence &
recites the myth 2 & invocation

10. After it, he cries: "Now arm & march'"
11. He accompanies them to the enemy's boundary.
12. There by sickle-divination he selects first a warrior then an arrow

from that warrior's bundle.

13. The warrior jiioots the arrow over
the enemy's boundary

14. Then men lop a branch from a tree
in eneny territory & carry it off.

15. Priest & warriors return to the village.
16. There the headman dresses the branch in clothes & arms,
17. sets it up to impersonate the eneny ,

18. & calls upon the God of Li^it (Burs.) & all the other gods:
19« Then all the warriors shout their prayer-request: 5
20. They all take the dressed-up branch to Loha Penu's grove & throw
it down at his shrine.

Note: They must then give their enemies full time to complete
similar rites before they attack them.

+ Believed to be a relic of the time when the Earth Goddess
introduced 'poison' into iron, amongst other evils giving it
the power to kill.
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1. Invocation "0 God of J&ri
We have doubtless omitted to give battle, it may be through

forrgetfulness of your laws, or through weakness, or through consider¬
ing too much the immature age of our youth, or the scantiness of our
provisions; but now from the ravages of tigers, from the fevers,
the diseases of the eye, the ulcers <fe the pains in every limb from
which we suffer, we conceive that you indicate to us that you have
given us sufficient strength, provisions & wisdom for war#

We bring to you our weapons. You have made them strong, now
make them keen! We go out to fight our enemies. bend home the
erring shafti bend our stones straight to the mark! Let our axes
crush cloth & bone as the jaws of the hyena crush its preyI

Make the wounds we give to gape. Let our little men slay big
men. When the wounds of our enemies heal, let lameness remainl
Let their stones and arrows fall on us as softly as the flowers of
the mohua tree fall in the wind! Let our wounds heal as quickly as
the blood drops from them on the ground! Make the weapons at our
enemies as brittle as the long pods of the karta tree.

You are our War God. Do you thus aid with your strength us
& our allies (named). May the weapons of all of us when we return
from the fight be changed in hue. may our women be proud & happy
to serve food in battle to brave men like us, so that when other
clans shall hear of their happiness & pride, they shall desire to
unite their women to us.

May we plunder in victory the villages of our foes of bullocks
& tobacco & brass vessels, which our women may bear proudly as
presents to their parents.

0 Loha Penui
We worship you with fowls & goats & hogs & buffaloes.
We only ask for the aid you gave to our fathers in past fights
(naming them) & no new thing. We are their children."

2. Myth about the origins of war:
In the first time, when the God at Light created the hills &

the woods & the streams great and small, & the plains & the rocks &
the boundaries, & the tame animals & the game of the forests, & man,
then too he made the iron of these weapons, but the hands of our
forefathers did not know how to use them.

There was a mother, Umbally Bylee (i.e. Mali Baeli) with two
children Allongu&rra (ulang Luara) & Patanguarra (Patang Kuara),
warriors. They came to her one day all wounded & with bleeding
breasts. bhe said: "What has befallen you?" They answered: "We
have been fighting outside people with sword-grass." Their mother
cured their wounds & said: "It is an improper way of fighting. Do
not fight so again." A few days after, the children came again covered
with burs & spikes of grass as goats are covered with hair, & said:
"We have fought the outside people with bur (or spear) grass." Their
mother cured them & said: "This mode of fighting is improper. Bring
the iron of the Hindu country & make blades for axes & for arrows, &
take the damun-tree for axe-handles* & make bows at the thornless
bamboo, & wind skins & cloth round the body, & adorn the head with
feathers, & go forth to fight. 'Then shall you become awakened &
improved, & cloth & salt & sugar will corae to you, & you mil see men
of different nations & different minds." And they made arrows of
this form, & went out to battle, & on both sides very many fell.
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Then the children came & said to their mother: "0 mother. We
have obeyed your orders & very many have died, none of the wounded
have lived. We cannot endure the deadly keenness of this iron."
She answered: "ly child, it is not the fault of the weapons that
all whom they wound die. The destructive (or terrible) goddess who
made the iron what it is mingled in its conposition no drop of pily.
Heat the iron in the fire & beat it." They did so & it became
changed, & it slew only those who were ready to die. The mother
then said: "Kales your arrows henceforth in another form. A This
arrow, with whatever skill you may shoot, will slay those only who
are reac\y to die."

And this form has remained & to this day it has defended evexy
man's boundaries & property & rights."

3* Invocation: "0 God of War!
Iiow give to our arias the qualities of the first merailess iron,
Then shall we be rich in every form of vwalth.

And we will pay to you the richest worship."

4» Invocation to Bura God & all the other gods:
"Bear witness that in all these proceedings

we have conformed to the rules of the God of W&r,
that victory is therefore now due to us,

& that our sufferings from tigers, from fevers & from
every pain ought to oease."

5* Warriors' 3hout: "To suffer death we do not object,
but, 0 godsJ

Let us not be mutilated in battle!•
We are the children of such & such great ancestors (naming tliem).

Xe gods' Raise our name by giving us victory."

Wm.Mcpherson's footnote p*362: 'A drawing would be necessary to
explain the difference between the
two forms of arrow-heads.'

(2) A KHQIsB FIGHT between the hostile clans of Baro Muta & Bura Pes
whose separating boundary is the balki River -
from an eye-witness description given to
Kacpherson (pp.79-80)

The warriors* dress:- they are protected from neck to loins by skins;
- & cloth wound round their legs to the heel.
- The arms are quite bare.
- Kary wind cloths round their heads (also binding
wild buffalo horns to their temples.)

+ Baro muta is the clan-area in which both Kogera frodhan's rituals
(1910-1915) and B.L.Bo&l's rituals (1966) are based a century
later.
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hhond arms: - a light long-handled axe vdth curiously curved
blade,

- the bow & arrow;
- the sling.
ho shields are used; the axe is used with both
hands to strike & to guard, its handle being
partly defended by brass plates & wire.

For distinction the people of Baro Muta wore peacock feathers in their
head-cloths; those of dura Des wore cocks'
tail plumes.

ATTACKS FHPM JJRA USS (d.D.) rBEEKEEBS OF B/JRO IbTA (B.M.)

1st day, about noon:
1. The people of B.D. began to advance
in a mass across the Galki River into
the plain of nourmingia • •••••

5. They advanced with horns blowing
4» & hollow drums beating when they

passed a village.
On both sides: 5»

(inhere a much aaaller force
was arrayed to oppose them.

As the adverse
parties
approached

the women followed behind carrying
pots of water & food;

6. also the old men, too old to bear arms
but giving advice efc encouragement;

7. and each army's own priest.

Q. The women handed stones for the slings.
9. Showers of stones flew from either side.
10. i&hen they came within range, arrows flew.
11. iiaiy fell back wounded.

at length 12. Single combats sprang up between individuals
who had advanced ahead of the rest.

13. then the first man fell, all rushed to
dip their axes in his blood

14. & hack the body to pieces.
15. The first man to slay his opponent

while remaining unwounded himself,
struck off the opponent's right arm

16. & rushed with it to his priest at the rear,
17. "Hie priest took it to Loha Menu's grove as an

offering.
18. The right arm of the rest of the Blain were

similarly cut off
but heaped at the rear beside the women.
The wounded were also carried there for care,

21. & fatigued men constantly retired for water.
Gradually: 22. The entire conflict became hand-to-hand fixating,

23. at times fierce; at times pausing by common
consent for a mocsent's breathing.

In the end
24. The attackers (B.D.) though greater

in numbers began to give way

19.
20.

26. leaving 60 13.1). dead on the field,

25. The B.k» warriors drove
them back across the Salki

27* while J3.M. lost about 30.
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28* An equal number of the wounded died
later owing to Khond ignorance of healing#

29# The right hands of the slain were hung up
by both parties on the trees of the villages

30, & the dead were carried off to be burned#

2nd Day: morning
31# B#D. warriors flung a piece of

bloody cloth on to the battlefield as
a challenge to renew the conflict.

32# B#M# warriors quickly
accepted it.

3rd Day: ditto

bo the contest was kept up for 3 days#

Kote: (Macpherson, p#8l) 'Though hostility is modified by special
compacts, war is still the rule & peace the exception. Hence,
while within each dan order & security prevail, beyond, all
is discard & confusion; everywhere is seen an incipient or
dying feud, & every clan has an unsettled account against the
zemindar#'

(3) JiSACK-MAKIIiO AFEBR WAR

TIMS: When the 2 parties are tired of contest & wish for peace
(also because the rains arrive bo cultivation becomes urgent#)

SOCIALIST & HIS ACTIONS PEERS INVOLVED

1# They make their wish known to
some friendly clan

2# Who send 3 or 4 old men to act
as mediators#

3# These visit one side (Group A) to learn their feelings#
4# Then the other side (Foe) to persuade than to make peace#

5# The foe reply in this strain:
"Feace & war is not in our hands but in the hands of the god:
& if he requires war the arrows will fly of their own accord
from our bows.

6. Mediators reply: "This is true; but we pray you that if the arrows
do not fly, you will put all hostility away & worship the gods."

7# They also propose that the foe ascertain god's will in their presence,
8. & persuade them to send word to their enemies of their intention to

do this
9# & to suggest that Group A do likewise#

10. hach side then sends 2 old men

to witness the ceremony & to
observe the minds of their

, t m , opponents#
1st Test:

11. The priest sets out a basket of rice in his house (or the headman's)
12. & places upright in it the ancient arrow of Loha Fenu.
13# If it falls, "the peace ritual may proceed#
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2nd Tests

14. The whole population go to
the panga.

15. The driest carries some rice & 2 eggs,
16. ixivokes the witness-presence of all the other gods ^
17. then calls upon ioha xenu asking him to make his will plain:
18. Then he fills a dish with hog's fat,

sticks a cotton wick in it & lights it.
19. If the flame burns straight, it is war;

" " " " curved, " " peace.

3rd Test:
20. 'The priest turns an earthen pot, used for ritual offerings, upside

down
21. & puts some rice on the inverted bottom of it.
22. Then he tries if an egg will stand in the rice,
23. while addressing hoha venu thus: 2
24. No new answer is then required of Loha x-'enu.

The ireace Dance
Negotiations proceed through a long course until the
sides Join for 3 or 4 hours in the Peace Dance. All
children) are frantic with excitement, conceiving it
"by boha -enu & thus impious to resist it.

Note: The joy of the peace dance is regarded as the very highest joy
attainable on earth, & the exhaustion which follows it is
considered to demand 15 days' repose.

1. Invocation: "0 loha renu.

lou aided us in this fight to prevent our dishonour, or because
your will was war, or that our enemies might not rise upon our
heads, or you engaged us in this war to prevent our being
occupied with the service of pernicious gods, or your reason is
one proceeding from your divine mind which is hid from us, or
perhaps you preferred that we should die by war rather than in
any other way, or it mey be that the aaiths, the weavers & the
distillers solicited you apart for their benefit that there
should be war, or it may have been that you were angry that our
arms hung rusty in our houses, or it may be that the jungle
yams complained that they were being extirpated in the forests,
where all penetrate fearlessly in times of peace.
Or did the honey-bees complain that they had no life from
persecution in the leisure of the long peace? Or the bullocks
that they were dying beneath the yoke in clearing new land?
Or did the birds & beasts of the forest complain that they were
suffering extirpation? Or is it that the paths to our friends'
houses are worn into stream-beds by the feet of passers to &
fro, & that they prayed for war? Or is it your reason that
there have been breaches of solemn engagements?

From whatsoever cause, & through whomsoever - whether smith, honey¬
bee, breach of engagement, etc. - this war arose, all now
seek peace. This is the disposition of our minds. Do you
make plain to us the meaning of the si0i of your will."

hosts of both
(men, women &
to be inspired
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2. Invocation: "0 God of Y.ari Explain these signs;
But if they are for peace, do not therefore become inattentive.
Give us full strength to the very end, until we & our enemies

to the last man have laid down our amis; and do you support
us in future, through all generations, as you do now.

If we shall have peace now, we shall provide liberally for your
worship & increase your service. We your servants pray you to
make the minds of all consent to this peace. Do you ascertain
distinctly the minds of our enemies, cc of their gods, & act
accordingly. And let there be perfect harmony in our hearts;
6: may our feet raise such a cloud of dust in the xeace Dance
that it shall not settle in 3 days even though the skies
should flood the earth.

® Doha itenu. upon that day
Let there be no rain, & no trouble in childbirth.

(4) LONG TO THE GOD OF WAR
•the most devoutly worshipped God in the Aond pantheon' (liacpherson

1836-37)
rendered into English by the well-known D.L.R. 'lately* (i.e. 1848)
appeared in columns of ilurkaru <fc now quoted in The Calcutta Review
Vol. V, No. DC, pp.55-5^T^

1

Great God of battles, oh, forgive
(For Thou our wants & weakness saw)
If we so long have seemed to live
Regardless of thy glorious law;
Our herds were few, our fields were bare,
Our bravest warriors bowed with care.

2

But how fate scowleth on the foe,
And famine haunts each cot oower,
And some the fever blasts lay low
And some the gaunt wild beasts devour;

Unnerved is many a manly limb
i>nd many a youthful eye is dim.

3

Oh Laha + rennu, Lord of strife,
Watch all our weapons as thine own,
And at each mark of mortal life
Direct the shaft &. hurl the stone;
wake wide the wounds on every frame,
Deface the dead, the living maim.

+ A mis-spelling at" -uoha (Iron); not laha (lazy).
B. li.B.
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4

Oh, let our ponderous axes fall
Like blows of death from tiger's paws,
Or crush bone, flesh and garb & all,
As 'twixt* the fierce hyaena's jaws}
Let arms not ours as brittle be
As long pods of the Karta tree.

5

Each aim misguide, unnerve each hand
Of those to mock our might that dare,
Make all their weapons light as sand,
Or kowa blossoms borne on air;
Or let our wounds quick dry again
As blood drops on the dusty plain.

6

.Lay every axe wear ruddy hue
As home we pant from vict'ry's field;
And while woman, proud <fc true,
Their stores of sweet refreshment yield,
iay neighbouring beauties seek our oowers,
And yeam to mix their blood with ours.

7

Our war-gained wealth let all behold,
Brass vessels, herdB & scented leaf,
And Maids present to parents old
The trophies of our struggles brief;
And fowl & buffaloe & sheep
Thy shrine in sacred blood shall steep.

8

Oh Laha+ Aennu, God of war,
Not new the favor now we crave;
1'or they fieroe smile, like lurid star,
Oft led to strife our fathers brave;
And we their sons, when danger lours,
Btill hail their honored God & ours.

+ A mis-spelling of Loha (Iron); not Laha (lazy).
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(5) MB PLAflTIHG OF THE HlLK-CuITOh TRHE

TBS: At the foundation of a village, or on changing the site
of an old one.

note: In the Bura-worshipping area the shrine for the Village God
(ha.ju xJenu) is simply a stone placed under the great silk-
cotton tree that stands in or near every village - being
planted at the foundation of every village and regarded with
veneration.

iorBClALIbT & HIS ACTIONS OTHERS Ii.YOLVKD
1. The elders call the village priest
2. and fix a day for the ceremony

Day 1
3. The priest brings from the

jungle the stem of a young
cotton tree 6-8 feet long,
with its root & top cut off
but all its twigs retained
& its long diarp thorns unbroken (older trees lose these).

4» All the people assemble
5. with dancing & music,
6. & much fermented rice (kenna)

7. The priest enters the village and says to the young tree:
"I bring you by the order of liura Renu, who commanded us
to build the village, as did such & such gods"(naming 10 or 12).

8. .Rriest & elders dig a hole in which the tree is planted.

About 2 days later:
9. The priest (bytrance or divination) ascertains

whether the Village God requires a hog or buffalo
10. The men provide the animal
11. All assemble by the young tree.

The following 'rude masque' takes place:
12. An old man of stupid clownish

look comes out of the village to
join the people.

13. He asks the priest: "Vfoat, I pray
you, may be the meaning of the
planting of this stick?"

14. The priest replies: "If you don't know, friend, you must
assuredly be a great block - a mere jungle-stick-yourself•
And how, 0 friend block, may I ask, did you f ind legs to bring
you hither? You must have acquired them in sane wonderful way.
But since you are come to us I will enlighten you & make a man
of you* Know then that when Bura renu first ordained that
villages should exist, he gave us the tree which you now see
planted, for a model in all these respects; that our families
should spread like the branches of the great tree, strongly &

+ The ritual for Tari rem, the human/buffalo sacrifice, is not
described in this Appendix as it is fully discussed in Vol.1,
Chapter III (c).
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widely; that our women should resemble its
lovely & glowing red flowers; that, as the birds are
attracted by the love of those sweet flowers, so the youths
of neighbouring clans should come, attracted by our young
daughters that as of the flowers of this tree not one falls
barren but all unblighted bear fruit, so should it be with our
women; that our sons should in their youth be rough, sharp &
keen like the young branches of this tree, which are covered
with thorns; but that as those thorns disappear with age, so
should they become smooth & cool when youth is past#
/aid lastly, this tree is given us as an example
that we should live as long as it, a most long-lived tree.

dura iJenu thus ordained & gave us this model tree."

15* The old man then says:
"And for what purpose, I pray,
is this hog (or buffalo)?"

16. The priest replies: "One places tilings which are of
value on a stand, we place flesh upon leaves (i.e. platen;;
rice in vessels of earth or metal; a man rests upon a couch;
and this animal is an offering upon which the coiuaands of the
deity may rest."

17. 'Then they kill the animal victim,
18. mix some of its dung with straw & put it on

the cut top of the tree
19? (cooked food-portion offered to Ra.ju renu) &

20 ? (a village feast)

(6) GREAT rSARLY FESTIVAL - SASU KALLO

('Salo* in Oriya = cattle byre; kallo (kalu) = arrack liquor).
THIS: paddy harvest (time of greatest human sacrifice in Tari beet).

ALiiCE: celebrated by every clan, lineage group & village a3 a great
social rite in which everyone takes part. Representatives go
from every village to the clan chief's celebration.

CELEBRANT: only a fully instructed priest.

L;JIGTH: 5 days

SxJBOJLvLIbT & nib aQTIOIuS others involved
1. All the community gathers together

2. The priest recites the story of the creation of the world & of man,
including:- the contest between Bura & his rebel consort Tari, &

- the acceptance of evil by all mankind except the few
who were deified,

- the fall into a state of brutish degradation & the
creation of inferior deities.

In the worship of bura renu alone of all the gods an offering is not
absolutely required but it is never omitted, so:

3. They obtain a hog (considered the
most valuable victim)
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4. The priest selects the cattle-pen for the sacrifice.
5» He & the elders hang up the hog by its hind legs.
6. Vfaen stabbed in the neck, its blood scatters widely around
7# while the priest prays to Bura

to confer every kind of benefit.
8. & each individual prays for the

good he specially desires.

(7) THE BM5GOS FESTIVAL - JAKRI LAKA

AJHthJbE: To commemorate the interference of Bura by the agency of a
minor god who dragged forth a buffalo to be sacrificed
instead of a man as an oblation to Tari.

./CRblHBBBHS:Everyone in the clan or lineage group, a festive occasion
lasting several days.

SOCIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OL'iL,HS INVOLVED
1. The elders select a bull buffalo,

consecrating it from its birth.
2. They allow it to range at will

over all fields & pastures until 5 or 6 yrs.old
Bay 1 •••••• 3. They fasten several ropes to its

neck & hind legs
4* About 50 men seize the ropes &

rush about with the animal until it is brought
up exhausted at the tree of sacrifice.

5» There the priest declares its submission to be a miracle,
6. and he recites the legend of the origin of the rite:

Note: These Khonds believe that natural tigers kill game only to benefit
men, for they generally find it cnly partly devoured & share it;
while man-eaters are either Tari in tiger form for purposes of
wrath or men aided ty a god to assume tiger-form (i'Heepa tigers).

'The woman Umbally Bylee appeared as a tiger & killed game
every other day & all ate of it. There was at that time a fi^it between
the people of Kotrika & those of Mundika. But it was private strife
carried on in womanish fashion before the art of taking life & that
of public battle were known. Umbally %lee said: "I will kill ary
one of your enemies you please." They said to her: "Kill so & so,"
& she went as a Hleepa tiger & killed him. Then the people placed
unbounded faith in her & said to her: "Teach us this new knowledge &
show us the art of killing." She replied: "I will teach you but thence¬
forward you must do one thing." And she accordingly taught the art
of kleepa to a few so that they practised it, & then she said: "Now
you must worship me by the sacrifice of men, or the earth shall sink
beneath your feet & water shall rise in its place & will abandon you."
The earth heaved terribly, as some think, from the wrath of Bura Penu;
some, in obedience to the power of the Earth Goddess, Fear filled
the rninds of all & as directed, they set up a pole beyond the village
& brought human victims & all was prepared for the sacrifice. But now
the God of Light sent a god bearing a mountain who strai^ntwsy buried
Umbally Bylee therewith & dragged forth a buffalo from the jungle, &
said: "Liberate the man & sacrifice the buffalo. I will teach you the
art of Hleepa in evezy form." ibid he taught that art & the art of public
war. *
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7» The priest continues with numerous recitals in honour of the God
of Light, including "this account of another interposition of Bura
by the agency of deified sinless men, gods of the clans.

'The Earth Goddess taking on herself the shape of a woman &
calling to herself a number of attendants of a like nature, came to
the hill country & said to the people: "See what hills & waste lands
& jungles are here; worship me with human blood & the whole shall
become a cultivated plain & you shall have vast increase of numbers
& wealth." Bhe thus tempted the people, there being no greater
temptation to hold out. Then the God of Li^it beholding her proceed¬
ings, sent Liahang Meru & Kopung Meru, Adi ronga & floru Bonga, gods
of clans, to counteract her. We had prepared everything for the
sacrifice of a man when the agents of dura wounded with the forked
axe two of the attendants of Tari. The woman Umbally iyiee, seeing
the hand of the God of Light, fled instantly with the wounded towards
Lourmingia. In that tract there was a great lake & an island in the
midst where they settled, & there they fed on greens & other mud
produce. We followed to attack them but could not on account of the
water & returned.1
(Then is related the fall into the great sin of human sacrifice)••••

'Low Tari made a way for the waters of the lake through the
hills & it became dry; & Tari said to the people: "See the power of
ny divinity. Worship me with the blood I require." -uid the people
believed in her power & performed the required worship & became like
savage beasts, until by intercourse with us, as in receiving wives,
they became civilised.*

8. The priest generally recites (as at the 'nalo hallo') the history
of the conquest of the Earth Goddess by Bura.

9. The priest then offers up prayers for every benefit
10. & finally slaughters the buffalo at the sacrificial tree.

11. Every form of wild festivities
continues, with drinking, eating, frantic
dancing & loud music.

(8) BHIl.GILG OUT HIE LLKU-jl^ALDY

TILE: At the beginning of the ploughing season (.April-l.Iay)

SPECIALISTS & TiiEIK LGTIOLS

1. The representative of the first ancestor of the clan (whether
actual chief or not) & the priest go out to a (paddy) field.

2. The priest invokes Bura & all the other gpds
3. & offers a fowl with rice & arrack, saying:

Invocation: "0 Bura God! & 0 Tari Goddess.
& all other gods (naming them) !

You, 0 Bura God, created us giving us the attribute of hunger;
thence corn-food was necessary to us & thence was necessary produo-
ing fields. You gave us every seed & ordered us to use bullocks,
to make ploughs cfc to plough. Had we not received this art, we
might still indeed have existed upon the natural fruits of the
jungle & the plain, but in our destitution we could not have per¬
formed your worship. -Remembering this - the connexion betwixt our
wealth & your honour - do you grant the prayers which we now offer.
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In the morning we rise before the light to our labour carry¬
ing the seed* Save us from the tiger & the snake & from stumbling
blocks. Let the seed appear earth to the eating birds & stones
to the eating animals of the earth. Let the grain spring up
suddenly like a dry stream that is swelled in a night. Let the
earth yield to our ploughshares as wax melts before hot irons.
Let the baked clods melt like hailstones. Let our ploughs spring
through the furrows with a force like the recoil of a bent tree.
Let there be such a return from our seed that so much shall fall
& be neglected in the fields, & so much on the road carrying it
home, that when we shall go out next year to sow, the paths & the
fields shall look like a young cornfield. Let us continue to
receive it. Remember that the increase of our produce is the
increase cf year worship & that its diminution must be the diminu¬
tion of your rites."

(9) Legend: A RELIGIOUS PCJt BET;-,ELK THE SECTS 01' JURA & TARI

'a specimen of a large class of Khond legends recited at festivals in
honour of Jura' (m&cpherson, p.111).

'Long ago the people of Jura renu resolved for his honour to make
war upon the tribes which worship Ttri with human sacrifices. The
followers of Jura chose for their enterprise the month of the year in
which human victims are chiefly offered &. their army moved into Deegi
in the country of the people of Taxi.

Difficulties however arose in another quarter which obliged them
first to break up their force & eventually to postpone their under¬
standing until the same month of the next year; but they resolved to
maintain their ground in Deegi by leaving there the two great leaders
named Dorgoma & Kitchima, with a 3iaall party.

The tribes which offer human sacrifices then took counsel together
& determined that it was absolutely necessary to destroy that detach¬
ment & its leaders; for said they: "If they shall be permitted to
remain, ere the return of the invading amy they will have learned
all our secret plans & become perfectly acquainted with our country."
The people of the Earth Goddess accordingly assembled a vast host,
every man of which carried a load of ashes, while the women attended
with provisions, & they appeared like a swarm of bees upon the hills
above the small party of the people of the God of Light.

The two leaders of that party said to their men: "We two are
here for the glory of the God of Light & by the order of the clans
who are party to this enterprise, & we must live or die. But no such
obligation lies upon you. You are at perfect liberty to save your
lives." Of their men a few then returned home & a part retired to
some distance, while the rest declared that they would die with their
chiefs.

These then prayed thus to their God: "0 God of Light.
You prevailed in the contest with the Earth Goddess - that is our
first ground of hope. Again vhen the Earth Goddess & her ministers
came to delude us into her worship, you sent the divine four who drove
her from our country; this is our second gramd of hope. We have
come here to establish your power, & if we shall perish your authority
will be diminished, your past superiority will be forgotten. 0 give
us arms'"
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As they prayed, a great wind rushed from a cavern in the side of
the hill called Oldura &. scattered to the four quarters of the earth
the ashes which the host of the Larth Goddess had brought to overwhelm
the band of dura God#

In evidence of these events the wind roars from that cavern until
this dayJ while the brave chiefs & brave men who stood by them obtained
possession of Deegi, & that rich tract is now divided amongst five or
six clans, their descendants*

With respect to the projected invasion, it was determined by the
triumphant people of the God of Light, after mature deliberation, to
forego it* It wa3 considered that no good could possibly arise from
attacking the people of the Karth Goddess for - they are like the red
ants - however much you may cherish than, they will continue to sting
you; while if you kill them,what is gained?'

The remaining rituals reoorded by kacpherson (see (10) to (21) below)
refer to all Konds of both the Sects of dura and Tari*

(10) RITUAL FOR THL GOD OF ILLHEASH & GALL - PITTHRI ASM LAKA

Rote: The name of this ritual is dependent upon its site in each case:
e*g* The Mahua Tree Ritual, or the Fond-side Ritual, etc*

SFHGIALIGT & HIS ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED
1st Day 1* They get a Fan to make a new basket

2* then set it on sticks tied to
bamboo rollers*

3* The priest takes this 'cart* to the house of the lineal head (for
correct precedence must be observed in all agricultural rituals)*

4* His household contributes a little
of every kind of seed & some feathers*

5* So does every household in the village*
6* The priest & elders take the basket

of grains to a field outside the village*
7* accompanied by all the young men, who

beat each other & strike the air
violently with long sticks*

8* They call this seed the share of "evil spirits, spoilers of the seed"
so they carry these evil spirits out with the basket*

9* They abandon the basket & its contents to the evil spirits, who thus
have no excuse for interfering with the rest of the seed-grain*

2nd bay
10. The head of each house slays a hog &
11. sprinkles the blood over his seed-grain
12* while invoking Fitteri Penu '
33. These elders feast on mahua spirit

and hog-flesh*
14* The young men in revenge for their

exclusion from the good cheer, enjoy
the privilege of waylaying & pelting them with
jungle fruits as they return from the feast*

3rd Day 15* The lineal head goes out to sow his
seed,

16. then all the rest sow theirs*
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1. Invocation: "0 Pitteri Penu' This seed we shall sow tomorrow.
Some of us, your suppliants, will have a great return, some a
small return. Let the least favoured have a full basket, let
the most favoured have many baskets! Give not this seed to ant
or rat or hog. Let the stems which shall spring from it be so
stout that the earth shall tremble under them! Let the rain
find no hole nor outlet whereby to escape from our fields!
Make -the earth soft like the ashes of cowdung. To him who has
no iron wherewith to shoe his plough, make the wood of the doh-
tree like iron. Provide other food than our seed for the
parrot, the crow & all the fowls & beasts of the jungle. Let
not the white ant destroy the roots, nor the wild hog crush the
stem to get at the fruit; & make our crops of all kinds have a
better flavour than those of any other country. We are unskilled
in adapting our seeds to different soils; give us wisdom to suit
them to each other.

Thou art a god created by Bura Penu.
0 Pitteri Penu. If pleased, your bounty is boundless.

Be gracious to us!"

(11) RITUAL PQR THE GOD OF RAIN - PLJU PEMJ

TIME: when it is resolved to invoke the God of Rain (i.e. .April-May)
PLACE: Because the Rain God is necessarily regarded as the great cause

of vegetation, his worship is in practice closely identified
with that of Burbi Penu. goddess of new vegetation. Bo his
rites are usually held at her shrine, i.e. a stone or tree
near every village.

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED
1. The elders make their arrangements,
2. call the priest
3. & proceed through the village,

calling out: "Vessels ho! Vessels
ho!"

4» Every household brings out a
vessel of arrack

5. Parties of 10 or 12 carry these to
deposit them under Burbi -enu's
tree

6. Then they all seat themselves.
7. A 'great priest' & 2 'smaller priests' & some of the principal elders

perform the worship on the panga away from the crowd:
8. They take with them eggs, rice & a goat.
9« The great priest calls first on Bura & Tari

then on the Rain God, who ranks first after them, & on a11 the
other major gods: Iron God, God of Boundaries, etc.; (for he
considers it very important to call a strong assembly of the
peers of the Rain God in the hope of their exerting influence on him).

ID. Then the gre^.t priest invokes the Rain God:
U. After that they kill the goat but do not eat it.

Its flesh must be given to the Distillers (Sundi) or Gonds if
present; if not, it must be left on the panga.

12. But those taking part do drink the liquor writh wild shouts & dancing.
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13. Then the elders & others
return home.

14. In case any god may have been forgotten in the earlier
bidding & may now be demanding the cause,
the priest & a few old men take a few steps homeward
& then turn back to address them: ^

Invocation: "0 God of Bain, hear us#
What have we come short in our service? In what have we diminished
ancient usage? We say not that we have not failed towards you; but
if we have failed unconsciously, it was your part to have remembered
the constant service of our fathers & to have intimated to us our

fault, not to have visited us thus in wrath.
Behold your peers, the God of War, etc# We have worshipped them
even as we have worshipped you# Their favour has not diminished
toward us#

"0 God of Bain# Is it that you have given your
daughter in marriage to the son of some god who is hostile to us, or
have made his dau$iter your son's bride, & under his influence injure
us? We men cannot comprehend your divine thoughts, but your fellow
gods, the God of War, God of Increase, the Hill God, etc. know them
& judge them. We know not; we cannot know your counsels; but we
pray you to remember, to reflect that if you shall not give us water,
half our land must remain unploughed; that the seed in the ground
will rot; that we & our children must perish for want of food;
that our cattle must die for want of pasture; that the sambur, the
spotted deer, the wild hog & all other game will quit our country,
seeking other haunts# We pray of you to remember all this & that
should you hereafter, when it is too late, relent either from pity
towards us or from desiring your own food & worship, or from doubting
of your reception - should you, when we are no more, seek the worship
of another village - we pray you to reflect how little any gift of
water will then avail, when -there shall be left neither man nor
cattle nor seed# Therefore we now address to you these entreaties,
while we also beseech all of you, ye assembled gads, to aid & enforce
our prayer to the God of Bain, taking to your hearts all that we have
said.

"0 God of Bain# For you we have brought eggs &
arrack & rice & sheep. Be pleased to eat, & to entertain these
assembled gods, receiving from them all the credit due for the good¬
ness of the feast. 0, give us abundant rain, enough to melt the
hill-tops# Go & fetch water for us, if need be by force or fraud,
from the stores of your friends the gods of rain. Bring it in brass
vessels & hollow gourds, & resting on the sky above our land pour the
water down on it -through your sieve until the sambur, unable to live
in the forests, shall seek shelter in our houses, & till the soil of
the mountains shall be washed into our valleys# Strip off all old
leaves & bring out new# Let the vegetation be such that shoots
springing from the newly planted melons shall follow our footsteps,
& let it be of such strength that our cooking pots shall burst next
year from the force of the swelling rice. Let the bamboo sprouts
shoot out rapidly# Let all the neighbouring clans come to buy rice
of us, and let them alone experience the pains of surfeit! Let
there be such a gathering of the beasts of the chase in our green &
favoured country that our axes shall be blunt with cutting them up.#
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But do you, moreover, recollect that we cannot go out in the falling
floods. Then do you don your hat & laying your stick over your
shoulder, guard our unenclosed fields from both the wild animals &
the tame cattle. Let our full springs gush upwards. Do thus, &
we will next year provide eggs, fowls, & goat & liquor for a feast
at least equal to this for the maintenance of your character for
hospitality with your brother-gods."

2. "If we have unconsciously omitted to do honour on this occasion
to any god, we pray of the other deities to intercede for us &
pacify him."

(12) RITUAL FOR THE G-OD OP THE CHASE - PLAMBU RENU
(See L(b) P.^i)

TIME; Whenever a hunting party is formed.

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIOLS OTHERS INVOLVED
1. The men ask the priest to propit¬

iate the God of the Chase.
2. The priest directs them .... to pile their weapons by a rivulet.
3. He sprinkles water over them with a handful of long grass
4* then offers & slays a fowl
5. with invocation to the god.
6. If all is propitious, the god enables him to indicate the direction

in which game is to be sou^it, & occasionally how many will fall.

Rotes Planbu Penu punishes the slightest infraction of his rules for
division of the game: e. g, (a) head & tail belong to the person
who kills it for - being the greatest delicacies - he will
wish to present them to the old men of his family; (b) the
under portion belongs to the person on whose land it falls.

TILE: When the huntsmen fail to find game.
Rote: This is a hilarious god who insists on hilarity among the

huntsmen; weeping is most offensive to him & thus is taboo
during a hunt.

1. The elders call the priest to
ascertain the cause of their
failure.

2. The priest (? by divination or trance) declares that the huntsmen
have violated: (a) some law of the chase; or

(b) some of the many rules re dividing & eating
game; or

(c) that as the hunters left the village, someone
in it wept.
As a result, Plambu Rem or some other god

(a) ordered the jungle to hide its game; or
(b) made the hunters* arrows pointless; or
(c) ordered the streams to take away the weariness

from the pursued game.
3. The priest directs .... each household to bring offerings

of rice, an egg & a fowl
4»& place these on the round stone

Plarnbu Benu beside the village -
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on which all game is deposited when brought
in, & divided into proper shares, & (often)
also oooked there

5. fthen all the offerings are collected there
the priest invokes the god: ^

6. /ifter that he rubs an arrow or axe on Plambu genu's stone
7. The men all do the same with

their weapons
8, Then all go out to the forest &

bring home something, even if
only a small bird.

1 Invocation: "0 rlambu Menu! You are our God of the Ghase!
You gave game to our fathers & were used also to make our
arrows sure, to give force to our axes, & keenness to the
mouths of our dogsJ while, at your shrine, the cooking-fire
was never extinguished & the blood never dry•

Behold it now, 0 Plambu Menu! Ley aside your anger!
One cannot always stay the tears of children.
Who at a feast can restrain a greedy-guts?
This you know; & why therefore do you record the faults
against us on your knotted string? +

We speak thus but the benefit of the chase i3 no less
yours than ours. Let us again see the sambur & the spotted
deer, & the bison & the wild hog & the hare as we leave our
thresholds; and when these animals hear our shout, may
their limbs become disobedient & their hearts panic struck!

Give to our arrows & our axes the poison of the first
iron against cur game. Make the earth preserve its footmarks.
Make a cool wind ever blow from the hill & the forest upon our
huntsmen.

0 Plambu Penu! Make your name great."

+ The Khonds keep all accounts (or dates for engagements involving
others beyond the local group) by knots on string.

(13) RITUAL FOR THE GOD OF BOUNDARIES - SAUDI PKMJ

The God of Boundaries is necessarily considered a deity common to
any two parties whose lands adjoin.
TIME: When some foim of blessing appears to be withheld from the

village, as signified by disease, wild animals entering,
cattle straying etc.

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED
1. The elders request the priest to

come & find out the cause.

2. If he declares it to be the God of Boundaries,
3. He takes a fowl or goat, an egg & some arrack
4* & goes to a point upon the boundary fixed by ancient

usage, generally where a path crosses it,
5. & makes the offering with invocation: 1
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AT A LiiiUiLiGfi - The God of Boundaries is invoked by the bride's
faliier for the blessing of the bride's safety in passing from her
father's to her husband's house.

AT WAR between the two contiguous parties:

The priest in each party invokes the God of Boundaries
(al asking him to bear witness to the justice of its cause
(b) & to favour its arms - for this god in a fight (1) sends the

arrows of the eneny to the hands of -those he favours;
2) closes 1heir wounds that they may not gape fatally;
3) saves their battle-food from being lost in the confusion
& from turning sour.

Note: As both parties may not propitiate him on the same day, the
battle is postponed if necessary so that they can do it on
two successive dsys.

1• Invocation: "0 Sandi Penu.
Keep disease from our boundary, the disease epilepsy &

disease of the eye, of the arms, of the legs. Let not the
hostile gods of other regions cross our boundary, nor allow the
tigers nor the snakes to cross our limits. Do you attract the
water of higher regions to our boundary, & do not let stray our
useful animals or our game, but do you let pass easily all
noxious beasts. Permit not our tame cattle to pass our boundary
but make them grow large within it, like the swelling bitter
gourd. You were always wont to do us "these favours, now for a
small reason your heart is changed.

I, your servant, pray you to dismiss that feeling from your
breast.
I present to you this fowl, this egg & tiois arrack.

Moreover, we pray you to remember, 0 God of Boundaries? that it
is your part to meet & conciliate the hearts of all who approach
us.

I now go. Do you give a propitious answer so that hence¬
forth I may have to render you worship in pleasure, not in pain?
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WORSHIP OF THE SBGCM) GLASS OF DffLRIQR DEITIES

These are the deified & sinless men of the first age (see Creation
Myth, p. 90 )

'any observances are slight & infrequent. They appear to
require no notice beyond what is given in any statement of the
tenets of the Khonds.' (Macpherson p.366) They were not mentioned
in the mid-twentieth century.

WORSHIP OF THE THIRD GLASS OP HATURE DEITIES. ETC.
the minor deities who fill nature or preside over the details of human
life, e.g. the Household God, River God, Hill God, Village God, God
of Springs, Goddess of Smallpox:

(14) RITUAL POR THE HOUSEHOLD GOD - IDU PEMI LAKA

TIMS; (l) At every general sacrifice by a clan or village;
(2) When the head of the household transacts any private

business of importance, e.g. a marriage settlement or sale
of property.

(3) Specially invoked at all domestic ceremonies - namings,
marriages etc.

SPECIALIST: The head of the household offers a hog or fowl with rice
& arrack while invoking the Household God. If favourable
he blesses them by increasing the store of grain in their
bins.

(15) RITUAL FOR THE RIVER GGD - J0R1 PERU LARA

TIMS: On occasions of particular contact, e.g. a bride passing over
to her husband's home.

S1ECIALIST: The head of the house offers fowls, eggs, rice & arrack
& invokes the River God to ensure that water may abound
in her new home etc.

(16) RITUAL POR THE HILL GOD - SORU PEMJ LAKA
(See 0(55) p.544)

(as for River God, though invoking the blessing of the bride's/or
any member's safety in going to hill-work etc.)

1. Topical invocation to these 2 deities:

"0 God of the River (the Hill)'
You visit us with evils, withdrawing your favour on account of

our sins. We cannot say that we are faultless, but we have been
unable to afford to you a large & full supply of food in worship.
Were we, 0 River God, constantly to expend our means upon your rites,
& upon those of all the other gods, we should lose our lands; & then,
we pray you to consider, where would be your worship? Considering
this we are unable to expend much upon your rites. Oh receive this
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apology I We now make small offerings of a fowl or an egg, according
to our ability; accept of them graciously. Look with favour upon us,
on our wives & our ohildren, on our cattle, our sheep, our pigs &
their offspring. Do not let them be hurt in going to the water (or
to the hill, if the hill god be addressed.) Give us increase of wealth.
Accept our worship graciously & give us your blessing."

(17) RITUAL FOR THE VILLAGE GOD - MJU xEKU LhKA

'the great objeot of the familiar worship of the Khonds; tire
prosperity or ruin of villages is in his hands.' (ilacpherson)

TIKE: His patronage is implored for almost every undertaking.

DO o . ,GI/ihIbT is required. He is familiarly approached by all at his
shrine which is simply a stone placed under the great sille-
ootton-tree that stands in or near every village - being
planted at the foundation of every village & regarded with
veneration: (See planting ceremony described earlier (ho.(5)).

(18) RITUAL FOR BID GOD OF 'BID LfklliGS - LUGA irERU LAKA

TBS: Vfhen a spring dries up (i.e. end of dry season, April-Kay).
The gods of springs are objects of the most anxious worship.

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OBiEKS IRVOLVKD
1. The elders instantly send for the
priest

2. They implore him with the most
liberal promises of reward to
bring back the water.

3. The priest first attempts to propitiate
& move tiie God of the Spring.
If he fails, he tries the following process:

4« The elders fast all day
5. The priest (?also fasting) plucks the

cocoon of a wild silkworm from a

bamboo tree & empties it.

Bead of night:
6» He steals to some living spring
7* & tries by secret invocations to induce the god

to transfer a portion of its waters to the deserted spring.
(Rote: He goes in imminent risk of his life if his

errand were discovered by the spring's owners).
8. He mutter's alone for a long time over the springy
9. then fills the cocoon shell from it,
10. & returns to the dry one repeating prayers as he goes.
11. These, if favourably heard, make a stream of water

follow his footsteps underground.
12. The headman & elders, still fasting,

await his return at the dry spring.
13. The presence of women would be

fatal & youths also are refused.
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14* The elders clear out the empty
basin*

15* The priest places the cocoon upon itj
16. Then sacrifices a gpat or hog to bugs I'enu
17* who, if now propitiated, either restores the spring at once

or gives signs of satisfaction from
which its reappearance may be confident¬
ly hoped.

(19) RITUAL ROR 'flS GODDESS OF UJiLLxAJA - JOOGAH LLNU LAKA
(bee 0(52) p.538)

I.ote: The Goddess of Smallpox is a dreadful power who cannot be
appeased by any worship, & for which the Khonds have no
distinct place in their nythology. In her wrath, she "sows
smallpox upon mankind as men sow seed upon the earth."

TILS: tfhen smallpox appears in a village;

SOCIALISTS & THL1K ACTIONS OTHERS ILYOLYKD
1. All but a few desert the village.

2. The few regain to offer continually the blood of
buffaloes, hogs & goats.

J. The people of neighbouring hamlets
can only attempt to prevent her approach by
barricading the path with thorns & deep ditches,

4* & boiling upon them cauldrons of
stinking oil.
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(20) A 'RAISBD UP' KAHRIAGS - SKEDUHT SSKI

(bee B(P-P)p«447j B(12)p.460; & C(26)p.499)
Kacpherson - from his observations in 1837 during his brief visit

to the Konds of Goomsur & Boad.

TIKE: Boys of 10-12 years are married to girls of 15 or 16.

Iiote: The arrangement is example ted by the parents cx is virtually a
transaction between lineage groups.

BRIBE'S EAKILY HUSBAND'S gAiillg
1. The boy's parents arrange the

marriage with • • • • •

2. the girl's parents
3. The 2 parties fix the bride-price in 'lives' +

4* The bey's father pays 20 or 30 lives
5. oc takes them to the bride's people.
The marriage is at once solemnized thus:

6. The bqy's father, family & friends
bring a quantity of rice & liquor

in procession to the girl's house.
7* There the priest tastes the liquor bowl
8. & pours out a libation to the gods
9. Then the parents of both parties join hands & declare that the

contract shall be completed.
ID. .-ill (men) share in liquor-drinking
11. The priest takes the couple to the shed used for beating rice
12.& binds turmerio-dyed thread round their necks 'after the Hindu

fashion* ,
13. & sprinkles them with turmeric water.
14»A feast is prepared at the bride's house - or else at some convenient

place near the groom's
house.

15. When everyone has eaten, the evening is spent in dancing & song.
when the night is far spent:

16. Bride & groom are raised by an uncle of each upon his shoulders &
carried through the dance.

17. The burdens are suddenly exchanged & the uncle of the groom
disappears with the bride.

18.The whole assembly divides into 2 parties, the bride's friends try¬
ing to prevent her flight & the groom's party to cover it.

19*Ken, women & children mingle in mock conflicts which are often
carried to great lengths. Thus the semblance cf forcible abduction
attends the withdrawal of the bride with the Orissan tribes as many
other people & places.

2D.The priest attends the couple homewards to rehearse a charm wherever
a brook crosses their path.
In the groom's home:

21. The new wife lives with her husband, if a boy, in his father's house,
sleeping with him & helping his mother in domestic duties.

+ The value of property is estimated not in money but in 'lives'
which are readjusted in each case. Any domestic animal or canmodity
may be a 'life*; e.g. 100 liveB might comprise 10 bullocks,
10 buffaloes, 10 baskets of grain, 10 sets of brass pots, 20 goats,
10 pigs and 30 fowls.
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22. Che lives in greater retirement than an unmarried girl,
abstaining from mudh dancing & the most riotous feasts.

23» When the husband grows up, he gets a home of his own, unless he
is the youngest son.
Aacpherson sees 'the superior age of the bride a3 proof of the
supremacy of the paternal authority amongst this singular people'.
The parents obtain very valuable domestic servants & make their
selection with that end in view. Despite payment made by the
groom's father, the wife is not considered to be the property of
the husband. Thus:

24. if childless she may quit her husband at any time, & even if
pregnant, within 6 months of marriagej the bride-price must be
returned to the husband in either case.

25* The marriage is dissolved & she is dismissed to her parental
home when the husband discovers her in adultery, also generally
when he has indisputable proof by other evidence. If he has
ocular testimony he has the right to put the man to death.

26. In some areas, a wife who voluntarily or by such a conviction is
parted from her husband, cannot again contract marriage.

27. A married man may contract a 2nd marriage or take a concubine, but
only with the permission of his wife, not otherwise. Concubinage
is not considered disgraceful. In some areas the children only
inherit a half-share, tut elsewhere they are considered on an
equal footing.
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(bee G(64) p»550)

The following njyth recorded "by Macpherson indicates that the
Karth Goddess was the originator of this activity before dura God
intervened. It was believed by the dura sect to be one of her ways
of compelling men to offer her human blood; for only by temptations
and threats, they maintained, could a portion of mankind be induced
to adopt the kerlah rite#

'Umbally bylee appeared in the form of a tiger amongst
certain tribes which were at war in the time before the art of
taking life and of public battle were known. She first killed
game daily, to the delight of all who partook of it. She then
offered to one of the parties to kill any one of their enemies
they should designate, and having killed him, all regarded her
with unlimited faith and prayed her to teach them the art of
assuming the form of beasts (called the art of I.leepa 1) and
the art of killing in war. She consented and taught the art
of kleepa to a few persons, upon the condition that they, in
return, would do one thing which she should require. This
proved to be, that they should worship her with human sacrifices,
the goddess threatening instant destruction if they hesitated.
They brought out a man for sacrifice, but boora interposed and
then taught to men both the art of Mleepa and that . f war.' 2

1. In Macpherson's account there is some confusion between the two
forms of this verb. Mliva means: to change oneself or one's nature,
to be transformed or subject oneself to metamorphosis, e.g. into a
tiger. Llipa (or kleepa) means: to change or transform someone else
or something else. Thus mlipa can also mean: to bewitch or curse,
for this entails changing their circumstances.

2. Macpherson, Memorials, pp.98-99*
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ElTUalJ RJCOitDJD IN THo MARLY TbENTLVdi CLNTUHY

(tVK)ivnxriage Customs of the Khonds, recorded in 447
1901 by J.^.*Yiend-Pereira (bee A(20) p.444;

3(12) p.460; & C(26) p.499)
Rituals recorded c.1910-1915 by Kogera rrodhan, 453
classified as described in Vol.1, Chapter XV:

(a) Rituals of ordered Relationship Between God. Pan and

the Land:

(1) 'Opening up the beans' (No other versions) 453

(2) Griha (Mid)-Wet season ritual " " H 454

(3) 'Births' ritual (bee Vol.11 C(8) p.485) 455

(4) Millet harvest ritual (bee C(ll) p.489) 456

(5) Dxy-rice harvest ritual (bee G(l2) p.489) 458

(6; Afflictions ritual (bee 0(13) p»490) 458

(7) Ritual to begin harvesting (3uda) paddy 459
(bee oheets A(i) & A(ii) in,Vol.1 back pocket)

(8) (Paddy) Empty ears ritual 459
(bee Sheets B(i) & B(ii) in Vol.1 back pocket)

(9) Threshing-floor ritual 460
(bee Sheets C(i) & C(ii) in Vol.1 bade pocket)

(10) The Day of Scattering 460
(bee Sheets D(i) & D(ii) in Vol.1 back pocket)

(b) Rituals seeking the Blessing and Co-operation

X of the Clan's Ancestors:

(11) Bullock ritual 460
(bee Sheets E(i) & E(ii) in Vol.X back pocket)

II of the Clan or Village's Pounding. Tattlers

(None recorded by Kogera)
III of Clan-Ancestors in latters Involving Other Clans

(12) A 'raised up' marriage (bee A(20) p,444» B(F-P) d.447» 460
& 0(26) p.499)

(13) Taking a secondary wife (No other versions) 463
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(°) Rituals to Guard ..gainst Diainishment Through - Dilution

(14) Pregnancy Care (Dee 0(33) p»512) 465

(No others recorded try Kogera)

(d) Rituals in Lit'e-Destroying situations

I uue to Disturbed Dpirits*

(15) -dad Humour Dance 467
(Dee Dheets &(i) & G(ii) in Vol.1 back pocket)

(16) Doha for fever (aee C(54) p»543) 467

(17) 'Heats' ritual (dee 0(34) p.513) 468

(18) Buffalo ritual (Dee 0(9) p.488) 469

4L Due to I-an's Ill-'.Vill

(19) Dure for Evil-xye 470
(Bee Oheets H(i) & Il(ii) in Vol.1 back pocket)

(e) Oocio-Political Rituals of Justification & reparation

(20) Ordeal by boiling water (Bee 0(68) p»552) 471

(Ho others recorded by Kogera)

(21) A Kond iyth: How Dura God Gave Dago-Palm Toddy and 473
Divination to the Konds (Ho other versions)

(22) A Pan Ritual for Patkondo x-'enu " " M 475
God of all Pans
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MERIAGB OUbTOl.b (IF TiIK KHOKDS, reoordefl in 1901 by J.K.Friend-
Pereira, a government official at the Phulbani headquarters of the
Kondmals Sub-Division. His name indicates that he v/as probably
of Anglo-Portuguese descent, and the spelling 'Pereira* (not
'Perera') places him in a higji social order. He may have been a
Roman Catholic or been of no particular religious persuasion.

This account is slightly abridged where Friend-Pereira included
some Hindu customs, for this is the north-east area where Hindu
influence has been the strongest since small groups of Oriyas arrived
there about 300 years ago. (bee A(20)p*444j B( 12;p. 460; u(26)p.499)

TBiE: \¥hen the boy attains puberty.

BRIDE'S Fa ILY HUBBaKD'S F^ ILY
1. .hen the boy attains puberty, the

head of the family (father, uncle
or eldest brother; set about find¬
ing him a wife right outside the clan.

2. The boy's mother &/or aunt makes
some pretext to visit the girl's
village. She watches the unsuspect¬
ing girl stealthily to discover her
suitability (beri bura - Seeing the
Bride).

3. If this is satisfactory, the head of
the family asks 2 or 3 kinsmen to
negotiate & 'Seek the Bride' (Seri
Dahpa)

4« These approach the girl's village
but wait outside until ni^jhtfall,
then find someone to be a 'go-between'
(Sitenju).

1st visit (by the Go-Between) 5» He sounds out the girlfe parents.
6. If favourable, he sends word to the

'Bride Seekers'.
7» They take 2 small pots of liquor to

the girl* s village (Site Kalu), also
an axe &/or bow & arrows.

8. At tine Go-Between's house they offer
libation with one pot of liquor,
praying for success in their enter¬
prise, ihen drink together.

9» Then the Bride-Seekers & Go-Between
go to the girl'3 house.

2nd visit (Go-Between &
Bride Seekers)

10. The girl's household give them no welcome
nor invite them inside.

11. They wait in the raha while the girl's father
discusses it with kinaraen & friends.

12. The women are consulted & speak with authority.
13* If it is established that:

(a) the boy's family is not tainted with witchcraft,
b) his mother is not bad tempered or quarreIsome,
c) they are economically suitable,
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14* a leading kinsman says: "She is merchandise "that
has coine into your possession; you can't keep her always,
she must therefore be sold; & as well to this one as anyone."

15. Then the axe is carried into the house as a sign of acceptance,
16. & tobacco & fire are put before the guests.

After courtesies ....... 17. The Seekers broach the subject
through the Go-Between.

18. The girl's family pretend not to understand.
19* The Go-Between requests the

betrothal.
20. The girl's father replies indifferently that she is too young.

21. The Go-Between points out that
they do not want her at once.
It will take time to collect
the bride-wealth.

22. Then they agree: "She was born to be sold,
& as well to you as aiybody. We believe we
can entrust her future happiness to you."

23* Both sides consider the matter settled & express their mutual
sense of honour at the alliance of the 2 families;

24. They also remind each other 1h&t pron.tu damages must be paid
(a buffalo for a feast) if any idle rumours break the engagement.

25. So the leader of each party dips a gourd into the 2nd little pot
of Site liquor & pours out a libation to the tutelary spirits:

*0 Iswar Parboti, (Hindu names for the High God & his consort)
today having caught the Go-Between
& having brought the betrothal-settlement liquor,

We have come to the 'in-laws'.
We have not come on this visit for health or wealth.

0 ye ancestor gods & goddesses -
Earth Goddess, Village God, God of the Kefuse Heap, God of the

Dun^iill,
Be ye propitious.

Keep awsy (lit. let there not be) tigers & bears!
Keep away thorns & splinters!
Keep away sin & hatred!
Keep \is from tripping against stones & boulders!
Keep away the fever affliction!

We five men sitting together are working out the bride price.
Protect us from worms! Protect us from vermin!

From today she has become our ancestral group.
Wherever you be, from our side or her side, below or above,

Do not be disagreeable & absent yourselves.

She has became ours, head & body.
We have exchanged the bride-wealth.
We have made relatives-in-law.

According to ancient usage
We have made our younger &. elder sisters her relatives-in-law,

our father's sister her mother-in-law.

/ill of them having become relatives-in-law, keep ye them so!
Let all of them remain so, 0 Iswar Parboti!
If they go back on -their promise, they will give damages

(a buffalo)
If we go back on our promise, we will give damages.
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We are pouring out liquor} all of you drink, eat*
Let there not be quarrels & fights#
Let there not be fever-afflictionl

0 Earth Goddess# 0 Village GodJ
0 God of the Rubbish Heap, 0 Gods of 1he Dun^iill,
0 Ancestor Gods & Goddesses, 0 Iswar Parbotil3

26# & all present drink to the solemn contact#
27# The Bride-Seekers give a little

of the bride-wealth to publicise
the contract#

28. They all spend a convivial night#
Next morning:

29# Bach side receives a knotted string showing the number of days
after which they should return with further items of bride-wealth.

THE BETROTHAL (Seri Mala) -
3rd visit: on the day when the last knot is untied:

30. The Bride Seekers & a few friends
take 2 or 3 head of cattle & a

large pot of 'liquor for leaving
the bride wealth'•

31# The bride's family receive them with great hospitality#
32. All offer libation in the raha
33# & join in a drinking party#
34# Eve: The bride's father kills a pig or goat & makes a feast.
35# The young people dance to the Pan musicians' band#
36. Morn: The guests are given a piak-me-up of double-distilled liquor

in the back yard, then go to bathe#
37* Loon: All attend a feast & drink to 'the putting on of the necklace';

i.e. the leading Bride Seeker puts a string of beads round the
struggling bride's neck or a brass or bell-metal bangle on her wrist#

38. The girl goes round making obeisance to each person in turn.
39# Might: The dancing & drinking continues, & a feast from the liver

& entrails of one of the bride-wealih buffalo.
40# Next dav: Bie rest of the carcase is returned to the groom's father

41# who gives a feast in his village.

INTERVAL BETWEEN BETROTHAL & MARKEaGE

1# The boy's family informally send
occasional cattle payments#

2# The boy takes all chances of
seeing his bride at public festivals, & may give her little presents,

but he does not yet visit her home.
The Daughter's Feast

3# On a pre-arranged day the girl's father
gives a feast (buffalo or pig) to his kinsmen
& male friends#

4* That evening they go to the groom's house for a similar feast & danc¬
ing.

Next morning: 5# After the liquor pick-me-up,
they all go to the gota + & select
cattle for the bride-wealth.

+ the gota = the open space where the village cattle collect before
being taken out to graze for the day#
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6. They pour libation there, drink together
& go to bathe.

7. 'when they return, the groom's father
puts 2 large earthenware pots of liquor
in the living room & they make libation
to his ancestors.

8. Then a cockerel, a little rice & some
liquor are taken to the outskirts of the
village & offered to ha.ju Fenu the Village
God, Turki venu. * God of the rubbish-
heap , & Goberi Fenu X, God of the Dunghill.

9* The day is spent in feasting, music &
merriment. Enormous quantities of liquor
are drunk, the young men begging rice,
etc. from door to door & bartering it
for more liquor from the liquor vendors.

10. The women play practical Jokes on the
drunken guests, pelting them with mud
& filth & kado (wild berries?)

Following day 11. After a drink & leave-taking, the men
depart with the selected cattle.

12. Saying that the buffalo are wild & un¬
manageable, they persuade the groom to
help, & stage by stage he finally accomp¬
anies them to the bride's village.

'The Leaving of the Bride wealth!:
13. On this (his 1st) visit, the groom has the ordeal of saluting

everyone - men, women & children, even to the Fan serfs; but 2
close friends accompany him.

14. The 3 stay for several days, feasting, dancing & drinking.
15. His father*in-law gives him a silver bangle & length of cloth -

and also to his 2 friends - before they all return home.

MARRIAGE
TIME: a year or two after the betrothal.

1. The boy's side send a request that the
day may be fixed for bringing the bride

2. the boy's party are entertained overnight & sent back
next morning with another knotted string.

3» They untie a knot each morning
On the last day: 4» The bey's father gives a great feast

(village)
Evening 5» Then they all proceed to the bride's

house.
6. There both sides drink together & enjoy themselves.
7» Some of the girl's side then bring a shallow basket containing

pieces of charcoal (i.e. 'buffalo'), clods of earth ('bullocks')
& bits of stone ('pigs').

8. The basket is put ceremoniously in the midst of the groom's party,
9. After consultation, they take out a certain number of the symbols,

showing how much they wish to give, & return the basket.
10. Elders of the bride's party add a few & send it over again.
11. 3o it passes back & forth until both sides agree.

Ht These two gods appear to be worshipped only in this north-eastern
area.
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12. Then all -the buffalo, bullocks & pigs & all the brass utensils
that have been sent from time to time are added up. If arything
is found to be due, the groom's party jest that these cattle
fell into a hole on the way.
liext (Hindu influence?)

13.(The groom is led to the bride's father who takes his hand & kisses
his cheek.)

14. Libations of liquor are poured while he makes obeisance to each
person.

15. The men drink, & feast together (in the raha).
16. The bride stays inside the house, weeping loudly with her mother

& aunts.
For a day or two - the groom stays as her father's guest.

Bride's Departure Horning:
1. Her girl-friends take her to a stream, bathe her, wash her hair,

rub turmeric & oil on her body, & put on her the new cloth her
father gave.
She weeps copiously, often genuine tears.

2. The groom's friends do the same for him.
3. /if ter a little food & much wailing among the women, the bride &

groom are led into the raha - she wearing her dowry ornaments
(gold & silver).

4* The groom puts on the national loin cloth & a red blanket over his
shoulder; he grasps his battle-axe in the right hand & bow with
3 or 5 arrows in his left - all are gifts of his father-in-law.

5. The bride is made to stand on the block of wood (stool) used when
pounding paddy & the husband beside her but a little behind, on
a cattle yoke.

6. (? Hindu) The people scatter paddy from a winnowing fan over the
couple's feet;

7« (? Hindu) The girl's mother pours a leaf-cup of turmeric & rice
on "their heads;

8. (? Hindu) & all press forward & kiss the newly wedded pair.
9. An old woman suddenly rushes forward, flings the bride on her

back & carries her off.
10. A man catches the groom & puts him astride his shoulders.
11. The human horses neigh & prance about, then rush outside the village.
12. The bride's girl-friends give chase & pelt them with clods of

earth, stones, mud, oowdung & (?) rice.
13. When the mock assault is ended, the older people come up & all

accompany the pair to the groom's village.
14. Servants or relations cany the dowry in large baskets *

On arrival at the husband's village;
1. The groom's mother or sister comes & washes his feet & then his

bride's.
2. The couple are again made to stand on the wooden stool & cattle-

yoke, paddy is again scattered on their feet & turmeric & rice
poured on their heads.

3. (? Hindu) A piece of cloth is stretched across the doorway &
another overhead & the groom leads his bride into the house.

4» A great feast takes place with buffalo, pig & goat-meat & much
liquor. All partake (both parties), even Pan serfs receive their
portion.
All night The dancing, music & merry-making continue.
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Hext aft. At another feast the 'Bridal Liquor* is drunk.
Then the guests depart, each with a small gift of food.

For 7 days the bride is a guest in tine house. Her husband
continues to sleep in the youths' dormitoxy.

5. 8th day The couple take a pig, a cock, some paddy & a jar of
liquor & go to her parents' house.

6. They stay in a detached out-house where she cooks a meal for
themselves.

7« Loon: The ancestors' priest husks the paddy in the living room &
feeds the pig & cock with some of the rice,

8. & places some in 3 little heaps on tine ground.
9. He/sine sacrifices the pig & the cock, sprinkles the blood on the

grain & makes libation (of liquor) in the name of the ancestors.
10. The bride cooks the rest of the rice & shares it among kin &

friends.
For a day or two the young couple stay on as guests of her parents
- or the youth may return home leaving his bride for a few days.
On her return, she still resides with his parents.
After 4 or 3 days:

11. The youth gives a farewell supper to the youths in the dormitory.
12. The same evening his father drinks himself into intoxication &

goes to sleep in their detached house.
13. At midnight the mother slips away frcm the side of the sleeping girl,
14. & at a given signal the groom is brought in silently 8y his

bachelor friends; they push him into the room where his bride lies
sleeping & close & bolt the door behind him.

it For people in good circumstances the following may be the bride's
dowry;
One or two gold-nose-rings (guna), a number of silver rings (kiseni)
worn along the auricle of the ear, a pair of gpld ear-lobe rings
(suna). some brass or bell-metal bangles for the arm (patanga,
kuslanga. matinga). some silver hair-pins or hair ornaments
(gubiaj. some silver necklets (gaglanga), some brass or bell-metal
toe-rings that jingle in walking Ivisanga) & rings for the big toe
(jutanga). a pair of brass or bell-metal anklets (gagolaka) &
armlets of the same (jutinga). a small loin-cloth (dipeni). a

cloth with red bands at either end (kapta). 2 checked cloths (luga)
some brass water pots (guranga). brass cups (madringa) & small
brass cups (kasinga).
The following may be presents to the groom:
a pair of gpld ear-rings (suna). a string of gpld beads (mali), a
pair of silver bangles for the wrist (karu), a gun, a sword, a bow
& quiverful of arrows, a drum, a battle-axe (tangi). a narrow loin
cloth some 30 cubits long (ga.li). a red blanket, & a head-dress
of egret's feathers (era pungaJ.
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Rituals Recorded c.1910-1915 by Kogera Prodlian

In a brief list of 'rituals that take place in a village each

year' Kogera mentions 3 which he does not describe: the Buffalo

Sacrifice (Koru Laka) ' to bring out the paddy-seed', presumably in

hay; the Buffalo Slaying (Koru Saperi) of which no details are

given; and the 'festival Ritual' (Kedu Lakseri) in order to weed

the growing millet and have freedom to eat wild mushrooms & wild

leaves (as vegetables) - these are available in late June. It thus

appears that Kogera's 'Festival Ritual* is parallel to the Wild Fruits

Ritual (C 6 ) in the 1966 account; and that the 1966 'Festival

Ritual' is the equivalent of the first of these three rituals of

Kogera's, the Buffalo Sacrifice. In timing, however, they are all

within a period of a very few weeks, dependent on the arrival date

of the monsoon. Hence on present evidence the order of these first

two or three rituals of the farming year can not be categorically

stated. Kogera in rauoh greater detail then describes the rituals

given below. Again he did not place these in any particular order

but they have been arranged here according to ny classification as

described in Vol. I, Chapter IV.

(a) Rituals of Ordered Relationship Between God, Man and the Land:

(1) QFLIUiG UP THE ISMS - SAI KfiKA

(No other versions)

TIME: (Late June-July) They also perform this ritually annually,
for they say: "We shall eat the new swee%-potatoes, new tubers,
Gon.jUfdates and use the Paeri jungle-creeper for rope-making."

N.B. "For these 3 harvests a fowl or chicken is not sacrificed",
(i.e. the Lillet, the Dry-Rice 4 the 'Bean' rituals).

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIURS (no others are involved)
1. The darni-keeper (d. k.) puts on a clean-washed cloth
2. and goes off to the jungle.
3. He brings back nipped-off tendrils of 1'aeri-creeper.

calling them "beans",
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1
4. and "opens" them at the flarni in this manner:
5. With this invocation, he splits open the Paeri-creeper
(i.e. ""beans") at the darni.

'Prom that day they vail eat the sweet-potato tubers, yam-like tuber
sprouts, dates, and use the raeri plant.
Also, "The Old Year is now past", they say. "And whatever you can
obtain, you are free to eat'" And when the Deans are brought down
(from growing over the roof), they say: "hew Year has gone'"

1. Invocation: "From today
We shall eat sweet-potatoes, tubers, Gon.ju-dates & use Paeri;
We shall eat them.

Don't squeeze out filth from our stomachs.
Don't squeeze out filth from our intestines.
Don't give us diarrhoea.
Don't give us 'proud stomach', (d. & v. )

Tie a knot in us.

Suspend it by tying a knot for us.
Don't make tigers come. Don't make bears come.
Don't make snakes cornel Don't make frogs come.

0 God of the Village, God of the Hamlet,
Watch over us. Look out for us."

(2) (Mid)- WET Lh,,bOX, KlIUAL - GRIHA LAKA

(Ho other versions)

TD.3S: (harly August) "When the rice-planting is completed in the
paddy-fields, the Griha ritual is performed - in certain
paddy-fields by tradition, as well as in those which
permanently hold water (i.e. 'bucia'-fields).

SOCIALIST & aIS ACTlOhS (ho others are directly involved).
Horning:

1. Owner takes a chicken &. an egg to the paddy bund
2. and begins to pray thus: 1 while praying,
3. he keeps on pulling out the chicken's feathers.
4. He mixes them with uncooked rice, and
5. places the egg on top, while he goes on praying.
6. When he finishes the invocation, he cuts the chicken's throat
7. & sprinkles its blood an the rice & the egg.
8. He roasts "the chicken in a fire,
9» then cuts it into small pieces.
10.He then takes a little of the liver & roasts that,
11. adds it to cooked rice & "throws (the mixture) down".
12. He eats rice & meat himself.

After that it is time to come home and
13. he buries the egg in "the middle of the paddy-field,
1A« Then comes home, carrying the cooking pot.
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1. Invocation; "Let mice depart & not chew!
Let it not be diseased!
Let the bund & edges not be burned#

0 Losmi bura God!
Gome down! Await.

From everything to do with my paddy-growing,
Let layer upon layer of harvest be gathered!
Let it yield double-fold!"

(3) 'BiafflS' KITUAL -

(See Vol.11 0(8) p.AS5)

TIME: "They perform the 'births' ritual annually in August,
& they sacrifice 2 chickens at it.
After performing it, they will eat the mango kernels,
new leaf-vegetables & herbs."

SOCIALISTS & THEIR ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED

Preparation: morning: 1. The boy-children go out with
hand picte-axes & fetch
flowering shrubs :-
2 Susurudi sticks
Pena Sikeri branches,
some Padeli shrub
& I.Iuheli creeper.
These are for 'thrashing
the house'•

2. They place all these on the
darni.

The dami-keeper (d.k.) cuts a
Susurudi stick very exactly and
roasts it, before beginning his
sacrifioe. After he has made these
'maranga sticks'

4. The boys also make 'maranga
sticks' & roast than.

5. The d.k. places a chicken
6. & some eggs on the darni;
7» anoints the chicken with turmeric

paste, & anoints
8. himself with turmeric paste;
9. and prays: ^
10. Vifhile praying thus, he holds the chicken

in his hand & loseps pulling out its feathers
11. He puts them on the darni along with the rice,
12. while uttering a preyer: 2
13.He cuts the chicken's throat as he prays.

Later: praying in the same way,3
14. he roasts a bit of "the liver,
15. adds it to cooked rice,
16. & * throws it down' on top of the offering

of uncooked rice.
17. Then he eats his rice.
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Later: evening:
18. D.k. holding sane Lena bikeri

flowering shrub,
19. goes to every door & pours
20. out a little water.

21. After him, the boy-children
throw Indian corn plants &
pumpkin leaves (edible
•greens*) inside each house.

22. Starting at the back &
working round, they thrash
the walls of each house all
over.

23. When they have finished,
they bring their sticks &
lay them on the dami.

24* Then they eat rice.

"That is how "they perform the 'Births' ritual".

1. Invocation: "Village God, iiamlet God'
Darni God, Jakeri God!

Let our farming, let our growing,
neither die nor grow mottled!

From now onwards, as we eat new leaf-vegetables, new herbs,
Don't let them give us diarrhoea, nor give us 'proud stomach!'

Tie a knot in our stomachs!
Tie a knot in our intestines!

And as we eat the kernel of the mangp fruit,
As we eat flour fran the kernel of the mango fruit.

Don't send tigers! Don't send bears!
Don't send snakes! Don't send frogs!

From bottom to top of the village
Watch over us, look out for us!

Guard the bullocks, buffalo, goats & pigs!
Agree to children! Assent to offspring!
Let there be much seed-grain, much seed-grain!"

2 (& 3) Invocation:

"Tate a grain of rice! Tate flour!
Tate a feather! Tate a bristle!
Tate blood! Take gore!

.....(repeated continuously) "

(4) LILLET HARVEST - KUERI KUKRI

(bee C(ll) p.489)

TILS: 'They perform the Lillet Harvest ritual annually at the
end of August or early September. They do it in order
to eat this year's new crop."
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SPECIALISTS & T^IH KGTIQKS OTHERS INVOLVED

1. The dami-keeper* s (d.k.'s)
wife brings in a sheaf of
Early Lillet (Kara)

2. and threshes it#
3* Then she bathes in water
4* & puts on a new (or freshly-

washed) cloth, before
5. parching the millet in a new

cooking pot, and
6. pounding this parched grain.

7. The d.k. bathes 'right over his head'
8. & puts on a freshly-washed cloth.
9. He cooks the grain with water in

a Sal-leaf cup.
10. He puts the cooked grain on the dami.
11. & makes this invocation^

Making invocation this way,
12. the D.K. throws down the cooked

millet on to tiie darni.
13. Then, after cleaning his teeth,
14» he eats a millet meal.

"Prom that dey they all eat millet, Early Millet, wild paddy,
Arka-millet, Indian corn, & pumpkin leaves."

1. Invocation: "Darni God' Jakeri God'
God of the Village! God of the Hamlet.

Paga God of the Upper Darni. Kota God of the Lower Dami!
Take the hitali portion of this new fruit!
Tate the fully-ripe portion of this new increase!

ibid when we are eating and drinking our new fruit, our new
increase,

Don't give us diarrhoea!
Don't give us "proud stomach" ! (diarrhoea & vomiting)
Don't squeeze out filth from our stomachs!
Don't squeeze out filth from our bowels!

Tie a knot in us!
Suspend it with a knot for us!

Don't give us scabies! Don't give us dry-itch!
Don't give us malaria! Don't give us fever!
Don't mate tigers come! Don't make bears come!
Don't make snakes cane! Don't make frogs come!

God of the Village! God of the Hamlet!
Watch over us!
Look out for us!"
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(5) DRY-RICE HARVEST - KUi.DIR KOERI

(See C(12) p.489)

TIME: "After celebrating the Millet harvest ritual, they
perform the Dry-Rice Harvest ritual, also late august
or early September."

SiECIALISTS & THEIR ACTIOMS OTHERS IRVOLVED

1. The darni-keeper's (d.k's) wife
brings in a sheaf of dry-rice

2. and threshes it.
3. She bathes in water
4. & puts on a freshly-washed cloth,
5. Then parches the dry-rice paddy

in a new cooking pot,
6. and pounds it.

7. The d.k. bathes 'with water
right over his bead'.

8. & puts on a freshly-washed cloth.
9« Then he cooks the rice in a

Sal-leaf cup,
10. and - as he did for the Millet

Harvest ritual - he repeatedly
makes invocation to the God of
the Village. 1

11. While doing this, he throws down
the cooked rice on -the darni.

12. Then, after cleaning his teeth,
13. he eats rice himself.

"From that day they will eat Dry-Rice."

Invocation: Same as for Millet Harvest ritual ( B (4))

(6) AFELICTIQRS RITUAL - JUGAEGA LAKA

(See C(13) p.490)
TL.S: 'The Afflictions Ritual is performed annually in the village

in September, & a piglet is sacrificed.

SPECIALISTS & THEIR ACTIOES OTHERS INVOLVED

1. All men who wish to participate,
stay fasting.

2. They weave a so-called 'grain-
bin' from thin strips of bamboo -
like a snail basket.

3. They collect together 4 branched
stakes in the raha

4» & build a high platform.
5. They bring a little dry thatching

grass, and
6. spread it out on the platform
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7.

8.
9. After that, the d.k. takes hold

of a piglet & an egg,
10. and was lies them. Also he
11. anoints himself with turmeric.
12. He sets the egg in position in

the basket, on top of the sand
poured earlier. ^

13* Holding the piglet, he prays:
14. Praying thus at great length,
15* (he) cuts the piglet's throat
16. & sprinkles blood on the egg.
17* When the pig is well roasted,
18. they cut it into pieces.
19. (D.k.) takes out a bit of the liver,
20. puts it with some cooked rice,
21. & prsy3 as before; ^
Then 22. When the meat & rice are ready,

23. as many men as had fasted, now
join together in a feast.

1 (& 2) Invocation:
'Bura Venu! Bura Penu!
Great Bural Little Bura.

Village God! Hamlet God!
Don't torment us!
Don't afflict us!

Prom our fanning, our cultivation,
Our millet, our -thatching grass,

You gods, go!
Prom our hamlet, go!

Like sap from the mahua-fruit,
Like oil from the crown of the head,

Let the sprouting tips be drawn out!
Draw out the colour!
Crush the wingless insects (maggots) for us!
Crush the winged insects (locusts) for us!

Let it yield layer upon layer!
Let it yield produce two-fold!

(7) RITUAL TO BBGIh liARVLgTII.G PADDY - K1IDIKGA KOVA TIM LAKA

See sheet A (i) in the back pocket of Vol.1 for this ritual,

and sheet A(ii) for its parallel in 1966.

(8) (Paddy) ELPTY LARS RITUAL - LISA LAKA
See sheet B (i) in the back pocket of Vol. I for this ritual,
and sheet B(ii) for its parallel in 1966.

& they fill the 'basket'
with sand then

place it on the platform.
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(9) TiaESUmG FLUOR HITUAL - KLAI LAKA

See sheet 0 (i) in the hack pocket cf Vol.1 for this ritual,

and sheet C(ii) for its parallel in 1966.

(10) THE BAY OF SCATTERIES - POFKQHDI G-iJA

See sheet D (i) in the back pocket of Vol.1 for this ritual,

with D (ii), its parallel in 1966 on the same sheet.

(b) Rituals Seeking the Blessing and Co-operation

I of the Plan's Ancestors?

(11) HJLLOCK RITUAL - KODI LAKA

See sheet E (i) in the back pocket cf Vol.1 for this ritual,

and sheet E(ii) for its parallel in 1966.
*

II of the Clan or Village's Rounding Fathers:

(hone recorded by Kogera)

III of Clan-Ancestors in Hatters Involving Other Clans;

(12) a 'raised up1 marriage - seldom sari

(See a(20)p.444j B(F-P)p.4A7j & C(26)p.499)
i

If a man of "Twelve Mutas" hears that a certain man's daughter in
"Eighteen •Mutes" is a good person, & he ihinks of betrothing his son
to her, he calls a man of his own village & sends him off to ask about
it. So the man goes to the other person's home & asksi "vVill you
give your daughter to our - & his - son?" And he replies: "Yes. If
you bring proper bride-wealth for her, I will give her to you. For
the daughter of a Fan man goes to a Fan man; the daughter of a Kond
goes to a Kond; & a rajah's daughter goes to a rajahJ That's how it
is in our "Eighteen Mutas" & "Twelve Mutas". So you go & tell your
friend -that he said: 'If your friend desires it, I will give her'
and add; "llow should they not give her? He will give her to you?'
Then, when they have made the messenger accept rice & curry, liquor,
food & drink, they send him back home. He canes & reports the whole
matter at home.
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TIES: 'after hearing all about it':

i'RII.G XPAiij cc THjUH ACJTIONS OTMS IKVOLVED

DAt 1
1. The boy's father &. mother both go there,

carrying a silver or gold necklace, a
waist-belt (?) & strip of coloured cloth
for tying a coil of hair.

2. They sleep there that night.
DiJf 2
3. The 2 sets of 'in-laws' sit down

together. 4. They call 2 or 3 men of
that village,

5. & hold a discussion.
6. If the girl's father says: "I will

give you my daughter'"
7. They say: "Prom today this girl is

our daughter!"
8. & they fasten on the necklace &

things they have brought.
9. Then, after drinking liquor .... (together) .•••••••
10. & having a rice & curry meal in that house • • • •
11. The boy's parents return home.

lifter 2 or 3 months:
1. Boy's parents take a part of the Rati.
2. When they have taken portions

2 or 3 times,
3. Girl's father binds up, ready for carrying,

a load containing: 2 large twisted ear-rings,
a gold necklace on a twisted strand of threads,
2 bauraka, one cloth umbrella & 2 cloths (wearing)

4» he also gives 2 buffaloes & 2 goats.
Eve of bride's departure day
5. he slays these animals

6. (his household) cook rice
& curry.

7. & he gives a feast; (community feast)
hext morning, furthermore:
3. he gives a large basketful of 'cakes'

& a basketful of flaked rice.
9. Everyone cleans their teeth,

then
10. shares this out & eats then.

c.1Q a.m. - 12 noon

11. The girl is bathed & clothed. (hear women-kin)
12. The boys is bathed, clothed & (his men-kin)

arrayed in the gold & silver
ornaments of his fatheivin-law's
choice. Ijj, Che man seats the boy astride

the back of his neck;
14. Another man seats the girl

similarly -

15» With hollow drums & bass
drums beating
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16. & everyone dancing &
leaping,

17. the men carry them to the
(involving boy & girl) bottom of the village

18. and then to the top.
19. Then they lead thorn home &
20. sit then down "in one place"

(i.e. close)
21. After feeding then on liquor,
22. & with hollow-drums & bass-

drons beating
23. The bass-drumners "wage war",

&
Later 24* everyone has a great dance.
25. When the rice &curry is ready, -they all have their meal;

26. then those on the boy's
side cane home.

2 days later:
27. Girl's (male) kin cane along the track to give to the bey' s kin:

two storage binsful of rice, a buffalo, some cooked rice & curry,
& liquor.

28. The "husband's" men will also be taking a buffalo, cooked rice
& curry & a pot of liquor along the track to give to the girl's kin.

29* The men fran -the 2 different directions exchange the rice, liquor
& buffalo that are being brought/taken.

30. After all have shared a meal of the cooked food there,
31. They come (to the boy's village) carrying the rice an shoulder-

poles.
32. The boy's kin slay the buffalo
33* & share it out among those #10 have brought the girl.
34* These take it away (to the girl's village).
35« The bey's kin store the rice
36. & then everyone goes off to his own home.

Two to three, or even four to five years later:
When the girl matures & the boy becomes a young ?ian:
1. Girl's father sorts out goods to send to

the husband's home, so that the two may be
married: gold & silver, brass pots & vessels,
clothing & things of different kinds; also a
variety of ornaments for the girl to wear.

2. Also, he slays a buffalo & cooks rice
& every, and •••••••• 3« with drums beating, they

4* (girl's kin & village) all
dance.

Afterwards, when everyone has eaten • • 5« The men take the girl on
her way along the track.

On that same day: 6. The husband's party coming
along the track to carry
off the bride, keep up a
continual skirmishing.

When they have taken her to their home:
7» They (boy's parents, etc) also kill a

buffalo, cook rice & curry &
8. prepare a feast *9* with great beating of drums.
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On the flay after the girl's departure:
11. her "fathers" gp & give all the gpods

& chattels, the brass vessels & her clothing.
They carry them over on shoulder-poles on
that feast day, to the husband's house.

'That is the day when they count up all the goods, the brass vessels,
the cloths, the marriage ear-rings & twisted ear-rings, the toe-
rings, and how many ornaments the girl is wearing: that is, the
anklets, necklets & metal hair-pins. All the men will know how many
twenties-worth (of rupees) it is; & if it is many twenties, the
word goes round that: "His bride alone has brought a great quantity
of things!" But if it is onlya little, they shame the girl. Thus
when a couple become married, they do their work well &, after
children are born, they rear them.*

Giving the Bride to the Husband after she has been 'brought'.

Two days go by after the feast ends:
12. Then, the priest takes the lad & girl to a flowing

water-channel•
13. He takes eggs & thread in his hand, &
14* makes the couple squat down.
15* He looks upwards,
16. gives the "Johari" - greeting,
17. & recites thus: 1
18. While saying this he 'frees' the egg by setting
it aside - to discover the mind of the god.

19. He puts a thread necklace on each of them.
20. They come home.

That evening: 21. The womenfolk put them
into a house.

22. There they stey as man
& wife, doing their daily
work, bearing children
& iping about the country
side.

1. Invocation: "From today
Let them not quarrel!
Let them give birth to healthy children!
Let them not get sickness & disease!
Let them not get fevers & malaria!
Let than not get 'heat sickness!"

(fever due to a wandering malignant spirit)

(13) TAKING A aSCOKDiAHY WIFE - DUGLRI OTIKANI ITA

(ho other versions)
TIME: 'When a man has already taken one bride and goes to bring home

another one, the earlier bride will beat her the moment she
comes to the husband's house.'
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TRIRCIPALS & THEIR hCTIOHS

DM 1
1. Husband goes to fetch Bride (2)

OTHERS INVOLVED

DM 2

2* B(2) takes 1heir advice*
3. She puts a pounding rod on

B(1)'s threshold, then
4* Sews a leaf cup & puts one

piece of charcoal in it, &

6. B(2) puts the anklets over
the soles of B(l)'s feet

9» So, if the husband is a rich
man, he gives Rs.2 or 3 for
a buffalo (i.e. a feast)

Villagers (i.e. his kin) say
to the first Bride (B (l))
"Tomorrow don't beat her. We
will cause water to be poured
foryou with bangles or a
necklet," and thus they give
rest to her anger.

1. Villagers say to 9(2): "You
have come to live with the
head of this household, fully-
understanding the situation.
Pour water for her with bangles
or a silver necklet."

then they (men) pour water
into the cup for her.

7. Husband's elder brothers &
paternal uncles, all the men
of -the village say;
"Prom today, after becaning of
one heart like this, don't
quarrel.
From today, the two of you both
do your hill-work & field work
togetherJ"

8. When their (male) relatives-by-
marriage (i.e. B(l)'s brothers
and uncles) hear the news that
her husband has taken a second¬
ary wife, they also go to pour
water.

10. Then all the women in his
lineage group say: "He's gone
& put in a secondary wife'"
and all of -than - i.e. his
elder brothers' wives, or his
younger sisters-in-law & young¬
er brothers - these all thrash
the place where they will sleep,
either with sticks or with their
hands; and if they can't get
hold of a stick, they pelt it
with whatever they can find,
"because the couple have troubled
them beyond endurance!"
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A week or two later:
11. The husband buys a buffalo

to feed both wives with the
bitali portion.

12. He cooks rice & the meat, then
13. takes out a little boiled rioe

& puts it on a leaf, first of
all for B(2).

14* He roasts a tiry portion of the
liver in the ashes, plucks it
out & adds the rice.

15. Holding the rice & liver-portion
16. he stys: 1
17» nhile uttering words like these,

he goes an to feed B(l) with a
little rice (& meat).

18. Then the whole company
shares in the feast,

19. & all return to their own
homes.

1.
"Prom today let there be no quarrels.

Let there be no sores or wounds.
Mey both of them never be without the means of work to do -

household & agricultural work.
Lay they buy cattle & buffalo, goats & pigs.
May they have food & possessions.
May their cooked food never be weak & sloppy!"

(i.e. never need to be, from lack of rice)

(c) Rituals to Guard Against Diminishment Through Pollution

(14) BRfiG-NALCY CARE - L0B1A RATA

(Bee c(33) p.512)

TIME: "When they say that for a certain young woman to give birth
to a baby the priest will need to utter incantations on her
behalf & give her 'care-treatments"

SPECIALIST & HIS iiCTIOBS OTHERS INVOLVED

1. The husband goes & seeks for
a pig

2. then calls the priest.
3. The priest ... & the young couple

take the pig, 2 eggs, the branch
of a Sard thorn tree, a branch of
the Londru-berry tree, & a bitter
gourd,

4» cc carry than to the river.
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5# Then the priest goes into trance
6. & inquires whether all will go well

or not well.
7* Priest

stand there in the river, with clean
clothes on, & 'bathe right over their
heads'.

8. Priest takes the gourd & plucks out
the seeds.

9« He starts twisting some cotton-thread
into string & threads 2 seeds on it,

10. smearing them with turmeric.
11. Then he sets upright, in the water,

the thorn branch & the Londru branch
12. and he makes •

13. The priest takes an egg.
14. & makes invocation: 1
15. He prays at great length like this;
16. & does the same with another egg. 2
17. Then, with 8 gourd-seeds on the thread

necklace he had begun,
18. he looks in the direction of the sunrise
19. & makes invocation, saying: 2
20. Saying this, he touches the woman's face 7 times
21. & puts the necklace round her throat.
22. He puts one round her husband's neck in the same way.
23. Then he passes one egg & the offered rice between the couple's

straddled legs,
24. & allows the water to cany it away.

25. Then the couple both come
back to their house

26. without looking back,
27. & without speaking to, or

answering people caning &
going on the path.

28. & the priest takes the other,egg,
29. makes invocation by himself:^
30. while saying this he sets the egg apart

by placing it in a bush.
Next day

31. They (i.e. the priest ..& couple (or husband only)
32. go to see whether the egg is all right or has been taken.

33* Then they give the priest
whatever things are to be
given.

"This is how they carry out the care treatment. If that woman through
God's love becomes pregnant after a little while, that priest becomes
famous through folk's saying: 'Yhen that priest gave care-treatment
to that woman who is going to give birth, she became child-bearing.'"

& couple

the man & his wife stand a-

stride Just below the
branches he has set up.



1. Invocation: "Great Bura, Little Bura*
Indoro-woman, Jomoro-womani

God of the Upper Darni! God of the Lower-Darnii
You made the face, you made the visage.

The binding up of the hills, the binding up of the ponds
In the region of the hills, in the region of the pondsi

A golden child, a silver child!
Let it not be tuti ! Let it not be bagi!
Let it not be cracked open! Let it not snap off!"

2. "If this treatment of mine, this care-ritual,
is worthy, is prosperous,

Blow the blood to me. Blow the gore to me.
Make the large black hornet crawl towards me.
Let the winged insect scratch up the dust towards me."

3« "If my care-treatment, my baby-ritual,
is worthy, is prosperous,

while we are sleeping, while we are slumbering,
Don't let a tiger eat theegg!
Don't let a bear eat the egg!
Let it not crack open!
Let it not snap off!"

(d) .Rituals in Life-Destroying situations

I Due to Disturbed Spirits:

(15) TUB BAB RUMOUR DANCE - LBEO ENDA

Bee sheet G (i) in the back pocket of Vol.1 for this ritual,

and sheet G(ii) for its parallel in 1966.

(16) DOHA for Fever

(See C(54) p.543)

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OTHERS DEVOLVED

"when a man has fever" 1. They (his household) say:
"Let us clearly understand
why -this man has fever."

2. So they call the priest
3. and make him go into trance.
4» While uttering incantations, he may

say: "If you gp & perform a Poha to
Dumaleri Penu by means of a piglet,
the fever will release him."

5. Then they seek out a piglet
a few flowers, a small pot,
& a split-bamboo rattle
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6. They fashion clay images
7. & seek out turmeric powder,

soot, a little unboiled
rice & an egg.

8. Then the household calls
the priest

9» & makes him perform the Poha:
10. Priest holds the piglet in his hand
11. & swings it in circles over the

patient's head,
12. praying: 1
1J. Swinging the piglet round & round

in this manner, and
14» taking the necessary cooking-pots,

the rice & all the other things,
15* He & men of kin) goes along the path
16. & sacrifices the piglet,
17. praying as before: 2
18. After cooking rice & meat • • • • they eat it

and all come home.
19* Then they give a tambi-measure

(3 lbs.) of rice to the priest
20. and send him home.

1 (& 2) Invocation: "Dumaleri Sauterii
Unstable One, Insane One.
Stuttering Female, Dumb Female !

Black Une! One with Fitted Sores. Smallpox-Worker.
Female Dung-Beetle! Female Centipede!

Don't give malaria, don't give fever!
Don't bum the head, don't burn the body.
Don't prevail over us, don't increase over us.

Pour a jet of water, pour out a jet of water,
With the arrow-bird's sound, with the Golden Oriole be11-sound,
Cleanse the mouth! Cleanse the skin^-eruptions.

I will give you blood, I will give you gore!
On the path, on the track!"

(17) "HEATS" AITUAL - KARAHGA LAKA

(See C(34) P-513)

TBIE: There is a ritual named "The Heats Ritual"....performed when
a sick person gets steadily more and more thin & dried up."

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED

1. His household make the priest
perform divination.

2. If the priest's divining goes in
such a way that he decrees "Heats":-

3. then, the priest holds a young (household seek out the ohiokenchicken m his hand % „ ,, ,. . , ..

4. & swings it, circling over the & a^- o^Her necessary ritual
patient's head, elements).
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c 15. saying:
6. After encircling him in this manner,

he takes rice, a cooking pot, wood,
salt, turmeric & a firebrand.

7. & goes to a place where there is
water.

8. There (sacrificing the chicken)
he makes invocation as before. 2

9. He cooks rice & the meat; (& eats?)
10. then he comes home. 11. Later, they give the priest

his payment, in rice &
paddy, for the work he has
done for them.

1 (& 2) Invocation: "Dori-mai, Paga-mai.
Inda—heat, Hearth-heat, Jomo-dai, Jomo-reri!

You made us, you fashioned us,
Don't exhaust our heart!
Don't make us faint.

You will not eat a fistful.
You will not eat a handful!

A full stomach, full intestines,
Tie a knot, tie an end!
Don't give malaria, don't give fever!
Like wax, like resin,

Make it still, make it dori!
Shake water out of a little brass pot!
Sprinkle drops out of the pot!"

(18) BUFFALO RITUAL - KOHU LAKA

(See 0(9) P» 488)

TIME: Annually, late August or early September,
"in order to eat the gravy with the new rice."
This must have been a regular occasion for human sacrifice
to the Earth Goddess in tiie past.

SPECIALISTS& THEIK ACTIONS

Preparation:

OTHERS INVOLVED

1. Everyone in the village
assembles & holds a dis¬
cussion referring to the
buffalo as "Earth".
They discuss:
(a) from whom they will obtain

a buffalo to sacrifice
on the following day;

(b) how much money will need
to be collected from each
house in repayment for
the buffalo;

(c) and matters like that.
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DAY 1
"On the selected days" 1. Everyone stays within the

village - for on that day the
buffalo will be sacrificed.

2. The darni-keeper (d.k.)
alone makes invocation to the
Earth Goddess:
While the d.k. prays thus,

3. he continually sets aside
grains of rice & (plucked)
hairs frcm the buffalo.

4* They (d.k. & elders) slay
the buffalo

5« and chop up its flesh .

6. D.K. roasts a little of the
liver in the firej

7. mixes it with cooked rice,
8. &, praying in the same way,
9. he "Throws down the liver"

and rice.
10. Then he cleans his teeth
11. & eats some of the rice & curry.

12. after that, they chop up and
share out the rest of the meat.

1. Invocation: "Earth Goddess, Earth Goddess,
A male buffalo, a seed buffalo,
I have trapped for you.
I have held fast for you.

Do not sport, with your hand,
Do not play, with your arm,

On the labour of cultivation that we have done.
Prom the cultivating we have done with the ati-plough.
Prom the farming we have done with the bite-plough.

You gpds, go!
You gods, depart.

So let it be!
And the seed-paddy we shall keep in store,

The seed-paddy we shall keep in store,
Like a cat,
Like a pussy,

Let it sleep.
Let it snooze!"

(d) Rituals in Life-Destroying Situations

II Due to Man's Ill-Will:

(19) CURE FOR EVIL EYE - l.IELI GIYA KATA

See sheet H (i) in the back pocket of Vol. I for this ritual,

and sheet H(ii) for its parallel in 1966.
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(e) Socio-iPolitical Kituals of Justification and. Reparation

(20) OHDEAL BY BOILING Wni'LH - ATA, *NI bIDHJ LAKRA

(See 0(68) p. 552)

IBS: "In a certain village when Melura's brass bowl was stolen,
he accused Ivlanira, saying: 'You have stolen iiy rice-bowl! *
He replied 'No; I haven't taken your rice-bowl!' But Melura
said: 'No! You alone have carried off my rice-bowl!' And
when he added: 'If you haven't taken it, swear on oath by
ordeal!'" then:

LTLCIALIbTS cc THEIR ACTIONS
DAY 1 ~ " —
1* Manira gathered together • • . . •

2. He said to them: "Melura is accusing
me of theft by saying that I took his
rice-bowl. Listen to me! Tomorrow I
will undergo ordeal by boiling-water!

3.

4* Melura said: "Yes I certainly am
accusing him of theft! Let Manira
undergo trial by ordeal!"

5. And he added: "If Manira is not
scalded by the ordeal, I will perform
the blessing by means of a buffalo."

6.

7. But Manira replied: "I don't even
know his brass bowl! Give me the
ordeal!"

9. Manira said: "No! I haven't
taken it!"

8.

10.

11.

OTHERS INVOLVED

the people of his village

When he said that, his village
folk questioned Melura: "Is
it true that you are accusing
Manira of theft?"

12. He replied: "If I am scalded by
the ordeal, I will give Melura 2
brass rice-bowls, and

13* I will give a buffalo to my elder
brothers & my father's younger
brothers (i.e. his village elders)

Then all the men said to
ilanira: "If you have stolen
it, don't undergo the ordeal!"

And even when the entire

village spoke about it,

Then all the men sat down
to decide the matter.
When they asked Manira: "If
you are scalded by the ordeal,
what repayment will you make?"

14. On his saying that, they
made the decision: "Tomorrow
morning we shall boil (water
for) the ordeal."
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15. So on that same day, Manira went &
bought a new earthen cooking-pot,

16. then took a wooden pole & whatever
else, and

17* went & put them at the spot where
the ordeal would take place.

DAY 2 - "While it is still night - & therefore too early for the women-"
187 hianira will take the new cooking-pot

to the spring,
19. give himself a bath,
20. & take the new pot, full of water,

(to the place of ordeal)
21. There he heats it until it bubbles

& boils,
22. (previously) When Manira was still

in the village, he had asked .... his father's younger brother,
23. & now he sends him to watch the ordeal.

24. The menfolk will cotne &
watch the ordeal too.

25. Then Melura also comes
26. holding a little rice
27. Melura scatters the rice-grains
28. with this invocation: ^
29. After saying this, he gives he Johari-greeting
30. & scatters more rice
31. Then Manira dips his hand into

the boiling water.
If he is burned

32. Everyone says: "It is true
that ilanira stole the brass
rice-bowl."

33» & they make him give 2
brass rice-bowls, and

34* they ask him for a buffalo.
If he has not taken it, when the
ordeal does not scald him 35. they ask the accuser for a

buffalo or a pig or Rs*4
or 6, & say to him:

36. "You accused him unfairly
& he became ceremonially
unclean."

"That's how they perform trial by ordeal. That is the way they do it."

1. Invocation: 'God of the Sun, God of the Heat of the Sun'
God of Water. God of Water!

If this man, Manira, has truly stolen ay rice-bowl,
Pick (him) up, making him gasp with suffering.
If he has not (stolen it),

With an unripe + hand, a sober hand,
Knowing your mind, having your assent,

Like the Iron God, like the guiding spirit,
Decide the contest! Apportion the blame!"

+ i.e. unburned hand
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(21) A KQKD MYTH: HOW HJRA GOD GAVH SAGO-PALM TODDY MP
DIVINATION TO THE KQNDS

(No other versions)

In a certain village there were seven brothers, sons of the same
man# One hay, they went off to cut and. plane wooden ploughs and
yokes# And six of the brothers went along one track while the
youngest went by himself along another track# And these six brothers
smoothed off the wood for their ploughs and came home; but the
youngest lad was tired when he had planed his plough, and he lay down
in the shade of a sago-palm tree. And vhen he had slept there for
a little while, he got up, but being very hungry and thirsty, he wept.

And Bura God Losmi heard his weeping and went and asked: "0
Father (sir), why are you weeping?" He replied: "It's like this,
woman (Mother) + I smoothed off my ploughing yoke, and now I am
crying because I am so hungry and thirsty#" Then Bura God Losmi made
this revelation to him, saying:

"0 sir,
That female, Tala-mai Binjarmai,
She who was born from elephant dung,
She who was born from horse-dung,
In the root, in the soft indentation,
A breast is suspended, milk is suspended.
Gut these#
Chop theseJ
Water will come out; liquid will cane out.
It will be a pond, a pool,
And you wd.ll eat that, drink that;
And you will be intoxicated.
You will be filled full.
Your hunger wd.ll go;
Your thirst will go!"

So he cut into that root, he chopped into that soft indentation
where the milk was suspended, the sap was suspended.
And when he cut, when he chopped,
lie says that water appeared, liquid appeared.
An overflow came, a pool came.
He says that he drank it, he ate it.
He says that he was intoxicated, he was filled full.
He stuck a Tilko flower in his hair, a Gamberi flower in his top-knot.
Then holding his battle-axe in one hand, holding his bow in the other
hand,
He danced and he pranced.
So he stayed there six or seven days without going hone.

Then his wife cried: "0 fathers. Abandoning your own blood - the
younger brother that was born to you - you are not telling me how and
what has happened when you say that some tiger or bear has eaten him
or he has died by being tied up and hanged! You yourselves killed
him and came home, abandoning him!"
+ In this nyth the Konds apparently consider that the High God incor¬
porates both sexes: 'Bura God Losmi' is addressed as a female early
in the aocount yet as a male in the later paragraphs.
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When she said this, they were angry. "How should we come home
like that after killing our younger brother!" "they said, and
angrily took up their battle-axes and bows and went in search of him.

And there they saw him, dancing, holding his axe and bow, and
with the Tilko flowers and the Gamberi flowers sticking out of his
hair. And when they questioned him: "Younger brother, how is it
with you? And what have you had to eat?" he replied: "0 elder
brothers! You come right here. I will show you and tell you, and
you too will eat and drink and you will not hunger nor thirst;
and you will be intoxicated and filled full!" And he showed them
all. So they drank and ate, were intoxicated and filled full; and,
like him, they danced and they pranced.

They too stayed there without going home; and their wives
wondered why they hadn't cone, and went to look for them. And when
"they saw all of them - Just like the first one - with Tilko flowers
and Gamberi flowers in their hair, dancing all over the Jungle, they
asked them: "0 menfolk. sVhat has happened to you and what have you
had to eat? And why are you dancing all over the Jungle?" They
replied: "0 womenfolk! \tlhat are you thinking about? Gome, and we
will show you, and you too will eat and drink and be intoxicated and
filled full!" And they took them to that place. Then they too
were intoxicated and filled full, and they didn't feel ary hunger or
thirst at all.

After going on like that for a while, one day when one of the
women drank during her period, the vine 'died'. Then their husbands
wept because they couldn't get any wine to drink, Ihile they were
weeping in this way, Bura God Logni came and questioned them. They
replied: "0 Sir, since the wine-gruel we were drinking 'died', we
have all kept on weeping. Now what shall we drink and eat?" Bura
God said: "No, no! Don't you cry* Because the wine was on the
ground, cattle and pigs were drinking it; all the wild animals and
all the wildfowl drank too. So the drink became fit to stick in your
throat! It was for this reason, when the menstruating woman drank,
it went upwards. And up there, the milk will increase, the sap will
increase." So he spoke and showed it to them. And when the man said:
"However can I climb up there so high? And if I do climb up high,
however shall I drink there!", God replied:
"No! High up on the tree-top, on the topmost tuft,

You will hack at the suspended milk, the suspended sap
- a young male tiger's thing; a young male bear's thing -
You will bring a bamboo pole and raise it up,

a sturdy full-grown bamboo.
Tie it to the tree-trunk!
Glimb up aloft,
And cut, and hack!"

The man did as God said, and wine came into existence, 'gruel'
took form! And he kept on dipping into it with his hand. Then God
came and said: "Don't do it like that, you. Go and fetch a potter's
earthen pot, then the drops, dripping into it and loading it up, will
gather in the pot in plenty. They will fill it to the brim.
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Then sitting together in a golden group,
Sitting together in a silver group,

You will eat and drink these
With your friends and coupanions,
With your •in-laws' and widespread folk!
And you will be intoxicated,
You will be filled full!"

After doing this for some time, one day the wine 'died1# He
dismantled the pots and the long bamboo pole and was on his way
home. Then Sura God asked him: "Where are you going?" He
replied: "0 Father. Now that the wine I was drinking has died,
I am on my way home," he said, "for what shall I eat now? What
shall I drink? That's why I am taking all the pots and poles home."
And God said: "0 man! Hring a feathered arrow, a bow's arrow, and
purify a .jriki vasi tara. mandri vasi tara (a pot?). And he said:
'"With what shall I cleanse it, purify it?" And God said: "Bring me
vaki; they will become divining gudinga (grain?). Bring me the
leaf of a sago-palm; that will become the winnowing tray (for
divining). And bring me the knife you are using to cut with; that
will become the red (ingu) iron, the red (bogu) iron. If you make
it pure, if' you make it holy in this way, the wine will flow, the
'gruel* will flow," he said. And when the man did this, the wine
flowed, the 'gruel' flowed.

We Kui people still hold firm to this belief to this day and
perform the sago-palm wine divination.

(22) HITUAL FOR PAIK.0LD0 ALLTJ. God of the whole Pan Group -
DQMANGANI PUTAA PENU LAKA

(No other versions)

TIME: "This they do when God afflicts a person".

SOCIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OfflEHS INVOLVED
1. The household obtains a goat, &

a pig to 'show* to Patkondo, the
God of the Group.

2. The head of the lineage group
invokes him thus: 1

3. He makes this invocation while
keeping on scattering rice &

4> giving Johari-greetings.
5. And in his house all his relatives

gather together
6. He . . and ... they 'show' the goat
7. Th^y "show" tie pig .... in the same way.^
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At cock-crow on the day for showing these
8. the head of the family goes & bathes.

9» They also habitually seek out
two chickens - one red ("bloom-
coloured") & the other white;
both must be cock-birds

10. .'then he returns, he bathes the
cocks with water,

11. anoints them with turmeric
12. & anoints himself with turmeric, too.
When the sun is just bursting forth
——•rnmmmrn1. ■ ————JS———^rnmrnmm—————imkmrnrnrnmm———

13. he 'shows' the white cock first
in this way: 3

14« iVhile saying this, he keeps on
scattering rice

15. & giving Johari-greetings to God
16. He goes on & on unceasingly.
17. they all •••..•••••••• remain for that dsy.

1 (& 2) Invocation: "Johari, 0 God!
Don't give us malaria, don't give us fevers!

Today I am setting apart a young male animal for you,
Today I am setting apart a young male giri for you,
Today make things increase for us I Fake things multiply

for us.

Arrest "heat". Arrest mites.
Neither to man nor to woman give malaria, give fever.
Assent to children. Assent to offop ring1

Today (we give) to you an uncastrated male goat, an evil goat.
Today sitting on a horse, sitting on an elephant,

Travel to & fro! Go & take them!
Our bullocks or our buffalo,

While they are grazing, or while they are doing
their work,

Don't push them towards a tiger.
Don't press them towards a bear.

May our cooking, our cooking,
Our handfuls af green vegetable, our handfuls of

popcorn,
Our cultivating, our agriculture,

may it load layer upon layer. May it be in excess.
When we go trading, when we go trading,

Befriend us. Companion us.
Don't make us stumble! Don't make us break anything'"

Invocation:

God of the Sun, God of the Heat of the Sun!
You are giving us malaria; you are giving us fevers.

I am setting apart this male creature for you!
I am setting apart this clawed one for you.

Don't give diseases to our children!
Don't give sickness to our youngsters!
Don't give us hunger!
Don't give us excess of it! (i.e. famine)
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Don* t give us malaria' Don't give us feversi
Don't give us colds' Don't give us coughs.
Don't give us diarrhoea.. Don't give us 'proud stomach'
Our trading, our conmeroe,

Akankatari viantara.
You gods, go. From our hamlet, Go.

0 You Creator, You Urnaraenter.
0 Bura God, Bura-I>iajui

For twenty years, for twelve years,
Watch over us. Look out for us.

Don't make us mad. Don't make us faint.
Don't strike us in the ribs! Don't strike us on the

bodyj
Olang-Kuara Dari-Kuara,
/anali-Baeli Banjuli-Binjuli ,

Deal with us as in former times'
Make us increase.

Mote: These Pan prayers appear largely to be extracts from
those spoken by the Fends on specific occasions. Here
the Pans make of them a conposite prayer with certain
necessary additions, such as their petition for good
trading and for journeying mercies. The use of three
separate victims - a goat, a pig and a cock - argues a
similar non-theological superfluity, as does "the ceaseless
repetition of the ritual greetings to God and the
scattering of rice (see points 14, 15 & 16 in the text
above).
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C. RITUAUi RBCGKIIID IN SIS MHMHffiNTIETH CKNTUHJT by
Barbara 14Boal, classified as described in Vol.1, Ghap.IV

Two sub-ceremonies of purif icationj

(1) Plastering the House-Floor (Gruhka) (No other versions) 478

(2) Changing the Cooking Pots (Tekinga Laspa) " " " 479

(a) Rituals of Ordered Relationship Between God. Han and

the Land:

(3) Gasting out the hoes (No other versions) 480

(4) 'Festival Ritual' (Mentioned but not described try Kogera) Wl

(5) Hunting ritual (See A(l2) p.438) 481

(6) Wild fruits ritual (No other versions) 483

(7) ilango-flour ritual " " " 484

(8) 'Births' ritual (See B(3) p.455) 485

(9) Buffalo ritual (See B(l8) p.469) 2^8

(10) Bori ritual when paddy-grain forms (No other versions) 438

(11) Millet harvest ritual (See 3(4) p.456) 439

(12) Dry-rice harvest ritual (See B(5) p.458) 489

(13) Afflictions ritual (See 3(6) p.458) 490

(14) Ritual for harvesting the paddy-fields
(See Sheets A(ii) & A(i) in Vol.1 back pocket)

491

(15) (Paddy) Hrapty ears ritual
(See Sheets B(ii) & B(i) in Vol.1 back pocket)

491

(16) Threshing floor ritual
(See Sheets G(ii) & C(i) in Vol.1 back pocket)

491

(17) The Day of Scattering
(See Sheets D(ii) & D(i) in Vol.1 back pocket)

491

(18) Hill-lentil harvest ritual (No other versions) 492

(19) Cow-byre ritual " " " 492

(b) Rituals Seeking the Blessing and Go-operation

I of the Clan's ancestors:

(20) Bullock ritual
(See Sheets H(ii) & B(i) in Vol.1 back pocket)

493



(21) Ritual for tiie lineage group's spirits (No other versions) 493

(22) Setting up the ancestors' shrine in
a new heme " " " 496

(23) Bringing home the new ancestor after a death 497
(See 0(42) p»525J Ritual for a normal deaths third day)
■EC of the J lan or Village's Founding Fathers:

(24) Removal of a village to a new site (Ko other versions) 497

(25) Changing the darni-keeper " rt " 498

III of -the Clan's Ancestors in matters involving

other Clanss

(26) A 'raised up' marriage (See A(20) p.444; B(F-P) p»447j 499
& a(i2) p.460)

(27) A 'ground-level' marriage (No other versions) 504

(28) Showing an infant to its maternal kin " " " 507

(c) Rituals to Guard Against Diminishment Through Pollution

(29) Hearths (No other versions) 508

(30) Concerning menstruation " " " 509

Purification for re-entry into the tribe and clan:

(31) - after marrying outside the tribe (No other versions) 510

(32) - after maggot-infestation of a sore " " " 511

Three pregnancy rituals:

(33) - lying the thread , (See 3(14) p*465) 512

(34) - 'Heats' ritual (See 3(17) p*468) 513

(35) - Hysteria in pr gnancy (No other versions) 514

(36) Giving birth " H " 515

(37) Purification and ritual re-entry into the family after 516
giving birth (No other versions)

Rituals for children:

(38) - Blessing a beaten child H " " 518

(39) - Treatment for vsearing the first cloth " " " 518
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(4D) - lianedial care for a girl born facing the back of
the house (No other versions) 519

(41) - Tattooing of face " " " 519

liituals concerning death:

(42) - liorraal death M " " 521

(43) - 'Unripe' (untimely) deaths " " " 528

Cormiunity purification from 'unripe' death:

(44) - by tiger-kill (No other versions) 550

(45) - in childbirth " " " 532

(46) - of a new-born infant w " " 534

(47) - hanging, drowning, falling fran a tree or 535
murder (Ko other versions)

(48) - leprosy " " M 536

(49) - incest " M " 536

(d) iiituals in Life-be s troy ing Situations

I hue to Disturbed Spirits:

(50) Iron God ritual (formerly God of War)(No other versions) 536

(51) Bad Humour Dance 538
(bee Sheets G(ii) & G(i) in Vol#I back pocket)

(52) Smallpox -- oha for whole district (Ko other versions) 538

(53) Vaccination h-Oha (modern) « « " 542

(54) Poha for fevers, cholera, etc# (See B(l6) p#467) 543

(55) liitual for the Hill God (sacred grove) (No other versions) 544
and note regarding gods of springs, rivers etc#

(Bee A(15) (16) (18) p.441-442)

II Due to Dan's Xll-fill:

(56) Jivil-eye, and 544

(57) To counter evil-eye 544
(Gee Bheets ii(ii) & H(i) in Vol.1 back pocket)

(58) Witchcraft (No other versions) 545

(59) Treatment of illnesses of suspected witchcraft origin 546
(No other versions)
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(60) Sorcery (No other versions) 548

(61) Treatment: sucking out the 'grit' " " " 548

(62) Curse l» It ft 549

(63) Counter*-curse ft If It 549

(64) Tiger*-1ransforaation (See A(21) p.446) 550

(e) ^ocio-rblitical Rituals of Justification and. Reparation

Trials by Ordeal:

(65) - walking the fire-trench (See Vol.1 pp.25-26) 550

(66) - Rucking water (No other versions) 551

(67) - Holding the red-hot iron bar tl If If 552

(68) - Ordeal by boiling water (See B(20) p.47l) 552

(69) - Drinking the soil (No other versions) 554

(70) Casting a (preventive) spell ft H If 554

(71) Spell-reversal ritual It II If 555

(72) Slaying the lizard If If If 555

(73) Holding the leprosy-like jungle--creeper
(No other versions)

556

(74) Splitting the mango-stone
If If If 556

(75) Hand-beating

Five oaths to prove innocence:

It ft ft 556

(76) - Limiting the lamp ft It If 556

(77) - Touching one's child II II If 557

(78) - Touching one's eye
If ft II 557

(79) - Dissolving salt H If If 557

(80) - Breaking the egg

Five oaths concerning theft

If If tl 557

(81) - The exposing test If II It 557

(82) - Razor-fragments oath n »i ti 558
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(83) - Swinging the tiger-firebrand (No other versions) 558

(84) - Giving the grains of rice " " " 558

(85) - Carrying God's book on the head w " M 559



c RITUALS RECORDED IE THE MID-TWENTIETH CENTURJ

lSL Barbara 11. Boal. & classified as described
in Vol. I, Chapter IV.

Two sub-ceremonies of purification:

(1) PLASTERING THE HOUSE-FLOOR - GRUHKA

(No other versions)
TD.IE: 'Gruhka is performed whenever tiie house is dirty, and even if

it isn't dirty, it must be done for any important sacrificial
ritual;

i. particularly by mothers following birth-uncleanness; and
ii. is essential at the Bullock Sacrifice for the ancestors (Sept.)
iii. also before harvesting the buda paddy (end of Nov. - Deo.)
iv. on any occasion of tekinga maspa (changing the cooking pots)
v. following every menstrual period (on the final day when a

woman 'washes her cloths' & her sleeping mat) because women
sleep in the main room on these occasions.*

In order to perform gruhka. the housewife:

1. wearing a clean cloth (i.e. having just battled) and witii
freshly-washed hair,

2. brings in some earth from tiie panga or the back plot;
3. makes it moist ty sprinkling water on it.
4. Then she sprinkles the house floor until it is quite wet.
5. Next she grates and rubs the floor with a potsherd
6. & slaps on mud, plastering over any holes & flaky areas or

levelling it where lumps stick up.
7. Then, constantly sprinkling water, she smooths it over by

means of a very smooth, rounded stone (keeping up a continuous
hissing: "Ssss-Ssss" between her tee til)•

8. When that process is completed, either the same day or tiie
following one, she spreads cowdung smoothly over the whole area.
This is done by hand, without adding more water, "so that the
house will look well cared for".

'If the women do this work in the morning, it dries by evening
and the house looks good. Some women use a long bean-pod if they
cannot get hold of a smoothing stone.

In between times, too, if the floor becomes a little rough, they
may rub on cowdung; for if that is not done, a house that simply
receives the gruhka mud-process has the unfinished look of an unoiled
face:'
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(2) CHANGING TEIK USED COOKING POTS - TKKINGA MASPA

(No other versions)
TJME: - after a birth;

• at a death;
- at the 'Bringing out of the new seed-paddy' & new food¬
stuffs (late May), "because they have been cooking meat &
fish in the pots & have eaten these -things".

- at the time of the Bullock Sacrifice (Sept.) & the less
frequent Lakseri Giva. both for the ancestors.

- before harvesting the Buda Paddy (end of Nov.) Konds say:
"because we have cooked meat, fish & vegetables in these old
cooking pots, & eaten these things, the pots belonging to
each one of us have become unclean."

To perform tekinga maspa:

The women of the household:-

1. must wash all the household's clothing.
2. Then, wearing a clean cloth & with freshly-washed hair,
3. they must gruhka the house floor.
4. They gather up all their old earthen pots, the bamboo tray,

the gourd-ladle, the bigger pot for cooking rice, the rice-
straining spoon, the little rice-basket (tambi) & the
raffia-carrying ring (or sometimes they just wash some of
these clean!)

5. They take them all to the panga to throw away - or to the
cremation ground following a death.

6. They change them for new earthen pots, new carrying ring,
gourd-ladle, strainer, bamboo tray & little rice-basket.

Head of household - sacrifices a chicken to tire household gods
(in the middle room?)

For a few days. (i.e. during harvest) they will not eat goat-meat,
green beans, varieties of hill-beans, & 'dog's tongue' vegetable,
nor the parched rice that is made with salt. They will not eat
the salt fish from the market, only the tiny fresh fish from the
buda fields (already harvested) & parched rice made from unboiled
(i.e. pure) paddy.

'This ritual of changing the cooking pots is performed for fear
that: 'If we don't first change tinem and offer sacrifices,
Benu-maju will decrease the yield from our cultivation."*
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(a) Kituals of Relationship Between God, Man end the Land.:

(3) CAbTILG OUT THE HOES - GODIKGA TUHPA

(No other versions)

TIMS: As soon as the first call of the Matta-Topoo bird is heard
(Cuckoo family) folk says "The time has come." i.e. in
late April-May.
It is performed so that seed.,grain may be sown and also
hunting may begin. (The ritual use of a hard-wood hoe from
each house indicates the antiquity of the rite - not only
before the paddy-growing era when all seed was laboriously
hand-planted on the hill-slopes, but also before the use of
iron blades on the hoes.)

SOCIALISTS & THEIR ACTIONS OTHLRS INVOLVED

The previous day: 1. The dami-keeper (d.k.) informs
the village, especially the
small boys.

2. That same day, the men try to
collect from every household a
weeding hoe made from hardwood
from the hills. X

3. The d.k. places these on the
darni.

Next morning as soon as dawn breaks:4* The d.k. rouses the boy-children
5. The boys gather up the hoes from the darni
6. & also a little seed-grain from the d.k.'s house,
7. 6c take them down the path beyond the lower boundary.
8. There they light a fire on the path
9. & sit grouped around it shouting the hunting call: "Sa-sa. Sa-sa'"
10. After shouting like this for a i/iiile, they 'sow* their seed

on the path
11. & 'weed* it with the wooden hoes.
12. next they daub the smallest child's face with wood-ash from the

fire (sometimes 2 children) "tattooing" them to resemble hares.
13. Then they hunt them over the panga.
14-. After catching the children with the hare-like faces, they

sling them from a carrying-pole (by their arms 6c legs)
15« &. bear them off to the darni.

16. There the d.k. sprinkles a
little water over than.

17. The children beg a little mahua from each house,
18. bake it & pound it, then share it out amongst themselves & eat it.
Afterwards:
19. The d.k. takes a chicken, some mahua & some rice
20. & offers them at the darni.
21. He slays the chicken,
22. cooks the rice & meat
23. (? offers the bitali portion)
24. & eats his own portion.
From that day, the housewives can bake or boil mahua indoors for food.
The men can begin to sow their seed and also may go out hunting.
X Modern hoes have iron blades.
+ In Konobageri area ihey burn the hoes on their fire after that.
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(4) 'FESTIVAL RITUAL' - EKDU LAKSERI

(No other versions)

THE: Soon after the group-ritual for Casting Out the Hoes.
Here the darni-keeper, representing the consnunity, seeks
blessing on 'the bringing out of everyone's seed-paddy and
other seeds.'

SIECIiiolSTS & THEIR ACTIONS (HO OTHERS INVOLVED)

1. On the previous day: d.k. and wife perform Gruhka and Tekinga
Maspa in their own home.

2. .Next morning they both remain fasting.
3. D.k. goes to bathe at the spring,
4* then brings back water in a new pot.
5. He squats at the darni. placing on it an egg and some turmeric.
6. Then holding a chicken,
7» he prays: ^
8. He cuts the chicken's throat
9. & pours its blood on the darni.
10. After making a fire at the darni.
11. He singes the chicken's feathers off,
12. outs up & cooks the meat & some rice.
13. He offers the bitali portion of liver at the darni

to Bura God
14. & eats his own portion there.
15. His wife eats her portion indoors.

1. Invocation: "0 Bura God Above!
Let all the sowing we are doing at this time

Turn out well!"

Note: Though this is the only description of a 'Festival Ritual',
Kogera earlier mentioned a buffalo sacrifice at this point
'to bring out the seed'. In earlier days this highlight in
the agricultural year would almost certainly have involved a
human victim, but this would be replaced by a buffalo through
the persuasion of the East India Company, around 1845.
Kacpherson also reports on a ritual named 'Bringing Out the
Seed' (A(8) p. 433 ), but that, he says, was in the Bura-
worshipping area that never offered human victims whereas
Fallikapori is in the area that worshipped the Earth Goddess
and still maintains a Meriah Grove.

(5) HUNTING and its Ritual - PLA1LBU LAKA

(See A(12) p.438)

TlivE: Only after the ritual 'Casting Out the Hoes'
HARKS

1. The men call through the village: "Come on! Let us go and hunt for
hares!" They take pointed sticks and go off to the hill with their
dogs.
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2. Two or three climb high rocks or a tall tree to look all around.
The rest form a line and keep beating and slashing the bushes.

3* If they drive out a hare, they all give chase shouting over and
over again: "Ho-ha. Ho-ha." ^ One of those who had climbed to
a high spot shouts directions: "Go that way" etc.

4. There is a great outcry if they catch sight of the hare again.
They drive it down to the panga. where their dogs attack it. The
men beat it with sticks, all threatening and shouting.

5. If they catch it, they cut a branch of .jargi (hard wood), tie the
hare to it and give it to a boy to carry. They put it on the
upper darai. and do the same with as many hares as "they catch.

6. Afterwards all the men cut up the hares into little pieces. They
give a little meat to the darni-keeper (i.e. for the darni-gods).
then share out the rest. Each takes his own portion home.

DEER

1. When men go into the jungle to bring back bamboos, timber,
leaves or creeper-rope, they may see some deer hoof-marks.

2. "The deer have come", they report. "Tomorrow let us all go and
hunt them'" They blow the wild-buffalo horn. So everyone
gathers, each carrying water in a large gourd, and they go off
to the hill to hunt.

3. They keep on and on, tracking maybe 8 or 10 hoof-prints, searching
keenly in absolute silence. Then some of tiie men wait at the
place where the deer will break out and cross over the path to
get away. If they get too thirsty, they keep drinking tiieir
water. They are extremely tired because there are dried up
leaves covering the stones on the steep paths.
(The leaves fall in April, beginning of the hot weather).

4« When they attack the deer, they all shout: "Irru. Irru."
Then "they all carry it down toge tiier on a shoulder-pole, putting
its feet on each side of the pole.

5. So they bring it towards the village and put it down beside the
darni. The darni-keeper takes water in a winnowing tray and
sprinkles them all with it, praying: "May they always make
abundant captures'"
Then all "the men in "the village share out the meat.

1. Macpherson noted 130 years before that the God of Hunting was a
jovial god who demands shouting and hilarity from his followers -
and no crying in the village, even by children.
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(6) WILD FRUITS ;■ ITUAL - BORA LM

(lio other versions)

TBE: June

LOTS: The Bora plant is a wild fruit-bearing creeper associated
by the Konds with lavish provision, especially of wild
fruits.

SPECIALIST & HIS nCTIOHS (ftO OTHERS IRVOLVEP)

1. On the chosen day the darni-keeper fasts
2. and goes to bathe at the spring.
3. He returns bringing water (for cooking)
4» & offers an egg, turmeric, rice & a chicken

at the darni.
5. After placing ihe egg, turmeric & some of the

rice in the darni stones, .

6. he holds the chicken and prays:
7. Then he cuts the chicken's throat
8. & pours the blood over the egg on the darni.
9. He prepares & cooks the remaining rice &

the chicken.
10. He offers the bitali portion of cooked food

at the darni
11. along with pounded lumps of dried mango &

whole green mangoes.
12. He eats his own portion beside the darni.

1. Invocation: '0 Bora God Above,
Where we have sown our seed

There we shall clear the weeds from our cultivation;
So make all our farming prosperous for us2

We shall now eat the new wild-fruits -

That is, green mangoes, ripe mangoes, mahua, wild dates
& similar varieties of wild fruits.

Let them be for the well-being of us all.'

Mote: In recent years this Wild Fruits Ritual has sometimes been
incorporated within the 'Births' Ritual (See C(8) below)
in Ivlallikapori, for most of the surrounding hills are now
only covered with secondary scrub-jungle offering fewer
wild fruits. Elsewhere the ritual remains of greater
importance.
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(7) IilANGO-FLOUR RITUAL - BISA LAKA (lit; Poison Ritual)

(No other versions)

THEi In the 'Hungry beason' (.April to July) after all the paddy
is finished.

The Kui people do not usually throw away mango stones in the
wild-mango season. After eating the mango, they store the stones
very carefully in baskets in the cowbyre. .hen it becomes difficult
to find enou$i to eat they place the mango stone on a (real) stone
and bang it repeatedly with another stone. Thus they remove the
kernel - that is, the 'moon' inside the stone. These are put on one
side very, very carefully and are very well washed. The kernels are
then pounded into flour - this flour must only be made from very well-
washed kernels. Next, they press the damp flour into a basket-sieve
and pierce the mass a number of times with a stick, right down to the
basket. It is then hung over the main-room hearth for a day. .Vhen
hanging it up they say: 'Today we have hung up the old woman'•

Un tire evening of the following day:
The Den cover the flour with a couple of leaves then take this

'old woman of the kernel-flour' to a running river or where an irriga¬
tion stream falls down the paddy-field bank, and submerge it there.
The water percolates througi the holes in the flour.

Throughout the night <Sc until dawn
the 'poison' in thekernels is washed away - just like washing

away the dye in a dyed garment.

Next morning tine women taste the kernel-flour. emetines if it
is astringent, they say the 'poison' hasn't gone, and submerge it again.
If it isn't astringent: 'It has all gene away satisfactorily', they
say, and take it home.
There they hang it up, pour on a little salt, squeeze it dry and make
it into 'cakes'.

The head of the house places a little on a leaf and thrusts a
burning brand into it with the invocation:

"The first man who ate you,
The first man who drank you,

Hake him sick. Hake him purged'
Oh! We eat you because of hunger,

So make us not sick. And purge us not!"
Then with a leaf beneath the cake and another leaf on top, they place
it in the red-hot enbers with more sabers on top, and so bake it.

when it is cooked they break it up, share it out and eat it.
nango-kernel cakes are usually rather 'sharp'.

They may also mix mango-flour with a little cooked rice to make
a 'pudding', and eat it dripping with rice-water. Hangp kernel food
certainly has not a pleasant flavour in the mouth, but those who eat
it gain strength. Tltere is less of this food eaten now in the
Udayagiri area, but much still in the south-west region.
(The pith of a certain palm-tree is also dried and used for food in
cases of desperate necessity).
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(8) BIRTHS RITUAL - m-JftA LAKA

(See B(3) p-455)

TIME: Late August-September "All sowing and planting is completed
by this time so -the ritual is performed to obtain good results
from all the cultivating: i.e. from paddy-planting, the
sowing of dry rice and millet, & of sweet-corn in the garden-
plots, & of peas, snake-gourds, cucumbers and pumpkins.

Si-LGIALISTS & THEIR ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED
'At the season for this ritual*:
1. The darni-keeper (d.k.) and men of the village gather for

discussion
to decides- (a) which shall be the day of sacrifice

(b) what kind of animal shall be victim (normally a
buffalo, but in this particular area the very
poor were permitted to substitute several thickens).

When it is a buffalo ...2. they must byy one from Pan
buffalo traders,

3» & bring it to the village.
DM 1 'On the appointed day* 4« All heads of households &

their wives must fast.
5. They collect algu - rice

offerings from every house
6. & also make a cash-collection

with which to buy a chicken.
7. D.k. takes his axe and goes to the hill
8. to cut branches from a bamboo-type of

tree (Supururi Sahundi).
9. He also brings Bora 'Hair-Creepers' &
10. leaves, which he steeps in a brass

jar of water.
11. He places all tiiese on the darni
12. A growing sweet-corn plant is pulled

up from a garden-plot
13. & put on the darni too.
'At the time of sacrifice':
14. The d.k. squats by the darni
15. holding an egg, some rice & turmeric,
16. & he worships thuss
17# Saying this, he slays the buffalo,
18. sprinkles its blood on the darni
19. & puts the egg under the darni-stones
20. He chops up the flesh
21. & cooks a portion,
22. & performs the bitali ritual.

23* Then all tiie men & women clean
their teeth

24» & cook portions of meat & rice
in the middle of the street
in front of the dami,

25« The men drink liquor.
26. All the people eat with great

joy.
27. One or two selected men from

neighbouring villages join them
in this ritual.
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In the evening 28. All the lads & girls of the
village gather around the
dami .

The leaves of the haiivlike Bora-

creeper have been steeping in the jar
of water previously offered to the
darni-god;
29* Now with the shout: "Bora-water»

Bora-waterI"
30. the d.k. throws the water over die group.

31. When they are sprinkled with it, the boys & girls
struggle together to get hold of the leaves.

32. Successful girls stick "these in their hair: "If
you put a Bora-flower in your hair, your hair
grows thick and glossy" is the thought in their minds.

33« Then every household puts cooked rice into a leaf-cup
34* & takes it to the bottom of the village for the

girls to have a feast later.
35* The lads and small beys beat on each house with a

bamboo rod.
36. The girls (both older & younger) each take a grass-

frond of the kind used for sweeping brushes; then
37» starting at the top of the village, they work their

way down both sides, sweeping under the eaves.
38. They enter each house, dancing & singing a song:

"Eye-flies-Oj"
39. Thus they drive out the eye-flies (bringers of

blindness) & the mosquitoes (bringers of malaria).
40. When they have finished sweeping out (at the bottom

of the village) they sit down (there) to their food.
41. Meanwhile the lads have finished their own meal in

the village street, and
42. have gone off to collect 3 kinds of inedible berry

from "the jungle.
43» Now, amid great hilarity, they pelt the girls with

these & chase them round the village.
During the evening:
44» D.k. mixes a little uncooked rice

with water & turmeric powder
45« & gives it to the people, calling
it "Bees-rice".

46. He takes water in a brass pot
47. & pours out a little in each doorway

for that household
IS* The women catch the water in

their winnowing-trays &
sprinkle it over the top of
the grain-storage bins.

On that celebration day: ..... 49« People give rice, paddy, wood
& various fruits to the d.k.

DAY 2
50. D.k. & three or four men who have

kept themselves ritu&lly 'holy*
go fasting to the Paga Yenu (upper darni)

51. There they sacrifice a chicken.
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52. They go & do the same at the
Kota Venu (lower darni)

55» then (000k &) offer bitali portion
& eat a meal together. Until then
they have not eaten food, they have
only drunk wine.

54*

When they have finished feasting:
55• they imprint marks in red on

their faces, backs & elbows,
56. & carry a bamboo satari above them.
57. They clothe one man in a red cloth
58. while another tries to carry him

on his shoulders.
59* Yet another beats a brass plate or

dish & shouts aloud.
60. Drumming like this they call

at the door cf... •

61. asking for rice & money as th^y go.
62. Still shouting, they finally enter

the d.k's house.
63. They go rigftt into 'the spirit's

place'.
64. Then they take the rice & money

with them & go off to drink.
.After this: ••••

Their wives also have fasted
throughout the day.

every house in the village,

the whole village may eat ary
new fruits and grains except¬
ing new rice (which being the
staple food demands special
ritual treatment).

1 • Invocation:
"0 Bura God Above.

Make good for us all that we have cultivated.
Let it bear good fruit.
Let it be good food for us.

As we eat new leaf-vegetables, herbs & pumpkins,
Let them be for our whole well-being!

Deliver us from the tiger, "the bear, the snake -
from all these venomous beasts!

Deliver us from all manner of disease!
from suffering unto death!

/aid from all our enemies!"
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(9) BUFFALO RITUAL - KORU LAKA

(Lee B(l8) p.4&9)

TIMS: Late August-early September, 'when the first fruits of
the early-grain make the llungxy Season retreat!'

Bote: In Kogera's earlier account the Buffalo Ritual took place at
■the same time of year and for the same reason - to eat the
first fruits of the early-grain harvest. Kogera, however,
still addressed the invocation to the Earth Goddess despite
Mallikapori's being by then in the Bura-worshipping area.
This and the fact that his account specifies varieties of
millet as the first fruits with no mention of paddy suggests
that the ritual has been performed over a very long period,
probably before the arrival of paddy-cultivation from the
plains. The buffalo in that case would be a substitute-
victim for a human being.

In the rapidly changing culture of Mallikapori, the ritual
now appears to be changing frcrn a direct sacrifice to the
Barth Goddess into one incorporated in the 'Birth' of tiie
new season's vegetables about the same time, (the 'Births'
or Maranga Ritual), for they say now:

'This ritual is performed on behalf of the whole village;
and with the added hope: 'Let the buda paddy (later) increase
well.'

In order to eat the early harvest of pumpkin leaves, maize &
varieties of millet, such as Barly White Lillet, the Arka
and Rende varieties, and mango stones, they do the 'Births'
Ritual (liaranga Laka) to drive away the eye-flies.

For this a chicken is sacrificed but in a place nearby they
sacrifice a buffalo - hence the name Buffalo Sacrifice. In
the evening the young women collect cooked grain-food from
every house and take their bamboo sticks and household sweep¬
ing brooms with them as they go and eat their food a little
way along the track; but the lads go and eat in the morning.'
(This is clearly an abbreviated version of the full 'Births'
Ritual (See C(8) p. A85 ) with the buffalo victim and the now
less-pressing purpose of the Buffalo Sacrifice incorporated).

(10) RITUAL VaiSN THE FADDY GRAIN FORMS - 30RI LAKA

(No other versions)
TBJE: 'When the rice-grain begins to form in the ear'.

SPECIALISTS & THEIR ACTIONS (no 'Others Involved)
1. The men (farming that group of fields) buy a pig or goat & take
it to the place of sacrifice (traditional spot beside one of the
fields).

2. They pull an ear of paddy from every single field
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3. & tie them in a bundle
4« which they place on the sacrificial spot.
5. They sacrifice the animal in the Name of dura God Above.
6. Invoking him thus at the time of sacrifice: 1
7« Saying this they (the owner of each traditionally selected field)

slay the animal
8. & pour its blood on the sheaf of paddy.
9. They cook (rice and) the flesh,

(10) (offer the bitali portion ?)
11. & eat a meal of rice & meat.
12. They drink liquor too.

1 • Invocation: "0 Bura God Above!
Let no insects eat the produce we have laboured for in

the paddy-fields.
Nor let them be destroyed by any disease whatever."

(11) MILLET HARVEST RITUAL - KUERI KOBKL
(See b(4) p.456)

TINE: Late August - early September.

This ritual has declined in importance in Mallikapori. The unusually
wide vallqys surrounding this village-group have encouraged concentra¬
tion on paddy cultivation to a much greater extent than anywhere else
except the north-eastern Khondmals region. As alreacty stated, the
ritual for the first-fruits of the millet harvest is therefore incor¬

porated now in the Buffalo Ritual (C(9) above).

(12) DRY-RICE HARVEST & 1 SCATTERING' - KONDIA KOBRI BORKA

(See B(5) p.458)

Note: 'Dry-rice is that which is grown on the panga. irrigated solely
by "heavenly water" (rain). This crop must be sown in the
first week of June & is harvested in September, the end of the
G-riha season.' (Griha = slippery, slimy, drizzly)

TIMS: 'Immediately before reaping begins on the dry-rice, for it is
to free the crop for eating.'

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED
1. The darai-keeper (d.k.) must first

bathe at the spring;
2. then, still wearing wet clothes, he

bathes his ploughing cattle.
3. He brings home some of his ripe

dry-rice paddy ...... . . .. 4. which his wife threshes &
parches it in a new earthen
pot, thus preparing it for
cooking.
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5. He also "brings in some Padeli leaves
6. & offers both the dry-rice & the

leaves at the darai.
7» while praying: 1
8. As he says this he places an egg

inside the darni-stones.
9» Then he suspends an ear of dry-rice,

rolled up in a Padeli leaf, over the
darni;

10. & inside his house he suspends similar
packages over his back & front doors.

11. Outside in the raha, he cooks & eats
a dry-rice meal.

Later:
12. 'All the householders in the village observe ihis practice,

performing it privately. If they harvest & eat dry-rice without
doing it, they fear that tigers will attack - & even kill - their
bullocks, buffalo & goats (i.e. all their domestic animals that
wander in search of grazing).

13. Also, if there should be fever in the house later on, & in ary
case when the year is up, they take the leaf-package down, throw
away the straw & place this "divining paddy" carefully in a
gourd-scoop; for this paddy is required for divination purposes.'+
(N.B. Apparently the superior Buda paddy is not used for divining
perhaps because only rich Konds possess the necessary wet-fields,
whereas the majority have at least one dry-paddy field).

+ See B(2l) p. 473 for an account of how Bura God gave the materials
for divination to the Konds, along with the gift of palm-toddy.

f. Invocation: "0 Bura God Above'
We shall be eating this new crop.
Let it be for the well-being of our bodies'"

(13) THE AFFLICTIONS RITUAL - JUGANGA LAKA

(See B(6) p. 458)

TIME: 'In any year when insects totally destroy roots and all of
the seedlings planted in the padtfy fields.'

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED
1. All the people of the village

gather for discussion.
2. & for the collection of money.
3. They buy a pig.

4. The darni-keeper (d.k.) & men build a miniature hut from
very small pieces of wood.

5. Also, they gather wood-shavings & make a miniature grain-
storage bin,

6. and pour into it sand-"grain".
7. They bring some insect-eaten seedlings from each paddy-field
'Next'
8. The d.k. sacrifices the pig on the heap of sand.
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9. Then he cooks a little rice in a leaf,
10. & offers the cooked rice & liver

with invocation;
11. then 'throws them down' (bitali)
'Afterwards' 12#

13.

All the (male) people of
the village divide the pig-
flesh amongst every house¬
hold to cook & eat at home.
(N.B. Only men eat pork).
Those elders who eat the
head are the only ones who
cook & eat their meal of
rice & -the head-meat outside
in the raha.

(14) RITUAL FOR HARVESTING THE LADDY FIELDS - KOVA DELI KKTA LAKA

See Sheet A(ii) in the back pocket cf Vol. I for this ritual,

and Sheet A(i) for its parallel in c. 1910.

(15) (Aaddy) LiLrTY ARS RITUAL - SISA LAKA

See Sheet B(ii) in the back pocket of Vol. I for this ritual,

and Sheet B(i) for its parallel in c. 1910.

(16) THHKStilKG FLOOR RITUAL - KLAI LAKA

See Sheet G(ii) in the back pocket of Vol. I for this ritual,

and Sheet C(i) for its parallel in c. 1910.

(17) TUb! DAY CF SCATTLRILG - KJffKOKDI G-.ULA

See Sheet D(ii) in the back pocket of Vol. I for this ritual,

with D(i), its parallel in c. 1910, on the same sheet.
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(18) HILL - LENTIL KlTUAL - KALGA LAKA

(No other versions)
Tlivlfai: When the hill-lentils are ripe (February) in order to

harvest the crop.

1. There is no need to call the priest.
2. All the men working the hill-plots in that area collect money,
3. bqy a chicken or pig,
4. & go to the (traditionally) chosen hill-plot.
5. They make the sacrifice,
6. offer the bitali portion,
7. then feast together.

Note: Until that sacrifice is performed, not one lentil must be
eaten from any of these plots. "If you eat them, they will
disagree with you and a tiger or bear will get you!"
After the sacrifice, they are able to pick them, cut them,
beat the grain out, and so eat them.

(19) THE COWBYRE RITUAL - GOHELE LAKA

(Ho other versions)
This ritual is performed in the name of the God of the Byre for the
continued well-being of the cattle & buffalo that sleep there or in
their cases of need, e.g. sickness of cattle, or danger from tigers
and leopards in the dry season when the cattle roam unherded.

SPECIALIST & HIE nCTIQHS (No others involved)
The previous clay-:
1. The head of the household (h.h.) prepares the required elements:

some rice, a chicken, an egg & some gravel.
2. and he buys a new earthen pot.

The day of sacrifice:
3. H.h. goes to bathe at the spring
4* He returns carrying water in the new pot,
5. & pours the gravel into the byre (from a basket).
6. After that, he cooks the rice in the new pot.
7« Then, holding the chicken & the egg, he squats in the middle of

the byre ^
8. & prays thus:
9. While saying this, he cuts the chicken's throat
10. & smears its blood on the egg.
11. He plucks some feathers from the chicken
12. & ties them with the egg in a package of Duderi leaves.
13. He then hangs this package from the main beam inside the lyre.
14. After roasting the chicken
(L5) (& offering the bitali portion with some of the cooked rice)
16. he eats his own portion of meat & rice as soon as it is cooked.
Evening:
17. When the cattle enter the byre that evening, he sprinkles them with

water
18. invoking the name of the God of the Byre.

Thus the ritual is completed.
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Invocation: 0 God of the Byre!
You who are Bora God Above!

The cattle which you have given us sleep in this byre.
Let them continually remain fit!
Preserve -them for us by delivering them

From all varieties of disease;
From dangerous wild beasts;
And from the presence of our enemies!"

(To) Rituals peeking the Blessing and Go-operation

I Of the Clan's Ancestors:

(20) THE BULLOCK RITUAL - KODI LRKA

See Sheet E(ii) in the back pocket of Vol. I for this ritual,

and Sheet R(i) for its parallel in c. 1910.

(21) RITUAL FOR THE LINEAGE GROUP'S SPIRITS - SIRE VENGA LAKA
or LAKSERI GIVA - "THE I3TUAL ACT" for the Household Gods.

(No other versions)

Before any new or significant step is taken by the family;
Simply because a long interval has elapsed since last time;
Y/hen feverish sickness or similar trouble in the home
indicates its defilement; i.e. caused ty the household
spirits seeking to inform their living relatives that they
are feeling dehydrated.*

Rote: In the north-eastern region this ritual is becoming less
frequent & is only observed by devout Eond households.

SPECIALISTS & THEIR ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED
1. The head of the household (h.h.)

calls the diviner-priest, and
2. makes the priest go into trance.
3. If he then says: "There must be a

sacrifice for the household gods",
his duties end ...... 4« & the h.h. becomes chief officiant.

5. H.h. & wife must immediately grind
some rice-flour, indoors

DAY 1
6. Both h.h. & his wife fast "without even cleaning their teeth or

drinking water."
7* He must immediately obtain a goat.
(if they have not a goat in their house, nor can immediately buy
one, they go and get one belonging to anybody & tie it up in
their house).

TILE: '1.
2.

3.
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8. When he has got the rice & the goat,
h.h. goes to bathe and

9* covers his head with potter's clay.
10. Without washing it off, thus still

fasting, he goes to perform Tekinga
Maspa (casting out the cooking pots).

11. When he returns to the raha. the couple gruhka their house-floor.
12. That same day the women sew

leaf-plates.
15. Then, still fasting, he scatters

rice grains in the house, praying:
14. & he ties up the goat indoors.

15. Then the old men of the family
sit down in the main room

16. & sprinkle a libation.
17. The women cook rice in the new

pots - all the old pots will
have been broken up outside.

18. H.h. cleanses his clay-covered head;
'Only when he sees that the stars have come out*
19. the couple eat their evening meal.
DAY 2
20. A little fine earth from a termite hill must be rubbed carefully

on the coor-posts, back & front, & the outside surface of the
doors where people can conveniently see it;

21. & similarly inside the main room & inner room, wherever there is
a smooth surface on the roof-posts.

22. The women grind some more rice
into powder,

23. mix it -thoroughly into paste,
24. & by dipping their fingers in,

they imprint i/diite spots on the
door-posts (outside) & indoors
on the grain-bin.

25. They throw a little rice-powder
up into the roof too.

26. The women also plaster a goti
in the main room (an area about
1 sq. foot) with fine termite-
earth.

27. Chickens must never step on this goti. &
no-one must cross it; So they cover it with
a basket.

28. The h.h. brings a certain stone to the goti.
referring to it as the "god-stone".
Normally it is kept very, very carefully in its
place in the inner room.

29. Over this, he offers the goat, praying: ^
30. Then he cuts the goat's throat,
31. collects the blood in a leaf-ciqp.
32. & places the severed head on the goti.
33» covering it with a basket.
34. Dither h.h. or his wife sprinkle the blood with their fingers

in all the places where the white dots were imprinted.
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35* Every house related to them has
come & given some rice to this
worshipping household.

36. Rice & the meat are cooked.
37* H.h. offers the bitali liver-portion

along with a little cooked rice,
38. & prays briefly, calling on the

spirits by name & repeating the
invitation to come and eat.

39« Then he eats a little himself as
he shares it with the spirits.

40. He puts "the god-stone" back in
its inner place as carefully as
he brought it out.

'Until he has prayed & done this, no one may eat; but afterwards:
41. every single member of their kin

has a meal, including all their
children.

42. But they may not share the rice
or meat with aryone outside their
own worshipping kinsfolk.

DAY 3
The goat's head has been covered & put away very carefully. Now:

43* 'the household roasts the goat's
head

44» & cooks more rice & goat-meat.
45* if there are 2 - or perhaps 3 -

old folk in -the group, the head
is given to them alone,

46. & they feast on it, along with
the family (who eat ordinary meat).

The goat's head must never be given to children, because they eat in
olher people's homes & thus are not 'holy' (separate) enough; whereas
old folk do not.
Twilight If there should be any of the goat remaining until evening -
for instance, skin, horns, hooves, or any part that is not good to
eat, or if the family is too scattered for some members to cone & eat
their share - all such portions, along with the leaf-plates, bones,
etc. must be buried inside the house. They do not throw anything
at all outside. 3 Never must it be given to other people; that is
taboo!

1• Invocation: "As long as we have a home -
Even going into debt for it -

We will buy a goat & sacrifice it for you.
And for as long a period as this sacrifice clears us of the need

to repeat it,
Prom all forms of fevers & sicknesses,
And from hunger & starvation,

Do you guard us! Wait over us."
2. Invocation: "0 ancestor spirits,

Mothers, fathers, relations, friends,
, j (naming all)And all you villagers,

We have given this animal for you,
Eat it."
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"No sacrifice is offered to one spirit alone; all the spirits &
the family ancestors are especially present# Ancestors of the wider
community are mentioned out of respect & involvement."

3* Note: In the Kalingia area beside the main trade route from the
plains, nowadays the goti is sometimes made in the raha
outside the house, & the •leavings' are thrown out below
the village.

(22) JETTING UP THE ANCESTOR-SHRINE IN A NEW HOME.

(No other versions)
TIME; jshen a newly-married couple have been living for some time

in his parents* home (perhaps after the birth of the first
child). The father & mother of that household begin to
prepare a separate house for them:

&PSCIALI8T & HIS NOTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED
1. When they have completed all the

preparations
2. & bought all the necessary earthen

pots & utensils,
3* they settle on a day for cooking

to begin (i.e. they call the priest)
4« Then after cleaning the house

& performing gruhka throughout,
3. the young wife prepares to cook

with new pots on the chosen day.
6. The priest makes the young couple
sit down within the 'Middle Room'

7. & places a miniature earthen pot in front of them.
8. Putting some algu rice & an egg in it,
9. He prays for them: 1
10. While finishing the prayer, he slays the chicken
11. & pours its blood on the little pot.

12. The young couple then give a
greeting to the pot

13« saying it is the dwelling of
their lineage-god.

14. People then cut up the chicken
15. Putting the liver on one side

while the meat is cooked.
16. ..hen the rice is ready,

17. The priest makes the bitali offering
to the clan-gods - a little cooked
rice & the uncooked liver.

18. After that, he puts the miniature pot
inside a new earthen cooking pot

19. which is placed for ever in the 'Middle Room'.
20. There it is spoken of as the lineage-god.
21. As soon as the priest has eaten,

22. The young couple give a feast
to all their relations & friends
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23 • & to the entire village, who
all come to visit them.

24. livelyone is happy.

From that day forward the young couple stay there carrying on their
means of livelihood, taking their turn in community jobs & generally
going about their daily labours.

1. Invocation: ' Whatever seed-grain & paddy-seed
is stored by (this householder)

Let it increase enormously
without ever caning to an end*

Let them establish a family.
May children be born!
Let them always have abundance to eat
And let them be wise householders.

(23) BRINGING HOME THE KLJW ANCESTOR. AFTER HL'ilH - FIDERI TAPKA

The new ancestor is rehabilitated in his family home in the form of
a spider ritually sought and found at his place of cremation.
See Ritual for a Normal Death: (Third Lay). Vol. II, C(42) p»525«

(b) Rituals Seeking the Blessing and Co-operation

II Of the Clan or Village's Founding Fathers:

(24) REMOVAL OF A VILLAGE TO A NEW SITS

(No other versions)
SOCIALIST;& THEIR ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED

'A year before the removal': • • • • 1. The people of the village hold
a discussion thus:-

a) "These houses have been in use for very many years now";
b) "Our cultivating is not turning out well;"
(c) "Moreover, we ourselves are constantly falling sick."

2. And so they make their decision
"Let us build new houses."

3. They seek out the priest,
4. then cut & bring in a single

new wooden beam from the
jungle.

5. The priest & darni-keeper (d.k.) set it up alongside
the d.k.'s house -

6. & make a hole in the top of the beam.
7. Priest invokes Bura God Above,
8. & asks that if the removal be acceptable to the gods & spirits,

the egg will remain safely in the hole for the coming year.
9« He then places the egg in the hole
10. & ties it in with prickly twigs.
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The following year (if the egg is still in place):
11. They erect temporary huts on

the new site, for food-
storage & sleeping,

12. & pull their old houses down
13. Then, mingling new wood from

the new site, with wood from
their former home,

14« they each build a house for
themselves.

15» 'The beam that was erected in the old
raha the previous year, now becomes
the ridge-beam of the d.k's main room.

vVhen everybody's house is finished:
At evening time th^y enter the village

16. Witii drums beating in front,
17. Everyone leaping & dancing, they process from the bottom of the

village to the top three times, with all their pots & pans, their
brass ladles & rice-strainers, & all their cattle, buffalo, goats
& chickens. +

18. Then turning round at the top, they each go to their homes.
Thenceforward this is known as a new village, & at this time "they

commit the Darni God to the care of a different man.

Note: 'For One Family's Entry Into a hew House (i.e. in an established
village), they dance only twice up & down the village with
all their possessions & then enter their new home.'

+ Very heavy possessions, like the grain-storage bin, are put into
the house previously, because of the dancing''

(25) CHANGING THE Di'J&l-KHEFBR

(No other versions)
On building & entering a new village.
In any village where the same man has been Dami-keeper
for many years, & the village feels that a change is
necessary.
It is essential if an ill-omen occurs, e.g. a tiger enters
the raha.

SPECIALISTS & THEIR ACTIONS
'At the time of such a change:'

3. The priest gpes into trance
4. & so names the new custodian,

'On "the day of the ritual:'
6. The selected man must fast.
7. He & his home folk wear new clothes that day.
8. He takes the tray, covering it with the red cloth.

TBjE: (a)
(b)

(c)

OTHERS INVOLVED

1. The village procures pigs, goats,
chickens & eggs

2. then seeks out the priest.

or seizes his hand.
5. The men of the village buy a

red patterned cloth & a new
winnowing tray.
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9* Then he goes to the former darai
10. accompanied "by the priest & several men.
11. They plant beside the darni a bamboo pole with a white cloth on

(sata)
12. They sacrifice a goat
13. They search for & take out a spider from inside the darni.
14. addressing it as the Darni God,
15» & place it inside the wrapped winnowing tray.
16. 'Then they cany the tray to the new custodian's house.
17• After building a new darni in the raha against his house-wall,
18. they place the god in it,
19* & cover the darni with the red cloth.
Then they perform the same ritual for the darnis above & below the

village. In all three places they cover the darni with a red cloth.
On the same day?
20. Briest & new d.k. place eggs inside each darni.
21. kill chickens or a pig at each darni
22. & pour the blood on it, & on the eggs within the darni stones.
23. They cook & offer the bitali portion

24. The meat from the sacrificial
animals is cooked, also rice.

25. All the men drink liquor, & all greatly enjoy a gpod feast.
26. They give money & rice & a

new cloth to the priestj
27. & see him all the way home.

(b) Rituals Seeking the Blessing and Go-operation

III of the Clan's Ancestors in Matters Involving Other Plans;

(26) A 'EiilSKD UP' IULRRIAGE - SEEDONI SDRI
(Bee A(20)p.444i B(P-p)p.447; & B(l2)p.460)

TIME: This must begin in the girl & boy's childhood. It is for
(comparatively) wealthy Konds.

BRIDE'S FAMILY HUSBAND'S FAMLY

1st visit
1. The girl's father & senior male kin»..& the boy's father & male

kin decide on a betrothal.
2. The boy's side give the

'Witness Money* (lit: 'I
gave rupees' - usually Rs.2)
& perhaps sone of the bride-
wealth.

3. Then both parties sit in the girl's village & drink the "Witness
liquor".

4. Prom that time the boy & girl are called husband & wife.
2nd visit, some years later when the children begin to grow up:
5. The girl's parents go to have an unofficial look

at the boy's household - as thou^i simply
village-visiting. 6. The boy's parents do the same to

see the girl's home & surround¬
ings.
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These things are all very important.

If as the hoy grows up, he
asks to meet the girl, it
must be granted.

3rd visit 8. liext, the boy's father & men
kin, led by the hollow & brass
drums, take bride-wealth.

9. Then folk of both parties sit & drink together at the girl's home
10. & settle the extent of the bride-wealth: brass pots & vessels

of all shapes & sizes, cattle, buffalo & money.
11. The boy's family have until

the children mature to complete
payment.

12. The girl's parents won't wish to
'send her out' until the whole
amount is given; they will refuse
to let her gp.

4th or more visit some years later, after receiving all the bride
wealth:
13. The girl's side plan for the 'attack feast'•
14. Her fattier goes for (government) leave to distil spirits.
15. & stocks up with earthen cooking pots, leaf plates, goats & buffalo.
16. Then he sends out messengers to call "the boy's father's party:

"On (such a day) come to the 'attack roasting'
17. So when the day comes, the boy's

father sends someone to call
out the invitation to all his
muta & folk in the various
villages.

18. Then all the people of that area
men, lads & boys together, go
by night with drums beating.

19. When they get to a point below
the village everyone ties his
cloth more firmly in case it
becones loose or is pulled off
in the figfct.

20. First the hollow drums, then
the bass drums, after -that the
older men, then the lads; all
enter the girl's raha leaping
& dancing.

21. Then the girl's menfolk, tying their cloths
more firmly, leap & dance from the top of
their village to the bottom

22. & start to jostle the other party.
23* So they learn ty action which side can overcome the other.
24. Occasionally a real quarrel breaks out because of the playing of

the drums, & they start beating each other up.
After that:
25. The host gives leaf-plates of rice & curry

to all who should receive food from his hand.
26. So everyone sits down to their rice at cock-crow (c. 4 a.m.)
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BRIDE'S FAMILY HUSBMD'S FAMILY

when the sun rises:
27* they clean their teeth & give out flaked rice,

•cakes' & rice popcorn.
28. After that all the men drink liquor
29* Then they carry tiie girl on a boy's shoulders

up & down her raha
30. & after eating rice & meat again at midday,
31. the boy's parly returns home.

6th visit, after seme days
32. The girl's 'fathers' come to meet ... the boy's 'fathers' on

the path, giving him storage bins full of rice
33• They also bring cooked rioe & liquor for both parties
34* who now drink together & eat the meal#
35- Then the boy's party take the store of rice to their home.

7th visit, when the girl matures:
36. The bey's family make the

•completion payment' of the
bride wealth.

A month or even 2 months before tiie wedding,
37* the drums are beaten in her village every evening

& the young men & girls of nearby villages gather
to hear & to dance - "they dance right up to 9 p.m.
& afterwards they all behave just any old how."

38. Also a month before the wedding, the bride's fathers
go for government permission to distil spirits.
Saying they need 5» 10 or even 15 potsful, they
ask for a month's leave to distil it; & while that
lasts they secretly distil more & cover it away
somewhereI

39» lien of the bride's village & muta all wash their
clothes & gather to join in making leaf-bowls &
other wedding arrangements.

40. Then they go to the husband's house for the
Bringing Out Oontract:

41. There they drink liquor together
42. & the bey's family kills a

buffalo.
43* Both sides feast together and
44* settle on the marriage day.

"We will send out the body sometime in the next fortnight",
they decide.

45« At that point the girl goes to visit her maternal uncles.
46. There she receives the family's silver ornaments (necklets, etc.)
47 • They give her Hs.10 or Rs.15 at the extraction of her many tiry

ear1-sticks
48. & at their house she replaces these with her wedding ear-rings.

On the day they give the bride away:

49* ATter everyone has gathered, the bride's father brings out all
their valuables & displays them in the raha:
various kinds of brass bowls & vessels, bronze dorbo elephants,
horses, suringa ancient heavy iron-bead necklet, godu bracelets
etc., also long loin-cloths, coloured ones & small patterned ones,
& nowadays shirts & woven sheets - as presents to the husband.
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BRIDE'S EASILY IfUSBAHD' S FAI.ILY

50. friends from among the 'in¬
laws' or several men from eaah
side

sit down & value all the valuables, the gold & silver ornaments
& the clothing, reckoning up the total being taken away.

51. Meanwhile the bride's family has killed a buffalo,
cut it up and cooked it.

52. Then the men concerned tiy to pile the gifts into baskets
& take it all to the house where the feast is prepared.

53« By now some of the men who have kept on drinking are really-
drunk. They beat the hollow & bass drums &, with some of then
'sheltering' under umbrellas & others smearing black drum-oil
on themselves while beating the drums, they indulge in a dance
festival in the raha.

54» Some of the unmarried girls make 'tails' with their cloths
hanging from the waist <5c the drummers & shaum player make
them dance.

55. Others go throu^i to the back regions & accept rice & curry in
leaf bowls which they take hither & yon to eat.

As regards the bride:
56. That morning some of her women relatives

gather to bathe her & anoint her with
oil & tumeric.

57» She begins to weep: "I'm leaving you &
going to a different home."

58. Hearing her the women weep too: "You are
leaving us & going right away" & "From
today anything we could ever do for you
has come to an end."

59. During this they put her cloth on her, ccmb
her hair & fasten on her silver necklets,
bracelets, gold nose-ornaments, pulu gonanga
& silver headband.

60. By now everyone has finished eating their rice & curry - but
nothing is given to the bride to eat & drink all that day
because When she is being carried shoulder-high 'sitting
horseback', food might make her want to get down to relieve
herself? so they don't give her apy.

By this time 61. The husband's parly accompanied
by their drunmers enter the
village saying: "We have come
for the bocty."

62. Once & then again they go from
bottom to top of the village
spinning themselves round as
they leap & dance: first go
the hollow drums, then the bass
drums, after that the men & the
lads, all of them leaping &
dancing.

63. When they see this, the bride's menfolk
'bring out the body': going right into
the house they seat the girl on a man's
shoulders. As 'festal maiden' she sits
'on high' sheltering under an umbrella hung
about with silver 4 & ? rupee coins.
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BRIMS'S F/u-ILT HUSBAND'S JVJJLY

64. Twice or tiiree times they carry the
girl up & down the village, &
sometimes she scatters small copper coins.

65. After that they go out to give her to
her husband.

On the way to her husband's village:
A strong man of the husband's parly must pull the girl
off her first 'horse' & on to his own shoulders.

66. On leaving the village, the husband's men try to rush
ahead because at this time of 'pulling the body* there
will be a real battle.

67« So without trying immediately to get hold of the body,
they go quite a distance ahead then transfer the girl.

68. Meanwhile the bride's girl-frierxis belabour him & his
assistants about their feet & legs with strong sticks.

69. But the husband's strong man puts the body horseback
on his shoulders & so makes her "run".

70. Until the bride reaches her husband's house she must
not be put down on any path whatever however tired
they get. Simply by exchanging men's shoulders &
being kept sitting up on high she must be carried there.
Nor if he lets the bride fall, the husband's side must
give a buffalo to her 'fathers*. So they mash along
with all their force.

71. In this manner they reach the
husband's home.

72. In the raha the groom's younger
brothers yoke her with a
cattle-yoke

73» & then drive her into the house.
74* The festal maiden's girl-friends,

fellow village women & a host of
girls & lads will come to put her
on her wey.

Next day:
75* The bride's fathers get a man to load

his carrying-yoke with all those
valuables which they displayed
outside the house.

76. Now they go & give them to the husband's family
77« The husband's family prepare a

feast at their home.
78. Two or three of the bride's girl¬

friends stay to settle her into
her new home, but all the rest
return after the feast.

79» These girl-friends go home after
a few days with a small money present
from the husband.

Some time later: 80. The bride & her husband go back
to her home for the Bako Visit.

81. She carries a small basket of
rice on her head

82. & they take a boy with them to
lead a buffalo or goat for her
family & village.
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BRIDE'S FAULT HUSBAND'S Fiilll

83« At the close of this Bako Visit
her parents prepare a large basket
or two of rice, a goat & a carrier's
load of flaked rice & rice-popcorn.

84« With this, she returns to her
husband's home.
/aid so it ends.

(27) A GROUND-LEVEL MARRIAGE - NELKNl SER1

This is for poorer Konds & for Bans.

(No other versions)

TIME: After selecting a (matured) girl to marry:

BRIDE'S FAMILY HUSBAND'S FAMILY

1st visit: 1. The 'husband' & his close friend
go to her home saying they have
heard of 'the good cooking pot'
in their home or to see 'the
flower that is blooming' in that
village.

2. They stay there 1 or 2 days,
joining in whatever work is afoot:
ploughing, fetching firewood from
the jungle, etc.

3« The girls of that village see -than off along their path home.
4* 'The lads ask: "When shall we

come again?"
5. The girls reply: "Gome at the full

moon in less than 2 weeks' time if
you like."
That is, if the girl wants to many the lad, her friends suggest
this very short interval, but if she doesn't, the girls suggest
a long time ahead: "after the rains" or "some time after the
late-paddy is harvested" etc.

2nd visit: 6. This next time, the lads take Rs.2
7. That day or the next, the girl* s ^fathers'

& men villagers bring liquor & drink it
with them.

8. Then the villagers ask: "Where have you
come from & why have you come?"

9. They reply: "We have come for
the girl"

10. & they give the Rs.2 Witness Honey
11. with which -the men buy the "Witness Liquor

Fran that time the girl is called his wife.
Note: But if they come a 2nd time or more without providing the Witness

Money, thus withholding the Witness Liquor, the men do not feel
happy to refer to him as husband: "How can we call you husband?
Until you give us the Witness Money, we can only say: 'He has
come wanting our girl'i"
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BRIDE'S FAMILY HUSBAHD'S FAMILY

When he has given the Witness Aioney:
12. They fix the amount of bride wealth:

various kinds of large & small brass
vessels, cattle, buffalo & money.

13. The boy's fathers seek for it
wherever they can (i.e. from
male kin)

14» When they have gathered the
required amount, they go to the
girl's village

15. & request: "Send us the body."
3rd visit:
isr At this point the girl's family seek

out 'the necklace things', i.e. gold
&/or silver ornaments & new clothes in
preparation far sending her.

17» On that day the men of both parties drink liquor together
while they finalise the giving of the bride-wealth,

18. & the girl's household makes a feast for them by
killing a buffalo, goat or pig.

19. They themselves only take one of the hindlegs &
the intestines & put all the rest for the 'in-laws'.

Kext morning
20. The girl's fathers accompaiy the husband's party

partway along their homeward track, carrying a
cooked meal & the carcase.

21. There on the path, they feed the husband's party on
liquor & the meal & see than off.
'Dais is called the Bringing Out Contract.

Then one day the girl's household & friends
22. dress her (weeping) in all the finely & send her off

with her girl-friends to her husband's home.
Just as the husband didn't at all care to gp alone to his
brand new parents-in-law when first seeking his wife but
would only go with a friend, so when the time comes for the
girl to go to her husband, she also won't go alone the
first time. Two or three of her friends go with her to
settle her in.

23. The husband's party comes out
to meet them & take them home.

24. After the bride's girl-friends
have stayed a day or two

25. the husband gives them between
Rs.l & 5 for coming.

26. & they return to their own village.
iTter the girl has been there alone some time:

27. she & her husband go back to her
home for the Bako Visit:

28.(see above - Just as for an
On High Bridal except that they
only take a chicken & receive
less from her parents).
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BRIDE'S FAULT HUSB.JP1 3 FAMILT
Some time after that:

29* The menfolk of her husband's home,
or else his parents, put the
wedding rings in her ears for her.
(Some may be gold).

When she puts these on folk say: "She has settled down steadfastly
in her husband's home." Until she wears these she is still called
a girl, but when she is wearing them they know she has become
'a woman of the house'.

If a girl comes & goes too much without settling down, they
say she is Kekeri kenda; also if her husband's parents
don't look after her well, they make her feel unsettled & homesick.

For very poor people:
Sometimes to save expense, some days after giving the Witness Money
to the girl's people:

1. the lads go again to her home
2. then when the time comes for the

girls to see them off on the way
home,

3. they seize her & carry her off
with them.

4. After 2 or 3 days, her fathers
come to seek her at her husband's house.

5. There the lads feed them on liquor
6. & they discuss various matters together.

7« After slaying a buffalo, goat or
pig for them to eat,

8. the lad's party go along the path
with them to see them off.

This too fulfils the -bringing Out Contract.

When very, very poor people wish to marry:
1. The Lad's side first give the Rs.2

Witness Money
2. then later Rs«3 For the Bringing

Out Contract.
In this way the entire wedding costs than Rs*5»
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(28) THE 'SHOWING' OF £ti INFANT TU MAT.i-iiN.aL KIN - l.JDA IOSPA

(Noother versions)

TIME: home months later.

SPECIALISTS & THEIR ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED
1. The mother goes to her maternal

uncle's village to 'show* the
child.

Preparation
Fearing that she will receive the Evil Lye on the paths

2. Her husband's family smear a
little earth from a footprint,
or else soot from a cooking pot,
on her face for her; or

3. if it be a distant village, they
go too.

1+, They take kurri leaves & brush
the dust from their feet, saying:

"If witches & sorcerers have followed us, they will go away'"
This ritual is not only performed when going to 'show' a baty, but
at times of village-visiting too.
home women cook a gonju-nut in castor-oil, thread it on a cord, or tie
it to the child's upper arm; for if a gon„1u-nut is thus tied on, the
Evil Eye doesn't reach them (Gon.ju-nuts cause eye-inflammation).

When they arrive at her maternal uncle's village:
6. She lays the child before them.
7. Its grandparents give it on arrival a buffalo or goat, chickens

& rice. The grandparents bless the child with a vedrang chicken
(or small chick)

8. The grandfather takes the child's hand
9. & 'shows' the chicken, praying thus:

"Like a cat, like a kitten, may he sleep, may he slumber.
May he not weep. May he not lament'"

10. The child's maternal uncles, aunts & grandparents' generation
take the child's hand when they first meet it, & say:

"I am his maternal uncle (great uncle, etc.);
May the child not cryl May he not lament*"

11. and they drop a little spittle on its brow, blessing it.
If the baly cries incessantly, they take it home.

When they go back to the husband's village:
12. They take the vedrang chick, or larger fowl, home with them. It

may only be eaten by those of the grandparents' generation in
the husband's village.

13. The goat or buffalo is also brought back alive & slaughtered.
14. Then it is eaten joyfully by the entire village.
15. Any other presents are taken back just to the husband's house.

That is usually the custom for a first child.
When subsequent children are born:
16. They only eat the vedrang chicken that was ritually 'shown'.
17» They store anything else that might be given freely (i.e. not to
fulfil ritual) & eat it in due course.
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(29) HEARTHS

(No other versions)

The earthen pot in vhich women boil their cloths is called the
laundry-pool pot. They never under any circumstances use that pot for
other work. Sometimes nowadays they boil cloths in a (paraffin; tin;
they don't count that as defilable.

After touching the laundry-pool pot they will not enter the house
wi tilout washing their arms and legs. They always keep this pot out
at the back, or else they put it in tiie pigs' portion of the house or
the cattle stall. They never let it come in contact with any other
pots, (it is so dangerously polluted by contact with their menstrual
cloths.)

The hearth at which they always boil cloths is called the laundry-pool
hearth. It is close beside a spring or suitable plaoe for clothes
washing. Occasionally women boil cloths on their living room hearth.
also in the laundry-place pot; but if so they say: "Laundry water
(i.e. boiling water) may have splashed about so the laundry-place has
becoiie spattered," so they smear it over with cow-dung to purify it
(gruhka).

When any woman comes back f ran washing her cloths at the end of her
period she will first go and put her laundry-pool pot outside the back
door. They make it a matter of defilement to carry the laundry-pool
pot through the front raha. After putting tire laundry-pool pot out
at the back and washing their arms and legs, they smooth a little oil
on the face and anoint their arms and legs, smoothing some on their
hair too, then they eat their meal. To eat their meal without thus
smearing on oil would be a matter of defilement.

The cook-room hearth is exclusively used for cooking rice meals.

The middle-room hearth: perhaps if totally unfamiliar strangers came
visiting the village they might cook for them on this middle-room
hearth.

The living room hearth is for warming oneself at the fire & for parch¬
ing popcorn from dry rice, millet or parched rice and for various
other things of that kind. Some very poor people, if they are short
of wood and kindling, or if anyone is in a hurry or comes back very
late to do the cooking, may cook their rice on this living roan hearth.

Seme women have another pot which thqy call the outside pot, for cook¬
ing rice-gruel (for helpers etc.). They don't take this one into the
family cook-room but keep it in store and cook in it in the living
room when required. Also every woman has a pot for taking her own
rice-gruel to the hill-plots. That one also is kept separately.

The men each obtain their own pot for cooking pig flesh and put that
one somewhere apart. Women don't at all want to touch that one
(pork is taboo for women).
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Turmerio hearths: right away outside or else in the back garden or
the threshing floor or in the raha, the men dig anall trench-fire¬
places to cook turmeric. They call these turmeric hearths.

Gook room hearths usually have 2 hollows, each of which has 2 'eyes'.
That is to say, after scooping two holes out of the same dried-mud
platform, they build the two hearths in such a way that two pots can
be placed side by side at the same time. Each rests on its own
3 'eyes'.

(30) CONCERNING MENSTRUAL1 ION

(No other versions)
For 3 days of her period a Kond woman has no association in the home
with her husband
- she does not do the cooking
- she sleeps alone (traditionally, in a lean-to hut; not in the house)
- she puts her rice-bowl & waahing-pot in a separate place from the
family's;

- she does not go the spring or well.
- she does not go into the raha - for the Darni God would find that an
abomination & go right away, leaving the village to suffer sickness
& death. Therefore she only comes & goes by the back way.
(The vernacular term for menstruation = to become "Gut by the back
way').

On the 4-th day, she washes her clothes at the spring by boiling them
in wood-ash;
she washes her hair with potter's clay & bathes herself.

Thus her pollution departs. From that day she is purified:
- she is able to do all her household chores;
- " " " " cook again;
- " " " " associate with her husband, & with her fellow

villagers.

A girl's first menstrual period is an occasion of open pride & joy in
the family. As a sign to the community, her earthen clothes-boiling
pot is allowed to crash backwards off her head as she returns from the
spring after ritually washing her clothes & herself on the 4th day.
Thenceforward she observes all the required taboos (above).

RREGNANCY DANGERS TU BOTH HUSBAND & WIFE
1. 'A pregnant woman will not come & go to the river, nor will she

cross any running water. The belief is that as the river water
flows away, so the babe in the womb will be destroyed by flowing
away, & be gone for ever.

2. If the husband goes to visit a distant village during his wife's
pregnancy, he ties a reed round his hand; for while he is on the
journey, whatever gods are around will always clutch at a man in a
state of birth-pollution. If that happens, his wife - who may be
asleep at home - will have fits & fall ill.

3» No wife in a state of birth-pollution (i.e. pregnancy) will ever go
far in any direction, for the gods will clutch at her & cause fits.
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(31) Purification for Re-Entxy into the Tribe & Clan:

AFTER MARRYING OUTSIDE THE TRIBE - JAT I GIVA

(No other versions)
' When a girl pleases herself & marries a Pan or Gahi
lad, after a little while she may refuse him & return
to her home. But by marrying into another race, of
lower degree, this woman has eaten with them & must be
restored by performing the ritual.
Similarly if a Kond lad takes a wife or girl of lesser
degree, his own status goes.
Sometimes Kond lads & girls lose their status through
drinking, and eating rice-soup or rice-water) with lesser
folk. If -this happens, the ritual restoration must be
performed.
(Nowadays, in the north-east area, they are not observing
this so strictly).

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED

1. The mother & father of the girl
(or lad) initiate the ritual.

2. They seek out the priest,
3. & buy a pig or goat.
4» A group of her family elders

take them (priest, parents & girl)
to -the river.

5. They (priest & elders) bathe.
6. Then offer & slay the animal
7« & cook rice too.
(8) (They offer the bitali portion)
9. The priest boils water in a new

earthen pot,
10. & dissolves some lime in it.
11. He then feeds tine woman with it.
12. cuts her finger-nails (& toe nails)
13. & scrapes her teeth with a knife
14. Sometimes he also cuts her hair.

'After that': 15• She puts on a new cloth & goes
home.
From that day she is free to marry
a Kond man.

16. The priest & kin-elders then
eat the cooked rice & meat.

TIKE; (a)

(b)

(c)
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(32) Purification for He-Entry Into the Clans

A-b'TSR I^vGGOT INFnST.JIOh OH A SOKE - VIHA KOPKA (Lit.'fly-
sitting')

(No other versions)

THIS: '"when a man or woman has a sore or small-pox, & if they
don't receive good care, flies settle on the sore & lay
eggs. These grow bigger & turn into maggots which enter
right into the flesh. When that happens, Kui people do
not put on any medicines. The maggots grow bigger and,
left to themselves, come out of the sore of their own accord.
When the sore is healed!

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6. The head of the 1 ineage-group
offers the pig

7. & cuts its throat.
8.

9. & offer the cooked food (to the
ancestor spirits, presumably).

10. Then they scrape the patientfs teeth
11. & all his (finger & toe) nails with a knife.
12. The head of the group mixes lime in

water, also a little cowdung,
13. boils it up
14* & feeds it to the ex-patient to restore his status.

'After -that' .15. he shares out the cooked rice
& meat amongst his own people
gathered there.

16. They eat it.

'From that day, he i3 reunited with....his own folk - for, from the
day when the fly settled, no one would beg, or eat, any vegetables,
rice nor fire (i.e. a fire-brand to light their own cooking fire)
from such a house.'

OTHERS INVOLVED
The entire lineage group gathers
(males?)
& calls the previously rnaggot-
infested man or woman into their
midst.
They seek out a pig.
Then they go & bathe at the river.
There they cook rice in a new
earthen pot.

They cook the flesh

N.B. See parallel ritual for purification & restoration to the
kin group after being polluted by marrying outside the tribe.
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Three Pregnancy Hituals:

(35) mifi TIE THREAD - KUDU TOHPA

(See B(14) p.465)
•There are various forms of care-treatment. This is part of ante-natal
care.'

TIMS: When a woman is 2 or 3 months pregnant.

SOCIALIST & IKS ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED
1. Her husband seeks out a piglet

or chicken.
2. then he calls the priest.

3. The priest takes the couple to a paddy-field irrigation stream.
A* There he sets a bare -thorn branch

upright in the water,
5. & makes the woman stand astride the stream.
(6) (He makes invocation)
7» & sacrifices -the piglet or chicken.
8. Then sends her home forbidding her to look back.
Early next morning:
9. The priest takes the wife & husband, 2 eggs, some new thread, a

seed-gourd, rice & powdered turmeric to the same stream.
10. Then he twists some cotton^thread, & threads gourd-seeds on it.
11. He ctyes it with turmeric,
12. turns toward the sun, & begins the ritual to the Sun God:-
13. He puts the necklace on her,
14. then puts an egg through the woman's straddled legs
15. & lets the stream carry it away.
16. He anoints the second egg with turmeric, rice & soot
17. & makes an offering of it, placing it in a bush,
18. -while praying: ^
19. With this request, he sets that egg apart in a bush
20. along with turmeric, rice & such things.
The following day
21. The priest & husband go off to see.
22. If theqgg is there, the baby will stay in the womb satisfactorily:
if it is not there, -the priest must seek the reason by divination
& they have to do the ritual all over again.
Note: 'Prom that dey until she gives birth, the woman will not

cross running water. This taboo is especially strong in
the case of a first child.*

1. Invocation: "If the baby is going to be destroyed,
Or if she is going to have a miscarriage,

May sone animal or other eat this egg.
But if nothing is to happen to the baby

May nothing happen to the egg!
If the baby is to remain in the womb

satisfactorily ,
May nothing happen to this egg."
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(34) 'HEnTS' RITUAL - iviRAEGA LARA

(See B(17) p.468)

TIMS: Associated generally with rituals in the second half of a
pregnancy.
(a) If the woman grows thin & lacks energy (lit: "withers"),

the couple must perform the Heat3 Ritual at about
4 months (see below (c))

(b) In all cases about the middle of the pregnancy, the
following ritual is performed:

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OTHERS ILVOLVKD
1. The couple provide a poulet

2. The priest takes than, with it, to an irrigation stream.
3» He prays:

"May the child in the womb have a good birth.
May no heats-fevers or eoclamptio fit-giving spirits flare
fitfully at the mother
May she reside securely & safely until the time of deliveryi"

4« Meanwhile, he cuts off one of the chicken's toes
5. & ties it with a thread round the woman's neck.

(Some days after the baby's birth, the priest sacrifices that
chicken and he and the menfolk offer and eat it.)

(c) Then the Heats Ritual must always be performed one or two weeks
before Hie time of the birth:

1. The husband finds a chicken,
2. then calls in the priest in order

to secure for the woman a safe
delivery without undue suffering.

3. The priest takes ..•••••• both ihe husband & wife to the
same irrigation stream.

4« He offers the chicken
5» with invocation on her behalf,
6. then cuts the chicken's throat.
'Vihen the offering is completed .7* Hie woman returns home

8. without looking back
9» or speaking to aryone -

otherwise the baby will be
destroyed.

10. The priest cooks & offers the bitali portion.
11. Then he and the husband cook & eat a rice & meat meal,
12. & return home later.
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(Eo other versions)

TIME: During pregnancy some women lose their strength (anaemia)
then when they have to walk a long distance or do some
heavy piece of work, they quickly have a bad •turn'.
Sometimes they suddenly start laughing, sometimes crying,
& sometimes it is just as though they were subject to
fits & heat boils out of them.

Then Kui people say: "Somewhere while walking about, she has been
startled or frightened. Perhaps, going to the spring or to fetch
wood or to relieve herself in 'the jungle, the spirit of a woman who
died in child-birth has touched her - or else some angry gods, or a
smallpox victim's spirit - & this hysteria has gripped her. .and
occasionally if ancestors touch them, they go libs that."

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OTilLKS IEVOLVED

1. They quickly lay the patient flat
in her house,

2. bring the priest,
3. & cause a fire to be made.

4* 'The priest shuts the doors-
sometimes leaving one a little ajar-

5» & pelts the patient's body with damp paddy and mustard seed.
6. He throws some on the fire too.

7. Inside the house they throw on to
the hearth & burn small chilli
peppers (very strong).

8. Then neighbours bring pig-dung,
cow's or any kind of old bones, &
other dung, making them smoulder
with a bad smell - for no spirit
would stay to endure the stench.

9. The priest shouts: "GoJ" & drives off whatever spirit it may be.
If that doesn't cure her: 10. They put live embers on a broken

potsherd
11. & burn mustard-seed, damp paddy &

chilli peppers on top.
12. Then they cover the patient with

a large cloth, with the smouldering
mixture inside as an inhalation.

13« They wrap the cloth thickly round
her, so that the smoke can't get
out. It is veryastringent & makes
her sneeze: "Tree-hoi Tree-hoi"

14* She can't endure it - especially
the chilli-peppers - she sneezes,
splutters & becomes lively.

15. Sh^/the spirit shouts: "Free mei I'm goingi"
16. The priest asks: "Will you go? Will you truly go right away from
17. & he lets it out. her?"
If no priest is near at the time, a selected elder may take over his
duties because of the urgency.
This treatment is applied to Christians & non-Christians alike. The
only modern change is that rubber, if available, is added to the fire.
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(36) GIVTIC iillffii - i.g'JlA

(No other versions)

TBS: 'In a i.ond home when a woman's time of delivery is at
hand and her pains begin:'

SlhJlAhlbTS o: 'J. ibid AJTIOKS C/TlfllKS INVOLVED

1. Her mother-in-law or 2 or 3
closely related women support the
labouring woman's back for her
(in squatting position).

After site has given birth ... 2. they do not touch her again.
3. when she has recovered, or after

the placenta has come away, she
cuts the umbilical cord herself
with a sickle.

The moment the child is born:
4* the husband takes a paddy-pounding

rod if it is a girl, or an axe or
cattle-goad if it is a boy, & hurls
it from the front raha. bumping over
the house-roof to the back.

5. Thus the village knows the sex:
if it is a boy he will prepare
hill-fields with his axe or hold
the goad when ploughing; if a
girl she will work at pounding
grain.

6. After that, he digs a hole witii a
crowbar in the back regions, to
bury the placenta.

7. The newly-delivered woman mixes a
little chaff with the blood, gathers
it all up on an old potsherd, gpes
out at the back & tips it into the hole.

8. Then the husband fills in the hole.
9» The women of the house must

immediately heat water,
10. then the newly-delivered woman must

bathe herself - if she has sufficient
strength, from the head right down;
but if her strength fails, die only
bathes from the waist down.

11. After she has finished, she warms
herself a little hy the fire

12. then baths the baby & warms it at the fire.
13. After that, laying the bahy down, she too

lies down beside the fire.
14. The women of the house cook rice-

soup & give it to her as soon
as it is reacfy.

15. ohe eats it very, very slowly,
using a leaf-spoon.
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16. For a day - or up to 3 days, - she
keeps on wanning her stomach & back
a lot at the fire.

17* /aid for a day or two, after bathing
the baby, she warms it too, rubbing
it with castor-oil.

Ever since the moment of birth: • • .18. the women of the house have
been unclean. All the other
women will not touch or mix
with them.

Also at the moment of birtht some children, of either sex, are
delivered facing the back of the house or else they fall 'biting
the ground' - that is to say, they are wrong way round. This is
a fault, bo they must be given the strict ritual-care-treatment
prescribed for such children; i.e. when they have grown a little
bigger, a chicken, pig or piglet is taken to running water & the
care-treatment is performed on them now that they are sturdy.
This needs a priest.

3 or 4 days after the birth, the infant's cord will fall away.
19. Until then, the mother does not wash

cloths, but on that day she washes the
"cord-cloths"; that is, she leaves the
infant & takes all the blood-stained
cloths & rags to the spring & boils
them in wood-ash.

20. Thenceforward, she washes all her own
clothing twice a week until the ritual
of "Entering the Home", after one month.

During all thi3 period, the mother & infant may not come outside the
front of the house; they can only come & go by the back way.

(37) PUm-'ICATIOft 4 HITUAL KE-EIiTHY IIvJO THE FiJ.JLY ;,-FTER
GXVIEG DlitTIi

(Eo other versions)

A month after the birth:
1. The head of the household prepares
for the ritual "Entry into the Home".

2. If he is wealthy, he buys a buffalo
or ipat 4 a chicken; if poor, jiust a chicken

3. The women prepare rice for
cooking a feast.

4« They cast out all the old cooking pots
5. 4 make reacty his new pots, rice-

strainers & ladles.
6. The women gruhka the whole

house with cow-dung.
7. The newly-delivered woman goes to

wash all her clothes.
When everytiling is purified 4 the new mother has returned from the
spring,
8. Ehe takes the new earthen pots & fetches water,
9. & cooks rice in one of them.
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10. The householder kills the animal &
chicken (just a chicken, if poor).

Iter the food is ready«
11. the woman dips a chicken-feather

in a little castor-oil
12. & brushes her husband's ri^it hand

with it,
13« also the right hands of the

female relations who looked
after her.

14. Lhe includes any hired folk who
may be in the home, & those
eligible to eat the purifica¬
tion meal, anointing them too,

15. & saying the ritual words to each one:
"You looked after me, cared for me.

Therefore may you not have any dizzy turns, any swooning turns.
Lay you not get sores, not get scabies.
Jvlay you not get fever, not be sick unto deathi"

16. Her husband, then the others, rubs the oil on his brow.
At that point, if they are a rich family, ...

17. the wife's parents buy her a new
cloth

18. & because of the cloth - or money
for it - and in an excess of jpy
because of the new baby,

19. they anoint her with oil as they give it, saying:
20. "% this cloth (or money) I anoint you with oil."

That same day: mango skins had been brought in earlier & steeped in
water.

21. The household now splash this
water around the house, saying:

22. "Let her uncleanness go away'" (i.e. her separation
from others)

23* Then the woman puts oil on the baby,
24. wraps it in a clean cloth,
25. & takes it out into the front street.

26. On that day, all the other women
take the child & caress it,

27. & also touch & associate with
the women of the household as

they did before.
28. From that time, people will eat food from that woman's hand.

25. The household eats first of the
chicken;

afterwards 30. the cooked buffalo or goat meat
is given with rice & vegetables
to neighbours & friends.

31. All join in the rejoicing, ibid so it ends.
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Hituals for Children:

(58) 3LKSbXi£ A BEaTEE CHILD - ILLA GIVA

(ho other versions)

TIME: If someone beats a child.

iLKClALIbT & HIS iiCTIOhS OTHERS INVOLVED

1. The child: its spirit departs
because of the beating, thus it
suffers pollution.

2. bo its grandfather, grandmother
or father's elder brother must
offer a chicken.

3« Then holding the chicken, he must
give ritual blessing to the child.

4« After blessing him, they kill the
chicken,

5. cook rice and the flesh,
6. & eat it Joyfully ••••••• so do the children.

(39) 'THE XEuSiT' FOR .KAHIiG THE 1'T.RST CLOTH - LQPKA

(Ko other versions)

TilE: when the child comes to the age of 'knowing modesty*.

b-KC-L.ii.IbIb & TiibIK ACTIONS (Only the ahild and its parents
are involved).

1. The parents take the child to the river
2. & ritually clothe it with a new cloth.
3. Then they bathe it, wearing the new cloth.
4* buch children must then have a little

turneric smeared on their foreheads.

Note: A torn old cloth must never be worn before this
care-treatment has taken place with a new cloth.

i
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(40) KEMSDIAh GiJtS for a girl born facing the back of the house ^
(No other versions)

IBS: 'When a girl-child, in a Band home is losing her first teeth
(c.6 - 7 years old) it is time for her ear3 to be pierced,
but before piercing them, if at her birth she was delivered
facing the back of the house, she must receive ritual care-
treatment. Kui people believe that any girl-infant born
facing that way will be capable of tiger-transformation, &
ritual treatment is xiecessary to remove the baby tiger from
her brow.' (bhe can never become a darni-keeper's wife; &
boy-children born that way can never become dami-keepers.)

SPECIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OTHEHS INVOLVED
1. The father calls the priest
2. <5c seeks out a chick, pig or piglet,

& some rice.
3« Ihe priest takes the girl & her parents to a flowing stream.
4. He makes the child stand with feetastride the running water,
5» Holding the chick, he prays, requesting the baby tiger to come

out of her.
6. Completing his prayer, he allows the running water to sweep away

the chick-

(7) (And sacrifices the pig?)
8. Next, he makes the girl sit down
9. & bites all over her brow,
10. drawing all sorts of things from her, so sucking out the baby tiger.
11. Finally he adorns her with a necklace of gourd-seeds.

'If girls' ears are pierced or their faces tattooed without their
receiving this treatment, they will never heal properly.'
ILIR-PIERCING: 'Only the village woman who annually does the
ear-piercing is permitted to do this. Two or three women hold
the child very firmly indeed. Ihe woman pierces one ear with a
needle and pushes tiry slivers of split bamboo into the holes,
(about 20 of these; necessary later for her wedding rings).
Then every morning & evening, the child's mother washes them
with hot water & replaces the tiny sticks with others. When one
ear heals, they pierce the other in the same way'.

1 Ihe back half of the house is the 'female'/polluted side; the
front half is the 'male'/pure 3ide.

(41) TATTOOING - IltvnNGa UH.A

(No other versions)
TIME: When a girl is beginning to grow up (c.10 years old), a care-

ritual must be performed for her by the priest. Her face is
then tattooed in the traditional Kond pattern. Hoys are not
tattooed.
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SOCIALISTS & THEIR ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED

•The day before her tattooing ... I. The girl's father goes to the
duberi (woman-tattooist) &
fixes the dgy.

2. The priest say3 that a chicken (or
piglet) must be sacrificed.

3. This he does, with
4* the invocation: "Lay she not get fever."
i.ext day

10.

12.

14.

15.

The duberi prepares for the
tattooing in a deserted place in
the jungle.

They prepare rice-'cakes', a
good rice & curry meal &
various foods, all for the
girl to eat.

6. The mature girls & women
gather together & take the
girl to meet the duberi.

8. The women feed the girl on
liquor, opium & hashish, to
make her too drunk to feel the
pain. Some girls refuse the
liquor.

The duberi makes the girl lie down
on her back there in the jungle.
She first draws lines on the brow
& both cheeks with wood-ash.

11.

Then the duberi ties 3 needles
together & 'pounds' her face with
them along the lines already drawn.

13.

So that the girl can't move
about 3 or 4 women press the
child firmly down.

Then the girl makes a great
out-cry.

V/hen blood comes the duberi wipes
it with a bit of cloth & pours in
a little soot.
She pounds in this manner until
the brow & both cheeks are completed.
This first time is the forehead & nose tattooing.

16. ivhen it is over, they carry
her picka-back to the girls'
dormitory-hut; other girls in
the age-group may be similarly
tattooed.

The girl's face will be swollen for a week & she won't be able to eat
easily. Her mother & aunts will come to bathe her face next morning
& rub it (lit. "grind") with "tattooing grasses" which they have
brought to anoint her sores. They believe that if the markings do
not produce sores then "drink" the eye well, she won't be well-marked.
So they anoint her daily until the sores heal.
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Taboo:
1. The girl(s) must not come into the front raha, but remain in the

back.
2. No vegetables nor relishes must be given; she only has water,

ground linseed & ground iaustardseed for her meals. Her face heals
by the end of a week.

The following year her chin is tattooed. That ends "the tattooing
process.

Ibasons given for tattooing:

1. "Any woman who has not been so tattooed may not become a darni-
keeper's wife" (i.e. prevents her husband becoming d.k.)

2. Also, "such women know how to turn into tigers", hence potential
husbands will not take them. So parents say to their reluctant
daughters: "Would you refuse to be tattooed? Do you want to
become a tiger-transformationist?"

3. "Because in ancient time, rajahs used to come up from "the plains
& destroy our Kond girls (rape by a non-Kond also pollutes the
whole lineage group); so Kond men established the custom of
multiple piercing of the ears & facial tattooing for girls in order
to free the Kui people of that trouble" (i.e. by diminishing their
charms).

(42) RITUAL FDR A NORMAL DEATH

(No other versions)

SOCIALISTS & THLIR ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED

At the moment of death:
1. The women of the house put a handful

of cooked rice into the corpse's mouth,
for if he doesn't receive food now his
spirit will hunger hereafter.

2. Then they anoint the corpse with oil
& wrap it in an old cloth.

3. If it is a woman, her personal ornaments
are put on her: e.g. bracelets & silver
neck chain, anklets & finger rings.
A rich family mey add gold ear & nose¬
rings - even a gold necklace.

4* They also feed a silver 00in into the mouth,
a rupee or £ or 4 rupee, with the thought:
"Lay he/she be a person of means hereafter!"

5. All neighbours immediately
start to wail the lament.

6. The men of direct blood-kin gather to discuss whether a 'great'
or 'small' funeral-festival should be celebrated.

7. Brothers & nearest cousins arrange for the collection of funds.
For a 'great' funeral festival: 8. The local Fan drummers (2 or 3)

are brought.
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9. They climb on to the roof-ridge
to beat the bass-drum for a few
minutes to announce the death.

10. Then they continue drumming at
the foot of the raha for it- days
& ni,jhts.

11. The head of the household (h.h.) takes a long log of firewood
from his supply

12. & carries it to the cremation ground, lamenting all the way.
13. Bach householder in the village

follows him carrying his own piece.
(if there is none in the village, all join in bringing it from the
jungle).

14. They build a pyre in the shape of
a hollow rectangle (lit. a 'trap')

15« In the bereaved home, loudly lamenting
women are preparing the goods to be poured
on the corpse's chest & burned: paddy, rioe,
maize, millet, etc. in leaf-cups & tiny
baskets; his personal rice-bowl, vegetable-
bowl, brass water 'glass*, all his clothing
& aiy personal possession he iai^vt have.

16. A wealthy family may also take 2 or 3 of
the family's larger brass vessels.

Note:With -the exception of the drumming, a 'small' funeral is the same.

Vthen all is properly prepared:
17. A burning firebrand is taken from the bereaved home, never from

another house for fear that death will visit it too.
18. Then everyone helps as the corpse is carried out through the

back door, never through the front rcha for that would defile the
darni & offend the darni god. "To disgrace him by such pollution
would result in his bringing further deaths in reprisal", they
fear.

19. 80 with drums beating, the corpse is carried out by the back of
the village.

20. Occasionally nowadays it may be sheltered by an umbrella, regard¬
less of weather, as a token of respect.

21. Both men & women relatives carry the leaf-cups & other goods.
At the cremation ground:
22. They march the corpse once round the pyre
23. then set it down in the middle of the pyre
24. & pour on its chest the paddy & all the other things.
25. If large offerings of paddy have been taken, the poor (.Pans) put

some aside for food when the rest is thrown on the fire.
26. Also a little heap of rice is poured out nearby.
27. "Others" (i.e. fans from that village) remove the ornaments from

the corpse before the fire is lit.
28. Then the men build up the firewood all round the body but without

touching it,
29« & finally place more firewood on top.
30. Then the dry reeds placed underneath are ignited.
31. The whole company squats round ceaselessly lamenting.
32. The drums are beaten continuously throughout the cremation.
33* When the fire has been well ablaze for a while, each man takes a

little rice with his left hand from the heap nearby.
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34* They scatter this backwards towards the burning pyre, sayings
"Because you have died, because you have died,

We cremated you*"
35* 'Thus they keep walking away, with their backs to the pyre, &

go to the spring.
36. But before bathing they perform this ritual again, this time

sprinkling water not rice.
37* After that they all (men, women & children) bathe.
38. They must rinse all clothes worn at the cremation - though not

wash or boil them properly in wood-ash.

i.i.iu Ta.ia - wiping the oil
35* As they are returning in their damp clothes, everyone who has

attended the cremation now forms a line at the foot of the village.
40. iui old Pan or Gahi takes a little linseed-oil in a snail leaf-cup
41. &■ a chicken's tail feather, or else he makes a ring from a grass-

frond.
42. Then hie long file of people all hold out their left hands
43. & he goes along smearing their palm with the feather dipped in oil.
44. 'While doing this he says the ritual words:

"Pay we not go & fall into ary kind of abomination!"
45« Bach person responds by spitting into his palm & ruboing the oil

from there on to his head,
46. Then they all enter their own hones.
47» Their rinsed clothing must not be spread to dry in the raha out

of respect for the darni god, but right outside the village,
below or at the back.

bote: (a) This oil ritual is performed on the first day & again on
the 3rd day before the guests arrive for the funeral
celebrations.

(b) During these 3 days no one must sweep rubbish from the
street - or the dami god will cause death to sweep through
the people.

The rest of the day:
48. The Pans must sell the ornaments

& brass vessels salvaged from
the corpse & buy liquor.

49* Then all the men (Konds & Pans) enjoy a drinking party, except
for the bereaved family. They make no objection however as long
as the goods are sold. Anyone, even from that family itself, may
buy tilem cheaply as "scorched funeral goods".

50. With drums beating all night, the drinking party sees the dawn in.
51. i.leanwhile the bereaved family continues its lamentation
52. & goes at intervals to the pyre to mend the fire & mourn.
53. The household must fast until the cremation is complete.
54» Bven then for the 3 days until the festival they must not cook food
55. for everyone would say: "They aren't sad at the death.

Look! They are only thinking of their own food!"
56. Bo their relations & friends supply them with food, for all the

neighbouring women may cook & eat & do their chores as usual.
57» but no one goes out to the fields or forest for the 3 days; the

community remains "of one mind & heart" (Christians & non-
Christians).
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2nd day morning:
58. .again no one goes off to work.
59* -All the men gather for a drink
60. then send out the teenage lads to inform distant relations-in-lawj

"Tomorrow there will be a mara festival".
61. Also the men of the village ask

the bereaved householder:
"What goods do you wish to
dispose of for the deceased's
sake?"

62. If he suggests only a small amount
63. they press him insistently:

"Dispose of a paddy-field or a
dry-field, brass storage or
cooking pots, or a buffalo or
bullock."

64. Then he says: "Yes"
65- & those who organise the sale

bqy sufficient liquor for all
the mourners (village & guests)
until the funeral ends.

-J.1 that day:
drumming continues at the foot of the raha.

During the evening:
66. The household place a small leaf-cup

containing water under the eaves
outside the house. This is for all the spirits of those who have
previously died in that village to cone & drink.

67. They supply the druuxaers with a young pig.
Around midnight 68. the drummers kill, 000k & eat it.
If no pig is available, vegetables are substituted for this "Tbod
Against the Gold" for the drunmers.
3rd dav morning:
69. The possessions which the householder had been persuaded to sell

are set out at the bottom of the raha beside the drummers: - the
yield-equivalent in rice from the donated field is poured into
basket-bins, other baskets of rice, etc. are stacked on them, &
the brass vessels & bowls put on top or beside them.

70. The Fans will sell all these &
must then repay it in liquor
for the following 3 or 4 days'
drinking (by Konds & Dans)

71. Only if there is any in excess
at the end, may those Fans
share it.

72. The bereaved family spread sane paddy in their main room,
73. & place 4 or 5 snail baskets of rice in a row on the roof-ridge

outside.
74. For a "Great Festival" a red saree is stretched above the back door

right over the roof to the front door.
75* A satari - red cloth on top of a long bamboo pole - is erected at

the back door (or both doors) to guide spirits & mourners to the
home.

76. A metal cow-bell may be hung at the door too.
77* If a padcfy - or dry - field has been given, a flag must be erected

in "the middle of it.
78. but a donated buffalo or bullock must be tied to a post by the pyre.
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Tekinga iaspa - Changing the Jooking rots
How the household prepares for this ritual:

79* They take a little of their next year's seed-paddy for the
deceased's use,

80. put it into a tiny basket or winnowing tray
81. & tie it up in a clean white cloth
82. Relatives & village women come out of the back door carrying

this seed, a live chicken & the household's cooking pots (not
the big storage pots).

83. All the rest of the village Joins
in & the drurrmers lead the procession to the cremation ground.

84. There they cast the pots away
85. Then call out the dead person's name, saying:

"Don't be angry i Don't be unsettled.J"
86. as ihey scatter the seed grain for him on the shouldering ashes.
87. They also plaoe a little previously cooked rice there for the

ancestor spirits to share 'on account of the new death'.
'The hearch for the -mcestor-Spirit (spider)

Konds do this next (but Runs do it on the 4th day).
88. The near relatives search round the pyre for a spider.
89. "Here is the deceased's spirit", says the one who finds it - &

by the spirit's appearing to him they realise that he is the
favourite. If a spider cannot be found, one of two species of
ant will suffice.

90. lie stretches out his hand very gently to make it climb on unaided.
91. If it goes off to one side they think the spirit is displeased.
92. Then the spider is put very very carefully into the little basket,

covered with tire cloth & taken home.
93* 'There it is set free within the house.
94. 'The chicken-offering is slain & cooked
95» but only the household elders & other very old people may eat it:
The ' <iping of Oil' & the 'Hitter Licking Ritual'
96. doth the women and men go to bathe.
97* Dn their way back, the old Pan anoints them with oil just as it

was done on the day of the death (see Day l).
98. But also the Bitter Licking Ritual is performed:
99* T'or this the men will have caught 'bitter fish' while bathing
100. & put them with water into 2 leaf-cups placed apart for men & women.
101. On returning, everyone is 'washed' with a grass-frond (or feather?)

dipped in the water.
102. & rubs it into their hand then licks it & rubs it on their head.
103. Then they go home and change out of their damp clothes.
104. A Ran also takes a piglet to the foot of the village & slays it,

piercing its intestines & throwing away the 'bitterness' (bile).
105. This is the 'Bitter piglet'. If it is small, he throws it away;

if large, he will eat it with one or two friends.
106. i.eanwhile every household (except the bereaved) prepares a meal.
107. Yfoile it is cooking, the raen collect a copper or two fraa each

house & biy liquor for themselves, the 'bitter liquor'. Then they
eat.

This ritual completes the community' s purification. They are
free now to mix with their wider kinsfolk.
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_,rd Day afternoon - The Lara Festival
1. The women begin to cook the donated rice for the expected guests.
2. ck the men put ready local tobacco (now with cigarettes) for

more guests
3. St fill in trie time by taking another drink.
4. iiouraers begin to arrive from many directions; groups of 10 or

15 may come from one village, often more women than men.
5. i.-en Guests come & sit on the verandahs.
6. Greetings are exchanged St a villager gives them tobacco in welcome
7. One of the newly-arrived relativea-in-law collects the money his

group has brou^it toward funeral expenses. There is no fixed
amount: it may be as little as half a rupee or as much as Hs.5 "
even Iis.10 or 15 may occasionally be given for prestige, or a
buffalo or pig.

8. vomen guests file into the bereaved home & join in the wailing.
9» /fter a few minutes, with an older girl or woman to lead them &

another behind them, the stumbling, weeping women-guests are led
either to the spring or to large water pots placed outside at the
back & are helped to bathe their faces.

10. Then they are led into one of several houses 3et aside for the
preparation of guests' meals & so sit down to their rice.

11. This process is repeated for every group as it arrives. Each
person knows what he or she is to do all the time & what others
will do in return; it is one whole.

12. When a great throng of friends & relations has gathered, 3 or 4
women & girl3 cotne out of the house carrying coins on brass plates

13« They call the drummers to lead them & go wailing up St down the
street scattering the coins (about % rupee in small change).

14. Visiting children eagerly gather these up.
15. Traditionally, local youths then play the kondri (Kui tambourine)

& make the visiting girls dance. The boys may jig a little with
their instruments but the girls are the real performers.

16. for a 'great festival' the professional team of male ^Fan)
dancers may have been engaged for the ritual funeral dance,
Kraha Snda.

bride-seizing:
17. At the conclusion of the dancing it is time for the girls to leave
18. If any boy & girl wish to marry, a group of lads will seize her

by force & carry her off to the boy's house.
19. They usually capture her somewhere along her homeward path.
20. A few days later, or perhaps a week, her parents & male relatives

come to the boy's house for discussion.
21. .Vhen the marriage arrangements have been duly made
22. tiiey ask for the traditional 'siti liquor money' & 'sending out

money* & take these away with them.
23. Following this, the boy's family gives the bride-wealth.
24. It is quite common for the girl's family to have expressed the

wish earlier: "Let her go to the mara & be seen by plenty of lads
Eote:

In recent years the custom has also grown up of beys going with
their drums to play & sing in the raha of a marriageable village
St for the girls to oorne out & dance for them - with the same
objective.
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'netting free' the I-ara - i.e. concluding it.
IVhen everyone has assembled & enjoyed the day's hospitality:

25. Their kinsmen in the host-village announce than by name, shouting
"So-cn-bo and party have attended."

26. Then they take them to the bottom of the village & give them money.
.Amounts given to relatives-in-law vary, for definite rates were
fixed long ago between any two villages and have held mutually
for all subsequent funerals, e.g. Konobageri: Iiuasahi = Rs 2,
but Rotongando: Ruasahi a Rs.l, and Mallikapori: huasahi = -g- rupee.

27» Unrelated friends simply receive 4 or -g- rupee for 'liquor for
bathing'•

28. borne guests may have brought a buffalo or a pig; if so, a portion
must be returned to them.

29* But if these are slain on the Mara day, eating them is taboo to
Konds.

30. Hence they are usually slain one day later & the donor may stay
to take away his portion of his own animal.

31. More commonly he requests money in lieu of the portion; the rate
is Rs. 2.50 for a portion of either a buffalo or pig.

32. .Anyone bringing a buffalo must always return the hide to the Pan
trader who sold him the animal, for he only bought the flesh not
the hide.
Thus the ritual for dismissing visiting mourners is concluded.

When the quests have gone:
unrelated members of the village must be given money vaiying from
Rs.5 to Rs.2 for their 'liquor for bathing'.

33» The little baskets of rice are brought down from the roof-top
34. & placed at the foot of the raha with that previously collected.
35» The drums & any other goods are put there too.
36. A Pan man then takes a little water in a brass ladle
37. & sprinkles it ritually over the rice & everything else
38. with a brief invocation.
39* Then all those #10 have slept in -the village for the 3 nights

(i.e. blood-kin) & the drummers and members of the village gather
to receive a share of the rice in the baskets.

40. /ill that remains - the dedicated field & the other valuables -
are sold (as previously stated) to repay the debt on liquor.

41. And if a little is left over, the Pans share it amongst themselves.

4th Day:
42. The bereaved household washes all its clothes
43. & purifies the house-floor with gruhka
44. then fetches new cooking pots & cooks rice.
45» According to their means they slay a buffalo, goat or pig
46. also the donated animals, if ary.
47» 'The entire village helps in sharing out the meat.
(At this point, a Pan funeral differs from a Kond:

As soon as the meal is reacfy, Pans place a live chicken on a
winnowing tray & cover it v/ith a new cloth.
Then 4 or 5 men & women hold the tray together & go to the cremation
ground to bring home the new ancestor spirit.
There they search for the spider & when they find it, call it
"the spirit" and place it on the tray.
Then they bring it home & release it inside the house.
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They kill the chicken which they had taken out with them, chop
it up & cook it & some rice.
Only senior male members of -the house & elderly villagers may
eat it.)

48. The whole ritual (for Konds &■ fans) concludes with a meal of the
previously cooked rice & meat. From that day community rites
for the new ancestor are completed.

5th Day Everyone resumes work. If it was a 'Small I ara' urgent work
may have been done on the 4th day, but never from the 1st to the
3rd day.

The iiironga Aitual

TB3S: This must be performed within a week of the death fors "We
have been wailing the lament, beating drums & blowing the
shawm; also women from many different villages entered our
streets to weep at the mara. (i.e. possible menstrual
pollution). So the shrine god came out & went away."

1. 3 or 4 men place an egg in the darni stones
2. then sacrifice a pig at the darni shrine,
3» invoking the god with the preyer:

"Let the barni God come back now to its own place'"
4. They pour the blood over the egg & the stones,
5. offer the bitali portion
6. & finally cook & share a rice & meat meal.

Pasting Cut Rice:

TIKS: A week or two later.
1. Younger & elder sisters of the deceased who have married into

distant communities return from their husband's homes
2. & on their way to the parental home they go round by the

cremation ground
3» and scatter a little rice on the dead ashes of their ancestor.
4. Then they go home.

(43) Concerning 'UNR-LrB' LIS..TIiS (i.e. Unforeseen) - S1D1 baKl SaVA

(No other versions)
Sudden deaths are considered to have highly dangerous consequences
for the living members of both kin & community.

a) Death through tiger-maul is the most feared of all (bradi Tinmba).
b) Death in childbirth or in the month of birth-pollution ranks

second (Silungeri Cava).
c) Death by hanging. drowning. falling from a tree or by murder

(bidi Singali) rank only slightly less fearscme.
All these forms of abnormal death pollute the darni & thus the
whole community.
They result in restless, unsettled ancestor spirits who are
envious both of the living & of the 'settled' dead. Such spirits
are desperate to claw someone else into joining them in their
unbearably lonely state.
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Tiger-Kill: (lit. tiger-food)

(bee Vol. I, p.318 for Kui beliefs concerning the activities of
the dangerous spirits of men and women who have been killed by
tigers or leopards - the word Kradi is used commonly for both.)

Death in childbirthi

(See rituals concerning childbirth & the si lungeri-sp iri t of the
dead mother, p. 532 ff.)
Her pyre must be built right away from the regular cremation ground
and a safe distance from the village. Only old men build it, or
touch the corpse. There is no Mara (3rd day festival).

Death by hangingt

They do build his/her pyre at the cremation ground and take fire¬
wood from the village supplies. But if the hanging took plaoe
from a tree they cut it down, or else they cut the actual branch
and burn it on the pyre for the spirit would call another member
of the kin to hang from it. If the hanging took place indoors,
the beam * responsible' is burned on the pyre. Sometimes they
even pull down a hanged man's house and rebuild elsewhere for
the family.

Death by falling from a tree:

The tree may similarly be out down (despite its often being a
toddy-palm & the climber drunk), for it has become 'unsafe* & the
spirit would clutch at the next nan to climb it.

Death by drowning:

The two most common forms are (l) by being swept away by a river
in spate during the monsoon - the slippery banks not being blamed,
for the clutching spirit is reaching out from the water} and,
(2) falling into a well - in which case the well must be emptied
of all its spiritually-polluted and 'clutching* water.

Murder by Violence:

The body is probably cremated on its way back to the village either
because it may have been dead for several days before discovery or,
nowadays, because the police have had it for a post mortem.
(Following community purification from death by hanging, drowning,
falling from a tree or murder, the Mara festival is however per¬
formed).
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All 1hese forms of 'Unripe Death' result in an inheritable condition
whereby the blood can 'jump' within the family, e.g. murdering
becomes an inherited trait within the murderer's kin, & being a
victim becomes a similarly inherited trait within the victim's kin.
It is Kui belief, moreover, that the trait may miss a generation &
suddenly reappear.

(44) COI.MJhlTY fUKIFlCATION FRQi.i THE AOLL'JTXOh OF TIGER-KILL. etc.

(ho other versions - same as F(ii) in Vol.1
back pocket)

SOCIALIST & HIS ACTIONS QTdlvRS IMOLVHD

1. All the men gather to arrange
for the bringing home of the body,

(unless it is the most feared form of all, Tj&SR-KIbL (KRaDI
TIKMBA), in wiiich case:
lio one but direct blood-kinsmen dare handle the body.
It must be cremated where it was found, on the hill, not at the
usual cremation ground).

2. The village calls in the priest.
3. He arrives & settles his fee with the village men before taking

up his duties (a large sum of Rs.20 or more, depending on the
size of the village & nature of the case.)

4« They also buy unlimited quantities
of liquor.

5» Averyone prepares for themselves
new cotton thread knotted to fit

6. The priest rises very early their throat, with gourd-seeds
& goes to the jungle to cut a threaded into the knots & the
growing bamboo, branches of a whole necklet dipped in turmeric-
certain thornbush & growing water,
rushes.

When all is prepared:
7. The priest takes a chicken in one

hand 6c a piglet in the other
8. cc all the other materials on his shoulder,
9. & goes to the bottom & top of the victim's

raha making sweeping movements with his aims.
10. Thus he gathers all together, both the living people and the

spirits, just above the top of the village.
11. Certain men place some red powder

fraa a tree very, very carefully
12. The priest sucks it up & for his use. (Ked ink or red dye

spits it into a brass dish. may be substituted nowadays).
13. Then he takes the entire community to a flowing stream.
lit-. He plants the 2 thorn bushes, one on either side of the stream,
15. & either does the same with the bamboo or lays it cross-ways.
16. Then he ties each person's yellow thread-^-gourd-seed necklet on

to their throat
17. & sprinkles the people with running water. It must be flowing

water, so if there is no stream, the falling water in a paddy-
irrigation channel is used.
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18. Then each person passes through
■the flowing water under the arch
of thorn branches & emerges on
one side.

19. The priest stands facing them
20. then from 3 places on the brow of each
21. he bites & sucks the infection of the dead man's blood which has

'jumped' into them all, & spits it out as a red liquid.
22. All the people bathe & go home
23. then come out from every home

carrying their cooking pots.
24. They throw these out on the hill¬

side
from that day they must observe the following taboos until they are
purified at the ritual's ends

a.) They may not cookj
b) " " " enter axy other village;
c) nor may any other villagers enter their streets.

Their kinsmen from other villages come & give than meals, leaving
food below the afflicted village or out at the back. Any household
without kinsfolk elsewhere may cook for themselves so long as they do
it outside at a certain spot well behind the village.
All this must be the daily practice for a fortnight - previously a
whole month, but in some areas nowadays only for a week.
btill on that 1st day
23. The priest offers & slays the piglet & chicken
26. & casts the carcases into the running water.
botes He need not do that again until the final dsy, but all the

rest of the ritual connected with the bamboo, the thorn-arch,
the sprinkling with running water, the wearing of the necklet
& the sucking out of the blood must all be strictly performed
ty evexyone each day.

The final days
1. Priest & people perform the regular ritual.
2. Again the priest offers & slays a piglet & chicken.
After thats 3. They make a hole through a termite

hill, large enough for a man to
enter.

4. Everyone passes through this.
5. Both when they go under the thorn-

arch & through tiie termite-arch
they call upon the names of all
gods, spirits & ancestors, sayings

"Don't let us be in this plight again'"
After the termite-hill rituals 6. The men take out their axes again

(i.e. for work beyond the village)
7. The priest nor; performs the ritual

which pemits them to move safely
about the jungle again - for ever since that first day they had
feared that the 'blood-infection' would cause them to become
tiger-victims the moment they entered the jungle.

8. The priest stands on the edge of the trees
9. and calls as loudly as he cans "If the blood is still here

Let the tiger seize us now!
10. They all wait.
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11. Then he shouts as though driving cf'f a dog:
"Dree-vooi If the blood is 3till here

although the thread necklet contains power,
Gome out & get us now.

If you can't, then go away for ever."
12. They make payment to the priest

(rice & money)
13. Everyone moves about the jungle

again & carries on his work
14. but they usually pray on entering

the jungle:
"Preserve me from seeing a tigerJ
Preserve me in the leaves & bushes'"

15« & as they climb up to their hill-
plots they pray to their ancestors
for protection while working in
such danger -

for the 'inherited power* in a tiger-kill makes it the most
dangerous of all forms of death.

(45) community furir'ic,.iiok eollowii.g- a death in childbirth -

(No other versions)

'If a hond woman lacks strength when the time for delivery is near
sire is delivered of the child with great difficulty & suffering:

aOi! MOTHER OTHERS INVOLVED
If there are elderly ?,romen in her
house, they stay close beside her,
to hold her,

but if there are no elderly women,
she gives birth alone, using
whatever 3he can to help her.
In this way despite all difficulties, she may cone through it.
but tinrough not receiving any care, & owing to her lack of strength:
(a) she will try to throw her arms & legs all over the place
(b) & sire herself is quite unable to lie down peacefully.
(c) Ehe will be exceedingly tired
d) & will burst out sometimes lauding, sometimes weeping.
e) Che is totally unable to recognise the baby or her own folk.

.vhen she is like this:
Other women will say: "Ghe will rise (from death) & return again
as a silungeri and claw us all." Go her husband's younger sisters
& younger brothers won't go anywhere near her, for it is usually
they whom she claws when she returns like that. Only her husband's
elder brothers & elder sisters might approach her very tentatively
& say: "Don't claw us!" If she doesn't receive care, she dies
after a period of great suffering.

After her death:
1. The priest is called in
2. & they hammer large nails into her brow, her hands & her feet,
3. & large nails into both back & front doors too - for they think

that if you do this, the silungeri is not able to rise up.
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But despite this hammering in of nails:
(a) none cf the Kond men will touch her, for they reason thus:

"If I touch a young woman #10 has died, in childbirth, my
wife will die in childbirth too."

(b) .And the women themselves think similarly: "I will die in
childbirth" and are afraid to touch her too*

4. The men build the pyre in a separate place some distance from
the cremation ground.

5. It is only the old men among the Pans Or Gahis who lift up such
a woman & take her away.

6. After placing her body on the pyre these men remove all her
silver & gold ornaments and then get the fire burning.

7. When the body is completely burnt away they go off to bathe
without fulfilling any of trie customary rituals.

When they return home to the village
—I H Milfa—. 111 ■ — 1 1 ■ 1 -n—• .v Mi ■ i. 1 1.1 1 »| HI ■

• Knowing that all the men were afraid to be involved with the
corpse, the Gahis & Pans always try to charge the bereaved man
of the house an extra heavy price. He has to give them many
rupees for liquor.

9» The village men - with Pans as agents - drink liquor for 2 or 3
days using that money and the cash resulting from the sale of
her ornaments.

10. Then after another 3 weeks, the householder causes the house to
be freshly plastered with dung (gruhka)

11. & the cooking pots to be ritually cast out & replaced (tekinga

Kote: Other young women will not wish to marry the widower of a
woman who died in this wsy. "We'd die that way too;
he'd make us a loan of it," they say fearfully.

CHANGING INTO A SILUKGBNI BPltcIT (throuph death in childbirth)

(No other versions)

1. Often in the raii\y season on cremation grounds or other parts of
the panga. there is a flash of light in the darkness like a leaping
flame. They say this is a Silungeri. Only women who have died in
childbirth are able to turn into a silungeri (or dahani).

2. No one would go near such a woman's cremation place, for they would
be afraid. She rises from there during the night and as she rises,
she make a a sound like fire burning: "Guru-lupu guru-lupu".

3. These silungerisaka (pi.) usually seek out their husband's younger
sisters or his younger or elder brothers' wives, also any pregnant
women or any during their month of birth-pollution. Their task
is to give these women fits & to claw them, bite them or make them
faint. A pregnant woman touched by one falls unconscious 61 is
likely to die a similar death.

4. wherever this fire-like flame flashes or moves around, folk say:
"They are searching for frogs & for pigs* droppings", for they
wander over the whole panga niboling at this kind of food, so
folk report.

5. If such a woman is cremated too near the village, she may return &
wander about at the back of the raha in which she died, She has
long nails & not only tries to claw her younger sisters-in-law,
girl-cousins & all females younger than herself, but tickles them
until they lau^i hysterically, especially if pregnant.
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6. Sometimes in the noon-dsy heat - that is, when no one else is
around - women are not only afraid to go near the cremation place
of silungeris&ka or where smallpox victims' bodies have been
thrown exit, but near the spring too. That is because spirits
& silungerisaka may be taking their bath, or the latter may be
holding their babies there to bath them. The K.ui people (men
included) believe that such people will swallow you.

7. borne times both men & women give ear-witness accounts of these
wanderings of sllungerisaka & this bathing of their babies on the
banks of rivers or streams or at springs: "We heard the sound of
a baby crying continually: 'Ohe - oheJ Ohe - ohei' and the
mother-silungeri lovingly caressing & comforting it: "There,
There, rqy princess...ay gold Jewel, my silver jeweli" and talking
to it in this way as she gives it its bath, she murmurs: 'Ooo-ohoi
Coo-ohoi Don't ciy, little mother, or 'Don't cry, little father!'"

(46) DnATh OF n IiSW-BORK - GRADD i,IDA

(Ho other versions)

1. If a birth-polluted infant dies immediately after being born, the
head of the household digs a pit for it outside at the back of the
house and curies it there along with all the blood-stained cloths.
Other people do not go to the home to wail.

2. ;hen a birth-polluted infant dies after one or two weeks, it must
be cremated at the cremation ground but no women - apart from its
mother - will go to wail.

No I<lara funeral-celebration must be performed for these deaths
despite the normal Kond custom. The women say of' 'such an infant:
"It has gone via the threshing-floor", because an unpurified infant
is like an unpurified threshing.

but as Kond custom decrees for the birth of any baby, after
one month has passed, the house-floor of such infants is plastered
with cow-dung (gruhka) and the cooking pots are thrown out
(tekinga maspa). And so it ends.

3. If the infant dies even the day following the gruhka and Tekinga
maspa ritual (i.e. involving the purification of mother and child,
and its acceptance within the lineage group) there must be a full
Kara funeral - celebration and the bringing home of the new
ancestor-spirit (see Death Ritual).
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(47) mai'tu/ffiqk raoii a death by hanging . drowning, falling
FROM A TREE OR MUHEER - SIDI SINGALI

(No other versions)

THIS: When someone falls from a tree, falls into a river or pond,
dies by hanging or by murder with violence.

SOCIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OIHSRS INVOLVED

1. The entire village must fast.
2. between 1 & 3 days later, they send
for the diviner-priest to come to
restore them from their great
pollution.

3. They prepare their thread-necklets.
Next day, in the morning

4« He first 'sucks out the blood'
from the members of the victim's
household,

5. then sucks it out for all the rest of the villagers,
6. lie also drags a bamboo branch through the raha
7. & takes it to the river where he sprinkles water on them
all with it.

8. Then he fastens on to them their necklets of gourd-seeds on new
thread

9» He crinkles them again with water.
10. & they come home, cook & eat.

©ley all follow this pattern daily for two weeks.

On the f inal day:

11. The priest goes on to 'suck the blood* from the tree
from which the victim fell (or was hanged)

12. & from the place where he hit the ground;
13. also he 'sucks the blood' from the spring which supplies the

village - for "A desire to hang oneself might come from it"
they say.

14. Then he takes a pig to the flowing water,
15. offers & slays it.
16. He either casts it into the running water or lie & one or two old

men of the village cook & eat it.
17. After this purification is completed, they hold the (normal)

Mara festival
18. «Sc the rehabilitation of the ancestor spirit (spider) from the

cremation ground back to its former home; thus people from
other villages can mix with them again.

19. For anyone who dies either by falling from a tree or by hanging,
they hammer 7 nails into the spot, saying: "Let them never rise
up again." They also cut down the branch & throw it away,
saying: "It will summon other people by calling: "Gome & hang
yourself from me'"'

<
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(48) DEATH ERUM LnERUbY does not come into the LIDI SAKI
category because it is not sudden but slow, thou^i in
the Kond view, inevitable.

1. Leprosy sufferers are made to dwell away from the village.
2. They are not permitted to fraternise with their household or kin.
3» When they die, their kin cremate them on sone large flat rock,

or without cremating, simply cast the body out on a hill.
4« They will not bury him because it is said that whoever cultivated

the ground at that place would contract leprosy.

(49) IEUKLT

(Ho other versions)

TIME: If ever two members of the same lineage group have sexual
relations.

This is the most serious of all forms of pollution to that kin-
group and to the whole community, for it 'pollutes the earth* (.i.e.
the Earth Goddess). If not fully expiated it will bring total
disaster on all forms of fertility.

On the rare occasions when this situation arises, ritual treat¬
ment in the Mallikapori area consists of the purification ritual for
the whole clan, as already described in G(3l), but with the additional
shaving of the woman's hair. The couple are then driven out of the
clan territory. As they cannot ever return, this is a severe form
of sacrificial extermination for it cuts them off from the living and
also denies them access to the world of the ancestors when their own

physical death takes place.

Stories remain from former days of the ritual beating to death
of the offenders, tfiose blood was thus offered to the Earth Goddess
by the community in expiation of its involvement in this greatest
of all pollution-dangers.

(d) Rituals in Life-Destroying Situations

I Due to Disturbed Spirits:

(50) RITUAL EOR THi. 1R0M GOD (formerly God of War) - LOHA LAKA

(Ho other versions)
TIME: 'In a year when the monsoon rains utterly fail throughout the

country*; mid-June to mid-July.
This ritual is very rarely performed, possibly only once in
20 years; only in extreme drought.
They call it the Iron Ritual because they offer an ancient
small iron battle-axe or bow & arrow which they have in their
keeping. The traditional Keeper of the Ircn God offers the
sacrifice at the goti formerly used by their ancestors.
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SHSCIaLISTS & MKIH ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED

1. The people of a whole clan-region
call the diviners-priest into
their midst.

2. They make him to into trance.
3. If he declares: "The Iron must be

offered*"
4. The people of each village meet

to discuss: (a) whether they
should bty a goat, a pig, or a
buffalo; (b) the collecting of
money to buy the animal & the
liquor; (c) the provision of
all other necessary materials.

5. Bach household gives rice & money.
6. Bggs are collected, too.
7. They buy the animal-victim.

DAY 1
8. A man goes through every village

calling out: "The Iron Kitual is being
performed. Do not go off to the jungle,
nor in any other direction, for the rain
will come."

9. Brora the surplus money after buy¬
ing the victim, they bqy spirits.

10. The Keeper of the Iron God - this is only-
its name; it is not truly an iron god -
pours out a libation.

11. From that time until the end of the ritual
he & his wife must observe the rules of
fasting & chastity.

DAJ 2 'On the day when the Iron is cast out'.
12. He and the elders go apart to bathe.
13. Then they climb the hill to the ancient

place of sacrifice, taking the victim &
all the materials of sacrifice.

14. They have also bought, & bring with them
sufficient meat for one man's meal.

15. They bring the bass-drum to the
goti. beating it.

16. They blow the 'oboe' too.
17. By that (rhythm) the whole area

knows that the Iron Kitual is
taking place.

18. At the ancient goti. they pray:1
19. During this invocation, the Keeper of

the Iron God sacrifices the victim
20. & pours the blood over the offered

eggs & rice.
21. He falls to the ground & gives the

tribal greeting: "Johari."
22. Then he rises & sticks a blood-sprinkled

grain of rice on his forehead.
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23* The drum beats continually.
24. The people below know that the

sacrifice is being made to the
Iron God & that rain will fall.

25. So they cook & eat their collected
rice, so that the coming rain¬
storm will not spoil the food.

26. The Keeper of the Iron God cooks
rice sufficient far one man.

27. He & the elders bum the entire
victim on a wood fire.

28. The Keeper then eats rice & the bought meat.
29. He gobbles his portion in great haste,

"before the rain comes", then
30. leaps up in the middle of eating,
31. digs a hole & buries every remaining

bit of food.
32. Then, picking up the battle-axe, he rushes fran the goti.

followed by the 'oboe'-player.
33* They run into the nearly jungle,
34« out a Gal branch (for 'umbrella')
35» offer it with invocation,
36. & return home.
That night the Lero Ends (Dance of the bad Humour Lament) is performed

in every village throughout the group, (bee separate account).

DAI 3 Libation is again poured; and they disperse the assembly.

1. Invocation: "0 Iron God. bura God Above.
You send us rainstorms,

This year rainstorms are totally absent;
Our bodies & cultivation are ill:

Therefore we are crying to youl
Give us rain!
hake good for us all our cultivation!"

(51) THE il-D HUMOUR DAKGE - LLRO LKDA

bee Sheet G(ii) in the back pocket of Vol. I for this ritual,

and Sheet G(i) for its parallel in c.1910.

(52) &-ALLtm POilA FOR Till ..HOLS DISTKIJT

(Ho other versions)
TIME: 'Whenever villagers fall sick with smallpox, Kui folk declare:

"Dumareri Goddess has sown this disease on us, just like
sowing seed", and they are frightened.
This ritual is necessary for all cases of smallpox, chickenpox,
measles & sometimes for conjunctivitis; also for cowpox & Asian
foot-cb-mouth disease - for the loha. is also performed for
animals at the times when they need it.
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' Yftien the worst of the epidemic shows signs of abating* J
1# The people of those villages

hold a discussion
2# and call in the priest#

3# The priest, after going into trance,
tells them: "If you perform the Poha
with a bullock (or a pig or a goat)
the Small-pox Goddess will go away, &
people will recover#"

4# Then they fix the arrangements
for the Poha

5# & a money collection is made in
each village - sometimes even
for just one village#

6# With it they buy whichever
animal the priest had said,

7# & they give instructions to the
(Pan) basket-maker: "Tomorrow
without even your early morning
face-wash, (i.e. totally fast¬
ing) , weave us a Poha basket
from new bamboo#

8# Then they broadoast the news in
each village: "Tomorrow (or the
next day) the Poha will take
place#"

POHA DAY:

9# They call the priest very early.
10. He bathes before going to the village,
11. & makes his clapper by splitting a

strip of bamboo into 3 tongues;
12# then dabs a "rash" on himself with red dye#
13# He splits one end of a branch of firewood

into 2 prongs and sticks these through
the Poha basket#

14# The elders decorate the basket
with red flowers & grass fronds
& an egg#

15# One or more tiny chicks are
tied to it

16. & the men place it in the middle
of the raha.

17# The priest "sews" 2 leaf-cups,
18# puts powdered turmeric in one &

soot in the other
19# and places both in the Poha basket
'Then':
20# The priest pours out a libation of

liquor with his own hand, to
initiate the Poha#

21# Thenceforward, he drinks steadily,
often dancing & swaying, with his
long hair swinging loose#
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22* The Gahi (sweeper; never a Mond)
who annually carries the basket
picks it up <k shoulders it*

23* The drummer continuously beats
his drum, & the wind-player
blows his 'oboe'*

24* Everybody else goes to sit in a
close family circle in his own
home*

25* The priest then enters each house
in turn*

26* Holding his clapper in the right
hand & a black chicken in the left,
also a peacock plume, if available,

27* he swings the chicken in circles
over the sitting family's heads*

28. incessantly rattling his bamboo-
clapper, he invokes the goddess
thus• ^

29* Then "sweeps out the seed-rash"
saying: "Go* Go* Go* Go*" as he
leaves that house*

30. The musicians move along to play
outside each house as he enters;

31* St the teenage girls go dancing
along with him (after he has
visited their homes);

32* &. each householder comes out &
puts leaf-cups of soot, turmeric
powder; & alpu-rice and eggs
in the basket,

33* & makes obeisance with the
Johari-greeting*

34* in this way the priest treks
round every house in that village*

Then 35* The men garland the bullock or
goat with flowers*

36* The Gahi carrying the Toha
basket leads the way down the
raha to the village boundary
where< the main track goes off*

37* He is followed by 1he priest*
38* Then the elders follow with the

animal,
39* St all the people go, too*

40. There at the village boundary,
the priest sprinkles water over
the people (from a gourd), blessing
them in the name of God*

41* Moat people then go away to
bathe & return home*

42* But the priest St several elders,
along with the Gahi carrying the
basket, go on to the next village
(until the whole group is "swept"
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.Afterwards
43. The priest, & two elders - or just one -

from each village, go a little way
down the traok to the traditional place
for Jt'oha sacrifice (near water for
cooking).

44* The musicians acconpany them.
45« There, the Gahi sets the

basket down.
46. They all engage in wild dancing.
47* Then they release the tiny chicks tied to the foha basket, &

free them to flee into the jungle carrying off the evil.
48* The sacrificial animal's tether is cut,
49* but the priest grabs the animal,

getting its neck in the right position.
50. Then he makes a preliminary small cut
51. & an elder chops the head off with one stroke,

sacrificing the animal in the name of Dumareri Goddess.2,
52. He immediately pours its blood over the uoha basket,
53. & places the head close to the basket.
54« They also sacrifice the large chicken previously held by the priest.
55* The priest cooks & offers the bitali liver-portion with rice.

56. Hearby, the elders cook rice
& then meat.

57* The priest pours out a libation of liquor, then they drink together.
58. The priest eat3

59* & the few elders also eat rice
& meat merrily.

60. They throw away all the excess
food; it is taboo to take it
home for their families, &
nothing must be put aside for
the next day.

61. They all return home together.

hote: 'If a bullock is the victim, it is never eaten. It is either
sacrificed and left sis a whole-offering, or, if the priest
decides that it should bear away the evil, he drives it off,
saying:
"It has gone - carrying away the seed-rash. It must be driven
off; not eaten!" (Nowadays he may collect it secretly from
the jungle that evening)I
Sometimes many animals - chickens, goats & pigs - are slain
for this sacrifice if the epidemic is even more severe than
usual.'

1 • Invocation: "0 female ijumareri-Goddess,
Take away the seed-rash sown in this house.
Stop afflicting these people."

2* Invocation: "Go! Go* Go. Gol
Go away from this district

and from usI
Gol Gol Gol Gol
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DEATH FBDK SllALLFOX. - there is rxo cremation because of the belief
that infection would spread with the smoke. The bodies are thrown
into a ravine. All these spirits, too, are miserable in their
isolation, & therefore wander about trying to clutch the living for
companionship•

(53) THci VAOCIKATIGH FOHA - IIAA PUriA

(No other versions)

This is a modern ritual connected with the Oriya vaccinator
& the need for a ritual safeguard against this 'contact'
with the dreaded Smallpox Goddess.

ii.'EC-[AGISTS «5c THAiA ACTIONS CTiD'iRS INVOLVED

1. The village headman calls out:
"Tomorrow the children of every
village will be vaccinated."

2. Then the parents know they must
give ritual care-treatment (lopka)
to their children,

5. & go to the vaccinator.
4» There the father's name & the
child's name must be written
down. If a child has not been

named, they give it its grand¬
parent's name.

5. Then it is vaccinated.

After that they wait 2 or 3 days, then:
6. They first go & bathe their children

in a paddy-field irrigation channel
(i.e. flowing).

Hext day
7. they make a bundle of Ii"im leaves

& so bathe it with that.
After a few more days when the children have recovered - or eveii if

they haven't -
8. They make a collection in every village (? the men)
9» & perform the xoha (driving out) ritual

with a piglet on the main track.
"For if they don't get rid of ...lamahapuru she will take
hold of other people; therefore it is necessary to
perform the Aoha".

note: The above ritual has developed in the eastern region. In the
1960's the people of the wilder south-west still fled to the
jungle on the day scheduled for the vaccinator's arrival in
their village. They feared aiy connection at all with the
dreaded Smallpox Goddess & her possible reprisals.
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(54) I'QiriA for any Serious feverish Illness

(Cee B (16) p. 467)
I'lAB: When one of -foe parents or children in a household is

seriously ill with fever.

SPECIALIST & iilb OTHERS ii.VOLVLD

1* The household calls in the priest
2. & makes him perform divination;

3. that is, the priest places grains of
rice on a knife or sickle-blade &
observes the way they 'fly'.

4> From that he declares whether the poha
is to be performed with a chicken or
a pig, etc.

5. After learning this, the household
head seeks out a chicken or pig.

Before sunrise ...... 6. he calls in the priest again.
7. He makes his bamboo rattle
8. & sticks it through a broken

winnowing trey or a basket hastily
woven of thinly-split bamboo.

9. They 'sew' 2 leaf cups
10. then put turmeric powder in one,
11. soot in the other, &
12. place both on the tray.

13. Ceaselessly rattling his rattle,
14. The priest then swings the chicken

or piglet in circles above the
patient's head,

15. while making invocation all the
time.

16. Then "the householder shoulders the
winnowing trey (& contents)

17. &. leads the way out of the village.
18. The priest follows him.

19. After going a little distance,
they put down the tray on the
track.

20. The priest makes invocation
21. & cuts the throat of the chicken

or pig.
22. After offering the bitali portion,
23. they cook and eat rice & the meat,
24. theu come home.

But they do not eat offerings made to the fearsome Bironga-
kaulaka spirits (i.e. in cases of Cholera, lysentery <fc T.B.).
They throw out the whole sacrificed animal & come home.
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(55) RITUAL FOR TIE HILL GOD - SOHJ rLI.U LAKA

(No other versions)

The Sacred Grove:

•On the loY«r slope of the hill nearest to the village there are
various great and tall trees. These are called 'God's trees'. The
man who is custodian of the gods of that hill is not able to be free
and easy in his eating habits. He may not eat a meal in a different
district.

A dami is placed in the midst of this grove and 12 stones are
reconsecrated there annually by their custodian. This is done so
that all the people of the village, along with their cattle will enjoy
security; moreover, tiger-transformed persons coming there will not
be able to stay, nor will witches and sorcerers be able to come that
way without difficulty. Through this faith in them, the hill-gods
will watch over the people of that village very well.

3o eggs must be consecrated for them. If at that time anything
eats the consecrated eggs, then the people must call in the priest,
make him go into trance and consecrate eggs all over again.

Occasionally an uncastrated male goat or buffalo must also be
'shown* to the hill-god by the custodian. It is then released until
it is fully grown. They will not sell it for money nor kill it.
It can wander around outside until it is grown up. If a tiger kills
it or a snake bites it, they say: "The tiger killed it because the
custodian's guardianship was unfitting". So they make the priest go
into trance again and thus they give the hill-gods into the guardian¬
ship of another man. "That man had perhaps becone unclean so was
unable to be 'holy'", they thought; that is why they call the priest
and cause a different man to become custodian.

If the branch or the trunk of a sacred tree near the village -
or even of an ordinary tree - should suddenly fall, they think thus:
"The gods came to sit 1 on it, and because the tree couldn't endure
it, it fell flati

Note: Other gods and spirits are believed to reside in natural
objects such as rivers, springs, outstanding rocks or trees,
especially trees struck by lightning. Their importance -
and therefore the ritual observances associated with them -

depends upon their nearness and importance to the local
community.

1. In this saying, an archaic form of the Infinitive is used for
'to sit', suggesting that the idea is of considerable antiquity.

(d) Rituals in Life-Destroying Situations

II Due to Han's Ill-Y/111

(56)

(57) TO COUNTER EVIL LIE

LVIL LIE - KANU MUJU

I.ELI GIVA

Dee Siieet li(ii) in Vol. I baok pocket for these rituals,
and Sheet H(i) for the parallel c.1910.
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(58) WITCHCRAFT

(Ko other versions).

Kui Classification of Gods & Witches
The Kui people discriminate between the attitudes of the gods towards
men and the attitudes of the demonic powers with whom (human) witches
& sorcerers associate to cause harm.

1. As a rule all gods are angxy ones & may be hot-tempered for long
periods. Then chicken feathers, turmeric, algu rice, blood &
the slain chicken must be poured out as an offering on the darni
stone. Their hot temper lasts for a long period. If for
instance they do not receive this offering once a year, all gods
becouie angry. Come of them will wait for a year - or possibly
even 2 years - but for others food-offerings must be made once
a week.

2. Bironga-iiaulaka & occasional ones among the hill-gods are witches'
godsj or so it is said. All gods associated with witchcraft &
the Bironga-iiaulaka are permanently angry, whereas other gods will
act as guardians against feverish illnesses as long as they
receive exactly the right offering for their hot-temperedness.

3. The disposal ravine of people who have died from 'lieat' (bmallpox)
is of itself a fear*-transmitting place. iuveryone is terrified
to go there. i'regnant women without exception wouldn't think of
going anywhere near it, for if they did & received a shock, the
dead victims of 'Heat* would swallow them & folk would say:
"That's why she had a fit."

4. The spirits of men, women & children who die at home become
ancestor spirits & people are frightened of them too. The sacrifice
of a bullock, or for some people a goat or a pig, must be made
annually - or at the very least, every 2 or 3 years; for these
ancestor spirits also bring feverish illnesses if they don't
receive this offering for their hot-temperedness over too long a
period. Bometines witches join up with the ancestor spirits too
& perform witchcraft on family members. Thai folk 3ay that the
witches have put pressure on these ancestor spirits.

5. The tutelary, or spiritual 'marriage-partner', of the witch is
also believed to co-operate with him/her against someone.

Witches & their methods of Attack

1. When the people of the Kui country hear the word "witchcraft" they
are very much afraid. They look on ary man who is fat as a
terrifying si^it. No one dares to hold conversation with him.
^Iso if they see his face in their dreams, they believe that he
surely practises witchcraft. If priests, by divination, say the
same tiling about him too, then the whole village's conviction is
reinforced. Aryone who behaves strangely or has a fearsome
appearance is similarly suspected.
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2. ity stealing a person's spirit: a strong belief that witches
operate at night arises from everyone's experience of dreams.
While one's body rerains on the sleeping-mat, one's wandering
spirit encounters not only pleasant but nightmare situations
with no escape. This is when the sleeping witch sends out his
or her spirit to capture the innocent 'wanderer' as a food-
offering for tutelary witches: 'Whoever practises witchcraft
chews up a man or woman right inside so that the person falls
ill & dies. If a witch doesn't manage to catch aryone for a
really long time to give to these spiritual witch-partners,
they say to them: "I'll eat my own household, either my children
or ny wife"; and so their home-folk die. This is what we Kui
people believe.*

3. Human spirits caught in this or ary other way are believed to
be collected together in a safe place: perhaps stored in the
witch's house, covered by an upturned basket or cooking pot,
or even tied up; or else outside in a thicket, or up a heavily
jungled hill, or under a stone. This is necessary only while
the victim's body is physically following his spirit into death,
so completing the witch's transaction with his/her confederates.

4. The witch may be aided in this (2 or 3 above) by the hironga-
i.laulaka demons, who are able to take the form of fabulous animal-
familiars resembling the pig.

Illnesses believed to be Due to witchcraft

1. Rapid wasting illness such as acute TB & bonne lysentery
(lit.: 'to be dying of drying up' or 'withering') is due to
'ordinary' witchcraft where the Bironga-Aaulaka have given the
person's spirit for witohes' food & the body is therefore under¬
standably dying, blow wasting illness is due to witches alone.

2. Cholera is also the result of Bironga-Aaulaka demonic co-operators,
&. results in even quicker 'dryirig-up' (dehydration) so that the
body almost visibly follows its stolen spirit. Also other members
of the family may be affected (in Western medical terms infected.)
Severe infective gastro-enteritis is regarded similarly.

3. When an injury or sore on the extremity of a limb fails to close
up and heal normally, & instead the surrounding flesh putrifies
oc breaks down thus increasing in size.

(59) TRKaT- IA.T PLa IhLI&SSKS OF SUSAiJOTEl) WITCHCRiJTT 0R10IN
(Ho other versions)

SOCIALIST oz HIb ACTIGKS OTHERS INVOLVED
1. The terrified household calls in

the priest to go into trance - as
in all serious situations of
uncertain origin.

2. They send a boy to the spring to
fetch water for the priest's feet.
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3* The boy must fill the pot in one
single scooping movement*

4* The priest must wash his hands and feet before entering the house.
5* He squats inside the patient's house*
6* takes a little rice on a winnowing tray,
7* then swinging his hair round & round,
8* he invokes by name all the gods to whom Kui people pay homage
9* & so goes into trance*
10* After that he takes the patient's hand & sucks from its skin,
11* & says: "Witches are eating this manJ If you give him the

care-treatment with a goat or a pig, he will be cured*"
12* so they buy the goat or pig just

as the priest directed,
13* also a small earthen pot
14* & collect certain leaves*

At cock-crow next morning:
15* The priest 'breathes* on the patient's body*
16* Then swinging the piglet - or sometimes his chicken - in one hand
17* & rattling his split-bamboo with the other,
18. he circles several times round the patient
19* saying; "Go, go, go, goi

0 Bironga - Maulaka,
Go, go, go, go I

20* & he quickly hustles the demons 2 or 3 furlongs from the village,
21* There on the track he makes further invocation
22* & he & the adult male relatives slay the piglet & chicken.
23* Usually after sacrificing the pig, they cast it away as a whole

offering because of their fear.
24* Afterwards (i.e. back in the village) they offer & slay another

piglet for 'The Reversal of the Evil'• (This meat is presumably
cooked & shared)*

If the patient recovers through this ritual, then people state
their beliefs: "That man (named) was certainly a witch; he was

devouring him." But if the patient die - as is often the case
with these diseases - they say: "ivitches joined the Bironga Bp irits
& caused them to enter the patient's body & eat it."; then they
demand money (for liquor) from the man accused of witchcraft "for
the dead man's sake", and they drive him ri^it out of the
community*

Rote: Sometimes in cholera cases, after trance, the priest pours
liquid (?milk) over the patient's feet & announces loudly:
"We are performing the poha on you*" Then when the patient
is a little better (if he recovers) on tee day before the
poha. the patient anoints himself with tumeric & oil; when
his bathiqig water is heated for him, he takes it outside the
back of the house & bathes* Then within that week they do the
poha. There is always witchcraft accusation preceding this.
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(60) S0BJEH3C

(No other versions)

Illnesses Believed to be Due to Porcery

1. when the arms, legs, whole body & all its joints ache, folk
believe that: "Sorcerers have put sometiling or other into their
stomach."

2. For acute persistent headache the priest divines that "large
black dung beetles have been introduced & are flying round inside
the skull."

3» When the stomach or neck swells & for all kidney disorders they
say: "Sorcerers have thrown his spirit into a pond or spring for
himj so his stomach will swell."

4. Severe diarrhoea may be another result of ths same action by
sorcerers as in No»3.

5. Diabetes, when sorcerers' action may not only bring urinary
frequency but makes the patient "call like a glutton in his
longing for certain foods" (This is distinguished from the
violent fancies for certain foods which may attack pregnant
women. The Kui people say that ("orpa") can also cause swollen
limbs but when the craving is satisfied, the swelling goes down,
for it is simply seen as a sign from the child.)

6. Severe anaemia or aqy deficiency-weakness, especially of pregnancy,
ia caused by sorcerers' jealousy for it causes debility just when
the mother symbolises the family's future.

Treatment of Illnesses Due to Suspected Sorcery

SUOhXhG- OUT TIE (Kyis) 'GRTT' - DlDmRI VBDKA

(ho other versions)

S^ECLj, hlST & HIS ACTIONS QMSK3 INVOLVED
1. The patient's household calls in

the priest.
2. By divination he says that the trouble is due to particular

foreign bodies put into the patient by the sorcerer: e.g. for
limb pains - small particles of grit, pebbles etc. for
headache - black dung bettles flying round in the skull.

3. He rubs castor oil on the painful area,
4. & sprinkles the part with water*
5. Then he blows over the skin with his mouth, searching for the

place where the foreign bodies entered
6. Finding it, he carefully places his lips & sucks them out

(having earlier secreted live beetles or tiny stones in his
cheek)•

7. ile shows them to the patient
8. then casts them one by one into the fire.
9. The priest may call on the patient 3 or 4 times & perform

veska sucking treatment like that at each visit.
If the pain diminishes a little &

10. the patient says "It feels a
little easier to me",
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11. They all decide: "Sorcerers
(male), whoever they are - had
indeed put these things inside
you!"

and they all believe that the patient will recover.

CURSB - MLIPA
(klipa literally means: to transform, metamorphose)

(Wo other versions)
1 Whenever a man or woman, or a group of people, is angry with
someone and speaks out their anger, saying: "Let him (them)
be destroyed by any means whatsoever". *

1. 'Only older people can mlipa their Juniors.
2. Most commonly mother's brothers or father's sisters'

husbands curse their more Junior relatives.
3» \ihen one is cursed thus, results vary: sometimes trading

becomes unprofitable; cultiv; tion fails, crops are eaten
by deer or mice; insects weaken the stems so the plants
wither, or the ears rot off without bearing grain; if one
has teenage children, they disobey their parents and live
prodigally in sexual immorality, and thus are disqualified
from making good marriages; clothing also is eaten by
rat3 and termites.1

Typical klipa words are as follows:
'Let her (them) be broken into little pieces!
Let her (them) be reduced to fragments!
Let them 'dance' uselessly like crows, like kites.
May none of her (their) cooking ever be digestible!
May they miss the cooking pot

and pour their rice into the fire.
Let all their trading
Let all their farming

Dissolve away like salt in water.
As truly as I am their mother's brother (etc.)
May ny curse never becore ineffective.'

(62)

TUB;

bote:

(63) COUMPKR-ClJR&i - RUHPA

(Ko other versions)
TILL: 'Whoever is struck by such a curse, finding for instance that

their eggs don't hatch out, cries: "klipa has reached out
and got me." Lo they call an old man or old woman to perform
the counter-curse.

Especially if a woman in labour is unable to be delivered of
her child, an aged relative of the grandmother, mother-in-law
or grandfather, must perform Ruhpa.
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1. He/she rises at earliest light,
2. pulls a little thatch from the eaves
3. and breaks it into equal lengths.
4. They take a bronze ladleful of water,
5. then stand the cursed person in the doorway
6. saying: "J^y this water, by this liquid,

Lay that which has reached out from the mouth
Heturn to the sender.
Let it be driven off.
Let it be cast aside*

Let it G01
For I am performing ruhpa;
I am working salvation.

7« the aged one says this while sprinkling water on the sufferer
8. tilen takes a little in the mouth
9» & spits it on to the sufferer's feet.
10. bo the curse departs.

Note: If non-hatching eggs are the victim, the ritual is done
over those; similarly over a woman in difficult labour.*

(64) TIGBHi-TIL'L'SFOKjvATIOK - KRADI I.LTVA

(bee A(21) p.446)

There appears to be no ritual directly connected with the power
some people are believed to possess and by vhich they transform
themselves into tigers in order to harm others.

They have been observed by reliable eye-witnesses to 'slip
away into the jungle and emerge a few minutes later as a tiger or
leopard. vVhen an educated Christian Kond challenged a man regarding
his ability to do this, the two went out to put it to the test. This
was in the Udayagiri area where tigers are now rare. It happened
exactly as stated above. The challenger escaped unharmed but
unshakeably convinced.

(®) bocio-Political Rituals of Justification and Reparation

Trials by Ordeal:

(65) WALKING- THE FIRS TKBH2I - KANDA TAKA

(No other versions)

bee Vol. I, pp. 25-26 for this ritual.
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(66) DUCKING IK WATER - SIHU TANI DIVA

(No other versions)

TIMS: When a man is accused of witchcraft or theft or starts a noisy
quarrel about a paddy-field, shouting: "This is ours. This
is ours!"

SOCIALISTS & T1LIR ACTIONS OTPAS INVOLVED

1. Ihe headman of the village
summons all the Auta elders to
a council.

2. If they are unable to settle
the matter by witnesses* state¬
ments.

3* They decide to find out the truth
by ordeal, so fix the day & the
"type.

4. They also ensure that the man
proved guilty will pay a fixed
fine to the innocent, extra money
'for shame* & that he will bless
the innocent one.

Larly next morning: 5» They choose 2 men, one from each
side, to duck themselves in
water. (Not the accused & accuser
themselves).

6. They also select an old man to
pour the milk, rice & egg.

7. The old man, still fasting, goes to cut down
2 Sal branches & takes them to the waterside.

8. The 2 contestants go to the water without
even cleaning their teeth ... accompanied by all the other men.

9. The two bathe and •••••. 10. the other men search them all
over their bodies saying that
they may be concealing some kind
of medicine to make than win.

11. The old man also bathes
12. then climbs down the bank where the water is deep
13« & sticks the 2 branches firmly upright in the water.
14. 'The two men wade in & each takes hold of a branch.
15. The old man stands between them & anoints them,
16. scattering the rice-grains over them,
17. while making invocation: 1
18. Next he gives the Johari-greeting in all 4 directions
19. and one to the sun.
20. Then while saying: "Whichever of them is not a wrongdoer

Lay he keep cm sitting underwater!"
21. he puts a hand on the head of each & makes than both

squat underwater at the same moment.
22. He places the egg on the water over them
23. & takes 2 pots of milk, one given by each 'side*, & pours the

milk on the water as though pouring on top of their heads.
24. Yfaen that milk enters the ears, eyes & nose cf the guilty man -

going "Guru-guri" inside them, he will not be able to keep on
squatting there. The water quickly tries to throw him out on top.
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25. Whichever man's body is visible first, that man must be
apprehended. The one who is able to stay down for a long time
has no sin, so they believe.

1. Invocation: "0 High Bora God.
We have come today to judge a matter of theft (sorcery, etc.)

between ••••••• (speaking their names)
If he (the accused, by name) has performed a wrong,

Throw him up to us rapidly from underwater!"

(67) HOLDING THE UHD-HOT BAR - KRNDA AHPA

(No other versions)

TBIE: 'When a man accused of any form of misconduct wishes to
undergo the 'Red-Hot Holding' ordeal, his accuser permits it.

Hr.-GIALIblS & SLJIR 4CTI0MS OTHERS INVOLVED

1. The elders meet in council
2. then call the blacksmith.

3* The blacksmith bathes
4» then heats the iron bar.
5. The accused returns from bathing,
6. anoints himself with castor oil
7. & grasps 7 Bipal leaves . ^
8. The accuser holds rice-grains & makes invocation
9. while he scatters the rice-grains.
10. The blacksmith puts the red-hot bar into the accused's hand

by means of pincers.
11. If he can hold it, he is an honest manj if he can't, he is

guilty.

1. Invocation: "0 Dura God Above. You who are God of Iron."
If this man has committed a wrong

Lay he be burned by this iron!
If there is no wrongdoing

May he not be burned!"

(68) ORLEBAL BY BOILING WATER - SIRU ATA
(bee 8(20) p.47l)

TBS: 'When a valuable possession belonging to someone disappears
through theft & they don't know who took itj or else tiie
person who did take it says he didn't:*

Sj&CIALlaPS & THEIR ACTION'S OTHERS INVOLVED
1. The accuser calls together .... the village council.

2. They call the accused to a
meeting■
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3« If the accused says vehemently to
them: MI haven't taken itJ I'll
undertake whatever trial by ordeal
you will give me."

4« They make the decision to
heat water into which he must

dip his hand repeatedly#
■i.ext day? 5. Without cleaning their teeth

6. the council members take a new

earthen pot & go to the water.
7. When they enter the water, they

scoop it up from the spring
(with one single action) &
bring it out.

8. Then they heat it near the
spring.

9. They drop a pai (small coin)
into the heated water.

10. The accuser bathes,
11. & ritually scatters grains of rice

around & over the boiling pot,
12. saying these words: 1 2
13. Then the accused makes invocation:
14. & dips his hand into the boiling water.
15. If nothing happens to him at that time,

the fact of his innocence is clearly known.

1. Accuser1 s declaration: "Because I have lost ay valuable
possession - whether brass eating-bowl, brass water-
beaker, or gold or silver -

I accuse this man of theft.
If he, or his wife, or any of hi3 children, whoever it may be,

has taken it,
bet him be scalded till he gasps.
Till it takes the skin off him."

2. Accused's invocation: "Bura Above. Bura Below. God of the
(Meriah - captive's) iron ring.

You who, as the sun, art the One who comes & the One who
goes.

You have observed me.

If I, or ny wife, or my children, have taken or touched or played
with his valuable possession,

Let me be scalded till I gasp."

Variations of the urdeal by Boiling Water: (fto other versions of this
and the remaining rituals (69) to (85)

(a) THIS: 'Sometimes someone loses some article and thinks: "This
man - or that man - has taken it." Yet it is difficult to
accuse him of theft because of his strength, so they -them¬
selves secretly dip a chicken's foot in boiling water, thus:

'Barly in the morning'
1. Two or three men take a chicken

& water to a certain place.
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2. They bathe themselves, and,
3» still in wet clothes,
4* heat the water.
5. After bathing the chicken,
6. they scatter rice-grains,
7. while uttering the names of men in a certain village or household,
8. & prayings 1
9. & they thrust the chicken's foot into the water.
10. Then they watch its foot carefully for 2 or 3 days.
11. If its skin comes off, realising that their accusation is

absolutely true,
12. they gp & seize the man;

- but if nothing happens (to the chicken's foot) they believe
he is innocent.

1. Invocation: 'If he - or they - have taken it,
Let this chicken's foot be scalded till the skin
comes off J*

(b) 'Sometimes when they don't know who is the thief, they do the
same test privately with a chicken, uttering mary names until
they find the thief's name. Then they take the village council
to that man's house, apprehend him and take back the stolen
goods, or else they keep watch on the man and so catch him.'

(69) PRIMING Mi SOIL - VIRA UNBA

TBffit When 2 men quarrel severely regarding a paddyfield or dzy
field.

.Method: In order to know precisely to whom this land belongs, the
field's own soil is drunk; that is, soil from it is thoroughly
mixed with a little water & the 2 disputants drink it.
If one dies after drinking it, the ground was not his.

(70) ChbTInG A (preventive) &RBLL - TARI ITA

TLS: When it is necessary to guard growing vegetables (i.e. when
they are ripening), they cast a spell over them. This nonnally
applies to mustard leaf, beans, pumpkins, corn-on-the-cob,
sweet potatoes, the long runner-bean, lentils, grain & similar
produce. It is not applied to paddy cultivation.
The spell is cast with bark from the Fiasal tree in the
following way, though there are variations:

SOCIALIST & HIS ACTIONS OTHERS INVOLVED
1. The householder calls in the priest

to perform it (or an old man)
2. The priest (or old man) goes to bathe
3. then takes his axe to the trunk of a Riasal tree (hardwood)
4* With the upper edge of his axe-blade he shaves off the bark,

starting from the bottom upwards.
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5. He brings the bark back,
6.splits a bamboo at the tip & wedges the bark into it.
7. Then he stands in the middle of the vegetable plot & says:

"Let no one eat the vegetables, the produce, from this plot,
Nor cany it off without obtaining ny order.

May any woman who does such a thing
menstruate with a noisy rush."

8. After saying that, he gives the Johari-greeting
9» & plants the pole in the middle of the mustard plot or the

beans etc.
10. If the plot is large or the spell is to cover a whole clearing,

he will plant 2 or 3 in easily visible places.
Then if ary woman suffers a heavy menstrual loss, she thinks:
"I am like this because I have eaten some produce or other on
which the xJiasal bark spell has been cast."

(71) THE SPBLL-IfflViaBaAL RITUAL - HUHPA

THIS: «fhen the crop has ripened:
Early one morning: 1. They call in the person who

first cast the spell. If he
is not available only a priest
or someone older than the
former man is able to perform
Huhpa.

2. He takes the bark from whatever cursed produce they are blaming
3. & goes to stand in a flowing stream.
4. There he says: "That spell which I cast,

Let it yield, let it be severed.
Let it not reach out to anyone at all.

% this water, by thi3 bubbling stream.
Let it go!

I am uttering this reversal! I am causing deliverance from it!"
5. ><hile he speaks, he throws the bark into the flowing water
6. & uses green (i.e. unripe) rushes from the bank to sprinkle drops

of stream-water.
7« He also rinses out his mouth with a little water and spits it out.

(72) SLAYING THE LIZARD

TIMS: Ihen they wish for clarification regarding some misdeed:

1. The householder calls in the

priest.
2. The priest coraes after bathing
3. & they catch a lizard.
2m Hie priest takes it along the main track
5. & says: "Whoever has done this misdeed

If he steps over this as he goes along
Kay he quickly die!"

6. While uttering these words he kills the lizard
7. & places it on the path.

If the wrongdoer should die, the oath has caught him.
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(73) HQlLIhG THE TURSIKA JULGLK-CREEPER (with leprosy-like
nodules):

This oath is performed in a variety of situations*

(a) /in unmarried lad & girl may fall in love & have intercourse
then afterwards one or other takes a different marriage-partner*
The rejected lover gathers short lengths of Tursika creeper
from the jungle & beats the ground with it, sayings "Because
you refused to take me as your wife (husband) may leprosy fall
on you*" Because they have 'died of refusing' (i«e* separated)
& because their belief is strong, they do contract leprosy.

(b) Or a young couple may marry after performing this oath and then
separate* The result is believed to be the same*

(o) lien souetimes perform it regarding land-disputes about either
a paddy or dry field* Then they believe that whoever cultivates
that field unjustifiably would be caught iy the oath & die of
leprosy*

(d) .(hen a chicken, a goat or anything else is stolen by an unknown
culprit, the loser may perform this oath* (Pans)*

In all these cases, it is believed that in some days' or months'
time the wrongdoer's toes & fingers will very slowly develop
sores & then drop off. The same result is obtainable by beat¬
ing one's botty with switches from the castor-oil bush, the
"Wind Bird" flowing shrub, Lutari creeper, Ledi Thorn or the
Green Litem creeper*

(74) SPLITTING TUB I.u'JvGO-STUitiS

TI1E: When there is an irreconcilable quarrel within a kin group*
They perform this oath as a declaration of refused to be
reunited, meanwhile splitting the mango-stone with a wooden
mallet*

(75) BBivTIfiG WITH TUB HAM)

TIME: Also for an irreconcilable quarrel within a kin-group*
In order to refuse euy possibility of being reunited, they
beat the ground 7 times with the hand & say:

"If I rejoin them may I die*"

Five Oaths to Prove Innocence in ary form of wrong-doing:

(76) Lighting the Lamp
1* The accused person bathes
2* then in front of all the people,
3* h^she places a small burning oil lamp on the head
4* & says: "If I have done this wrong,

May I be quickly extinguished like this lampJ"
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(77) Touching One's Child
The accused touches his/her child's head & says:

"If I am guilty of this wrongdoing
lviay my child burst open & die!"

(78) Touching One's Dye
The accused touches one of his eyes, saying:

"if I have done this misdeed
Kay my eye burst out of its socket#"

(79) Dissolving bait
The accused takes salt, saying:

"If I have done wrong,
Kay I dissolve like salt in water#"

(80) Breaking the ilgg
The accused breaks an egg on his head, saying:

"I have done no wrong#"
If he should die later, they realise that the egg-ordeal
overtook him#

Five Oaths Concerning Theft, which are therefore particular to the
Fans, who have certain notorious "thieves' villages" in addition to
individual cases#

(81) The exposing Test (Vesa » to bring exit into the open, expose,
redeem)•

TBIE: Vfoen they don't know who is the culprit (in Baro I.luta)
1# The victim of -the theft takes some rice-grains & an egg#
2# Then goes with 3 or 4 men to a laixl-erosion ravine named

Kalanga
3# From the bamboo thicket there they cut down one bamboo
4# & split one end into two tongues#
5# Two of the men who have bathed & remained fasting,
6# now tie one end each strongly to their waists,
7# & another man bathes
8# & scatters grains of rice while he mates invocation:

"0 Bura God Above,
If a wrongdoing has been committed

Ivisy these split bamboos come together!
If there is no wrongdoing

Kay they not unite!"
9# Then he calls out the names of several villages#

10# At one of the village-names the ends of bamboo reunite#
11# Then they take the names of each household in that village

& make invocation in its name with the same bamboo-test#
12# After that they go themselves to whichever household in that

village has caused the bamboo ends to unite#
13# There they catch the person & take back the object stolen#

This test is also used for clarification regarding a possible wrong¬
doing. If -the bamboosunite, they know there is wrongdoing; if they
don't unite, there is not#
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(82) Razor-I'ragaents Oath

TBiS: After a theft when the culprit's identity is unknown.
1. The householder-victim secretly

has a razor made by the blacksmith
2. Then without anyone knowing, he

call 3 the priest.
3. The priest bathes
Km & brings Sadari leaves
5. He takes these to the track near the village.
6. & cuts them into fra^nents with the razor,
7« dropping them on the path while saying:

"Whoever has stolen this thing
.May his stomach & bowels be cut into fragments

going "kitti-koto kitti-koto" inside (i.e. in
spasm)

So may -they pass blood & diel" (i.e. severe
dysentery).

Then if anyone should die that way - a woman or a man - they
believe that this oath has caught him.

(83) Swinging the Tiger-i'lrebrand
The burnt embers from the pyre of a tiger's victim are called
' tiger-firebrands'.
(a) If there is a lot of theft in a village the elders get the

priest to go all round it swinging aloft a tiger-firebrand
as he saysi

"I.Iay whoever is stealing be eaten by a tiger!"
If someone dies that way, they believe hiiVher to be the thief.

(b) Individual trial is also made by placing a tiger-firebrand
on the head saying: "May I be eaten by a tiger if I have
done this thing."

(c) A tiger skin may be carried on the head & shoulders in
protest of innocence:

"Hay a tiger eat me if I have done this inisdeedJ"

(84) Giving the Grains of hice

IIIiE: When someone loses something valuable:
1. They first look for it
2. & then call out in the raha:

"Whoever has taken it, give it back to usJ
If you don't, we will go & give rice grains to the potter'"

That evening:
3. Thqy ask for, or collect, 2 or 3 rice grains from each house,
4« tie them into a leaf package
5. & go & give them to the potter.
6. The potter puts them on to ihe wheel he is turning.

The people believe this: "The folk in the household which has
carried off the valuable possession will become dizzy like the
turning of the potter's wheel."
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(85) Garry inn God's Book on the Head (this originated with Pan
Christians)

The accused places the Bible on his head & says:
"If I have done wrong, If I have done wrong

!May God send blindness on rne & cause me to die!"
If he becomes blind or dies after this, they believe the oath
overtook him.

Thus in every village people are constantly employing many,
many little oaths. They learn these things in childhood. For instance,
even really little children immediately speak out when something
happens & they quarrel & accuse each other; they say: "If I have
taken it (or eaten it, or given it to someone, or broken or destroyed
it) may a tiger eat me." .And if a firebrand is handy - or if not,
the fronds of a grass sweeping-broom - they carry that on -their heads
while saying it. Sometimes they put a box on their heads with a cat
or puppy in it in lieu of a tigei>skinl

Other occasions when oaths are sworn hastily are vhen a husband
& wife quarrel. They will touch a leper saying: "If I have committed
this fault let ny leprosy fall upon me!" or "If I double-cross on ny
promise let....." Md husbands sey to wives: "If you desert me &
go to another husband may leprosy......", or the woman says: "If you
desert me & go to fetch another giri may leprosy fall on you to your
absolute & uttermost limits!" laid they touch the leper as they say it.
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Key Elements in the Heriah Ritual

(See Vol. I, p.268)

The following key elements in the human Heriah Ritual are not

found in other Kond sacrificial ritesi

1. The sacrificial stake: selected, prepared and carved very
carefully and with great attention to detail. The carved bands of
chevrons, lozenges and similar forms vary from village to village,
but are copied meticulously within each village. The burial of the
bronze peacock (? or bull in doad) adds to the importance and neutral¬
ity of the stake in the movement of the ritual.

2. 'The satari: a woven bamboo 'wheel' covered with red and white
cloth and fixed on a pole which is mounted on the longest available
bamboo, close beside the stake. borne form of aatari appears to be
used in Nepal and also by the Gonds of Central India; in both
these areas diviner-priests fulfil a similar function to those of the
Ronds- The purpose of the satari is to attract the divinities and
enable them to centre their attention on the right sacrificial spot,
hence the peacock feathers waving on top (now replaced by a cock) and
the jerked ropes on to which bells are tied along with strips of
strong-smelling pork-flesh, thus attracting by sight, sound and smell.

3» The roughly carved wooden clappers shaped like a peacock whose
head and tail are jerked up and down by attached twine. 'These are
used in conjunction with the be11-rope, again to attract the attention
of the Harth Goddess while the iteriah song is being chanted before
leaving the darni for the sacrificial spot.

4. The supposed 'voluntary' nature of the victim, drugged or drunk
though he be, and with limbs broken if he 3till retains spirit enough
to resist. His bonds are loosed before death to 'prove' this point,
for unlike other Kond sacrifices, he is 'offering himself' not just
for the Konds but 'for all the world*.

5» Temporary peace-pacts; necessary on a human level because non-
associated (and therefore warlike) villages will be entertained, and
all will drink deeply. These pacts are rationalised through the
religious sanction of the Harth Goddess* requirement that there
should be no quarrelling throughout the ritual if it is to be effica¬
cious.

6. 'Unstable ground *: the sythical cause of this whole ritual.
A crack in the earth or similar indication is therefore found as the
immediate cause, indicating the Harth Goddess' continuing need of
human blood.

7. 'The l.leriah bong, recalling by name and deed the human form
adopted by the -..arth Goddess at the beginning of Kond creation.
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3. The slices of flesh whose cutting forms the highest point in
the ritual. This is shared not only by priest and people of the
host-village, but by a cross-section of other villages through their
representative flesh-carriers, every person being vitally aware of
the presence of the Earth Goddess here at her own feast.

9« Burial of the flesh: consigned to the earth (Earth) as speedily
as possible, while the blood is still 'living* and moist and the day
is still 'alive' (before sunset).

10. The victim's head is guarded and then disposed of with great
care and reverence, possibly because it represents the part that will
become divine, as promised in the dialogue between headman, priest
and victim's representative before "the slau^iter.

11. Mock battless by women of the host-village against the flesh-
carriers, and by the carriers among themselves in their own villages.
(These have been discussed earlier in the text).

12. The funeral .Feast at the end of the three days* mourning.
This is normal procedure for a death, but not for an animal sacrifice.
Here it is attended by the village and by all the flesh-carriers from
other villages, and still continues despite the buffalo-substitute.
This is the final stage in the series of unifying acts performed in
the sacrificial year, after which the village coiaxiunities separate.

13. The Valka i'leah: a year later (3rd year), drawing them again
into close communion in the intricate pattern which gives three years
of interaction though with the major expense of only one victim.
(N.3. Gome of the same people may be engaged in other heriah rituals
within that period).

Additional Elements in the Buffalo Kedu

1. The two purification rituals of Gruhka floor-plastering and
Casting out the Gooking Pots which occur in the Kedu, probably took
place also before each fceriah ritual, iiacphersan and his colleagues
would not be in a position to note such preliminaries inside Kond homes.

2. The divining egg placed in the eyelet hole in stakes set at
the three darn is are a major part of the new First Year Keflu ritual
that was added as a preliminary to the former first year of Leriah days.

3. Egg-offerings: three eggs offered at each of the three darnis
possibly indicate, among other meanings, the increased importance of
the upper and lower damis after security pallisades were no longer
in general use.

4. Paddy-chaff in the sacrificial holes this was probably in use,
though escaped comment, in the Aeriah days too. It might symbolise
fertility of harvest, for the blood falls on to it within the hole
in the ground.
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5* Hoof, ear, horn, tail and the tip of the tongue are all put
into the hole. 'The anatony of the buffalo's being so dissimilar
to that of man would mate it necessary to follow some new ritual
form. These parts - doubtless each with symbolic relevance - are
similar to those offered to the anoestors or clan-founders in the
Bullock Ritual and may have commended themselves for that reason,
the Earth Goddess in human form being the original founder.

6. The 'Bitter Hater* sub-ceremony takes place at all funerals
and -would almost certainly be part cf the earlier lieriah ritual,
though unreported. The fact that it is continued even with the
animal substitute strengthens this likelihood.

7. The 'Secret Flesh': the full significance cf this further
visit of the flesh-carriers to the main sacrificing village - adding
yet another year to the right performance of the whole ritual -
requires further investigation, as do all the above points if their
significance is to be more fully understood.
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1) HYPOTHETICAL VERSION OF A M1RIAH IK TIE GOOMSUR DISTRICT

(See Vol. I, p.245)
A 3-ye&r cycle celebrated in rotation by each I-uta in an associated
group of Mutas:

YEAR 1 - a strip of human flesh is brou^it to A.uta l's main
village (V.l) from an associated kutaTvTa)

YEAR 2 - l^ieriah sacrifice at V.l, while V.3, 4 & 5 take away flesh.
YEAR 3 - the final Valka offering of a pig in V.l

YEAR 1 - ERIEGil ,G A PIECE OP PIE £11

(a) PREEAI4.TI0K
Group Decision - V.l is informed by V.2 of its Aerlah date

- V.l selects men to bring flesh from V.2
- & summons its priest.

.Drumming. dancing <fc drinking each evening for the prelim, month.

(b) THE APPROACH (1st day of V.2's 3-day climax)
Purification - V.l priest & flesh-bringers bathe, wash their

cloths & remain fasting.
Libation - to village founders & ancestors; drinking party.
bpecialised ..'reparation - They select & cut a long bamboo pole

- then weave a bamboo satari 'wheel';
- cover it with red & vhite cloths
- & top it with peacock feathers.
- Priest & flesh-bringers perform the Lringa

sub-ceremoiy outside V.l

(c) THE 0FPKR1LG
Symbolic actions

- Priest & rest of V.l wait at home.
- V.l's drums lead the dancing flesh-bringers

to V.2
- They join V.2 men & fie sh-bringers from V»3,

4, 5 etc.
- All join in drumming & dancing rourxt victim

then dance through V.2 singing the Aeriah Song
- & taking the victim to the Aeriah grove.

The Anointing - After V.2's anointing of the victim.
they all join in the Liju laja sub-ceremory.

Invocation & Sacrifice takes place at V.2
- After V.2's invocation & sacrifice
- all flesh-bringers leap in & cut their strip,

quickly roll it in Googlut leaves & rush away
home

- while V.2 pelt them with stones & clods of earth.
- Approaahing V.l, their flesh-bringers cushion

the flesh on a handful of grass.
- Pasting heads of houses & priest come to meet

them.
- Priest receives flesh & deposits it at Jakeri.
- He divides the flesh into 2 equal portions then

subdivides one half into no. of household heads.
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The Invocation - Friest invokes Earth Goddess
& prays for fertility of V.l, then sits on
ground beside Jakeri stones & scrapes a hole.

Sacrifice <x Shedding of Eloofl
- With back turned & without looking,
- he places the half-portion of flesh in the hole.
- Each head of house adds earth to bury it.
- iciest pours water on the spot fran a hill-gourd.
- Each householder rolls his shred of flesh in

leaves.
- All shout with exultation at work done.
- Wild battle starts with stones & mud; many

injured.
- Householders renew fight at young men's dormi¬

tory ;
- they knock it down or damage it.
- Finally each goes alone to favourite field
- & buries his flesh in same wey as priest.
- All go to eat & drink (sometimes eat together).

5 days ritual mourning in all associated villages: no house swept,
no wood exit, no fire exchanged; strangers
forbidden.

(d) SHARED I.EAL - All participants reassemble in V.2 (See YEAR 2)

YEAR 2 - KERIAH SA.CR1FIGL AT V.1

(a) ARATIUN
Group Decision - V.l settles date & informs associated Aiutas

- arranges household collections in V.l
- & buys victim from Fans (if not already bou^it);

grown men most esteemed because most costly.
- Frioe paid in brass vessels, cattle, goats,

grain, cloth, veges, etc.
- Victim housed with headman; treated very kindly.
- Kept continuously drunk.
- Kay have sexual intercourse with ary woman in V.l
- Fettered only if/when realises iiuninent fate.

.Drumming, dancing & drinking for 1 month before sacrifice.

(b) THE ABROACH
■Purification - Victim 'devoted' by head-shaving (10-12 days

before)
- Ritual bath taken hry all intending participants
- & all wash their cloths at the spring.

Specialised Preparation - Tree selected for Eeriah stake;
- cut, carved & fixed in place at iieriah grove,
- Other posts cut & placed - 1 at Jakeri stones &

4 round lieriah stake.
- Long bauboo exit & satari made, peacock's

feathers stuck in top.
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Anointing

Symbolic Actions -
contd.

THE OFI-'IRILG
Symbolic Actions - Reps from associated villages are all welcome

for the sacrifice is 'for all mankind'#
- Intoxicated victim is put to sit at foot of

stake try Jakeri stones (where bronze peacock
is buried)•

- (1st Day & night) Tari inspires all to frantic
revelry; considered impious to resist,

- (2nd mom#) Victim washed & dressed in new
cloth.

- Procession headed by drums & 3atari pole leads
or carries victim -through village to Leriah
grove;

- All follow dancing & chanting i-eriah Song.
- Priest seats victim,

binding his back to foot of carved stake#
Victim is anointed with oil & turmeric paste#
Toomba garlands victim with flowers (i#e# small
bond boy under 7 & kept from all impurity)#
Everyone carries out i.i.ju 1'a.ja sub-ceremony
& conterds for relics of the lieriah; (his
spittle or bits of turmeric paste especially
prized by women).
1'aiy roughly made wooden or clay birds &
beasts are stuck on short poles#

- (loll 2nd night) feasting & revelry continues#
- In dark, men sent to probe ground round grove;

the 1st deep chink is the sacrificial spot#
- (3rd morn# ) Loud renewal of drinking & festi¬
vities.

- Victim refreshed with palm wine#
- (boon) Crescendo of drumming & dancing#
- Victim stupified with opium 6/or intoxicated#
- *ums (if nec# legs) broken: 'liust not suffer

bound*.
Invocations & Petitions

- Long recital of legends and invocations;
exculpatory dialogue of headman & priest with
victim-impersonater#

Lacrifice u scattering of Flesh
- Priest, headman & 1 or 2 elders insert victim's

neck or chest in cleft branch of a green tree;
priest closes its open ends with aid of cords.

- Priest slightly wounds victim with his axe.
- All the yelling men leap in & strip off the

flesh; they avoid the head, face (? & intest¬
ines)#

- Priest rushes to bury a piece of flesh beside
the Jakeri stones & bronze peacock:

- with his back turned he places it in a hole
there, without looking behind#

- V#1 heads of houses bury their shreds of flesh
similarly but in their own fields on the
village boundary.

- Reps# from V#3, 4, 5 etc. rush off to do the
same in their own villages -

- while V#1 women pelt than with stones & clods
of earth#
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(e) HETURD TO THE M)KM
Disposal af Hemaining Sacred Elements

- V.l pay the (previously bought) Duli buffalo
to the Dan procurer of the victim as final
instalment of the price.

- Meanwhile victim's head & intestines are

strongly guarded against animals or non-Tari
worshippers.

- In some villages these are buried in a hole
beside the Jakeri;

- or next day they are burnt on a funeral pyre,
with goat offering & the ashes scattered over
"the fields,
or laid as paste over the houses & grain stores.

- 3 days of ritual mourning follow (as at a
normal death) ; no house is swept in ary
participating village;
fire may not be exchanged;
wood may not be cut;
no stranger be received;
(in some places) silence is observed.

(A) 23L SHARED IIEAL — (4th day feast after mourning)
- All gather at the place of sacrifice.
- Driest invokes the presence of Tari & other

deities & prays Tari for fertility in return
for the flesh.

- He kills a buffalo,
- Offers bltali portion,
- all eat.

(e) RETURN TO THE NORM. (Contd. )
Disposal of remains

Inedible remains of the buffalo are left for
the new Meriah spirit.

Dismissal of the -u'riest
- The priest is paid in rioe & a pig or calf;
- & dismissed to his hcxne.

YEAR 3
ONE YE.R LkTER - THE VALKA - Strip of Ilesh
The same priest makes a final petition for fertility benefits

- then offers a pig to the Earth Goddess;
this is called the Valka offering.
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2) HYPOTHETICAL VERSION OF A KEIflJ IK 151E GOQi.ISUR DISTRICT

(See Vol. I, p.245)
Now a 5-year cycle J YEAR 1 - The Showing of the Buffalo

YEAR 2 - The hashing of the Buffalo's Feet &
Bringing a Piece of Flesh

YEAR 3 - The Fall of the Buffalo
YEAR 4 - The Strip of Flesh Satari. (Valka U.1u)
YEAR 5 - The Secret Flesh

YLJt 1 - THE SHOEING OF HIE BUFFALO

(a) PREPARATION
Group Decision (after a patient's sickness has been diagnosed

as a sign from the Earth Goddess.)
- Patient's kin & V.l select the day.
- They notify associated villages.
- Kin collect money from each V.l household
- & buy ritual items! an old buffalo, pigs, cocks,
black chick, cloths, mahua for distilling, etc.

- obtain govt, licence & distil much liquor;
- summon priest 'best able to trarqple the Earth
Goddess'.

- He & V.l men settle his wages for 5-year Kedu.
- In trance he selects new darni keeper (d.k.)

Prunming. dancing (esp. men) & drinking for 1 month before ritual.

(b) THE APPROACH
Purification - Priest & d.k.'s household take daily ritual bath.
(DAY 1) - d.k.'s household (only) perform gruhka & tekinga

maspa

(DAY 2)
Libation - (morning) by d.k., priest & patient's male kin;

- they drink together in the raha.
Specialised Preparation

- Druniners lead the men out to jungled hill.
- Priest selects 3 Sal trees for stakes.
- These are cut & brou^t to raha with drumming.
- Eyelet holes are cut near their tops.
- Holes are dug for the stakes at the 3 darnis.

(c) THE OFFERING
symbolic Actions

- Priest offers eggs & rice with invocation;
- he buries them in hole at central darni

as he & helpers erect the 1st stake;
- repeats offering & erects 2nd stake at lower darni;

" " " " 3rd " " upper "
- Crowd dances round them to continuous drumming.

inointing - Priest & d.k. put on new cloths,
- tie new cloth round buffalo's neck
- & anoint it with turmeric paste.
- Men dance to the spring; bathe buffalo & selves;
- return with it to darni.
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Symbolic Actions
Contd. - With d.k. & patient's male kin,

priest offers more eggs & rice at darni.
invoking dura God for health & prosperity,

- then puts an egg in eyelet hole in the stake;
- repeats this at upper & lower darni stakes
- but suddenly rushes like madman to Leriah grove#
- Crowd seizes buffalo <Sc rushes after him.
- He probes ground with spear & finds 'unstable'
spot.

Invocation & Petitions
- Patient's male kin hold buffalo beside the spot
- while priest & d. k. dig hole with hand-picks.
- They put in eggs & rice
- while priest invokes dura & former victims,
- then fill in hole & put large stone on top.

Sacrifice & Shedding Blood
- Priest sacrifices a pig at central darni.
- Much liquor drinking; also fed to buffalo.
- (eve.) drunken buffalo put in patient's byre.

(d) TiiE SIIuRED IISAL
The bitali - Priest makes the bitali food-offering.
The least - The men cut up & oook the flesh & some rice.

- The/ eat, drink <1 celebrate all night.

(e) RETJKL TO Tili. KOiftl
- stakes left in place at each darni;
- buffalo freed to sleep in patient's byre
- but it belongs to the i-eriah grove.

dismissal - Priest paid in rice & money & seen home.

TTI'il 2 - THH WAShlMG OF THE BUFFALO1S FSBT (in V.l)
Exactly at early-paddy harvest (dept.)
i.e. 4 months to 1 year later.

(a) Pi&fAicATICM
Group decision - Ex-patient's lineage canvassed to raise money.

- All V.l men meet to fix date.
- necessary ritual items are bought,
- govt, licence obtained & much liquor distilled.
- Ex-patient's kin summon the priest.

drumming, dancing 6t drinking in evenings for 1 month.

(b) THE APKtoAGH
Purification - Priest, d. k. & ex-p's male kin fast.
Libation - Priest pours out libation in raha

then he, d.k. 6t ex-p's male kin settle to drink.
(Mo Specialized Preparation required; last year's stakes used).

(c) THE lEFEklMG
Symbolic notions

- x-riest & d. k. put on new cloths, then
- tie new cloth & thread necklace round buffalo's
neck
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Anointing - 6c anoint it with turmeric paste.
Symbolic Actions
Contd. - Priest & d.k. offer egg at foot of lower darni post;

" " «• " " "
upper " "

- nx-p's kin drag bul'falo to spiring.
- Druiimers & V.l men dance along with them.
- They all bathe
- then bath the buffalo & wash its feet.
- Drummers lead everyone back to the village.
- They dance, driving buffalo to upper & lower darni
- then tie it to central darai stake.

Invocation - Priest quickly offers eggs, rice & a pig (& chicken)
with invocation to Dura God.

- (Evening) buffalo put in byre.

(d) T,Ia UhKKD , DAL
The Pi tali - Priest makes the bitali offering.
The Peast - The men cut up 6c cook the flesh, & rice,

- eat, drink & celebrate all night.

(e) RETURN TO THE NORM
Dismissal - after 2 more days' hospitality,

priest receives money 6c rice & is seen home.

YEAR 2 contd. - probably 4 months later, in January.

DHIaGIHG A PIECE Or' PiESfl

(a) ERKPiHATION
Group Decision

- V.l hears of V.2's approaching sacrifice.
- V.l selects men to bring flesh from V.2
- 6c collects money, buys ritual items.
- obtains licence 6c distils much liquor.
- (3 days before Kedu begins) V.l flesh-bringers
visit V.2 taking money 6c liquor 6c make peace pact.

- V.l calls its priest.
Drumming, dancing 6c drinking for 1 month before Kedu (evenings)

(b) THE PPPKOiiCK
Purification - V.l's d.k. (only) performs gruhka.

& - priest, d.k. & some men fast
specialised - snd prepare satari pole with pig sacrifice
Preparation - (See 3rd year)

- then purify it at spring
- 6c erect it at their darni.
" (k^du Eve in V.2) V.l priest tugs satari rope,

makes invocation & sings Kedu Dong.
- (Kedu Day) V.l all fast; great drinking party.
- V.l priest, d.k. & flesh-bringers gather at V.l's
darni & untie satari.

- Drums lead them to bathe at spring & wash satari.
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(°) THE OrPERIKG
symbolic Actions

- .Priest offers eggs & rice at darai with invocation.
- brum & dance with satari to upper & lower darni,

3 times}
- then go dancing to Aedu village (V.2)}
- d.k. takes sacrificial knife & brass pot for flesh.
- d.k.'s wife <fc friends carry special food^
- men carry axes, hoping to get sore flesh too.
- on arrival at V.2, V. 1 men continue dancing-
- 7.1 d.k.'s wife anoints buffalo with turmeric
paste & feeds it on 'cakes' & cooked rice & lentil

relish,
- then stays in the pen with the other women,
singing the liedu bong, baiting the buffalo,
jerking the clappers & pulling the bell ropes.

The baorifice- All visitors join V.2's dance to I-ieriah. grove
& witness their sacrifice.

- V.l's d.k. receives strip of flesh from priest
& V.1 men dash madly off to own village

- while V.2 pelt them with stones & clods of earth.
- V.l men give the flesh to their priest at own

darni;
- priest sacrifices chicken & egg to Darni Goddess.
- They take the flesh to their Iteriah grove.
- Priest & d.k. bury it, invoking Earth Goddess.
- Back at darni priest sacrifices another pig
with furtiier invocation.

(d) "THE DtlARBD kEAL
Cooking -V.l men cut & cook the pig-flesh & drink together.
Bitall - Priest cooks & offers bitali portion

- & eats own portion.
beast - all the men feast & dance until dayareak.

YiLJt 3 - THE PALL OF TUP BUFFALO in V.l
from 6 mths. to 1 year after
'Bringing Away the Flesh'•

(a) PFEP.JLAIIOE
Group Decision

- Ex-patient's male kin & V.l household heads meet
(i) to fix the date
(ii)to arrange cash & rice collection to buy

ritual items.
- They inform associated villages of the date.
- They buy another (larger) buffalo, the Duli
buffalo, & pigs, cocks, chicks, mahua, new cloths,
etc.

- obtain licence & distil much liquor
- then summon the same priest as before;

he stays in the d.k.'s house.
- Hepresentatives (flesh-takers) from associated
villages come bringing cash <5c liquor to mate
temporary peace-pacts.

Drumning. dancing & drinking every evening for 1 mth.before the
ritual.

Anointing

Invocation
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- ex-patient's house perform gruhka & tekinga maspa
- Priest cc d.k. fast throughout the day.
- by priest, d.k. & patient's male kin;
they drink together in the raha.

Specialized Preparation
- dru'imers lead priest, d. k. & some men to the
jungle.

- Priest selects best bamboo & scatters rice for
the i^iirits.
Man cut the bamboo but do not trim it.

- Drums lead it back to V.l without crossing
running water.

- It is placed on ground beside central dami.
- They go to bathe at the spring.
- (livening) Priest sacrifices a pig at the darni
- All drink & feed liquor to the buffalo.
- The men prepare dc cook the meat ik rice.
- Only after seeing moon or stars, priest offers
bitali portion, then he &. d.k. eat.

- All eat; drumming & dancing all ni^it.

- All uen remain fasting.
- Priest offers libation then drinks with selected
stake-cutters.

specialized Preparation
- Drums lead them up the jungled hill.
- Priest selects the trees & makes rice offering
to spirits.

- The men cut 2 large stakes & 6 or 7 smaller ones
- Drums lead them all back to the darni.
- Priest & d. k. bathe at the spring.
- Priest offers eggs, a cock & rice at darni. with
invocation, then slays the cock.

- all drink & feed liquor to the buffalo.
- Priest cooks & offers bitali portion
- while the men prepare & cook the cock & rice.
- All eat, drum & dance.

(DAT 3)
Specialized ^reparation contd.

- Priest, d.k. & men erect tallest stake at darni
- 6l 2nd tallest at fceriah grove (at last year's spot)
- Also smaller stakes: 1 at back of d.k.*s house

1 at d. k.'s front door
1 by wall of lowest house ,

1 M " " topmost house
1 by darni. for lying the

buffalo »

- They build a wooden buffalo pen enclosing the dami
- & tie intoxicated buffalo inside to protect it
against outsiders.

- They make wooden bird-clappers
- & last of all the safari: they smooth the long

bamboo pole, make a 'wheel' of woven bamboo strips,
cover it with a red & a white cloth & fix it to the
tip of the bamboo pole.

Tim APPROACH
Purification

(DAI 1)
Libation —

(Sub-sac. &
shared meal.)

(DAI 2)
Purification
Libation

(bub-sac. &
shared meal)
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(c) Hffi QFPKRING
Symbolic Actions

- D.k. & priest put on new cloths.
- All men go to the spring taking the satari & pole,
- they bathe, hath the buffalo & wash satari & pole.
- btill constantly drurnning, they return to the pen.

(bub-sac.) - driest offers eggs & a cock at the darni.
ties (living) cook just beneath the satari.
then sacrifices a pig at the darni.

- They bind the satari on its long bamboo to the
largest stake, whose foot is already set at the
darni.

- They tie 4 kinds of bells to a rope (jungle creeper)
also the pig's entrails, named 'castrated strips';

- they secure the rope to top of satari pole,
dangling to the ground.

- All continue drinking.
(shared ineal) - (Kedu Eve) driest cooks & offers the bitali portion

& eats his own portion.
- The men cook & eat the pig-flesh & rice
- but the buffalo fasts.
- All drum, dance & drink until daybreak.

(KSDU CAY) - Ko-one must eat until the completion of the Kedu.
nor even clean their teeth (i.e. swallow spittle)

- All (including women) may drink liquor.
- (Daybreak) entire village crowds iiV'round buffalo
pen; jerking the bird-clappers, pushing & bait¬
ing the victim, sitting or dancing aroundJ all
drunk.
Kedu bong is chanted continuously until end of
Kedu.

- (morningJ Priest offers eggs & rice at darni
then at bottom <5c top dura is.

- 3rief conference of all the men, to insist:-
(i) No quarrels, however drunk;
(ii) Ksp. no quarrels with visiting flesh-takers.
(iii)Evexy part of Kedu must be completed in peace.

- All V.l tidy themselves joyfully; bathe, put on
best clothes & ornaments.

- (Noon) When everything is reacty for the sacrifice
priest & d.k» put on new cloths;

- drums lead them, satari-bearers & buffalo attend¬
ants to bathe at the spring.
Attendants carry spring-water back & bath buffalo.

Anointing - D.k.'s wife smears her pre-cooked mixture of
linseed oil & tumeric from head to tail of buffalo,

- feeds it with 'cakes', cooked rice &. hill-lentil
relish.

- Priest, d. k. & others also crouch in pen
offering eggs & rice at darni.

- All rest of V.l dance outside pen.
- Fiesfr-takers, d.k's & wives arrive from V»3, 4,

5 etc.
- Each d.k.'s wife anoints & feeds buffalo
6 remains in pen with V.l women, jerking clappers,
pulling bell-rope, baiting victim & singing Kedu
bong.
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- Yihen all have completed the anointing &
feeding, it is time to go in procession to
the Leriah grove.

- Led by drams, reps, of V.l shoulder their
satari pole, others drag the drunken buffalo,
the whole assembly dances after ihemj

- All go 3 times to upper & lower darni.
- where priest & d.k. offer eggs every time.

(Even go to soiib associated villages if very
close).

- Reaching the grove, they lead buffalo to all 4
corners

- then tie it to the large stake there
- & bind the satari pole to this too.
- Priest <Sc d.k. dig hole at foot of post.
- Priest puts in paddy chaff.
- (sometimes also Sal-tree bark & thatching grass).

Invocation - Invoking Sura God,
he puts in eggs « rice.

- Drumming doubles in tempo & readies crescendo
Sacrifice & shedding of olood

- priest plurges sacrificial knife into victim's
ribs

- & cuts out a bit of its liver
(Invocation) - & praying: 'Earth Goddess. Land Goddess.

Drink blood I Drink goreJ'
- as he drops it into the hole.
- With great speed he cuts off a hoof, an ear, a
horn, the tail & tip of tongue & drops them in
the hole.

- he rapidly slashes flesh from still-breathing
victim & gives it to the flesh-takers from V.3,
4, 5 etc.

- They drop it into their brass pots,
stop these up with leaves
& rush away, leaping & dancing.
-V.l stones them, as in a fierce quarrel.
- Priest & d.k. carefully fill up the hole.
- Pans & Gahis drag away carcase to eat elsewhere.
- All V.l dance back to darni & re-erect satari

(nub-sac. for - Priest sacrifices a pig <i chicken at the darni.
small feast) & offers the bitali portion.

- The iien cut up & cook the meat.
- All V.l men feast well

6c spend night in drumming, dancing & drinking.
(DA* 5)

(d) THE UlARLD LEAL
- Priest 6t V.l sacrifice the large Dull buffalo

dc offers the bitali portion a
- Every householder helps to share out the meat.
- Their wives cook their household's portion.
- The reps, from V.3, 4, 5 etc. cone to feast.
- Everyone receives neat, even Pans & Gahis.
- Another day & night of festivities.
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(e) RBTlIili TO THE NORM
Doha - All fasting, priest offers rice at the darni

- then he himself unties the satari from the stake.
- Entire community take it to lower & upper rtarnis
then gather at lower darni.

- driest holds gourd of 'Bitter Water' & invokes
spirits & sprinkles the people, using wet rushes.

- Women & children return home.
- Drums lead men further down track.
- At chosen place, they lay satari cm ground;
- priest offers a chicken & rice & invokes the
spirits to go away now,

- he cuts chicken'3 throat & smears blood cm the
pole*

Disposal of Sacred Elements
- They remove red & white cloths for the next satari
- then chop the pole & satari into fragments „

Cleansing • All -the men go to bathe & wash their cloths
- then go home to eat.

Disniissal of Driest
- Driest receives hospitality for 2 wore days.
- V.l households pay him in money rice
- & see him home*

YEAR 4 - 'nr. V;JJKA UJU or THE BTRLF OF FLL3I SETARI

(a) PREPARATION
Croup Decision

• when they receive news of the Fall of the Buffalo
in another of the associated villages,

- V.l call in their priest.

- Led by their drums, the priest selects,
& the raen out & prepare, another long bamboo pole.

- They make a new satari of plaited bamboo-strips
- cover it with the former red & white cloths
- & set up the satari & pole on its former stake.

- Their chosen flesh-bringers attend the Buffalo's
Fall in the other village,

- receive flesh from that priest
- & dance back to V.l with it.
- Their priest offers, then buries, it at the darni
- with the same invocations as before.

(d) THE SHARED LEAL
- V.l priest sacrifices a pig <S/or chicken
- then performs the bitali sub-ceremony.
- The met cut up and cook the meat & rice.
- They all eat.

(e) RETURN TO 'THE NORM
- V.l dispose of their satari (Bee Year 3)
- keeping the red & white cloths for future use.
- They bathe and return home -
- They pay & dismiss their priest to his home.

(b) TIIL APPROACH

(c) THE UFFERIN&
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YEAR 5 - BE'. ^Di&T (or STOLEN) FLaS!

(a) RRlgARATIQK
Group JPecision

- when they hear cf the Fall of the Buffalo at
yet another of the associated villages,

- V.l selects men "to go as friends"#
- They do not make a aatari
- but they call in their priest#

- .After a ritual bath,
- the selected men take liquor & drink it
with the men of the other village#

- (Later) when the flesh-bearers of other villages
have dashed off with their portions,
¥1 men secretly slice off a little,

- bring it home
- & their priest buries it#

(d) TiiL oHAKED iiEAL
- That night the priest sacrifices a pig & chicken.
- He offers the bitali portion.
- The men cut up & cook the meat & rice#
- They share in a feast#

(d) RETURN TO 'THE NORM
- text day they give the priest the final
instalment of all his dues#

- They see him home#

(c) THE OFFERING
Ttedu Lav)""

This completes all parts of the tedu#



APi-Sl.DIX FOUR

*
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Two songs written try a newly-literate Christian of Pdiheri.

village and accompanied by him on a two-stringed gourd-resonated

stick-violin, using the sinple bitonic scale.

l) A Song-Dialogue between Two I en of Close Kin

one of whom (here styled 'A') has very recently become a Christian
and wishes his oousiiy'brother (here styled 'B') to join him:

PART I

A. "Come, 0 ny friend, I'll tell you tiie things concerning holy God.
Come, boon-companion, I'll tell you the things concerning holy God."

B. "I refuse, 0 friend, ny friend!
I don't want to know anything about God.
I refuse, 0 companion!
I won't listen to anything about Jesus!

A. "If you knew the things of God. friend,
#ien Kaluburi (Calvary) took place!

If you heard the things of Jesus, friend,
When he 'lost clan', was polluted!

On account of our sin Jesus died on the cross;
On account of our sin the Lord received hanging on a cross.
Bee this, 0 my companion and friend!
On Kaluburi hill Jesus received great suffering;
On Golgota hill, on Kaluburi hill, Jesus received hanging.
The One who at a word gives brightness to the sun and moon,
The One who has set the hills and trees, the rivers on the earth!"

B. "I still refuse, companion, friend! X refuse, 0 friend!
I won't know about Christ! Lever!
I refuse, 0 ny companion!
I won't hear about Jesus! Lever!
You had taken your stand beside your grandfather, hadn't you,

friend?

Falling down before your Household God
You worshipped your great-grandfather, didn't you, friend?

And gave a 'Johari' to the God of Increase.
Perhaps you even like it - to have become one of the Gahi-ilk!

(sweepers)
You perhaps even desire it - to become one of the Pan-ilk!
No; ny father delivered it to me, friend;
I shall not lop off the shoots from the branch of the Hatida ^

creeper.
ly paternal uncle delivered it to me, friend;
I shall not lop off the shoots from the Paeri creeper.

1 Parasitic creepers which are put to ritual use.
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B. You sacrificed the ivleriah "buffalo, chum, 0 iny chum;
The virgix>-"boy will drink the bloodl 1

You sacrificed the keriah buffalo, 0 my friend;
The priest will eat the blood, my friend and companion.

Because you couldn't afford a chicken, chum.
You worshipped the Ghrist-God!

Because you hadn't so much as a grain of kareri rice
For the priest to go into trance,

You gave algu rice, chum, for divining purposes!
You will take a Kui sickle, chum, for divining purposes;
You will take a plains sickle, chum,
when you go to betrothe your daughter,

You have become a Gahi, chum!
0 friend, you have taken hold of Jhrist-God;

You have become a Fan, 0 chum and friend,
For you have taken hold of Jesus-God!

"I won't eat goat's blood friend, 0 friend,
for Bondari God, chum, 0 my chum.

Though Jena God is there, chum, 0 my chum,
I won't drink pig's blood.

1 won't eat hill-pulse, 0 friend.
I refuse it; you have made me stand firm when I v/as dangLing.
I won't drink rice-soup, 0 my companion;
I haven't held the ears of paddy. 2

A.

FART 2

A. "Refuse Bondari God. 0 friend, my friend!
Jesus-Father IS.

Refuse Jena God. 0 my companion!
Ghrist-Father IS.

Get your hair cut, chum, my chum.
The 'gods' are rooting at you! 3
I will shave your temples, friend.
Go and bathe in the river, friend;
Let the bad odour go away!
Go and bathe in the pond, chum, 0 chum;
Let the dirt go away!
Here's linseed oil, chum, 0 chum, (for anointing after a bath)
I will come and take away your hair, shall I? 4
Here's a little oil, 0 iqy friend;
I will smooth it on your body for you, shall I?
Turn from sago-palm toddy, 0 friend;
You'll die of a withered liver for sure!

1 A reference to the Toomba boy-child's part in the neriah ritual,
though only here are he and the priest described as drinking the
human victim's blood.

2 ? A traditional Aond form of 'grace' before oertain meal3 in this
area, when an ear of grain is held between the two hands as a
fom of prayer to the God of Increase.

3 The same noun is used for gods and for head-lice; the verb is that
used for pigs rooting.

4 For fear tiiat sorcerers would use it against him.
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A. Turn from distilled liquor, 0 friend;
You'll die of withered lungs for sure.

Will you not observe, my companion, 0 chum, my chum.
Father gave you a Paeri creeper;

It will break off and fall.
Paternal uncle gave you a Landa creeper;

It will snap off and fall.
Paternal grandfather gave you the Household God you are

worshipping;
It is a voiceless being, isn't that so?

The God of Increase, whom paternal great-grandfather gave you,
It is a sightless being, isn't that so?

For our sins Christ
Let his blood ooze out.

For our sins Jesus
Received hanging on a cross.

Look here, my friend and companion.
He cured the dead daughter of J&iroso;
He went and brought forth Lajaro from the burial hole;
He gave sight to blind Haritimaya;
He caused the paralysed man to carry his bed;
He fed a crowd of people on five rolls and fish.

Look here, my companion and friendJ
Search in the twentieth chapter of the Uld Testament !
Look at the third chapter of John's book, verse sixteen.
Search in the first chapter of Genesis, one-fifteen!

Goodness me, uy friend, my companion.
He alone has created the sun!
He alone has created the moon!
lie alone has placed rivers in the world!
The Creator of birds, the wild-fowl, wingless-insects,

The worms, the animals and beasts;
The people-folk, cattle and buffalo.

He is the Giver of Life!"

B. "Tell me, iqy friend and companion,
This matter of Jesus' love,

Tell me a little about it!
This matter of Christ's saving work,

Tell me all about it!
This good matter about the powerful God,

Tell it to me!
Show me the authority-power

Of this all-oonquering Father!
Look, n\y friend and companion,

Tell us the matter about Jesus' birth;
bhow ne the matter about Christ emptying out his blood;
Tell me about Jesus* hanging on a crossJ
Chow me the matter about Jesus* coming to save;
Teach me the whole matter of Jesus' receiving suffering;
Tell me the whole matter of Christ's overcoming death!"
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A* "Listen then, iqy companion and friend!
Two thousand years ago
Jesus was born
in bethlehem village;
The world-saving God
Lay in a trough*
Jesus willed it to be a stinking cattle shed;
Jesus willed it to be a pitch dark cattle shed*
To the filthy hut Jesus gave light*
To work deliverance from suffering and evil,

Jesus has come!
To work deliverance from death,

Christ has come*

Jesus received death on a cross

On account of our evil;
Jesus received burial in a grave
On account of our deliverance*
In order to free us from evil
Jesus received nailed-up hanging*
In order to free us from evil
lie received sword-piercing*
Jesus, who had hatched out the world,
became an evil person!
The one who had created the earth
Became an evil person!"

B* "I've understood, chum, 0 my chum, ny companion!
On account of our evil
Jesus came to the world*
On account of our evil
Christ came to the earth*

/das! ky friend and companion!
I have thrown over the JJarni (God) through you;
Man! I won't ever throw over Jesus-God!
I have cast out Bondari (God) through you;
Friend! I won't ever let go of Christ-God!
Life and strength will go, chum,
Yet, friend, I won't let go of God!
Soul-strength will go, chum,
Yet, companion, indeed I won't let go of God!
Jesus alone has given his life for me;
Christ alone has given his soul-life for me!
I will finish my days holding fast to Jesus-God;
I will finish ny time holding fast to Christ-God;

So let each day go by!
If I eat sacrificial flesh, friend,

iiay my eye burst out!
If I eat ritual flesh, chum,

3.ay my eye be plucked out!
If I drink paim*.toddy, chum,

Let a tiger eat nel
If I drink distilled liquor, my pal,

Let a bear drag me away!
Kay our Lord Jesus alone receive praise!
Kay our Lord Christ alone be famed all around!"



-u. Dialo^e between Husband & .ife About Giving up Distilled
Liquor

1* beloved queen,
Hear this matter of minei

I'm joining ay elder brothers
And we're going off together*

I'm joining my father's young brothers
And we're going off togetherJ"

2* "Where are you going, husband?
Tell me that!

You stop drinking liquor, husband,
Every single dayJ

All our possessions, husband,
You, you are destroying!"

3* "It's to the liquor vendor's hearth, dear,
That we are going*

lifter we've drunk liquor, dear,
We'll return at night*

iifter we've drunk liquor, dear,
We'll return at evening*"

4* "You stop drinking liquor, husband,
Every single day!

Your very life has gone, husband,
Through drinking liquor*

Your very soul has gone, husband,
Through drinking liquor*"

5* "Don't try to prevent me, dear!
We are really going!

I'm joining my elder brothers*
We'll return at night*

I'm joining ay father's young brothers*
We'll return at evening*"

6* "It's you I'm telling, husband,
You're refusing to hear!

Your very life has gone, husband,
Through drinking liquor*

Your very soul has gone, husband,
Through drinking liquor*'"

7* When his elder brothers returned
ifter drinking liquor

They had assaulted him with a stick
And taken his life*

They had beaten him up
iuid taken his life*
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8. They said to his wife:
"Go lib take away the lad.

iifter drinking liquor
He has fallen down.

He is lying there
Right on the path!rt

9. His wife started out
To look for her husband.

.then she saw her husband, friend,
Bhe began to weep.
..hen she saw her husband, friend,
She began to laments

10. "I said to you, husband,
'Don't go!' I saidj

because you didn't listen to ay words.
You have received death.

Because you didn't heed ny advice
You have received death*

11. "How rnaxy times I told you, husband.
You didn't listen!

Beeing you thus, husband,
ly heart is hot-distressed.

Beeing you thus, husband,
Sorrow has ob in its grip."

12. Therefore, C ay fathers,
Hear this matter of mineJ

Let us utterly refuse, friends,
Ever to drink liquor.

Let us altogether refuse, friends,
Ever to drink liquor!

13. Therefore, 0 my fathers
Hear this matter of mine!

The Lord Jesus came to this world, friends,
For all our sakes.

The Lord Jesus came to earth, friends,
For all our sakes.

14. Therefore, 0 ny fathers.
Hear this matter of mine!

Let us fall at Jesus' feet
iuid greet him with a *Johari'!

Let us fall down at Jesus' feet
.And greet him with a 'Johari'!

15. Therefore, 0 my fathers,
Hear this matter of mine!
It was for us that Jesus Christ, friends,
Died on a cross.

It was for us that the Lord Jesus Christ, friends,
Buffered and died.



16* Therefore, 0 my fa-there,
Hear this matter of mine!

For our sakea the Lord Jesus, friends,
Gave his own blood*

For our sakes the Lord Jesus Christ,
Gave up his own purity] 1

The word used here indicates that Jesus was totally
polluted by shedding his blood in this way*
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GLOSSARY OF KUI WORDS

Notes The exact meaning is not known of occasional words in Kogera's
prefers and in certain songs# These words have therefore been
left in their vernacular form in the text#
In the list below, (K.K.) indicates Kuttia Kond usage#

AM

ALGU

ARKA

BAGOl^mu/BAlWIEERI

BAKO

BAI (pi. BAISAKA)

BAERI

HEHA

BH'JU

msA

BITAT,I

- father; also 'iar#' or 'Sir'#

- rice obtained from paddy without boiling
it, therefore used ritually#

- a species of millet#

- prowling spirit of a man/woman killed by
a tiger#

- first visit of bride and groom to her kin
after a wedding#

- elder sister(s), women Church-elders#

- lleriah grove#

- K#K# equivalent of KEDQ, Buffalo Sacrifice#

- small brown monkey#

- a state or level of purity from defiling
contacts#

- special portion of a sacrifice offered to
the deity#

BOJI (iiarly records: 'B/JI*)- a feast#

BORE or BORE

BRINGA

- species of thorn bush with yellowish fruit#

- ritual safeguarding of village during the
men's absence#

BIEDA paddyfields

BUTI

DADA (pi. DADAR0)

DANGARI Utt

DARNI

- stream-irrigated, growing the finest type.

- day labour, daily wage#

- elder brother(s), men Church-elders#

- dormitory for unmarried boys/girls#
- cain>-shrine to the village god(s)#

DAHNI AIIPA GATA1IJU/GATARI - darni keeper/wife.

D/Rll AHPA GATAI - darni keying couple#

DEKA (IHENKA) - 2-stringed gourd-resonated violin#
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DERI SOBHA

DINGA

DuLA

Doitao

DUBERI

DULI

GAU

GCDU

GONJU

GOSSI

GOTA

gotl

GHJHKA

JDU

HGU-BOGU

JAKEHX

jmi

JGHARI

JUGA (pi. JUGAKGA)

KALA PRQHPA TORE

KALU

KARERI

KEDD

KEPiWKLSGA

KOTA

KOTA DAHKL

KHADE

'Great Gathering', i.e. Annual lieetings.

the life-sparlc, soul.

large bass kettle-drum.

bronze valuables.

traditional woman-tattoo ist.

final instalment paid.

bride-wealth, or each item of it.

heavy bronze bracelets to prevent
bride's escape.

bush with inedible caustic fruit,

lineage group or dan.

a herd, flook.

a small prepared place, sacred to sacrifice,

mud and dung plastering of floor,

a dwelling.

? red.

founder of a village, patriarch.

a priest, leader in religious worship
and sacrifice.

JSond salutation of greeting or reverence.

affliction(s).

war-making brotherhood,

sago-palm toddy.

rice formerly used in inducing trance.

a festival, sacrifice (the buffalo
Sacrifice).

sorcery, witchcraft.

inner wall between two houses.

darni at the foot of the village.

tiger, leopard, panther.



KRAIiA dance

KUKRI

KUI

KUI LOKU

KUKUHI

KLJTA

KUTA GATANGU/GATARI

KUTUM

LAKA

LAKSERI GIVA

LHRO

MADERI AVVGIVA

KAJI (MAJHI)

MALA DUPA

MALLIKO

MARA

MLEEPA (MLIPA)/MLIVA

MRIMI

MRIM MUSPA

MJRRI (or MURORI)

MEGI AVA

IiUU TAJA

OKULI

GKENAKA

030
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- ritual battlo-dance performed at
funerals.

- millet.

• (adverb & postposition) above, over,
on top, upon.

- the Kond people.

- grain-beer.

- divination, (occasionally sorcery).
- leader in worship and sacrifice,
divine r»-pri es i/prieste3s •

- blood-related members of family,

- worship, sacrifice, offering.

- 'Festival llitual'

- bad humour.

- to gc/be sent,intentionally, into trance.

- (K.K.) headman of a village (western side).

- (K.K.) ritual emblems formerly used in
human sacrifice.

- headman of a village (Eastern side).

- 3rd day funeral feast.

- to transform someone/be transformed one¬
self; nlipa also = to change by cursing.

- Kui term for iieriah human sacrifice.

- buried of human sacrificial flesh.

- tree with caustic sap (against witchcraft,
etc.)

- group well-being.

- the oil-wiping sub-ceremony.

- backyard, rear of house.

- 'outsiders', non-Kui-speaking peoples.

- medicine, a charm.
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paehi

paga

PAGA DARNI

PANGA

PENU (pi. PENNGA)

PENU-MAJU

PIDERI

PUMil PITA

PITA aiHJ

P&1a

'PONDRI RIARI' (or RIME)

pqpkdndi

PRAEt DGRBO

FRONJU

RAHA

RARA

reha

rira

'route mila'

RUHPA

SANGO

5ASI

SATA

SATARI

- parasitic creeper v&ose leaves are used
for making cups & plates, and the
creepers for ropes.

- to attack, swoop down on, wrestle.

- Upper darni at top of village.

- coirmon land above paddy fields, below
hills.

- a god or spirit.

- ? balance phrase for the High God, Bura.

- spirit of a deceased person.

- ancestral spirits.

• 'Bitter .Vater* sub-ceremony.

- sacrifice to drive away evil from the
village.

- a married couple; the two main dsrni stones.

- to scatter (archaic Infinitive).
- ancient bronze valuables.

- compensation, damages paid by offender.

- the open space between opposite rows of
housesj a street.

- Early millet.

- shared joy, gladness.

- voluntary aid, a loan.

- an only child; used also of the 3rd
darni stone.

- a counter-curse.

- hollow drum of large circumference.

- things or person from the plains,
esp. Oriyas.

- (umbrella) ritual cloth on a bamboo pole.

- 'flag' on long bamboo pole, to attract
tiie attention of the Earth Goddess at
the meriah/Kedu sacrifice.
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SLRI AhPA LOKIJ

SSRI MAIA

SIALI (K.K.)

SIDI SAKI

SMI

SISA

SITI (or SITE) KAHJ

SILUI&ERI

SERINGA

TAMBI

TANGrI

TEKINGA MASPA

TQNKI

TQOKBA

UBA AHPA

VALKA

VEURANJ-A

VEMJ (pi. VENM3A)

(Thus: SIRI VEKNGA

VESKA

- bride-siezing group.

- bridal necklace (i.e. a betrothal)
- See PAEHZ

• unripe (i.e. untimely) death.

- pertaining to the lineage or clan.

- a head of grain after grain is beaten out.

- liquor given by the Go-Between to fix a
betrothal with the birde's father, etc.

- homeless spirit of a woman Mo died in
childbirth.

- ancient heavy iron-bead necklace.

- small bamboo basket-measure for 31bs.
(grain)

- ceranonial and war axe.

- ritual changing of the used cooking pots
by casting them out.

- great annual festival for human sacrifice^
at 1st full moon in Jan. (Word now obsolete).

- unpolluted bqy-child used at human sacri¬
fices.

- to be put involuntarily into trance by
the spirits.

- a strip of flesh (formerly human).
- ? (meaning unknown).
- a god or spirit (archaic form)•
- Lineage or Clan gods).
- to extract harmful substances from a

patient's body by sucking.

ADIBASI

glggsaht of other ikdial wkds

- autocthOiis , original inhabitants.

BEHNIAH BONDS (1836)

IETTIAII KONDS (1836)

- free, but Oriya-influeneed Rends of the
foothills.

- labourers on Me plains under Qriya masters.
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BICATR

GHOWKUXdtS

EHABSA

GANJE

GHATS

GRUiA

KUKRI

KUI SAMAJ

LOHAR

- title of the Uriya hereditary chiefs
over ihe Konds; they were also agents
of the Rajah.

- the 'Watch'•

- practice of the law of piety (Buddhist).
- hashish.

- precipitous hill-slopes down to the plains.

- drizzly latter part of the monsoon.

- curved knife of the Pathans etc. from
N.India.

- Kui Party (political)
- blacksmith.

MAHUA tree (Bassia Latifolia) - strong liquor is distilled from the
flowers.

li&LIAH KCNDS

MERIAH

MULIA

1UTA

RUZZUR

PAX

PATRO

JPUJA

UAL (Shorea Robusta)

SUNDI

TAHSILDAR

ZEMINDAR

- the true hill-Konds.

- both the human victim tiie whole ritual.

- paid daily labour.

- a small area of land including its villages.

- cash offering in token of allegiance.

- very small oopper coin.

- non-Kond Auta-head.

- Oriya for laka: ritual or sacrifice.

- hardwood tree, like teak.

- distiller caste (Hindu).

- government officer put in authority by
the British when they annexed the Rajah's
principality.

- Oriya 'chiefs' placed over the Eonds by
the Kast India Company.
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THE MAJOR KQND DIVILITIKS Hi G'JMjJR

HJRA Penu

VELA Penu

- Supreme God, God of Light, also called

- God of the Sun, creator.

TANA or TAKE Penu, or DOIHO Perm - Earth 'Goddess

or BALGU Pinnu (K.K.) " "

BABRI Penu

LOHA Penu

pIJU Pem

BURBI or BORA Penu

PITTERI Penu

PLAAHJ Penu

SANDI Penu

DAHNI Penu

JAKERI Penu

(BRODALI Penu

NAJU Penu

P1EERAMJA

PIDERI PITA

HXf Pennga

Liature deities?

SORU Penu

JORI Penu

SUGA Penu

GOBSA Penu

- spirits of human victims who died in each
particular ^eriah grove.

- God of War, Iron God.

- God of Bain.

- God of new leaves (vegesi) & wild fruits.

- God of Increase (esp. seed time).

- God of Hunting.

- God of Boundaries.

- Demi deity (Associated with Earth Goddess).
- Pounder deity ( M " " " )
- Pan equivalent of Oarni/Jakeri Penu)
- village deity.

- recently dead ancestors.

- the ancestor-spirits' group.

- lineage & household founder-deities.

- God of each hill.

- " " " river.

«• " " " spring.

- God of the jungle.

also Gods of certain trees, rocks and other local features.
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The foreign 'incomer' Smallpox Goddess known ass

JUGA Penu, JDOliARERI, IHDORERI-JOMOHHRI,

who may also be given as many of her foreign names as are known:-

Takurani, iusama, Doram&i-Pagamai, Kama Penu,
Darrna Penu, Ajamahapuru.

WITCH-GODS - i.e. spirit-partners whom witches 'marry'•

BIRONGA-MAIJLAKA - evil spirits who co-operate with witches.

(TURKI Penu, God of the rubbish heap, & GOBBRI Penu, God of the
dunghill, are mentioned in the Phulbani area, c.1900.
BOM)ALU Penu & J2KA Penu (see p»580) are ? local to the Daringbadi area)*

Titles of Rulers in ilill-Orissa, 1835-1854

heads of households,
headmen of villages.
lineage/clan heads (ho Paramount Chief).
I-uta heads (Hindu)
Bisaves (Hindu) - agents of the Rajahs
and hereditary patriarchs 'over' -the Konds.
Tahsildars, by British appointment; to collect the tribute
from liuta heads for the District Collectors.
Rajahs: hereditary rulers of zemindaries (principalities)
e.g. Goomsur, Boad, etc.
Collector for the Board of Revenue for Ganjam District
e.g. Mr. Stevenson - with Deputy Collector (Indian).
Magistrate of Ganjam District, e.g. Mr. Bannerman.
Governor's Agent an Ganjam, over the hill-tracts
Agency, e.g. S.C. Macpherson. (Similarly, Bengal).
Special Commissioner for the Board of Revenue of
Madras Presidency; the Hon. Mr. Russell.
Surveyor-General for liadras Presidency,
with Assistant Surveyor. (Similarly Bengal).
The Rt.Iion. The Governor in Council, Madras Presidency.
The Governor-General, Supreme Government of India, Calcutta.

(Kond)
It

H

(Oriya) -

(British)-
H

H
__

ft _

M
_

II _

II
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Baptist Missionary society Archives: official and personal correspond¬
ence between the London and missionaries in Orissa
c.1910-1966.

Lose, the late xhrofessor R.K., Minister for Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes, Government of India, hew Delhi: unsolicited
personal correspondence with the writer arising from his
sending her a copy of his review of her book: The Church
in the Kond Hills, vshich he had submitted to the journal
Man in India, 1965*

Kond rituals: (l) 26 rituals as practised in the Mallikapori area,
recorded in the vernacular by Kogera Prodhan, c.1910-1915»
M.S.S. discovered and translated by Barbara M.Boal, 1975*
(2) 86 rituals as practised in the ilallikapori area,
recorded in the vernacular by Barbara M.Boal, 1950-66,
translated by her in 1975-74*

Kond Christian Songs. Two songs written by a Kbnd Christian of
Pdiheri village, near Daringbadi, collected and translated
by Barbara M.Boal •

McGavran. Dr.Donald: The work and the Church in the Kond Hills,
an unpublished report circulated among India missionaries
of the B.M.S. and United Christian Missionary Society, and
the officers of their Home Boards in Britain and the U.S.A.

Naik, Bhagyaboti: Concerning the Use of the Old Testament Among the
Konds of Orissa; dissertation offered from Union Biblical
Seminary, Yeotmal, K.India, for the degree of B.d. (Seranpore).

Staples, S.M*: Circular letter written from the Baptist Mission in
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Thomas, Dr. S.P. . Medical Superintendent of the Moorshead Memorial
Christian Hospital, G-.Udayaglri, correspondence following
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note: Letters were written to the Anthropology Department at Utkal
(Orissa) University, and to the Uthal Museum at Bhubaneswar,
capital of Orissa, seeking information regarding possible
recent studies of the Konds. These unfortunately received
no reply.
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D. Personal Discussion

I am deeply indebted to the following who have provided muoh useful
information through conversation and discussion:

Edinburgh College of Art, Department of Sculpture - general discussion
with the staff regarding the making of the 'lost wax'
bronzes, and detailed discussion with Mr.Y/illiam Scott,
himself a modern bronze worker by the 'lost-wax* method#

fellow workers in the Kond Hills: British and Kui, Christian and
non-Christian•

Gautam. Dr.Mohan K. of the Rijks museum voor Volkenkunde, Leiden,
and the University of Leiden, concerning tribes of the
Eastern Ghats of India.

India Office Library staff, several departments, including stucty
of the original hand-drawn map of the Kond region, made by
Capt.Hill, Assistant Surveyor-General, and counter-signed
by Capt. Wau$i, Surveyor-General of India, in 1845•

Kapp. Dr.Dieter. Senior Research Fellow of the South Asia Institute,
University of Heidelberg, concerning the Dravidian tribes
of the South Deccan.

Kulke, Dr.Hermann, of the South Asia Institute, University of Heidelberg,
an authority an the mediaeval history of Orissa.

Lowiy. John. Assistant Keeper, India Section, Victoria and Albert
Museum, concerning the Kond bronzes.

MacKerrell. Dr.II. « Museum of Antiquities. Edinburgh and other Research
Department staff - who also attempted thermoluminescence
dating of the Kond bronzes.

Kiggemever. Professor Hermann, of the University of Frankfurti the
authority on the Kuttia Konds of West Orissa.

Stevenson. Ronald, of West Linton, Peeblesshire, Scotland: pianist,
composer and musicologist with experience of African
tribal music.

Rote: Other museums consulted were:
The Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
The Homiman Museum and Library, London.
The Museum of Mankind, London.
The Pitt-Rivers Museum, Oxford.
The Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh*
The University Museum of Archaeology & Ethnology, Cambridge.


